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Frontispiece

contemporary imitations of Roman coins pose particular
problems for both numismatists and archaeoloqists, not
least of which is differentiating orthodox coins from
copies.

In making a study of contemporary imitations of

bronze coins of Claudius I

(~D41-54)

found in Britain, the

problem of recognition and identification of 'Claudian
copies' was tackled by inspection of a large corpus of
comparative material and data.

Studying the material

first-hand was crucial: the depth of knowledge gained by
handling and recording both orthodox and imitative coins
could not have been achieved by a purely literary study.
The empirical approach of this aspect of the research was
followed by a similar 'hands-on', experimental investigation into the manufacture of these coins.

Analysis of

results of experiments in manufacturing technique provides
explanations for certain characteristic aspects of the
appearance of Claudian copies.
A corpus of Claudian copies found in Britain was created
by photographing and recording details of coins held in
museum and other collections throughout the southern half
of Britain and by an extensive literary search through
archaeological and numismatic journals.

The data was

assembled initially in three formats: a database of
measurements and details of coins inspected; a catalogue
of Claudian coins compiled from the literary search and
responses to a collection audit sent to museums and
archaeological groups throughout Britain; and a photo3

graphic catalogue of coins which is representative of
Claudian bronze coins found in Britain.

Findings based on

the scrutiny and manipulation of the data are given in
chapters dealing with the distribution of finds, and the
supply and circulation of Claud ian copies in Roman
Britain.

These findinqs are complemented by the results

of a die-study of the photographic collection and of
available comparative material.
In attempt to avoid too insular a view, similar material
from continental sources was assembled and employed for
comparative purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
'Claudian copies' is the title commonly used today to
describe coins which are the subject of this study; the
title was first given by Humphrey Sutherland in his
important and seminal work of nearly sixty years ago
(Sutherland,

(1935».

A fuller, but less succinct, des-

cription would be 'coins made in imitation of bronze
issues of Claudius I struck at the mint of Rome'.

Before

Sutherland provided us with his neutral, apt term,
pedoratative phraseology alluding to their inartistic
appearance was used readily to describe these coins.

It

is possible that what began as an accurate, descriptive
phrase became instrumental, through repeated use in
archaeological and numismatic reports, in effecting a
prescribed notion of the origin, function and behaviour of
this coinage.

It may be useful therefore, at the outset

of this study, briefly to trace the development of terms
used to describe the appearance of this derivative
currency, so that we may investigate the above
proposition.
The first English reference to Claudian imitations was
made by Lysons, who wrote of the 'rudely executed' asses
found at Kingsholm, Glos. (Archaeologia, vol.17,
pp.122-23).

(1817),

The 'rude workmanship', of Claudian aes,

i.e., copper and copper alloy coins, found at Boughton

Monchelsea, Kent, noted by Roach Smith in 1842
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(Archaeologia, vol.29, (1842), p.418) became, twelve years
later, the 'barbarous work' evident in similar coins found
in the River Thames at London (Roach Smith, (1854), p.92).
From that publication until Sutherland's almost eighty
years later (Sutherland,
tions,

(1935», with very few excep-

'barbarous' was the adjective used in British

numismatic and archaeological reports to describe imitative Claudian aes.

The English Channel was not to prove a

barrier to the spread in the use of this description: we
find Cohen recording similar coins 'de fabrique barbare'
in his influential catalogue of Roman coins (Cohen,
(1895), p.257, note 1).

Mattingly's reference to 'purely

barbarous specimens' of imitative Claudian aes in his
important catalogue (BMCRE, (1923), p.el) ensured the
continued, and widespread, use of the phrase.
decade,

Within a

'barbarous imitations' were to become 'barbarian

imitations' (NC (1931), pp.313-14); it is the overt nature
of the latter phraseology which highlights a subtle, but
significant, shift in interpretation of the origin of
these coins.
Initially, the word 'barbarous' was used to describe the
'non-Roman' appearance of imitative Claudian aesi
subsequently, a shift in emphasis from non-Roman to the
virtually synonymous 'coarse and crude' is evident in the
literature; but ultimately, a transition in interpretation
from crude object to the product of an 'uncivilised'
person may be perceived to have taken place.
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This change

of use and meaning of 'barbarous' may be matched by a
corresponding shift in the interpretation of evidence for
their origin.

Lysons, early in the nineteenth century, was

convinced by the artless production of the imitative
Claudian asses that they were manufactured by 'the
soldiers in Britain' (Archaeologia, vol.17, (1817),
pp.122-23).

In the second half of the nineteenth century,

'ignorant artists'

'in Britain' began to be identifed as

the originators of 'very barbarous' coins, such as those
found at Latton, Glos. (NC, (1864), p.216).

According to

Cohen, the perpetrators of Claudian copies found in France
and Britain were simply 'les Bretons'
p.257, note 1).

(Cohen,

(1895),

A contrary opinion expressed, early in

this century, by Ritterling, favoured Gallic communities
as manufacturers of 'barbarische' aes found at miltary
stations on the German Ij.es (Rltterling, (1904) and
jde •• ,

(1913».

This argument was supported by Hill, who

deduced that 'barbarous or semi-barbarous' Claudian aes in
the 'Southants' hoard (NC,

(1911), pp.42-56), and others

of the same kind found in Britain, may be judged by their
limited occurrence and geographical distribution to be 'as
a general rule, importations' from Gaul.

It was Mattingly

who took a broader view and firmly embraced all northwestern imperial provinces as potential sources of these
imitative coins which he described as being 'struck across
the imperial frontiers'

(BMCRE, (1923), p.e).

The same

author wrote later that 'a number of barbarian imitations'
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found at Lincoln, Lincs. were 'very possibly of local
make'

(Ne, (1931), pp.313-14): clearly, to his mind, those

imitations found in Britain were struck there; similarly
for finds in Gaul, Germany and Spain.

In numismatic and

archaeological literature, published in Europe before the
Second World War, and to a more limited extent after it,
the origin of this ubiquitous, derivative coinage was
prescribed by the terminology used to describe it.
Clearly, it was considered to be inartistic and
unsophisticated and therefore the product of uncivilised
(un-Roman) people.
In 1935, Sutherland took up the challenge of investigating
the origin of imitative Claudian aes found in Britain
(sutherland, (1935».

He found that while some,

undoubtedly, were imports from Gaul, the majority were
struck in Britain at both military and civil centres.

He

postulated that 'Claudian copies' struck at military camps
in Britain were an 'official' or 'semi-official' means of
supplementing the military paychests - a measure necessitated by failure of the mint of Rome to supply sufficient

•• s for troops stationed there.

These 'military copies',

in turn, were employed as models for local issues struck
at civil centres.

The accuracy of the imitations varied

as might be expected of any operation which involved the
handiwork of a large number of people.

Sutherland

proposed a grading scheme, based largely on visual
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characteristics, which would classify imitations by their
approximation, or otherwise, to Claudian aes of the mint
of Rome.

It was Sutherland's view that Claudian imita-

tions could be differentiated, and their source (military
or civil) identified by their grade of imitation: the more
accurate copies (grade 1) may be attributed to a military
origin; whereas, the more crudely accomplished specimens
(Grades 11, III and IV) may derive from civil centres.
The reasoning behind this attribution is based on the
inference that the more artless copies could only be the
handiwork of non-Romans.
The imperial authorisation, or at least tolerance, of
minting-centres in Britain striking imitative Claudian

aes, implicit in Sutherland's model, was dismissed by
Crawford (Crawford,

(1970», who countered that all imita-

tions were the work of profiteers.

This view was

supported by Boon a few years later who, comparing
Claudian copies with the spurious illicit halfpence employed in 18th century Britain, regarded Claudian imitations
'in general as mere counterfeits'

(Boon,

(1974), p.106): a

view repeated recently in his revised version of that
publication

(Boon~

(1988».

This view was not universally

held: most continental authorities followed Giard's lead
in arguing for officially sanctioned military mintingcentres (Giard (1970), but not all agreed with his view
that the emperor, or his representative, licensed certain
»~.m~larjj

to strike coins (cf. Campo,
32

(1974».

Following

the counterblasts noted above, Sutherland's choice of
words in his subsequent publications indicates a clear
shift of opinion on the subject of who was responsible for
striking these coins:
(Sutherland, (1935);

'official or semi-official' sources
jdem

(1947»

became 'semi-official

or unofficial supplementation by others'

(Sutherland,

(1976),p.72), and finally, in his last words on the
subject,
ply'

'non-official augmentation of aes monetary sup-

(Sutherland,

In Sutherland's

(1984), p.115).

5e~jnal

publication of 1935, twenty per

cent of Claudian aes found in Britain were estimated to be
imitations.

After examining the wealth of coins found at

Colchester, Essex (Sutherland,

(1947», Sutherland found

that 'between one-half and two-thirds' of the Claudian aes
found there were imitations.

Scholars' opinions of the

proportion of copies to orthodox Claudian aes in Britain
have fluctuated, but the trend, following Sutherland, has
been to recognise more imitations among the coins
available for inspection.
British site by the
there (Hammerson,

The attempt to broadly date a

percentage of Claudian copies found

(1978»

was ill-founded, based as it was

on comparative material which was not entirely reliable:
authors of many (early) coin reports, referred to therein,
mistakenly identified irregular Claud ian aes as orthodox
issues.

The figures, therefore, were skewed inaccurately

in favour of the latter (using the figures for coins found
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at the sites quoted (ibid, pp.588-89), a mean of 42%
irregular: 58% regular Claudian coins can be calculated);
the unreliability of the data is recognised by the author
in his second report on coin-finds from the same site
(Hammerson,

(1989), p.420).

Recent estimates of the

percentage of imitative Claudian aes at sites across
Britain have generally been in excess of ninety per cent
(cf.,

Boon, (1949), and Boon,

west; Hammerson,

(1982) for sites in the

(1978), Brown,

for south-eastern sites).

(1986) and Kenyon (1987a)

This tendency to identify a

high percentage of imitative coins is almost certainly as
a result of a greater familiarity with both orthodox and
irregular Claud ian aes, brought about by the increased
publication of photographs of Claudian aes as both British
site-finds (Sutherland,

(1947»

(1974); idem.

Publication of important work by

(1988».

and exemplars (Boon,

scholars on the continent has added greatly to our
knowledge of irregular coinage, as well as providing us
with a wider resource of illustrated comparative material
(cf.,

Giard,

Gaul; Campo,

(1968), ide •• ,

(1970), idem",

(1974), and Pereira & Bost, (1974) for Spain

and Portugal; and von Kaenel,
finds).

(1975) for

(1984) for the River Tiber

The paucity of illustrated material from Lower

and Upper Germany may be noted here and lamented.
It is evident that imitations must be later than those
which they seek to copy, and so it is inevitable that the
date of issue of Claud ian copies would cause speculation.
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Before Sutherland's significant publication of 1935, the
period of striking irregular Claudian aes, where it had
been considered, was judged to be contemporary with the
prototypes -

'the reign of Claudius and possibly the early

years of Nero'

(BMCRE,

(1923), p.el).

Sutherland, how-

ever, inferred from the incidence of Claud ian copies in
second and third century hoards that 'it may be necessary
to account for a proportion of the more barbarous examples
by the hypothesis that they are of an unexpected lateness
of manufacture'

(Sutherland, (1935), p.26).

This view

failed to win support, and almost a quarter of a century
later, was justifiably demolished by Kent, citing the
evidence of site-finds (Kent.

(1959), p.62).

Some

authorities sought to be more precise in dating irregular

aes and suggested that the striking of the second issue of
aes from the mint of Rome in
continent, in

~Dc.50,

brought an end on the

to the wide-spread manufacture of

imitative Claudian aes (Todd,
Giard, (1970».

~D49

(1966), p.149, note 2;

This date was arrived at following

Kraay's argument for the late dating of the second issue
of Claudian aes (Kraay,

(1962»; recent work on Claudian

coins struck at the mint of Rome now convincingly dates
the second issue of aes from Rome to
(1986».

~D

42 (von Kaenel,

It is clear therefore that the second issue of

aes from Rome failed to have a limiting effect on the
production of imitative Claudian aes.

Indeed, the occur-

rence, in large number, of Claudlan copIes at Neronian
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sites in Britain (Boon,

(1982»

demonstrates their contin-

ued coining beyond the reign of Claudius.

The argument

for the cessation of Claudian imitations with the issue of
new Neronian aes, in
L~gd~n~m

(Boon,

~Dc.64,

from the newly opened mint of

(Lyons, France), however, is much more convincing

(1974), p.106).

Evidence of coin-finds from the

Flavian forts in Wales has been shown elsewhere to support
this view (Boon,

(1988), pp.123 & 163, note 130).

From the above survey, it is clear that our knowledge of
imitations of Claudian aes is derived exclusively from the
sources of numismatics and archaeology, the intellectual
traditions of which have been largely based on classicism.
Valuable though their contribution is, these disciplines
have inevitably imposed a classical bias on the interpretation of this derivative coinage.

It is intended there-

fore to examine a large body of evidence, to question the
validity of any such classically-biased interpretations
previously held, and to offer explanation which hopefully
will avoid the imposition of modern values upon an alien
culture and its artifacts.
It was clear at the outset that this study demanded an
empirical approach; its basis had to be an intimate
appreciation of the coins themselves.

This knowledge was

to be achieved in two ways: by handling several thousand
coins in both private and museum collections; and by
attempting to manufacture coins in a way similar to that
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used to produce Claudian copies.
To assemble a corpus of material for study, data and
photographs of both orthodox and imitative Claudian aes
were collected from three main sources: primarily, from
first-hand experience of recording coins in museum and
other collections throughout Britain; secondly, from a
comprehensive literature search; and thirdly, from an
extensive postal survey of collections and finds recorded
by museums and archaeological groups in Britain.

Compara-

tive data was collected from the continent employing the
last two sources, although the last source was employed
only for finds made in the Low Countries.
To gain a fuller understanding and appreciation of the
appearance of these coins, practical experiments in dieengraving, casting of blanks and striking of coins were
carried out.

The processes employed were basic; progress,

from ignorance to an understanding, was made by following
the well-practiced method of trial and error.

The results

of some of these experiments were afterward subjected to
metallographic analysis, at Oxford University, in attempt
to further our knowledge of irregular coin-production
techniques.
The complexity of studying and interpreting imitative and
irregular coinage was not underestimated.

A copy of a

copy might include all aspects of the original, or it
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might include extraneous elements: certain aspects might
be exaggerated, while others minimised.

Because of the

complex and confusing nature of the subject, it was
decided that problems would be tackled in simple and
direct ways: only simple mathematical calculations would
be employed - complicated extrapolations would be avoided;
wherever relevant, information would be presented
visually; lines of investigation would be channelled
through direct means.
In the following chapters, I will set out to investigate
and analyse the material assembled and produced for study
by attempting to answer these simple, direct questions: in
Chapters Two and Three, Uhat are Claadian copies?; in
Chapter Four, Hou uere they made?; in Chapters Five, Six
and Seven, Uhere are they foand? and Hhere Here they
made?; and in Chapter Eight, HOH Here they ased?

In the

concluding Chapter Nine, my aim is to draw together the
interpretations and deductions arrived at in this study,
and, using that evidence, to attempt to answer the
questions which, as we have seen already above, are of
central concern to all students of irregular coinages: Uho
made them?, Uhen uere they made? and Hhy Here they made?
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2.

THE COINAGE COPIED

2.1 Introduction
The aes coinage of Claudius 1 began at Rome in the year of
his accession, AD 41.

In addition, an exceptional comme-

morative issue was almost certainly struck at the imperial
mint of

L~gd~n~m

(Lyons, France), which had not issued aes

since the reign of Tiberius and had been recently closed.
The latter, a heavy

q~adrans

(or a light semis), c.

3.85g., has a reverse design depicting the Altar of Rom.

et

A~g~st~s

at

L~gd~"u..

which was dedicated, in the

presence of Augustus, on 1 August 10 BC, the day of
Claudius' birth at

Lu.gd~"~m.

The first issue of aes denominations at Rome was followed
by a second, which can be identified by obverse legends
ending with the title prater) P(atriae), assumed by
Claudius in January, AD 42.

This second issue consisted

of the same coin-types as the first issue and in addition
three new coin-types were struck to further promote
Claudius'S dynasty: an as commemorating his brother
Germanicusi a

d~po"di~s

in honour of the consecration of

his grandmother Livia and the deified emperor Augustus;
and a commemorative

sestertj~s

for Germanicus' illustrious

wife, Agrippina the Elder.
The chronology of the two main aes issues from the mint of
Rome has been, and continues to be, the subject of debate.
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To detail the development of this argument would take us
beyond the scope of our subject, which deals with contemporary imitations of only the sestertii,

d~pondjj

and

asses of the first issue of Claudius, and must therefore
be resisted here.

Suffice to say, Sutherland has recently

presented an argument for the first issue of aes being
struck between RD 41-50, and the second RD 50-54 (RIC 12,
(1984), pp. 116-19); von Kaenel presents an alternative
argument which limits the first issue to RD 41-42, and the
second RD 42-43 (von Kaenel, (1986».

The latter

argument, supported as it is by die study, is more
convincing.
at

L~gd~n~m

The date of the commemorative

q~adrans

struck

is also subject to consideration, though it is

generally agreed that it was struck before RD 46 (cf. von
Kaenel, (1986), pp. 195-6; Giard, (1988), pp. 26-7, and
sutherland, (1987), pp.77-8).
2.2

First aes issue from the mint of Rome

The aes coinage of Claudius is distinguished by the number
and variety of types.

The eleven aes types struck at Rome

for his first main issue were chosen to communicate values
which Claudius sought to promote through his election:
confidence, security and courage.

Some types commemorate

his lineage: two sestertjj commemorating his father, Nero
Drusus, and a dapondias, his mother, Antonia.

Some

announce his ascendency to the imperial throne and that of
his family: the

sestertj~s

with Corona Cjvjca reverse-type
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for his inauguration, another with the reverse-type Spes
~ugusta

for the birth of his son and heir, later to be

named Britannicus, and the dupondius with reverse-type

Ceres

~ugusta

p. clvi).

for his empress (see BHCRE, vol 1, (1923),

others proclaim his intention to provide wise

and resolute leadership in both civil and mi~tary matters:

asses with the reverse-types of Constantiae, Ljbertas and
Minerva extol virtues not evident during the reign of his
predecessor, Gaius; the two quadrans

types refer to

measurement and corn-supply, matters essential to trade
and the well-being of the
2.3

popul~Roman~.

The coins

Familiarity with the first aes issue of Claudius is a
prerequisite for determining which coins are products of
the mint of Rome and which are not.

The coins, with the

exception of the quadrantes which are not imitated, are
therefore described in detail below and each coin-type is
illustrated by a photograph (plate 1).

The reference

numbers, for each coin-type, used throughout this work are
sutherland's revised edition of volume one of the series

Roman Imperial Coinage (RIC 12, (1984».

Concordance with

other references is given in Table 2.1.
The obverse

(obv~)

and reverse

(r~vM)

of the coin-types are described below.
legends read from left to right.

of typical examples
In all cases,

The lettering and

punctuation of the legends do vary, but letters that are
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accurately and uniformly formed ~e.9., the even
proportions of the upward strokes of the letter A with a
balanced cross bar unifying the whole), and that benefit
from se.rifs, thus creating the effect of an even
distribution of the weight of the legend, are firm
indicators of orthodox mintage.

Legends that are evenly-

spaced and punctuated with stops are other positive
indicators of orthodox mintage.
The ranges of mean-weights given below are taken from
coins in the study by von Kaenel, referred to above; they
are used in preference to those given by Sutherland, in
RIC 1 2

,

because of the former's access to a wide range of

material in good condition in Italy and across Europe.
Mean-sizes are taken from my measurements of orthodox
material in the collection of the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford.

Die-axes are virtually always 180 degrees.

The word 'portrait' is used frequently in the following
descriptions in the sense that the image depicted is a
rendering which intends to inform the observer of something of the characteristics of the person portrayed.
It should be understood that the image projected is not
necessarily a likeness of the person, indeed it may be
truer to a likeness of another with whom the subject
wishes to be associated, e.g., Claudius' portrait has
qualities that are reminiscent of Augustus.
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RIC 12

RIC 1

Y.QIl.

Kaenel(1986)

Sestertjj
1- Obv. Orusus

93

780

57

96

600

54

98

620

56

99

640

55

5. Obv. Antonia
Rev. Claudius standing

92

820

59

6 . Obv. Claudius
Rev. Ceres

94

670

58

7. Obv. Claudius
Rev. Constantia

95

680

61

8. Obv. Claudius
Rev. Libertas

97

690

62

9 . Obv. Claudius
Rev. Minerva

100

660

60

Rev. Claudius seated
2. Obv. ClaudIus
Rev. Oak wreath
3. Obv. Claudius

Rev. Triumphal Arch
4 . Obv. Claudius
Rev. Spes
Du.pondjj

Bss~s

Table 2.1.

Concordance of maior references for Claudian

8es which were primary models for irregular issues
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Claud ian aes struck at the mint of Rome are typically
well-struck coins displaying complete dies on
appropriately sized round flans.
Sestertii

1.

RIC 93, orichalcum, 27.17 - 28.04g., c. 3Smm. (pl.l,

A)

Obv. NERO CLAUDIUS DRUSUS GERMANICUS IMP(.rator)

The above legend around a bare-headed portrait of Nero
Claudius Drusus, in profile facing left.

The large

portrait of Drusus is well-proportioned with a broad head
and neck, wavy hair, a firm chin, and pronounced neck
musculature.

The point of the neck touches the

circumference of the reverse design and functions as the
point at which the legend starts and finishes.
Rev. TI(berius) CLAVDIUS CAESAR AUG(ustus) P(ontifex)
M(aximus) TR(ibunicia) P(otestate) IMP(erator)

A three-quarters view of Claudius seated, facing left, on
a curule chair, amid sundry weapons, armour and trophies.
Claudius is wearing a toga and is bare headed.
branch in his outstretched right hand.

He holds a

It is worth noting

that the legend CAESAR invariably occupies the space
between the tip of the branch and Claudius' head.
S(enatus) C(onsaltc

) below Claudius' chair, in the

exergue.
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2.

RIC 96, orichalcu.m, 28.11 - 28.59g., 34 - 35mm.,

(pl.I, B)
Obv. TI(berius) CLRVDIVS CRESRR RVG(u.stus) P(ontifex)
M(aximus) TR(ibunicia) P(otestate) IMP(erator)

The above legend around a laureate portrait of Claudius,
in profIle facing right.

The bust of Claudius is smaller

than that of Nero Claudius Drusus, noted above.

The

features are generally more angular and less bold: the
chin is 'weaker', receding to a thInner, but still
muscular, neck with a prominent 'Adam's apple'.

The long

neck of Claudius is a distinguIshing feature of his
portrait bust.

The point of the neck touches the circum-

ference of the obverse design and marks the position where
the legend ends and occasionally begins.

The starting

position of the legend is below the neck of Claudius, but
it is not always at the point of the neck.

(It is perhaps

relevant to note, here, that we should not assume legends
were always engraved from first letter to last, or even
from last to first if we are thinking of the mirror-image
design.

It is possible, and it could have proved to have

been a useful planning-out device, to begin wIth a central
word and then to work outward in each direction alternately.

In this case, the central word would be CRESRR,

which invariably follows the line of Claudius' head from
his brow to the top of his cranium.

Eleven letters

( ••• RVG P M TR P IMP) of even size and evenly spaced can

be seen to reach the point of Claudius' neck, whereas ten
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letters (T I CLIWDIVS .. ) do not always and a gap is
occasionally evident beneath Claudius' bust where due
allowance has not been given to the marginally broader
letters necessary.)

Rev. EX S(enatus) C(onsalto

) OB CIVES

SERV~TOS

The above legend in four lines encircled by an oak wreath
symbolising the
accession.

Co~ona

Civic., used to mark Claudius'

The untied ends of the wreath invariably

touch.
3.

RIC 98, orichalca., 26.39 -28.35g., 34 - 35mm., (pl.l,

C)

Obv. As for obverse of RIC 96 above.
Rev. HERO

CL~VDIVS

DRVSVS

GERM~H(icas)

IMP(erato~)

The above legend encircling a front view of a triumphal
arch, surmounted by a statue of a horseman facing right
with trophies of war to the left and right of him.

The

profile of the equestrian statue captures the act of the
horse rearing triumphantly as the horseman throws his
spear downwards.

S(enatus.> and C(onsa.lto,

> in the field

to the left and right of the arch.

4.

RIC 99, orichalcl11lJ, 27.9 - 28.26g., 34 - 36mm.,

(pl.1,

D)

Obv. As for obverse of RIC 96 above.
Rev. SPES

~VGVSTA

The legend is divided to the left and right of the draped
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figure of Spes.

The three-quarters' view of Spes shows

her advancing left with her outstretched right hand raised
and holding a flowering bud, and her left hand raising her
skirt.

The folds of the drapery on the figure of Spes are

shown in detail.

The width of the material is exaggerated

by the drapery cascading over her shoulder and by the
raised skirt; the general effect is to give Spes a broad
The legend SPES does not

and rather squat appearance.

extend beyond the deity's outstretched hand.

S(enatas) C(onsalto

>

The legend

occurs in the exergue below the

surface Spes is walking on.

It is interesting to note

there are two main variations of punctuation to the legend

S C used on this reverse-type: a single punctuation stop
may be positioned between the letters or two stops may be
employed, one before the letter S and another after C.
Von Kaenel has identified the latter as distinguishing
feature of his 'Stempelgruppe B', and the former of his
'Stempelgruppe C' (von Kaenel,

(1986), p.192 and plates

22-24).

Dupondii

5. RIC 92, oricnalca., 13.31 - 15.76g., 28.5 - 30mm.,
pl.l, E

Obv. ANTONIA AUGUSTA
The above legend enframes Antonia's draped, profile
portrait bust, which has her facing right.

Antonia is

shown to have long wavy hair held in a plait.
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The

features of Claudius' mother are portrayed as soft and
smooth, in contrast to Claudius' own angularity.

However,

like Claudius' portrait bust, Antonia is depicted with a
long neck.

Rev.
M(axi.~s)

TI(beri~s)

CL~VDIVS

TR(ib~nicia)

C~ES~R

~VG(~st~s)

P(ontifex)

P(otestate) IMP(erator)

The above legend encircles the veiled and togate standing
figure of Claudius, whose head is facing left.
simp~l~m

He holds a

in his extended right hand and his left is rested

across his middle.

The legend

S(enat~s)

C(onsaltat~.)

is

placed in the field and divided by the figure of Claudius.
Claudius stands on a ground-line drawn between the start
and end of the encircling legend.

6.

RIC 94, orichalcam, 15.47 - 15.65g., c.28mm., (pl.!,

F)

Obv.
M(axi.as)

TI(beri~s)

CL~VDIVS

TR(ib~njcia)

C~ES~R

~VG(~st~s)

P(ontifex)

P(otestate) IMP(erator)

The legend encircling bare-headed Claudius, who is seen in
profile facing left.

He is characterised by features

noted for RIC 96, above, i.e., wavy hair, a receding chin,
a prominent 'Adam's apple', a long and muscular neck with
the point of his neck touching the beaded circumference of
the obverse design.

The legend invariably begins and ends

at the point of the emperor's neck, with the title
again forming a 'crown' for Claudius' head.
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C~ES~R

Rev. CERES

~VGVSTA

The legend is divided by the seated figure of Ceres, with

CERES to the left of the figure and AVG

VST~

to the right.

The veiled and draped figure of Ceres is seated, facing
left, on a decorated and ornamental throne.

She holds a

long torch in her lap and in her extended right hand she
holds two ears of corn.
or footstool.

Her feet rest on a small cushion

In the exergue, below the floor on which

Ceres' ornamental throne rests, is the legend S(enatas)

C(onsaltQ

.>.

These features recall some of those of

Spes sestertjj, described above.

There are other similar-

ities: for example, the legend CERES does not generally
extend beyond the two ears of corn held by the goddess in
her extended right hand, and the punctuation variations
noted for the sestertjj may be seen on this type also.
~sses

7. RIC 95, copper, 10.61 - Il.37g., 29 - 31mm., (pl.l, G)

Obv. As for RIC 94 above.
Rev.

CONST~NTI~E

AVGVSTI

The legend does not encircle, but it does enframe, the
standing figure of Constantia, whose body is facing front
and head is turned to the left.

The legend CONSTANTlAE

does not extend beyond the head and feet of the goddess,
and

~VGVSTl

fits in the space between the top and bottom

of the long spear held in her left hand.

Constantia is

depicted in military dress, helmeted and appearing to lean
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on a long spear.

The spear is made with a series of

punched dots rather than an engraved line.

Though not

clear in all dies, the spear head is pointing to the
groundline (see von Kaenel,
a very clear example).

(1986), plate 33, no. 1675 for

Her right hand is raised with

finger extended toward her face.

The ample folds of

drapery in her tunic and cloak are detailed and are given
breadth.

This broad treatment of the drapery gives the

design of the reverse die a balance of composition which
it would lack if the drapery was dealt with in a more

>

The legend S(enatu.s) C(onsu.ltQ

constrained way.

is

rendered large and is positioned in the field on either
side of the deity.
figure and

S(enatu.s) is at the elbow of the

C(consu.ltatu.~>

in line with it.

8. RIC 97, copper, 10.11 - 11.05g., 28 - 29mm., (pl.l, H)
Obv. As for RIC 94, above.

Rev. LIBERTAS AUGVSTA
The legend enframes the draped, standing figure of
Libertas.

LIBERTAS begins at the deity's feet and

continues to her head or near it.

AUGUSTA begins near her

head and follows the circumference of the design to near
her feet.

The figure is shown facing front with her head

turned to the right.

Her hands are outstretched: one

holding a pjl eu.s, the other extended and open-palmed.
The drapery is less voluminous than that seen on the other
figures, above.

The legend S(enatu.s) C(onsu.lto .
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.) is in

the field on each side of the standing figure,

C(onsu.ltatu.m) is below her outstretched hand and S(enatas)
is level with it.
9. RIC 100, copper, 10.8 - 10.89g., 28 - 29mm., (pl.1, I)

Obv. As for RIC 94, above.
Rev. --.

The helmeted and draped figure of Minerva

is depicted striding to the right holding a spear aloft in
her right hand and with a shield on her left arm.

The

drapery of her dress is flowing behind her on the upper
part of her body, and pressed close to her legs on the
lower part.

The effect is of the goddess moving swiftly

and purposefully forward.

C(onsu.lto

The legend S( enatlJ.s.)

) is in the field on each side of the striding

figure: S(enata's.) is placed behind her and C(onsu.lto·
in front of her, below her shield.

)

This legend is larger

than that found on the two asses above.
2.4 The identification of irregular Claudian aes
Irregular Claud ian aes have obverse and reverse designs
based on those from the mint of Rome described above.

The

high standard of die-engraving skill evident in some
copies would explain why irregular Claudian aes have been
often confused with regular or orthodox issues.

For this

study, the criteria for judging a coin to be 'orthodox'
have been strictly applied, where there has been any doubt
about a coin's attribution, it has been cIa 5sified as
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irregular.
The above descriptions can only serve as guides to
recognising and identifying orthodox Claud ian aes coins of
the mint of Rome.

Experience of handling and inspecting a

large number of specie is an

essential requirement for

gaining a knowledge of the coins and developing a

'feel'

for the differences between regular and irregular coins.
The coin-trays of the British Museum, London and the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford hold sufficiently large enough
numbers of both regular and irregular Claud ian aes to give
the interested student some experience of handling both
types of material and of comparing prototypes with their
imitations.

Further knowledge of Rome-minted coins can be

gained from critical inspection of photographs of
specimens from a variety of continental published sources,
particularly the major opus of H-M von Kaenel (von Kaenel,

(1986».
Familiarity with both regular and irregular Claudian aes
was gained, for this study, through first-hand experience
of handling over three thousand coins in over forty
museums and private collections throughout England and
Wales and cataloguing details of sizes, weights, legends
and die-axes, etc..

To avoid a narrow view, data from a

wide geographical area was collected rather than, for
example, from just a sample of museums in the south of
England.

The museums and archaeological bodies visited
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cover an area from Norfolk to Devon, from Kent to South
Glamorgan and from Hampshire to Lincolnshire.

Information

about coins outside this wide area has been gained by
inspecting coins loaned to the author by museums and
individuals (Shropshire and South Humberside respectively)
and by the provision of photographs and details of weight,
etc.

(Merseyside and North Yorkshire).

The corpus of data

collected represents all parts of England south of the
rivers Trent and Severn, and beyond into south Wales,
Merseyside, Nottinghamshire and North Yorkshire (Appendix
2) •

At each of the museums and archaeological units visited,
coins in a

'readable' condition, i.e., not too corroded or

too heavily worn, were photographed (plates 18-97).

In

addition, prints of the security photographs of Claudian

aes in the British Museum were used as a visual reference.
In total, the photographs form a corpus of almost two
thousand Claudian aes, comprising of over one thousand,
four hundred and forty British provenanced Claudian aes,
and over five hundred unprovenanced aes.

Of the latter,

the majority are found in the trays of the major museums
in Britain.

This body of material, together with

published photographs of provenanced Claud ian aes, form a
large assemblage which may be considered as being comprehensively representative of Claudian aes found in Britain.
Identifying irregular Claud ian aes is dependent upon a
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knowledge of, and familiarity with handling, regular
Claudian coins as has been stressed above.

Visual and

metrological features of Claud ian aes struck at the mint
of Rome have been dealt with in detail above.

It is

perhaps relevant at this stage to consider features that
separate irregular from orthodox coins.
2.4:1 Appearance
Irregular Claudian aes are the products of dies engraved
with images derived, at first- or second-hand, from those
on the first issue of Claudian aes from the mint of Rome
(~D

41-42).

The skill and quality of die-engraving varies

from excellent to poor, and all stages between.

Coins

struck from these dies vary from those easily confused
with regular Claudian aes to those with obverse and
reverse images so crudely wrought that they bear little or
no resemblance to the original models.
~es

which differ markedly from the models they seek to

imitate may be readily identified as irregular coins.
They are, however, not always easily recognised as
irregular Claudian aes.

In this category, some dies are

engraved directly from their model, i.e. a coin, instead
of its impression, with the result that the obverse and
reverse of the resulting coin is reversed in whole or
part.

The common use of the word 'barbarous' to describe

these crudely manufactured coins carries with it the
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implication that they are the products of 'barbarians',
i.e., native Britons.

The assumption is that 'civilised'

Romans were incapable of producing such crude objects.
The automatic attribution of such coins to the native
populous is rather too hasty; an unskilled and illiterate
Roman may have been just as likely to produce a similarly
poor specimen as an unskilled and illiterate member of a
British tribal group.

The classification and attribution

of these coins and problems associated with the
manufacture of Claudian aes receive consideration below
(see Chapters 3 & 4).
Identifying the best of the irregular aes can be most
problematical.

Close inspection of the details of obverse

and reverse of these coins will often highlight what may
be subtle irregularities.

These telling deviations can

occur in the legend, or the portrait, or the posture of
the reverse figure or the shape and fabric of a coin.

If

the degree of wear of a coin is not too great then it is
sometimes possible to separate coins of the mint of Rome
from irregular aes by the apparent depth of the obverse
portrait: those struck at Rome are often of higher pr'of i Ie
relief.

It is evident that identifying those Claudian aes

which are regular, and those which are not, can be
difficult particularly if the coin is worn.

It may be

thought the difficulty arises because the criteria used
for classifying orthodox coins

a~

either not well enough

defined or not applied strictly enough.
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But

this is too

simplistic a criticism in this case where suspicion of

all

Claud ian aes is created because so many are recognised as
being irregular.

The effect of this climate of wariness

is that the criteria for identifying regular coins is
applied even more rigo lrously.

However, it is likely that

this has not always been the case and therefore, not all
Claudian aes classified as othodox coins in earlier
reports, especially those published before Sutherland's
essential contribution to the subject (Sutherland,
(1935», would prove upon re-inspection to be so (cf.
Hammerson, (1978), p.588).
The features which determine those irregular aes which are
neither the worst nor best approximations to the original
models are dealt with in detail in the chapter concerned
with the classification of irregular coins (Chapter 3).
Suffice to say here, that this the broadest of
classification includes coins moderately similar in all
aspects of appearance to their prototypes, but lacking the
degree of the refinement seen in aes from the mint of
Rome.
There is a group of irregular Claudian aes which

.

"_ the

result of combinations of obverse and reverse dies not
corresponding to any combination found on coins from the
mint of Rome.
'mules'.

They are usually described as 'hybrids' or

Hybrids of types within a denomination occur,

e.g., Antonia obverse/ Ceres reverse (Appendix 1, Brighton
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5, E.Sussex), but of the sixteen British provenanced
hybrids known to the author
denominational types.

there~s o~y

one which

cross~s

other hybrids occur which bring

together the coin-types of Claudius and those of his
predecessors, e.g., Claudius obverse/ Agrippa reverse
(Appendix 1, Broxtowe, Nottingham).

These coins deserve

further consideration and will be dealt with more fully in
Chapter 7, below.
2.4:2 Legends and lettering
The accuracy of letter-shape and of legends will often
help to determine whether a coin is othodox or not.
Irregular aes occasionally feature legends that are
inaccurate or incomplete, but otherwise are correct in
form,

i.e., they are composed of well-shaped and evenly

proportioned letters set out around the perimeter of the
obverse or reverse designs.

Variations in legends can

occur for a number of reasons: insufficient space to fit
the complete legend on a die of reduced diameter, bad
planning of the spacing and letter sizes of a legend, or
simply inattentiveness when engraving the die, being some
of the more obvious explanations (see Kenyon,

(19B7b) for

examples).
The shape and proportion of letters in the legends of
irregular aes often betray the non-Roman, i.e., not of the
mint of Rome, origin of the coins.
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It is not unusual to

find, therein, letters lacking the strength of structure
and detail of the Roman alphabet as seen on orthodox
Claudian aes.

Letters N, M, V and especially A are often

produced with separate upright strokes that do not join.
Serifs are employed in legends of irregular coins closest
to their orignal model, but otherwise they are rarely
used.

Horizontal bars on letters E, T, L are often too

small and on the letter A, the horizontal cross-bar is
often missing entirely.

The more curvilinear letters S,

C, G, D, P and R seem to have presented the engravers of
irregular dies with most difficulty and these are most
liable to mis-shape.

Occasionally, letters will be cut at

a slightly oblique angle (Sutherland,
reverse, letter S).

(1935), pl.2, no.11,

In their crudest manifestation,

letters may be reversed, transposed on their side or
merely composed of random lines (Kenyon,

(1985), p.24 and

pl.I0).
Irregular Claudian aes rarely display the use of
punctuation stops in their legends.

However, the absence

of punctuation stops alone should not be automatically
taken to signify that a coin is an irregular issue.

Other

factors can explain their absence, e.g.,· wear of coin,
wear of die, punctuation stops in the die blocked with the
debris of striking could all result in the absence of
punctuation stops.
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2.4:3 Shape of flan
orthodox Claud ian aes generally have round flans,
irregular Claudian aes often do not.

The flans of the

latter vary considerably in shape from round to almost
square (cf. Sutherland, (1935), pl.7, no.12).

Some have

the appearance of a damaged outline profile (ibid, pl.7,
no.8 and Boon, (1988), pl.4, no.49), others appear to be
more oval than round in shape (Kenyon,

(1987a), pl.l,

no.ll).
In most cases, the flans show evidence of being cast
rather than fashioned from sheet metal.

Procedural faults

in the casting of blanks produce inherent weaknesses in
their metal structure and irregularities of shape that are
characteristic of many irregular Claudian aes.

The

manufacture of blanks and operational techniques in
striking will be considered in Chapter 4, below.
2.4:4 Metal
The published results of X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyses
of both orthodox and irregular Claudian aes
others (Carter & King,
show

by Carter and

(1980) and Carter et aIM,

that it is possible to use

labor~~

(1978»

techniques to

different:iate between coins struck at the mint of Rome and
irregular aes struck elsewhere.

These results show that

both orthodox and irregular Claudian asses are composed
almost entirely of copper, i.e. greater than ninety-nine
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per cent.

The differences in trace elements confirmed the

classification of orthodox and irregular coins previously
decided by visual inspection (Carter et al., (1978),
p.78).
Carter's analysis of the orichalcam (brass) dapondii and
sestertii of Claudius struck at the mint of Rome showed

that the copper and zinc content was in the ratio of c.
75\: 25\ for sestert.ii and lower in zinc at c. 80\: 20\
for dapondii.

His published results for irregular

Claudian sestertii and especially dapondii suggest that a
lower zinc content is present in these coins.

However

these results are based on low numbers of specimens (seven
sestertii and three dupondii).

Further confirmation of

these results is given by the semi-quantitative X-ray
fludrescence analysis of thiry-five Claudian dupondii and
one

sesterti~

found at Colchester, Essex, kindly arranged

by colchester Archaeological Trust (Bayley, (1987».

Only

four of the dupondii tested showed a zinc content
approximating to that found in coins struck at Rome.

Of

the other dupondii, thirteen produced results indicating
alloys containing between ten and twenty percent zinc, for
ten of these coins the
lower figure.

p~entage

of zinc was nearer to the

Seventeen of the other eighteen coins

produced results indicating a very low zinc content; one
illegible coin proved not to be a dupondius.

The

sestertius was found to have little more than ten percent

zinc, thus confirming its irregularity.
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Lead was detected

in eighteen of the coins analysed.
It is clear from these published reports and from Carter's
unpublished analysis of eleven Claudian Bes in Gloucester
City Museum (a copy of which was kindly made available to
me by Gloucester City Museum) that the makers of irregular
aes, or, perhaps better,the manufacturers of blanks for

these coins, attempted to match the brassy-yellow
colouring of Rome-minted dupondii and

seste~tii

alloys of copper, zinc and sometimes lead.

with

For it was the

colouring and relative size of these coins which denoted
their denomination, more so than the designs on their
obverse and reverse.
Exceptionally, asses struck on yellow metal blanks occur
as site-finds:

~ne

was found at Usk, Gwent in 1979

(identified by G C Boon,

(pe~s.

comm., S H Sell, Gwent-

Glamorgan Archaeological Trust); another at Bath, Avon
(identified by D Walker at the Ashmolean Museum).

The

rarity of such finds indicates that these yellow asses are
merely the result of odd yellow blanks occurring in a
batch of copper-red blanks.
There is one other category of irregular Claud ian aes that
merits notice with regard to its metal, that is those
coins which are 'plated'.

They are not commonly found, no

doubt due to the corrosive nature of their core material,
but they do occur in a suffiCiently large enough number to
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suggest that they may have circulated beside solid metal
coins (see Chapter 8, below).

A possible method used to

produce these coins is described for the

clich~-type

forgeries made of medieval silver pennies COddy &
Archibald, (1980».

It is noted in that report that Roman

aes were also forged in this way (cf. also, Chapter 4
below).

It is relevant here, however, to note that XRF

analysis of the plated Claudian as from Richborough, Kent
(Crummy,

(1987), pl.5, no.12) showed that the outer

covering was composed of copper, zinc and lead and thus it
would have been of a brassy-yellow colour (pers. co •• "

J

Bayley, H B M C).
2.4:5 Weight (Fig. 2.1-3)
The Claud ian aes in the catalogue of over 3,000 provenanced and unprovenanced coins inspected for this study
(Appendix 2) were weighed using either an electronic
balance or a manual set of laboratory balances.

Only the

coins from Broxtowe, Notts., Maidstone, Kent and Lake
Farm, Dorset were not weighed: the latter because the
condition of the coins was so friable and poori the
former, due to the unavailability of a set of balances.
Even a brief scan through the weights of irregular
Claudian aes in the catalogue shows that asses, dupondij
and sestertjj were struck at a wide variety of weights.

Comparison with the weights of regular Claudian aes, given
above, shows that irregular aes were usually struck at
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weights below those of the same coin-types from the mint
of Rome.

A clear example of these lower weights, and

their variability, is evident in the catalogue details of
unprovenanced Claud ian irregular aes in the collection of
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, which can be used here as a
representative sample of these coins.

The weights of the

better condition aes (see Chapter 3, below, for the
definition of grades of condition used in this study) are
presented in the form of bar-charts (Fig. 2.1-3).

It can

be seen that the weights of asses in that collection range
between c. 4-14g.,

d~po"dii

between c. 8-14g., and

sestertjj between c. 15-26g ..

Coins of even lower weight

than the minimum given here are recorded elswhere in the
catalogue, so it should be understood that the weights
given here are not absolute parameters for irregular
Claudian aes but they do indicate the variability found.
Low weight is clearly a factor indicative that a coin's
origin is other than the mint of Rome.
Occasionally, weights of irregular and regular Claud ian

aes are comparable; in some cases, these heavier coins
bear indications of an undertype and are clearly the
results of new dies being struck on old, and, sometimes,
even current, coins, e.g., Appendix 2, Wroxeter, no.42.
(Not all overstrikes are heavy coins; the practice of
overstriking is carried out on aes of varying weights, see
for example, ibid., Canterbury, nos. 1, 5, 7, 10 and 11).
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2.4:6 Size (Fig. 2.4-6)
The sizes of irregular Claudian aes are often less than
those given above for their counterparts minted at Rome.
The maximum diameters of coins recorded in the catalogue
demonstrate the wide range for each denomination.

Again,

as with the weights, a representative sample of the sizes
of irregular Claudian aes may be found by charting those
in the Ashmolean Museum collection (Fig. 2.4-6).

~sses

are shown at sizes ranging between c. 22-29mm., du.pondii
between c. 26-29mm., and sestertii between c. 32-37mm ..
Irregular coins, of each the above denominations, with
diameters smaller than the lowest given here are recorded
elsewhere in the catalogue.

Therefore the ranges given

above only indicate the diversity of sizes for each
denomination rather than the absolute parameters of sizes
at which coins are found.
2.4:7 Die-axis (Figs. 2.7-9)
The die-axes of Claud ian aes do vary, but recent
publication of coins from Colchester demonstrate that the
majority tend towards 180 degrees (or six o'clock)
(Kenyon,

(1987), p.36, Table 19).

This result is con-

firmed by plotting the die-axes of unprovenanced Claudian

aes in the collection of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
(Fig. 2.7-9).

For consistency the same coins as those

plotted above for weights and sizes, i.e., only those in
good condition or better, were used for these charts.
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Weight(g)
2.5% (1 coins)
)=13.5x
)=12.5
7.5% (3 coins)
)=11. 5uu
20% (8 coins)
)=10.5xxxxxxxxxx
5%
(2
(oins)
)=9.5xxx
7.5%
(3
coins)
)=B.5xxxx
17.5%
(7 coins)
}=7.5xxxxxxxxx
15%
(6
coins)
>=6.5uxxxxxx
10%
(4
coins)
)=5.5xxllx
7.5% (3 (oins)
}=4.5xxxx
7.5% (3 (oins)
)=3.5xxxx
)=2.5
>=1.5
The total nUlber of asses cOlpared were 40
The condition of the coins considered was better than or equivalent to 3

Fig. 2.1

Weights of irregular Claudian asses in good

condition or better in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

Weight<g)
>=16.5
)=15.5
>=14.5
9.09% (1 (oins)
)=13.5xxxu
)=12.5
)=11.5
)=10.5xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
54.55% (6 coins)
>=9.5xxxxx
9.09% (I coins)
)=B.5xxxxxxxxx
18.18% (2 coins)
}=7.5xxxxx
9.09% (1 coins)
)=6.5
)=5.5
>=4.5
>=3.5
The total nUlber of dupondii cOlpared were 11
The condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3

Fig. 2.2

Weights of irregular Claudiandupondij in good

condition or better in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
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lIeight(g)
)=31.5
}=30.5
)=29.5
>=2B.5
)=27.5
)=26.5
}=25.5xxxx
8.331 (1 coins)
>=24.5xxxxxxxxxxxxx
25% (3 coins)
>=23.5xxxxxxxx
16.671 (2 coins)
)=22.5
8.331 (1 coins)
>=21.Sxxxx
>=20.5
8.33% (1 coins)
>=19.5xxxx
8.331 (1 coins)
)=IB.5xxxx
)=17.5
8.33% (1 coins)
>=16.5nu
8.33% (1 coins)
}=15.5xxxx
8.33% (1 coins)
>=14.5xxu
)=13.5
>=12.5
)=11.5
The total nu.ber of sestertii co.pared were 12
The condition of the coins considered was better than or equivalent to 3

Fig. 2.3

Weights of irregular Claudian sestertjj in good

condition or better in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

Size( •• )
>=31.5
>=30.5
)=r3.5
>=28.5xxxxxxxx
15% (6 coins)
>=27.5xxxxx
10% (4 coins)
)=26.5xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
35% (14 coins)
}=2S.5xxxxx
10% (4 coins)
101 (4 coins)
)=24.5xxxxx
12.51
(5 coins)
)=23.5xxxxxx
2.5% (1 coins)
>=22.5x
2.51 (1 coins)
>=21.5x
)=20.5
>=19.5
)=18.5
The total nu.ber of asses co.pared were 40
The condition of the (oins considered was better than or equivalent to 3

Fig. 2.4

Sizes of irregular Claudian asses in good

condition or better in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
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Size(a,)
>=31.5
)=30.5
)=29.5
36.361 (4 coins)
>=28.5xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
>=27.5xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
36.361 (4 (oins)
)=26.5xxxxxxxxx
18.181 (2 (oins)
)=25.5xxxxx
9.09% (1 coins)
)=24.5
)=23.5
)=22.5
>=21.5
)=20.5
}=19.5
The total nuaber of dupondii co,pared were 11
The condition of the coins considered was better than or equivalent to 3

Fig. 2.5

Sizes of irregular Claudian dupondii in good

condition or better in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

Size(I')
)=39.5
)=38.5
}=37.5
8.33% (1 (oins)
)=36.5xxxl
>=35.5
)=34.5xxxxxxxxxxxxxlxxxxxxxxxxx
50% (6 coins)
>=33.5xxxxxxxxxxxxx
25% (3 coins)
)=32.5xxxx
8.33% (1 (oins)
)=31.5xxxl
8.33X (1 (oins)
)=30.5
)=29.5
The total nUlber of sestertii cOlpared vere 12
The condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3

Fig. 2.6

Sizes of irregular Claudian

seste~tii

in good

condition or better in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
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Axis
5% (2 coins)
)=12xxx
2.5% (1 coins)
)=I1x
2.5% (I coins)
}=10x
2.5% (1 coins)
}=9x
)=8x
2.5% (1 coins)
7.5% (3 coins)
}=7xxxx
}=6xXXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
}=5xlx
5% (2 coins)

60X (24 coins)

)=4

)=3x
}=2xxx
}=ixxx

2.5%

(1 coins)
5X (2 coins)
5% (2 coins)

)=0

The total nUlber of asses cOlpared were 40
The condition of the coins considered was better than or equivalent to 3

Fig. 2.7

Die-axes of irregular Claudian asses in good

condition or better in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

Axis
}=12
)=11

)=10
}=9xx xx xx xx X

lB.1BX (2 coins)

)=8

)=7
)=6xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
}=5xxxxx
9.09X (I coins)
}=4

72.73X (B coins)

):3

}=2
)=1
}=O

The total nUlber of dupondii co.pared were 11
The condition of the coins considered was better than or equivalent to 3

Fig. 2.8

Die-axes of irregular Claudian dupondjj in good

condition or better in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
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Axis
)=12
)=11
)=10
}=9
)=8 xx xx
)=7

8.33% (1 coins)

)=6xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

91.67% (11 coins)

)=5
)=4
)=3
)=2
)=1
)=0

The total nu.ber of sestertii co.pared vere 12
The condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3

Fig. 2.9

Die-axes of irregular Claudian sestertii in good

condition or better in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
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Personal experimentation with rapid striking of coins
produced consistent die-axes without the use of either
box-dies, hinged-dies or lining-up devices.

The mechan-

ical and repetitive nature of the work ensured consistent
results.

The striking of Claudian aes is discussed

further in Chapter 4, below.
2.5 Summary
Irregular Claudian aes may be identified by recognising
features which deviate from the high standards of the mint
of Rome.

Familiarity with Claudian aes struck at Rome is

therefore an essential requirement for completing the task
of differenciating between the orthodox and irregular aes
of Claudius 1.

Irregular Claud ian aes have obverses and

reverses based on the first issue of asses,

d~pondjj

and

sestertij from the mint of Rome bearing the imperial
portrait of ClaudiUS, his mother,Antonia, and father, Nero
Claudius Drusus.

(A comparative few display combinations

of obverse and reverse dies that are incompatible with one
coin-type and it is clear they have taken two coins as
their models).

Adherence to the original designs varies

considerably: some irregular coins are close approximations to their prototypes; some are so crudely-fashioned
that they bear little, if any, resemblance to them; others
can be easily identified as irregular Claudian issues by
the slight, but evident, skill with which they have been
executed.

Most of these coins are lighter in weight and
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smaller in module than the models they seek to imitate.
The shape of their flans are not as consistently round as
those from the mint of Rome; indeed they are often quite
eccentric in form.
legi

Many bear legends that, while being

ble and Latin, are composed of ill-fashioned

lettering; some have legends that are reversed in part or
whole; others display what purport to be legends, but are
nothing more than series of lines.

The use of punctuation

stops in the legends of these coins is rare, unlike in the
legends on Claud ian aes from Rome.

A die-axis of other

than 180 degrees may indicate that a particular coin is an
irregular issue, however many of these coins do have dieaxes of 180 degrees.

Recognition of any of the above

abberant features would indicate that a coin in question
is probably an irregular Claudian issue.
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3.

CLASSIFICATION OF IRREGULAR CLAVDIAN AES

3.1 Introduction
Sutherland's publication of his study

'Ro~ano-British

r.itations of Bronze Coins of Claudius l' in 1935 set-out
criteria for classifying irregular Claudian aes.

The

criteria for his 'four grades of debasement' are based on
technical manufacturing skill evident from the appearance
of the coins and what he describes as 'style', i.e., the
closeness or otherwise of the imitations to their
prototypes (Sutherland, (1935), pp. 13-20).

This system

of classification is dependent upon two methods of
deliberation: one objective (technical skill), the other
subjective (style).

Both demand not only visual

inspection of the coins, but also a thorough knowledge of
the variability of the original models for imitation,

i.e., Claudian aes from the mint of Rome.
sutherland rejects weight as

means of classifying

irregular aes, explaining that variability of individual
coins within any particular grade can be great.
The present author's initial attempt to approach the study
of irregular Claudian aes from a neutral position by
cataloguing the coins without grading the 'style' or
technique of manufacture created unnecessary work, i.e.,
written descriptions of individual coins, and proved
unsatisfactory when details of the coins were later
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entered on a computer database.

Attempts to devise a

system of classification different fromSutherland's also
proved fruitless; his criteria of skill, technique and
proximity to orthodox Claudian aes proved impossible to
better for their simplicity and ease of application.
The classification system used ultimately was essentially
sutherland's, but with the modification of combining his
grades III and IV into one grade (C).

(The retrograde

nature of his grade IV could be recorded in separate
categories for details of irregularity in the obverse and
reverse of a coin.)

Museum collections visited early in

the study were revisited and the coins therein were graded
accordingly.
3.2 Criteria used to grade Claudian aes
The criteria used to classify and grade irregular Claudian
aes are simple and are based on visual inspection.

Coins

are graded A, B or C according to the skill of manufacture
and closeness to regular Claudian Res (see Chapter 2,
above, for description and details of sizes and weights of
regular Claudian aes).
Grade 8 (plate 2)
A coin classified as 'Grade A' usually has a round, or
almost round, flan of a size approximate to, but often
slightly smaller than, an orthodox coin of the appropriate
denomination.

The pair of dies used to strike the coin
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are of a size appropriate to the size of the blank used.
A lack of technical skill evident in the manufacture of
blanks may betray the irregular origin of the coin, e.g.,
a break in the perimeter of the coin at the point where
the casting sprue originally joined the cast blank (cf.
Kenyon,

(1987a), pl.2, no.12).

The coin's obverse and

reverse will usually be well-struck, having clear designs
without weak or blank spots and be evenly struck.

The

profile of relief of the transferred die-impressions is
pronounced.

The coin will show as complete an obverse and

reverse die as the size of flan will allow.
The designs of the dies are executed with skill and an
understanding of human form.

Detail in portraiture,

costume, armoury, etc., is retained in the designs,
however, the idiosyncratic treatment of the subject(s)
will suggest an origin other than Rome (cf. Colchester
die-group A, Kenyon,

(1987a), pl.4-5).

(This is not to

deny individuality of treatment of subjects by dieengravers at the mint of Rome, but to recognise the
collectively higher level of technical skill found there.)
Legends are accurate in content and are composed of wellshaped, evenly-proportioned and -spaced letters, though
they lack punctuation stops.

The letters of the legends

invariably benefit from the strength of structure provided
by serifs, converging strokes meeting at apices and
horizontal bars in appropriate letters.

A circular dotted

border around the legend, or the field in the case of the
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Minerva reverse, completes the design of both obverse and
reverse dies.
Grade B (plate 2)
Coins classified as 'Grade B' belong to a group that is
broad and varied because it includes all irregular
Claudian aes that neither belong to grade A nor grade C
and that is how the classification has been used in
practice.

It is possible, in retrospect, to describe

coins belonging to this category and thus indirectly to
set-out criteria for attributing coins to this grade.
The flan of a coin classified as grade B is inclined to be
round, but often it fails to conform fully to that shape.
The eccentricity of shape found in coins of this grade is
varied, but it never tends towards a shape other than
circular.

The eccentric shape of many of these coins is

usually the result of careless manufacturing technique in
the production of blanks (see Chapter 4, below).

The size

of flan of a typical grade B coin is usually smaller than
that for an orthodox issue of the same denomination.

It

is evident, from the incompleteness of obverse and reverse
images seen on many of these coins, that the size of
blanks used were not always compatible with the size of
dies employed to strike them.

Occasionally, coins occur

which have been struck off-centre; the opportunity then
arises to measure the size of dies used by laying the off-
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centre coin on a series of circles of different sizes and
matching the part of dotted border to a circle.

(Those

which are centrally struck on a blank of appropriate size
may be measured with a pair of callipers.)

A sample of

ninety-four Claudian asses from excavations, 1971-82, at
Colchester, Essex produced a total of thirty-seven asses
with measurable dies.

The results show that the sizes of

dies vary from full size (c.
module (c. 25mm.)

(Kenyon,

30-31mm) to a much smaller

(1987a), pp.35-36 and Table

20).
The practice of a die-striker is to bring his hammer down
squarely onto the upper die with enough

s

p~e~ure

a full impression on a blank at one stroke.

to create

In many

cases, grade B coins exhibit the result of accurate diestriking, however, in some cases the results betray uneven
and weak striking.

Occasionally, coins which have been

double-struck, j.e., exhibiting evidence of more than one
blow of the hammer, are found among coins belonging to
this category (e.g., Plate 82, no.14).

The height of

profile of the image struck on coins relates not only to
the skill of the die-striker but also to the depth of
impression engraved on the dies.

Grade B coins often

exhibit a tendency towards low profile images, even when
they are fully 'struck-up', i.e., showing all detail
engraved on the dies.

The engraving of dies is generally

shallower for grade B coins than for grade A coins.
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The engraving of dies for grade B coins invariably exhibit
lack of knowledge and understanding of human form.
Details of portraiture and posture are often inadequately
or inaccurately presented; the overall effect is one of
badly-proportioned reverse figures and rather lifeless
obverse portraits.

Legends of grade B coins occasionally

vary in content, e.g., letters or words transposed,
missing or altered but they are always legible and Latin

(e.g., Plate 19, no.3 for CAES in place of CAESAR).
Punctuation stops are never employed on coins of this
class.

The shape and proportion of letters in the legends

do not conform to the standards observed in either
orthodox aes or even grade A coins: serifs, when attempted, are weak and do not support individual letters; the
cross- and diagonal-strokes of letters, though they converge, often do not meet to properly form the letter; the
letter A often lacks its horizontal bar; the letters C, S
and G are often engraved without regard to their curvilinear forms, resulting in stilted and angular lettershapes.

The perimeter borders which serve to complete the

obverse and reverse designs are usually composed of
closely spaced dots, occasionally the dots are so closely
positioned that a continous line border results.
Grade C (plate 2)
Coins classified as Grade C are those about which there is
no possibllity of confusion with regular Claud ian aes.
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They are so crudely produced that there is no doubt about
their irregular origin: everything about their appearance
argues against a formal mint origin.

The shapes of flans

of coins of this grade vary from circular to almost
square.

Their sizes range from c.31-19mm. for asses and

from c.29-20mm for

d~pondji.

Sestertii of this grade are

not present in the catalogue of Claud ian aes found in
Britain, though they do occur, but rarely, in this most
debased form in major collections of unprovenanced coins
(cf. Giard,

(1985); evidence of size is therefore limited

but those I have been able to record are of a similar and
slightly smaller size to orthodox sestertii, c. 35-31mm.
The blanks used for coins of this grade are usually too
small for the dies striking them, with the result that the
dies were often struck off-centre.

The blanks on which

coins of this grade are struck are invariably badly
manufactured: coins of this grade exhibit all the possible
errors likely to be made in the production of cast copper
discs, e.g., mishapen and ragged flans, irregular surface,
casting flaws, broken rim profile, etc. (cf. Chapter 4,
below).

The generally poor preparation of blanks prior to

striking results, in some cases, in coins with weak or
blank spots in the transferred imagery on their obverses
and reverses.
The technical engraving skill necessary for depicting the
human form with anything approaching naturalism is
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evidently totally absent from the repertoire of those who
engraved coins of this category.

Elements of the reverse

figures are invariably of exaggerated proportions, detail
features in the obverse 'portraits' are often lacking or
incorrectly placed.

The absence of die-engraving skill,

quite apart from the lack of ability to depict the
subject-matter accurately, is evident from the limited
range and quality of marks made to depict the varied
forms; in many instances, it seems as though the engraver
has used only one shaped tool for all marks, whether thick
and thin, thus the result is devoid of subtlety (see for
example, Sutherland, (1935), pl.7, no.IO).

Legends are

equally lacking in engraving skill, often being composed
only of vertical and diagonal strokes on the obverse,
though with attempts at the curvilinear forms of Sand C
on the reverse.

Attempts at serifs are often made for the

reverse legend S C, but rather than acting as structural
support for the letters they form a bar at the end of the
letters (ibid.).

These dies are completed by dotted

borders, though they are not always entirely circular.
Classifying very worn and corroded aes is problematical;
for this study, coins such as these, about which there was
little doubt of them being either Claudian du.pondii or

asses, were classed as the most cornmon type of Claudian
aes, i.e, the Minerva as (all sestertii were in
identifiable condition).

Experience of handling and

identifying Claudian aes kept unidentifiable coins to a
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minimum.

Special attention given to supposedly illegible

coins often resulted in identification of reverse-types,
but grading occasionally proved more of a problem.

For

these coins, the classification grade B was used because
it was the most common one for asses and

d~pondjj.

The

number of coins in this category is not large and would
not significantly distort the distribution of grades of
imitation.
Of British provenanced Claudian aes recorded and
catalogued for this study (Appendix 2), seven out of ten
are classified as grade Bi less than two in ten are grade
C coins and less than one in ten are classed as grade A
coins; orthodox coins figure only as one in a hundred in
this reckoning (Table 3.1).

However, as can be seen in

Table 3.1, not all denominations break down in a similar
way: finds of sestertjj which may be classified as grade C
have not been recorded here and must be considered as
extremely rare in Britain; whereas, of those coins that
are classified as grade C, nine out of ten are asses.
Conversely, grade A coins are more likely to be found
among the orichalcu. issues than the copper.

The

frequency distributions of percentages of grades of
imitation are interesting and will be considered further
in a later chapter dealing with the supply of Claudian aes
in Britain (see Chapter 7, below).
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du.pondii

sestertii
No.

No.

'\

asses

aes

'\

No.

'\

No. %

6

7.59

7

1.64

13

0.71

26

1.12

A

60

75.95

66

15.46

83

4.55

209

8.97

B

13

16.49

311

72.83

1339

73.41

1663 71.37

43

10.07

389

21. 33

432 18.54

Orth.

C
Total

1824

427

79

2330

OrichalcwTI issu.es

Copper jssu.es

(sestertij & dg,pondjj)

<asses)

No.

'\

No.

'\

13

2.57

13

0.71

A

126

24.90

83

4.55

B

324

64.03

1339

73.41

C

43

8.50

389

21.33

Orth.

1824

Total 506

Table 3.1 Percentages of provenanced Claudian aes
klassified by grade of imitation
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3.3 Claud ian aes database
A computer database program was developed to store the
large amount of detail that had been collected about each
coin.

The overwhelming majority of coins stored in the

database have been inspected, classified, measured and
weighed by the author; where published data of Claudian

aes coin-finds include details of weight, size, condition,
etc. (or some of these), and the coins are not readily
available for inspection, these details are used in the
catalogue.

It should be noted that because the grades and

conditions of this small number of coin-entries are those
taken from published sources, minor inconsistencies may
occur as a result, e.g_, grade A coins of greatly reduced
module and very low weight, where it is clear the coins
have been judged on the grounds of style alone.

However,

the number of coins catalogued from secondary sources is
so small, results are therefore not significantly
affected.
A separate datafile was compiled for each museum
collection or group of coins inspected.

The coins in each

of these datafiles are catalogued with details of museum
accession or small-finds number, coin-type, grade of
imitation, size, die-axis, die-axis, condition, obverse
and reverse irregularities.

The contents of the database

of fifty-one datafiles, comprising in total two thousand,
three hundred and thirty provenanced Claud ian aes, is
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listed in Appendix 2, together with five datafiles of
collections of unprovenanced Claudian .es in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford, (regular .es, irregular .es, countermarked

aes and casts of Claudian aes)
Yorkshire.

and the York Museum, North

The details of coins were recorded primarily

from those seen in the collections of museums,
archaeological groups and private individuals.

The

collections of coins inspected represent those found at
sites throughout Britain in qeneral, but especially
throughout England.

For convenience, the datafiles may be

listed in the following related groups:

A. Unproyen.need .es
1.

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford: regular Claudian .es

2.

irregular Claudian .es

3.

Claudian aes plaster casts

4.

Ashmolean, B.M. &
Private collections:

5.

York Museum, N.Yorkshire: regular and irregular

Countermarked .es

Claud ian aes
B. Proyen.nced aes - Published d.ta
1.

Worcester. Hereford & Worcester: C H V Sutherland, A

late Julio-Claudian aes hoard from Worcester.
H~.js.atjc

2.

In

Chronicle, (1963), pp.57-9.

Hancetter. Warwickshire: C H V Sutherland, A hoard of
In Transactions and

Roman coins from Mancetter.
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(1961), vol.79, pp.117-20.
3.

Lake, Dorset: N Shiel's coin report for N Field, I

Horsey & K JarvIs, Excavations at Lake Roman fortress.

Britannia, forthcoming.
C. Proyen8nced 8es - coins

inspecte~

1.

Ashton, Northants

2.

Bath, Avon

3.

Canterbury, Kent

4.

Cardiff, S.Glamorgan

5.

Cirencester, Gloucestershire

6.

Colchester, Essex: Museum collection

7.

Sheepen collection

6.

Child's Grave Group

9.

Fingringhoe collection

10

'Harlow' group

11. Colchester Archaeological Trust: Excavations 1971-79
Excavation 1979-84

12.
13. Chelmsford, Essex
14. Chichester, West Sussex
15. Bitterne, Hampshire

16. Bridport (Waddon Hill coins), Dorset
17. British Museum,London: Carrawburgh, Northumberland
18a

Santon Downham hoard, Norfolk

18b.

Timsbury hoard, Hampshire

19. Devizes (Wanborough coins, etc.), W11tshire
20. Exeter, Devon
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In

21. Fishbourne Roman Palace, west Sussex
22. Gloucester, Gloucestershire
23. Harlow, Essex
24. Hayling Island, Hampshire
25. Humberside metal detectors
26. Kingsholm, Gloucestershire
27. Lake Farm, Poole, Dorset
28. Leicester, Leicestershire
29. Lincoln, Lincolnshire
30. London, Greater London

31. Maidstone, Kent
32. Metchley, west Midlands
33. Norwich, Norfolk
34. Nottingham (Broxtowe coins), Nottinghamshire
35. Old winterrngham, Humberslde
36. Reading (Silchester coins), Berkshire
37. Richborough, Kent
38. St.Albans, Hertfordshire
39. Sea Mills, Avon
40. Saham Toney, Norfolk
41. Shrewsbury (Wroxeter coins), Shropshire
42. 'Southants' hoard, Dorset
43. Southwark, Greater London
44. Swanton Morley, Norfolk
45. Swindon (Wanborough coins), Wiltshire
46. Thetford, Norfolk
47. Taunton (Ham Hill coins, etc.), Somerset
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48. Winchester, Hampshire

D. Others
49. Willoughby-on-the-Wolds, Nottinghamshire: photographs
and details supplied by H G P Williams

E. ConJoined dat.fil«s
1. Atrebates: Bltterne, Hampshire; Chichester, West
Sussex; Fishbourne Roman Palace, West Sussex; Hayling
Island, Hampshire; Reading, Berkshire; Winchester, Hants.
2. Brlgantes, South: Nottingham, Nottlnghamshire
3. Cantiacl: Canterbury, Kent; Maidstone, Kent;
Richborough, Kent
4. Catuyellaunl: St.Albans, Hertfordshire; Ashton,
Northamptonshlre; London, Greater London; Southwark,
Greater London
5. Corieltauyi: Leicester, Leicestershire; LIncoln,
Lincolnshire; Hancetter, Warwickshire; Willoughby-on-theWolds, Nottinghamshire; Old Winteringham, S.Humberside
6. Cornoyi1: Hetchley, West Midlands; Shrewsbury,
Shropshire; Worcester, Hereford & Worcester
7. Dobunni: Bath, Avon; Cirencester, Gloucestershire;
Devizes, Wiltshire; Gloucester, Gloucestershire;
Kingsholm, Gloucestershire; Sea Mills, Avon; Swindon,
Wiltshire; metal-detector stray-finds.
8. Dumnonii: Exeter, Devon
9. purotriges: Waddon Hill, Bridport, Dorset; Lake Farm,
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Poole, Dorset; 'Southants' hoard, Dorset; Taunton,
Somerset
10.Iceni: Norwich, Norfolk; Saham Toney, Norfolk; Swanton
Horley, Norfolk; Santon Downham, Norfolk; Thetford,
Norfolk
11.Silures: Cardiff, South Glamorgan
12.Trinoyantes: Chelmsford, Essex; Colchester, Essex (all
groups); Harlow, Essex (both groups)
13.'Core zone': Atrebates; Cantii; Catuvellauni;
Trinovantes
14. 'Peripheral zone': Corieltauvi; Dobunni; Durotriges;
Iceni
15. 'outer zone': Brigantes, south; Cornovii; Dumnonli;
Silures
16.Britain: 'Care zone'; 'Peripheral zone'; 'Outer zone'

The contents of the catalogue of Claud ian aes inspected
(Appendix 2) should be explained.

Details of the coins

are arranged in nine columns, each row represents one
coin.

The rows (coins) are numbered consecutively for

each datafile.

The nine columns for each coin outline the

details collated for each coin as follows.
3.3:1 Provenance and Accession Number
The reliability of the provenance of Claudian aes varied
from museum to museum (and curators readily reported where
the provenance was uncertain), however, it was decided to
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include unprovenanced coins if they were of a similar
appearance and condition to that which was securely
provenanced in the museum.

Coins in exceptionally good

condition, or of rare type, were considered more likely to
be "collector's coins" and are not included in the
catalogue of coins seen, but they are noted in the
gazetteer of Claudian aes in Britain (Appendix 1).
The accession number used by the museum was the preferred
identification for each coin; where it was not available,
coin-tray number and position in tray, numbering from topleft to bottom right, where applicable, was used.

In

cases where no indication or guide to identifying number
was given, coins were numbered consecutively by the
author.
3.3:2 Coin-types
Coins are catalogued using the most recent edition of the
standard reference work Ro•• n I_peri.l Coin.g., volume
one, second edition, written by C H V Sutherland and
published in 1984.

Sutherland kindly gave me a copy of

the uncorrected proof-pages for the section dealing with
coins of Claudius I in advance of publication, which
allowed me to use the revised reference numbers (cf. RIC,
vol.l,

(1923»

when entering coin details in an early

version of the database.

In some cases, coins other than

Claudian •• s have been included in the database when it
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was considered important to do so, for example Agrippan

asses in the 'Child's Grave Group', Colchester, Essex and
again in the 'King William street' hoard, London.

These

and other Gaian aes, elsewhere, are given the appropriate
reference number from the section dealing with coins of
Gaius in the same reference work (RIC, vol.1 2

,

(1984».

3.3:3 Grade
The publication of von Kaenel's major work on the subject
of the coins of Claudius 1, with its large number of
photographs of coins from the mint of Rome (von Kaenel,
(1986», (especially his Ste.pelgruppen B & C) greatly
assisted the differenciation of orthodox and irregular

a.s.

The evidence of the photographs is that standards in

all aspects of coin-production at the mint of Rome were
clearly high, and so the classification 'orthodox' ("0")
was given only when a coin met the highest standards (see
Chapter 2, above for a description of each coin-type).
Orthodox coins seen prior to this publication were reinspected, either physically or by photograph, and
classified again.

It is pleasing to report that the

grades of very few coins changed as a result of this reinspection.

Where there was any doubt about a coin's

classification as 'orthodox', it was re-classified as
grade A.

Irregular coins are graded A, Band C according

to the criteria and descriptions set-out above in this
chapter.
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3.3:4 Slze

(mm)

Measurements were taken of the maximum diameters of coins
by two methods: lnitially by placing coins on a series of
concentric circles and taking the measurement of the one
which most closely matched the cOin, this method was
abandoned in favour of the use of a pair of calibrated
callipers.

In the case of some groups of coins, the

minimum diameter and maximum thickness was also taken, but
the applied value of these measurements seemed limited and
they are not included in the catalogue.
3.3:5 pie-Axis
Die-axes were recorded using the position of the hours of
the clock, 1-12, as convenient markers, to represent the
relationship of direction of reverse design in relation to
obverse design.

0 was used for indeterminate axis.

3.3:6 Weight (gl
Coins were weighed using a set of manual laboratory
balances and an electronic balance, calibrated to two
decimal points.
3.3:7 Condition
Coins were graded (1-9) according to the condition in
which they were found, rather than an estimate of their
condition when lost.

It is difficult to avoid
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subjectivity when grading the degree of wear of a coin,
however it was considered more practicable to grade the
condition of the coin it is now found in.

A number of

factors could affect the determined condition of a coin:
most notably, the acidity of the soil which corrodes the
metal of the coins found in it; chemical stripping and/or
conservation, or otherwise, of the coins will also affect
their appearance, especially the former.

Coins inspected

and recorded for this study were found in all states of
preservation, from dusty, corroded discs bearing little or
no discernable image (e.g., Lake, Dorset) to naturallypreserved, clean and untouched coins (e.g., coins from the
River Thames, London) to gleaming chemically stripped and
varnished specimens (private collections).
The condition ot the coins is given on a nine-point scale.
1 is excellent, 2 very good, 3 good, 4 worn, 5 very worn,
6 poor, 7 very poor, 8 illegible and 9 very corroded.
3.3:8 Obverse and Reyerse irregularities
Irregularities in the formation of legend and portraiture
were noted for obverse and reverse respectively and
codified in the respective sections as follows:
(i) "all"is used to indicate that the legend and the
portrait/ reverse type is very crudely depicted.
(ii) Unbarred letters are noted, e.g., "A", "N".
(iiI) Retrograde letters are noted, e.g., "S", "C".
(iv) If the legend is unclear ,obscured or missing then
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It?" is used.
(v) If the legend is unfinished or incomplete in any part,

«.9.,

C~ESR,

then "abr" is used.

(vi) The absence of any note indicates that the legend is
accurately formed and legible.
or

">" is used to note that the portrait/

reverse-type

is facing in the incorrect direction.

(vii)

"(It

(viii) "h" is used to signify that a coin has been
deliberately pierced (for suspension?)
(ix) HotS" indicates that the die was struck on an
existing coin, the design of which can still be partly
seen.
(x) "c/m" indicates that the coin has been countermarked.
(xi) "XX" indicates that the legend reads anti-clockwise.
(xii) "buckled'" is used to signify that a coin has been
(?deliberately) bent.
(xiii) "pI" indicates that a coin is plated.
3.4 Analysis of weights and sizes of irregular Claudian

§es found in Britain as defined by their grades of
imitation)
The database was created not only to store and retrieve
information but also to allow information to be
accessioned, manipulated and processed.

A manipulation of

data, that has already been used to benefit this study
(Table 3.1), was achieved by joining datafiles to produce
one large datafile of all British provenanced Claudian
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.es.

This conjoined datafile may be accessioned and

processed in the same way as the smaller datafiles from
single sites and results may be used to compare the
particular (e.g., site or combination of sites) with the
general (Britain).

It is relevant here therefore to

present the figures, bar-charts and scatter-diagrams
(Figs. 3.1-39) for Britain, against which figures for any
particular site or group of sites may be compared later in
this study.

Only coins showing little signs of wear,

i.e., condition 3, are considered where frequency charts

and diagrams of sizes and weights are plotted.

It is

hoped that this will allow a greater measure of
reliability to the results especially when considering
size and weight of coins as issued.

Close scrutiny will

show that the total number of coins recorded do not always
tally with the number plotted in the charts and diagrams,
the dIfference can be accounted for by those coins where
either details of size or weight were not available or
taken, as has been noted already above.
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78.28\

IIIIIXXIIIIIXXIXXXXIXXIXXXIIIXXIIXIXIXI
IIIXXIXII
18.33\ (427 DupoDdii)
II
3.3'\ (7' Sestertii)

(1824 Asses)

rotal Duaber of COiDS 2338
Fig. 3.1 Distribution of provenanced Claudian aes
denominations

IXIIXIXXIXIIIIXIIIIIXXXIIIIIIXIIIXIIXXXXXIIIXX
II
3.'9\ (71 as RIC 95)
II

(1665 as RIC 100)

4.5\ (12 as RIC 91)
0.33\ (6 .ybrldl

IIXlllXXllXllXXlIlllXXIIIXXIXXX
IIIIXXXIIIIXXXIXI
34."\ (149
I

91.28\

2.11\

63\ (269 as RIC 94)
as RIC 921

(9 .ybridl

IIIIXXIXIIIXXXX
29.11\ (23 as RIC
II
3.'\ (3 as RIC ,el
IIIIIIIIIIIIXXXIIIIIIXIIIII
53.16\
II XXXIX
13.92\ (11 as RIC 93)

961
(42 as RIC 99)

Total nuaber of Asses 1824
Total nUlbel of DapoDdii 427
Total DUlbel of Sestertii 79
Total DUlbel of COiDS 2330
Fig. 3.2 Distribution of provenanced Claudian aes
types
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co~n

leiqbUql
}=31.5
}=30.5
)=29.5
)=21.5
)=27.5
)=2'.5111111IX
16.61\ (3 coins)
)=25.5xIIIIIXXXXIIII
21.18\ (5 coins)
)=24.511111111
1'."\ (3 coins)
):23.5xIIIII
11.11\ (2 coins)
}:22.5111111
11.11\ (2 coins)
)=21.5xll
5.S" (1 coins)
):20.5

):19.5
):18.5
):17 .5111
):16.5111

5.S"

(1 coins)

5.56\ (1 coins)

):15.5
):14 .5
):13.5
}:12.5
}:11.5
fle total nlaber of sestertii co.pared vere 18
f.e condition of tbe COiDS considered vas better tban or equivalelt to 3

Fig. 3.3 Weights of pro~nced Claudian s~stertii
N.B., The two low weight coins are porous and perforated
with corrosion.

Unl ..,

):39.5
}=38.5

}:37.5
}=36.5xIIIII
11.11\ (2 coins)
}=35.5xXIIIXXIXXXIIX
.21.18\ (5 coins)
):34.511IXIIXXXXXXIIXXXXI
38."\ (7 coins)
):33.5xXIIXXXXXXI
22.22\ (4 coins)
):32.5
):31.5

}=30.5
):29.5

f.e total Duiber of sestertii co.pared vere 18
f.e condition of tbe COiDS considered was better than or equivalent to 3
Fig. 3.4 Sizes of provenanced C19_~d~gD~~p~e~tji
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Weight(g)
):16.5
):15.5
): 14.5
}=13.5111
6.56' (4 coins)
):12.5xXIII
'.84' (6 coins)
)=11.51111111111
19."\ (12 coins)
)=10.5xIIIIXXIII
19."\ (12 coins)
)=9.5xIIIIII
13.11\ (I coins)
)=8.5xIIIIXX
14.75\ (9 coins)
)=7.5xIIII
'.84\ (6 coins)
)=6.5
)=5.5
)=4.5
>=3.5x
1.64\ (1 coins)

tbe total IUlber of dupondii co.pared were 61
tbe condition of the coins considered was better than or equivalent to 3

Size(pl
>=31.5
}=30.5x
1.64\ (1 coins)
}=29.5xI
4.92\ (3 coins)
):28.5xIIIIXXXXXIII
2'.23\ (16 coins)
)=27.5IXIIIIIXXIIXI
26.23\ (16 coins)
)=26.511111IX
14.75\ (9 coilS)
}=25.511111
'.84\ (6 coins)
}:24.5xll
6.5'\ (4 coins)
}=23.5
}=22.5
)=21.5
):20.5
):19.5x
1.64\ (1 coins)

tbe total DUlber of dupondii co.pared were 61
t.e condition of tbe coins considered was better than or equivalent to 3
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Weightlg}
):13.5
0.66\ (1 coils)
)=12.5
0.66\ (1 coins)
):11.5xx
4.'4\ 17 coins)
)=10.5xxI
6.62' 110 coins)
)=9.5xIII
'.61\ (13 coins)
)='.5IXXIIXIIX
17.22\ (26 coins)
)=7.5xXII
'.'1\ (13 coins)
)='.5XXXIXIIIX
17.22\ (2' coins)
)=S.SXXXII
10.6\ (16 coinsl
)=4.5xxxxxllxx
17 •• 8\ (27 coins)
)=3.5xI
3.31\ (5 coins)
)=2.51
1.32\ (2 coias)
)=1.5
0.'" (1 coils)
!ke total Daaber of asses cOlpared vere 151
!ke condition of t~e coils considered vas better t.an or eqalvalelt to 3

Fig. 3.7

Weights of provenanced Claudian asses

Size I.. ,
):31.5

1.32\ (2 coIns)
):30.51
3.31\ (5 coins)
):29.Sxx
13.91' (21 coins)
)=28.51I1un
13.25\ (20 COiDS)
): 27. 5xxuJXX
17.22\ (26 coins)
):26.51I1unxx
17.81' (27 coins)
) :25. 5xllUxXlx
11.92\
(1' coinsl
)= 24. 5xxxxu
5."\
(9
coins)
):23.Sxxx
7.2'\ (11 coins)
)=22.Sxxxx
3.31\
(5 COiDS)
):21.5xx
1.32\
(2
COiDS)
)=20.Sx
0.'"
(1
coiDs)
):U.5
)=18.5
!'e total naaber of asses cOlpared vere 151

ne condit iOIl of

the colDs considered vas better than or equivalut to 3

Fig. 3.8

Sizes of provenanced Claudian
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asse~

Veiqbtlql
>=31.5
)=30.5
):29.5
)=21.5
}=27.5
}=26.5xxxxlllxxxx
21.43\ (3 coins)
)=25.5xllllxxxxxl
21.43\ (1 coins)
)=24.5xxXIIII
14.29\ (2 coins)
}=23.5IXXIIXX
14.2" (2 coils)
)=22.Sxxxxxlx
14.29\ 12 coins)
):21.5xxll
7.14\ (1 coins)
)=20.5
)=19.5
)=11.5
}=17 .5
}=16.5xXII
)=15.5
}=14 .5
}=13.S
)=12.5

1.14\ (1 coins)

):11.5

The total nUlber of sestertii co.pared were 14
T~e coils considered vere those of qrade A
Tbe condition of tbe coins considered vas better tban or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.9 Weights' of grade A provenanced Claudian sestertii

lizel.}
)=39.5
)=31.5
}:37.5
):16.5xIIIIII
14.29\ (2 coins)
):35.5xXIIIXXXXXIIIXXXXI
35.71\ (5 coins)
)=14.5xIXIIIIXXXXXIIXXXX
35.71\ (5 coins)
):31.5xXIIIXX
14.2" (2 coins)
}=32.5
}:11.5

):30.5
):29.5

Tbe total nUlber of sestertii co.pared were 14
The coins considered were those of grade A
T~e condition of the coins considered vas better than or eqaivalent to 3
Fig.3.10 Sizes Qf grade A provenanced
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C~dlan

sestertii

Veigbtlql
}=11.5
}=30.5
}=29.5
}=21.5
)=21.5
}=26.5
}=25.5
)=24.5xXIXIIIIXIXXIIXXXXXIIXXXX
)=23.5
>=22.5
)=21.5
)=20.5
)=19.5
>=18.5
}=11.5xxxXXIXXXXIXIIXXXXXIIXXXX
)=16.5
>=15.5
}=14.5
}=13.5
}=12.5
)=11.5

50\

(1

coins I

50\ (1 coins)

'he total nlaber of sestertii co.pared vere 2
f~e COiDS considered vere those of grade B
'~e condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.!! Weights of grade B prQvenanced Claudian sestertii

Size' .. '
)=39.5
)=31.5

)=]7 .5

)=36.5
}=3S.5
)=34.5
>=33.5xxxXXIXXXXXXIIIXXXXXIXIIXXIXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXIXXXXxx
}=32.5
>=31.5
}=30.5
>=2'.5

100\ (2 coins)

'he total nUlber of sestertii cOlpared vere 2
'he coins considered vere those of grade B
'he condition of the coins considered vas better tban or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.!2 Sizes of grade B provenanced Claudian
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sesterti~

Veiqht(q)
):16.5
)=15.5
):14.5
)=13.511111
10.53\ (2 coins)
):12.511111IXI
15.79\ (3 coins)
)=11.5111111111111111111
36.84' (7 coins)
):10.511111111111
21.85\ (4 coins)
)=9.5IXI
5.26' (1 coins)
)=8.5IXIII
1'.53\ (2 coins)
)=7.5
):6.5
)=5.5
):4.5
)=3.5
'be total naaber of dupondii co.pared vere 19

T.e coils considered vere those of 9rade 1
'be condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.13 Weights of grade A provenanced Claudian dupondii

Size( .. )
)=31.5
)=30.5111
5.26' (1 coins)
):29.5xXIIIIIX
15.7" . (3 coins)
)=28.5xIIIIIIIIIIII
26.32\ (5 coins)
):27.511111111111
21.05\ (4 coins)
)=2'.51IXII
10.53\ (2 coins)
):25.5
)=24.5
):23.5
)=22.5
):21.5
)=28.5
):19.5

The total aaaber of dupondii cOlpared vere 19
T'e coins considered vere those of 9rade A
'he condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.14 Sizes of

gr~~~ovenanced
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Cl~~ian

dupondii

Veight(gl
):16.5
>:15.5
):14.5
)=13.5xxl
5.41\ (2 coins)
}:12.5xXII
8.11\ (3 coins)
):11.5xxxII
10 .• 1\ (4 coins)
):10.5xXIIIXXXXII
21.'2\ (8 coins)
)='.5XIIIIIIIX
18.'2\ (7 coins)
}:8.5IXXIIIX
13.51\ (5 coins)
):7.5xXIIIIX
13.51\ (5 coins)
):6.5

):5.5
):4.5
}=3.5

The total nUlber of dupondii coapaled vele 37
The coins considered vere those of grade B
The condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.15 Weights of grade B provenanced Claudian dupondii

Size!.I}
):31.5
):30.5
):29.5
)=21.5xxxXXIIIXXIXIIX
2'.73\ (11 coins)
):27.5xXIIIXXXXXXXIXX
29.73\ (11 coins)
)=2'.5xXIIIXIXX
18.92\ (7 coins)
)=25.5xIIIIIII
16.22\ (6 coins)
)=24.5x
2.7\ (1 coiDs)
)=23.5
)=22.5

)=21.5
)=20.5

)=19.5
The total nalber of dupondii compared vere 37
T.e coins considered vere those of grade B
The condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.16 Sizes of grade B

proven~nced
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Claudian dupondii

ieigbtlgl
):16.5
)=15.5
}=H.5
)=13.5
):12.5

)=11.5
)=10.5
}=9.5
)='.5XXXIIIIXXXIIIIXXXXXIIIXXX
)=7.5xxXIIXXXXXIII
25\ (1
)=6.5
):5.5
)=4.5
)=3.5xxXIIIXXXIXXI
25\ (I

50\ (2 coins)
coins)

coins)
T.e total DUlber of dupondii cOlpared vere 4
Tbe coins considered were tbose of grade C
The condition of tbe coins considered was better than or equivaleat to 3
Fig.3.l? Weights of grade C

prove~anced

Claudian dupondii

Size( .. )
):31.5

)=30 .5
):29.5

)=2'.5
}:27.5

}:26.5
)=25.5
)=24.5xxXIIXIXXXXXIIXXXIXIIIXXXXXXIIXIXXXIII
}:23.5

75\ ()

coins)

>=22.5
):21.5
>=20.5
)=I'.5xXIIIIIIXXIIX

25\ (1 coins)
Tbe total DUlber of dupondii cOlpared were 4
Tbe coins considered were tbose of grade C
Tbe condition of the coins considered was better tban or equivalent to 3
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Veightlgl
>=13.5
}=12.5
}=11.5xxllxlllx
):10.5xlxllxxxxxl

17.39\ (4 coins)
21.74\ (S coins)
>=9.SXIIIIJIXXJJIIIX
30.43\ (7 coins)
):8.5xIIIIXXXX
17.3'\ (4 coins)
}=7.5xl
4.35\ (1 coins)
}:6.S
)=S.5

}:4.511
)=3.5

4.35\ (1 coins)

):2.5

)=1.5
Tbe total DUlbel of asses co.pared vele 23
fbe coiDs considered wele those of glade 1
The condition of the coins cODsidered vas better than or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.19 Weights of grade A provenanced Claudian asses

Size(u}
}:31.5
)=30.5

):29.51111

1.7\ (2 coins)

39.13\ (9 coins)
}:21.Sxxxllxxxxll
21.74\ (5 coins)
>=26.5111111111
17.39\ (4 coins)
):25.511
4.35\ (1 coins)
):24.5
}:23.S
):22.5
):21.5xl
4.35\ (1 coins)
>=20.5
}:19.5
)=2'.SXIIIIIIXXIXXIIXXXXIX

):18.5

fhe total nUlbel of asses cOlpared were 23
fhe coilS considered vere those of grade 1
The condition of the coins considered was better than or equivalent to 3
Fig. 3.20 Sizes of

gr~de

A

provenafLc~Claq9 iarL..as~RP._
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(feightlg)
):13.5
)=12.5
):11.5x
2.63\ (2 coils)
)=18.5x
2.63\ (2 coiDs)
):9.5xxl
6.51\ (5 coins)
)=1.5111111111111
23.'1\ (II coins)
):7.5111111
11.84\ (' coins)
>=6.5xIIIIIIXXllxl
25\ (1' coins)
):5.5IXXII
18.53\ (8 coins)
)=4.5xXIII
10.53\ (I coins)
):3.51
1.32\ (1 coilS)
>=2.51
2.63\ (2 COiDS)
)=1.5
Tbe total nBlber of asses cOlpared vere 76
T~e coias considered vere tbose of grade 8
The condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.21 Weights of grade B provenanced Claudian asses

She(.'

)=31.5
)=38.5x
1.32\ (1 coilS)
):29.51
2.6l\ (2 coilS)
)=2'.5xXIII
9.21\ (7 coins)
):27.5111111
11.84\ (' coins)
)=26.51111111111
19.74\ (15 coins)
):25.51111IXXIXXXIIX
21.63\ (21 coins)
)=24.5xIIIIII
13.16\ (18 coilS)
):23.511
3.'5\ (3 COiDS)
)=22.511
3.'5\ (3 coilS)
):21.51
1.32\ (1 coilS)
>=20.51
1.32\ (1 coins)
):1'.51
1.32\ (1 coilS)
>=11.5

Tbe total DOlber of asses cOlpared were 76
T~e coins considered were those of grade B
The condition of the coins considered was better than or equivalent to 3
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Veight(gl
}=13.5
)=12.5
}=11.5
}=1O.5
}=9.5x

2.17\ (1 coins)
)=1.5xxlx
8.7\ (4 coins)
)=7.5xll
6.52\ (3 coins)
}=6.5xXIIIIIX
15.22\ (7 coins)
)=5.5xxXIXXXIX
17.3'\ (8 coins)
)=4.5xXIXIXIXXXIXIIIXXXXX
39.13\ (18 coins)
}=3.5xXII
8.7\ (4 coins)
}=2.S
)=1.51
2.17\ (1 COlDS)

Tbe total nUlber of asses cOlpared vere .6
Tbe coins considered vere those of grade C
Tbe condition of tbe coins considered vas better tban or equivalent to 3
Fig.3.23 Weights of grade C provenanced Claudian asses

Size (11111
)=31.5

}=30.5x
2.17\ (1 coins)
}=29.S
}=2'.5x
2.17\ (1 coins)
}=27.5xxxlx
10.81\ (5 coins)
)=26.5xxxXXIXX
15.22\ (7 coins)
}=2S.5xxxlx
10.87\ (5 coins)
}=24.5xXIIXIIXX
17.39\ (8 coins)
}=23.5xxxxxxx
13.04\ (6 coins)
}=22.SxXXIIXXXX
17.39\ (8 coins)
}=21.5xxx
6.52\ (3 coins)
}=20.Sx
2.17\ (1 coins)
}=19.5
}=11.5

The total nUlber of asses co.pared vere 46
Tbe coins considered vere those of grade C
The condition of the coins considered vas better than or equivalent to 3
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u
40 -

3' - -

- - - - - - - - - -

38 31 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1
36 - - 1 - - - - - 1 1 1
35 34 - 33 - -

- 2 1 1 1 - - - - 1
1 -

32 - - - - - -

- - - -

31 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - 2' - - - 28 -

- - - - - - - -

21 - 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2. 29 q
The total au.ber of sestertii vas 14
The .inilul condition considered vas 3
The coins considered vere those of grade A
Fig.3.25 Scatterdiagram of weights and sizes of
provenanced grade A sestertii

u
40 -

, 3' - 38 - 37 36 - -

35
34
33
32
31
30

- - - -

- - - - - - - - - 1
- - - 1 - - - - - -

2' - -

28 -

21 - 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2S 26 27 28 29 9
The total aUlber of sestertii vas 2
The .iniaul condition considered vas 3
The coins considtred vere those of grade B
Fig. 3.26 SCCLt...terdi~ram of w~ i9....l1t~L_.9_nd
provenanced grade B ses 1;:e~_tLt
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siz_~_s.....2..t

u
32 - 31--

1-

30 29 - - - - -

- 1 - 2 2 - 2 1

2. - - - - - - - - - 3 - 1
27 26 - -

2S
24
23
22
21

- 1 -

- - - - - - - - - - -

20 - -

H- 3 4 5 6 7 • 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 q
The total luaber of dupondii vas 19
The linilu. condition considered vas 3
Tbe coins considered vere those of grade 1
Fig. 3.27 Scatterdiagram of wei..9hl~...z;..eJL. . .Q.t
provenanced grade A dupondii

••32 -

- 31------lO - - - - - - - 29--15-12-28 2 4 2 2 1

27 - - - - - 1 1 2 - 1 1
26 -

- 4 1 - 1 -

25 -

24
23
22
21
20

- 1

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

B-----

3 4 S , 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 9
The total nUlber of dupondii vas 37
The linilol condition considered vas 3
T.e coins considered vere those of grade B
Fig.3. 28 ~catt~j:-'oj.ag:J;~_Il\ __Qf_w~j9hts_and 5i ze_5 __Qt
provenanced grade LduI2Qndi t
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II

32 - 31 - 30 -

- - - - -

- - - -

- - - -

29 - -

2. - 27
2'
2S
24
23
22

- - - -

- - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 2 - - - - - - - - - - - -

21 - 20 - 1
- - - 19----3 4 S 6
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 q
T~e total Duiber of dupondii vas 4
The linilul condition considered vas 3
Tbe coins considered vere those of grade C
Fig.3.29 Scatterdiagram of weights and
proven~nced

gr~de

size9~

~upondii

II

II
30
29
21
27

1
-

- - - - - - - 1
-

U-

- 1 - 1

1 5 3 1 - - 3
1 1 1
- 1 -

25 -

24 23 22 - - - - 21 -

20 H----------

18 -

o1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9 10 11 12 13 14 9
The total nu.ber of asses vas 23
The linilul condition considered vas 3
Tbe coins considered were tbose of grade A
Fig.3.30 Scatterdiqg;raT!LQL wej.flhts__ and sizes of
provenanced grade A ~_~~~
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II

- 1 -

31 30 29 1 -

- - - - 2

2 2
- - 2 5 - 2 2 4 2 4 1 - 2
2 3 8 251 - - 1 - - - - 2 151
2 - 1
1 1 - 1 - - - - - 1
- -

21 -

21
26
2S

24
23

22

21 -

1 - -

20 - - - 1 19 18 - -

o 1 2 3 4
6 7 • 9 10 11 12 13 14 9
The total nuaber of asses vas 76
Tbe linilol condition considered vas 3
The coins considered were those of grade B
Fig.3.31 Scatterdiagram of weights and sizes of

provenanced grade B

asse~

II

1 - -

31 - 30 - 29 -

1 -

28 - - - - - 1 1 1 - 2
27 H 25 -

- 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 3
- 2 2 1 1 2 -

24 - - - - 1 4 1 23 -

- 1 6 1 -

22 - 1 1
21 - - - - - 1
20 - -

l' 18-

- - - -

-----

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 1
9 10 11 12 13 14 9
Tbe total Dumber of asses vas 46
Tbe linilol condition considered vas 3
The coins considered were those of grade C
Fiq. 3. 32

.sca...t_t..eJdiAgJ."_aJJLQ1_~~J.gb_t_;:;_a_lJg_sj,_z_e._!?

provenanced grade C

as.s_~§

of
---
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II

31 - 1
30------211
29 1
3 3 7 5 281---28-24
27645212
26 - 1t 2 5 1 1
251
62224 -

-

23 22 21 2019 18 -

-

- - - -

- - - ---- - - - - - - - - - o 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 9
The total nUlber of asses was 151
The linilul condition considered was 3

Fig. 3.33 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of
proyenanced Claudlan ~LS~L

II

32 - 31 - - - - 30--1-2----297-3328-242611
27 - 1 2 2 1 1 1
26--4-1
25 -

- -

-

-

3 - - -

-

24 - 23-

- - - - ------

22--

----

21 - - - - 20---19 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 9
The total nUlber of dupondii was 61

The linilul condition considered was 3

Fig. 3.34 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of
provenanced Claud ian . _<lY..Il.QJu:l.ij..
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II

40
39
38
37

- - - - - -

36 - -

35 34 -

- 1
- - 2 1 3
- 1 1

33 -

32
31
30
29

- - - - - -

28-

-----

27 - - - - - - - - 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 g
The total RUlber of sestertii was 18
The linilul condition considered was 3

Fig. 3.35 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of
proyenanced Claud ian ~~.$._t~".t.1.i
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6 The total

Duaber
total DuRber
total Duaber
The condition of

~ The
~The

l,The total nuaber
• The total nUllber
~The total nu.ber
The condition of

of grade 1 dupoadii coapaled vele 19
of grade Bdupoadii co_pared vere 31
of grade C dupoadii co.paled vele 4
coins considered vas better than or equal to 3

of grade Adupondii cOlpared vele 19
of grade Bdupondii co.pared vere 31
of grade C dupondii co.pared were 4
coins considered vas better than or equal to 3
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o• TbeTbe total
lumber of qude asses cOlpared vere
totil nuabel of qtide Basses compiled vere '6
1

23

~Tbe

total auabet of qrade C asses cOlpared vere 46
!be cODdition of coins considered vas better t.an or eqlal to ]

Fig. 3.38 Comparison of weights of grade A. Band C asses

6 Tbe total
~
~

nUlber of grade 1 asses
The total noabel of glide Basses
Tbe total DUlber of grade Casses
Tbe condition of coins considered

cOlpared vere 23
compared wele 76
co.pared vere 46
vas better tban or equal to 3
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3.5 summary
Irregular Claud ian •• s may be described and defined by the
use of a simple classification system which separates the
varied mass of coins into three categories or grades:
excellent imitations (A)i extremely crude, poor copies (C)
and the 'remainder' (B).

It is evident from the results

presented in Table 3.1 that the largest number of coins
belong to the category which describes neither an excellent copy nor the crudest form of imitation, i ••• , grade B.
When the weights of coins of all grades of imitation are
plotted, the figures show that .ss.s of all grades of
imitation are found at the top end of the weight range;
while for dupondii, only grades A and B are found at the
top end of the weight range.

The figures for dupondij and

.ss.s both show that grade C coins peak towards the bottom

end of the weight range, and those belonging to grade A
towards the top end.
extremes.

Grade B coins peak between these two

Similar figures occur for the sizes of .ss.s

and dupondii, with grade C coins peaking lower than either
grade B or grade A coins.
Correlation between the peak size and weight of the
different grades of Claud ian •• s is demonstrated when
weights and sizes of coins are plotted on the X and Y axes
of a common matrix.

This correlation will be considered

further in the following chapter which deals with the
metrology of Claudlan •• s (see Chapter 4, below).
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4.

MANUFACTURE AND METROLOGY OF IRREGULAR CLAUDIAN 6ES

4.1 Introduction

Irregular claudlan •• # excavated at sites in Britain vary
considerably in appearance.

It has already been shown how

appearance can be used to grade or classify these coins.
Appearance is taken as a differentiating factor by today's
student of the series; it is also clear from evidence of
'test-cuts', i.e., a chisel or similar instrument hammered
into the surface of a coin as a test for plating that it
was also considered a discriminating factor in ancient
times (cf. Kenyon, (1987a), pl.2, no.9 for a particularly
clear specimen of a test-cut).
The variety of sizes, weights, shapes, metal content,
fabric, and

no~

least die-engraving techniques produce

what appears, at its most extreme, to be a disparate
coinage.

It has been suggested elsewhere (Sutherland,

(1935), pp.23-6) that this diversity may be explained by
two main types of centres producing these coins: military
and civil.

This supposition is arrived at on the grounds

of style and technical accomplishment.

The military

centres producing the better grade aes, and the civil
centres the lower grades.

This 'Roman:native' division,

defined by accuracy of copying and skill of workmanship,
has been recently challenged (Boon, (1988), pp.116 & 123).
In the following sections, the relationship between accuracy of copying and technical skill in manufacturing coins
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will be explored in an attempt to throw some light if not
answer questions such as "Why are the coins of diverse
appearance?"; "What does their appearance tell us about
how they were produced?"; and "Who made them?".
4.2 Experiments in engraving dies for Claudian ««s
My experiments to engrave dies (plates 3-4) showed that
skill of workmanship and accuracy of copying improve with
practice, and with the use of more varied and refined
engraving tools.

(My use of the word 'engrave', here,

implies a far greater technical skill than I ever achieved, but I use it in preference to 'gouge and chisel out'
which describe my activities far better).

Speed of

completing an engraved die also increased with practice,
so that by my eighth and ninth dies, I was able to engrave
a pair of reasonably accurate (but not technically skilled
or artistically satisfying) dies in about three hours: the
obverse die (plate 4, H) was engraved in under two hours
and the reverse die (plate 4, I) in little more than an
hour.

This suggests that it would have been possible for

die-engravers in the Claudio-Neronian era to have achieved
(at least) similar results.
It seems possible, judging from my experiments, that even
an unskilled metal worker using such basic equipment as a
hammer and a few small chisels fashioned from rods of iron
or tinned-bronze would have been able to produce coining
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dies.

My inexperience of die-engraving and my lack of

metal-working knowledge were sufficiently overcome to
produce usable but crude dies at my first attempt with
only a hammer and one sharpened steel rod (plate 3, Dies A
and B,

'coin' 1).

Like some of the cruder results

produced in antiquity, my 'coin' (a striking on a roundel
cut from sheet lead) had retrograde designs because my
model for imitation had been a coin rather than an
impression of a coin, e.g., the impression left in clay
after a coin is pressed into it.

As with some of the

crude Claudian aes, my inexperience at laying out my
design is evident on the reverse die where Minerva's
shield is placed low and the letter C is forced into too
Iowa position.

Difficulty in engraving the legend of the

obverse resulted in accepting defeat halfway round when,
realising that the complete legend would not fit, I
resorted to perfunctory lines in place of letters.
Further evidence of my difficulty with engraving lettershapes may be seen most clearly on the reverse die in my
treatment of the letter 5, where the letter inclines from
the upright and is squashed in format.

It would seem from

inspection of even a small number of crude imitations
these two difficulties, i.e., producing a complete design
and accurate letter shapes, were experienced by those in
antiquity who produced dies for these cruder issues (cf.
sutherland, (1935), pl.7 and 8).

With further comparison

between my coin and those referred to above (jbid.), other
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similarities may be noted: the rigidity and angularity of
limbs in the treatment of Minerva; the lack of variety of
thickness of line in her treatment; the linear treatment
of Claudius' features especially for his chin, neck and
nose; and the straight abruptness of the truncation of the
bust.

The reason for the similarities may lie more in the

limited range of tools used, i.e., one 'chisel', than in
the methods employed.
My skill in die-engraving improved with each die and I was
able to learn from mistakes as no doubt did my antecedents

(cf., ibid, pl.8, nos. 1 & 2).

As my understanding and

technique developed so did my desire to see how my efforts
were progressing as I worked; I found that by pressing the
die-in-progress onto a piece of damp clay I was able to
see what was successful and what needed to be worked on
further.

This simple means of quality control is a

refinement that may perhaps have been more pertinent to
those who engraved dies of a quality better than those we
have looked at so far.

My two final dies (plate 4)

exhibit evidence of my concern for accuracy in both layout
and form, such as that which may be seen in irregular
Claudian aes classified as grade B coins.

For the obverse

die, benefit was gained from a 'hub' or punch which was
used to sink the basic head shape into the die (plate 5,
A-D).

The use or otherwise of hubs has been much debated

(see Crawford, (1981) for a convenient and comprehensive
list of lIterature relating to the suggested use of hubs
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in antiquity).

Crawford emphatically states his

opposition to the view that hubs of completed dies were
used in mint workshops, while adding that a punch which
gave a

'rough outline (then worked over by hand)' can be

neither confirmed nor refuted as a consequence of its
after treatement.

My use of a hub for the basic head

shape can offer little if anything new to the debate, and
neither was it intended to do so, it being employed only
as a useful and speedy means of blocking out the largest
part of the obverse design, and at the same time leaving a
lozenge-shape protrusion in position for an eye-socket.
The latter being something I had experienced particular
difficulty with in previous dies, and so it might appear
did some of the least accomplished die-engravers of
C1audian aes (cf., Sutherland, (1935), pl.B).
4.3 Experiments in producing blanks for striking
Dies produced as a result of my experiments in dieengraving, outlined above, were initially tested on lead
blanks.

The blanks were produced in the following ways:

roundels cut from sheet lead (plate 3, nos.I-4), a small
measure of lead poured on a flat metal surface to produce
a single blank (plate 6, A),

molten lead poured on to a

flat surface to form a strip of metal (plate 6, B), and
molten lead poured into an open clay mould to produce a
roughly hemispherical-shaped blank (plate 6, C).

These

trial strikings were followed by experiments to produce
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copper blanks in a similar way.

My aim was not an attempt

to replicate ancient methods of metal working, but to use
basic metal workshop equipment to produce satisfactory
results, i.e., blanks which could be fully struck-up to
show the whole design.

It was hoped that in doing so,

some knowledge of the problems of coin-manufacture would
be learned.

The results of my experiments were to prove

more fruitful than I had hoped and were to suggest some
possible reasons for the varied appearance of Claudian

aes.
4.3:1 Copper sheet
Trial strikings on roundels cut from sheet copper using a
four pound hammer produced weak and incomplete impressions.

striking another piece of sheet copper, this time,

however, when the metal was heated in a fire to a dull red
colour, produced a better but still weak and incomplete
impression (plate 7, A).
4.3:2 Poured blanks
Attempts to pour molten copper onto a flat metal surface
to produce coin-size blanks proved impossible and
extremely dangerous because of the volatile reaction of
molten metal at 1,100 degrees Celsius meeting a cooler
surface.

In two attempts (one on a cold plate (plate 7,

B) and one on a hot plate (plate 7, C», I was unable to
replicate the results of Sellwood (cf., Sellwood, (1976),
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p.66, flg.98).

In one case, gas was trapped under the

metal as it cooled and caused it to balloon (plate 7, B).
One of these spheroidlcal shapes was heated and cooled
rapidly to soften the metal and then it was hammered to a
flatter and rounder shape.

This was repeated until a disc

of appropriate size and shape was achieved.

Upon striking

with dies and a four-pound hammer, the coin almost
fractured with a number of radial cracks (plate 7, 0).
The difficulties encountered in pouring blanks and the
apparent contrast to mass production techniques, envisaged
as necessary for such an activity, encouraged me to
experiment with casting blanks in moulds.
4.3:3

Casting blanks in open clay moulds

Two methods were used in attempt to cast copper blanks in
open clay moulds; in both cases the clay used was mixed
with approximately twenty percent charcoal.

The first

experiment was based upon Tylecote's description of his
experiment to cast copper blanks in a clay mould based on
'Iron Age Coin' moulds (Tylecote, (1962».

Thin, short

strips of copper were placed in the circular depressions
of a pre-fired clay mould and covered with charcoal.

The

mould was put in a kiln and heated to a temperature
aproximately the melting point of copper (some of the
copper melted and some did not!).

Upon cooling it was

found that where the copper had melted it fused with the
clay mould.
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The second experiment involved preparing a clay mould from
similar materials to the above which had a central pouring
basin with channels leading from it to circular
depressions.

The mould was fired in a kiln and allowed to

cool prior to being prepared for casting.

While the

copper was being melted in a crucible in a gas-fired
furnace, the mould was heated with an oxy-acetylene torch
to remove any residual dampness.

It was also hoped that

pre-heating would reduce the possibility of thermal shock
to the mould, which could be the result of pouring molten
copper at 1100 degrees Celsius into a clay mould.

The

outcome of this attempt to cast blanks was disappointing.
The molten copper was difficult to pour from the crucible,
it did not flow along the channelfrom the reservoir to the
depressions and thermal shock did take place (rather
noisily), as is clear from the fractures to the mould and
gas bubbles in the underside of the copper casting (plate
8, A & B).
4.3:4 Casting blanks in open sand moulds
It was decided to use 'Green Sand'

(or oiled-sand) as

material for the mould, as this is used in the engineering
industry for making moulds to cast metal objects.

A

wooden frame was packed tightly with sandi a shallow
pouring reservoir with deep channels leading to coin-size
circular depressions was dug in the sand.
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Unfortunately

the molten copper again proved difficult to pour and this
time the copper overflowed the mould.

At a second

attempt, the same result occurred (plate 8, C & 0).

The

colour of the copper casting was a deep purple-red and was
clearly heavily oxidized.

There was also visible evidence

of 'slag', i.e., dross and impurities accumulated in the
smelting process, on the top of the castings.

In

subsequent smeltings, a little borax was added and a metal
rod used to collect the dross before pouring.
4.3:5 Casting blanks in two-part sand moulds
Two matching wooden frames were packed tightly with Green
Sand: in one, the sand was packed around a wooden former
with ten old pennies arranged along its length, five on
each side; the other frame was laid on top of the filled
mould and Green Sand packed into the frame.

The frames

were separated, the wooden former and pennies removed, and
two funnels cut in the upper mould - one at each end of
where the former had been.

The mould was reassembled and

weighted with heavy steel bars.

Molten copper was poured

into one funnel until it showed at the top of the other
funnel pouring ceased.

The principle of this method of

casting is that when the molten metal reaches maximum
height in both funnels than the mould should be full.
Unfortunately two factors contributed to its failure
(plate 9, A & B): they were: channels or 'sprues' that
were too shallow at the point of entry to the circular
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depressions, and trapped gas which caused the castings,
with one exception, to be of irregular shapes.

Although

the sand moulds were porous, the gases produced in casting
needed to rapidly escape before the molten metal began to
solidify, hence the reason for the one successful casting
-

it was situated next to the exit funnel which acted as a

vent for it.

Identifying the latter procedural error

suggested a possible reason for the variety of shapes
which occur in irregular Claudian aes, i.e., mishapen
blanks due to lack of adequate venting of a mould.
It is necessary to halt here in order to give evidence to
support the use of two-part moulds for Claudian aes.
Hetallographic analysis carried out on irregular Claudian

aes by Dr J P Northover showed that oxygen-free blanks
were used for striking these coins (Appendix 4).

It has

been shown already, above, that casting in open moulds or
pouring molten copper onto a flat surface produced heavily
oxidized results.

The castings made in the two-part mould

were of a clean, bright pink copper colour in contrast
with the top of the solidified metal at the pouring
reservoir, which was heavily blackened and oxidized.
Further evidence to support two-part moulds for the blanks
may be seen on a Claudian

d~pondi~s,

reputed to have been

found at Billingsgate, London (plate 10, B).

The edge of

the coin has a clear casting seam around its circumference
(plate 10, A) and yet the coin is definitely struck: thus,
the blank must have been cast in a two-part mould.
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Seams

have been noticed on other Claudian aes by the author, but
none is as clear as the coin illustrated.
other experimental mould designs were employed in attempt
to produce consistent and successful results.

A measure

of success was achieved with a design that was essentially
a single large pouring reservoir cut in the upper mould
with six circular dish-shaped depressions emanating from
it in the lower part of the mould.

Initially disappoin-

ting results indicated the need for wider sprues to
connect the central pouring reservoir with the circular
depressions (plate 11, A & B).

Better results were

achieved when that was done, but the problem of trapped
gas was not yet overcome (plate 12, A).

(Similarities

between the resultant amorphous castings and the shapes of
some irregular Claudian aes were noted again).

Venting

the next mould, by piercing the upper part with a metal
spoke at regular intervals across the central area,
produced improved casting at the next attempt (plate 12,
B).

One depression of the six depressions remained empty,

four were filled, and a fifth partially so.

Greater

success was achieved when care was taken to ensure that
each sprue and each circular depression was vented prior
to pouring in the molten metal.

The result was a

satisfactory casting of five of the six depressions (plate
13, A & B, which clearly shows the 'risers' formed in the
vents of the mould).

It may be assumed that trapped gas
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prevented the sixth element forming.
Experiments in casting copper blanks ceased with this
method as it was considered that success in my primary aim
had been achieved: a high percentage of round blanks
suitable for striking were made by a method that was
repeatable and controllable.

The secondary aim of this

aspect of my empirical research was also met: something
was learned of the problems faced by casters of copper
blanks for irregular Claud ian aes and explanations for
some aspects of the appearance of these coins can be
suggested.

For example, amorphous irregular Claudian aes

were possibly the result of poor working practIces in a
foundry

producing blanks (vjz.,

inadequate venting of

moulds), and coins with a broken edge profile (cf.,
Kenyon,

(1987a'), pl.2, no.ll) may be the result of blanks

broken from a thick sprue, which proved the stronger of
the two.

(Reasons for the variability of shapes of

irregular Claudian aes will be considered further in the
summary and conclusion of this chapter).
4.4 Experiments in striking bronze coins
A number of experimental strikings were originally made on
lead blanks (plate 6, A-C).

These proved informative with

regard to the reasons for, and the appearance of,
strikes, over-strikes and brockages.

mis-

However, using lead

was not a substitute for testing the practices of striking
copper-alloy coins.

Test-striklngs were carried out over
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an extended period as new copper-alloy blanks were cast.
The aim of the experiment was to understand something of
the problems faced by those minting irregular Claudian aes
and to seek further explanation for the variety of
appearance of these coins.
4.4:1 Preparation of blanks
The blanks produced by the final method described above
were round, or nearly so, with one surface flat and the
other tapered at the edges.

Blanks were broken, or cut by

a blow of a chisel, from the spruesi In some cases they
were filed to shape (plate 14, A), in others they were
left as found.
4.4:2 Striking coins
The blanks were then struck under a variety of conditions
in brief sessions over a period of weeks, each time
attempting to improve the impression on the blank.

Coins

were struck: cold, heated to a dull red colour and to a
bright red colour; with a four-pound hammer, a seven-pound
hammer and a fourteen-pound hammer; with one blow, two
blows and three blows; by one man alone; by a team of four
working together: one heating the prepared blanks, one
placing a blank on the lower die, another striking the
coin and another clearing the coin from the die.

The

degree of success was limited as can be seen from
photographs of some of the coins struck (plate 14, B & C),
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however, a good understanding of basic minting practices
was gained from these experiments.
In practical terms, it became apparent that a team working
to strike coins could work at speed and produce
consistently good results.

The die-striker rarely needed

to move except to position the die with one hand, to
strike the upper die using the other hand and lift it to
allow another blank to be positioned on the lower die:
consistency of die-alignment is assured without any need
for mechanical or lining-up devices.

It may be observed

on irregular Claud ian aes, that the head of Claudius is
invariably positioned towards the centre of the coin even
when the blank was obviously much smaller than the dies.
(I do not recall seeing any Claudian aes where only half a
profile can be seen).

It is possible that it was the duty

of the blank manipulator in a coining group to position
the blank on the lower die (obverse) so that the portrait
image would be completely struck.

The portrait was

obviously the most important element for these operators,
the legend of secondary importance.

From my experience, a

need for minimal precision here would not seriously hinder
progress.

This requirement for preCision in placing a

blank may be favourably compared with that shown in the
production of radiate imitations of AD late-third century,
where minims invariably show a radiate crown if,
occasionally, little else.
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Unlike lead blanks, bronze or copper blanks do not deform
in shape when struck. The outline profile of a blank
remains unaffected when struck (plate 15, A), except when
the blank is heated to too high a temperature and then
struck excessively. The resultant coin shows deep radial
cracks and splits, unlike anything seen in the Claudian
series.

The surface of a blank, however, did undergo

changes upon striking as might be expected.

If the

casting was poor and a blank showed gas bubbles in its
surface, these would open further upon striking (plate 15,
B).

Where the dies were struck upon a solid surface the

die would impart its smooth surface to the blank, where
they made contact, upon striking (plate 15, C & D).
Hetallographlc analyses of coins struck for the above
experiments attributed my lack of success in obtaining a
full image when striking blanks to the hardness of the
bronze alloy I had prepared for casting.
a small amount of 'Tinman's solder'

The addition of

(less than 5\) to the

molten metal had been suggested to me as a means of
improving the flow characteristics of the molten copper.
This it did.

But, my repeated use and mixing of the same

batch of metal throughout the casting experiments resulted
in what became a low tin-leaded bronze, a bronze alloy
incompatible with the almost pure copper of irregular
Claudian asses and unlike the brass or bronze alloy used
for dupondii.

The experiments were therefore of limited

success, but they do 'set limits on the possible modes of
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manufacture of these copper coins'
4.5 Experiment to produce a

(Appendix 4).

'plated' as

Finds of 'plated' Claudian aes in Britain (see Chapter 8,
below) encouraged me to test a method suggested for the
production of plated Roman aes and described by Oddy and
Archibald (Oddy, (ed), (1980».

One of the coins struck

in my experiments was wrapped in folded thin gauge brass
sheet.

This 'sandwich' was then wrapped in lead sheet.

The assemblage was hit once with a four pound hammer.
upon unwrapping the coin, which was unaffected, clear deep
impressions of the obverse and reverse of the coin were to
be seen in the brass sheet (plate 16).

Examples of plated

Claudian aes demonstrate that foil impressions such these
could be wrapped around an iron disc and the edges beaten
or soldered to form a passable 'coin'.

Although such

coins might become easily detected in circulation, the
plated coin would only need to be accepted once for the
forgery to be successful.
4.6 cast irregular Claudian aes
The occurrence of cast coins of Claudius 1 at RomanoBritish sites has been noted, and methods of production
discussed, by Boon (Boon,
pp. 107-10).

(1982), p.9 and idem., (1988),

It is possible that cast coins remain

unidentifed among those listed in Appendix 2, but the
number of such forgeries is unlikely to be large.
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The

incidence of cast Claudian .es among site-finds in Britain
and in museum collections is rare (cf., Boon, (1988),
p.24,

jde'll., (1974), p.139, footnote 36 and jde'll., (1979)

for five, or possibly six, coins from Usk, Gwent, one from
Silchester, Hants., and another from Hindwel1, Powys).
4.7 Metrology of irregular Claudian .es
The varied weights and sizes of irregular Claud ian aes has
been referred to above.

When visually inspecting the

large number of Claudian .es found at Richborough, Kent it
seemed to me that the coins could be sorted into three, or
possibly four, groups of coins of steadily reduced sizes.
Later, the opportunity to examine Claudian coins from
excavations at Colchester, Essex allowed me to plot the
coins, using a computer, onto a grid of size against
weight for each coin (Kenyon,

(1987a».

The results

showed that the coins appeared to cluster in three main
groups for asses and dl.l.pondii; figures for sestertjj were
too few to plot.

The clear stratification uncovered by

excavators at Colchester and our increased knowledge of
the development of this important Roman administrative and
military centre in the early period of Roman occupation
allowed me to compare coins from well defined and dateable
strata with the cluster patterns noted above.

Large and

heavy coins are found in the early phase of occupation of
the site, but small, light coins are conspicuously absent
there; the immmediate pre-Boudiccan and post-Boudiccan
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phases of occupation have coins of the small, light type
and none of the large, heavy coins.

This ev1dence, for

the degradation of size and weight of irregular Claudian

aes with the passing of time, adds further support to what
had been suggested over fifty years ago by Sutherland
(Sutherland, (1935», and had been recently confirmed by
Boon in his work on the coins from the earlier Neronian
fortress Usk, Gwent (Boon,

(1982», namely, small

irregular Claud Ian aes belong to the later phases of
copying.

Evidence for the existence of a cluster group

mid-range between the group of large, heavy coins and that
of small, light coins is supported by measurement of the
diameters of dies used for irregular Claudian asses and

dupondii from the excavations at Colchester, which shows
groups of dies oat 30-31mm., 27-28mm. and 25mm.
Figures previously published for coins from the
excavations at Colchester (Kenyon,

(1987a), pp.37-9,

Tables 21 & 24) may now usefully be compared with those
for Britain as a whole which were plotted in the previous
chapter, i.e., all provenanced Claudian aes in 'good' or
better condition (see especially Figs. 3.33-35).

For

convenience, the above Colchester tables and the figures
for provenanced Ciaudian asses and dapondii are reproduced
below (Figs. 4.1-4).

Comparison produces results which

are similar for the above denominations at both Colchester
and for Britain as a whole.
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these cluster-groups at Colchester were explained by this
author as 'coins intended to deceive, being of the correct
size but too light in weight.

This becomes less apparent

the lower the weight of the module.'
p.38).

(Kenyon,(1987a),

This explanation was given with reference to

postulated changes in weight standards which, it was
further postulated, may have coincided with changes of
governor (and procurator?) in

~D

43, 47 and 52.

These two

suppositions require further consideration here.
The figures plotted for Britain, below, do seem to suggest
the operation of weight 'standards': there are clusters
and the majority of coins fit into the defined clustergroups.

However, the number of asses weighing between

6.51g and 7.49g is sufficiently large, at 26 coins, to
suggest that the lower weight parameter of the second
cluster should be extended to include these coins (see
Fig. 4.5).

Support for these postulated weight standards

may be found in the bar charts of the weights of Claud ian
aes illustrated in the previous chapter: peaks in the

charts occur at weights which correspond to the newly
defined size and weight clusters.
As we have seen, clusters of weights and sizes do occur
among these coins, but what those clusters indicate is
debatable: do they indicate imposed standards, or merely a
gradually reducing module?

The evidence presented so far

suggests that standards were operating.
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This is supported
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by the correlation of weights of dupondii and asses which
have been shown to retain their ratio per libra at each
stage of their reduction (Kenyon,

(1987a), pp.39-40).

The

question of application of these 'standards' must now be
addressed.

It is impossible to identify any individual as

having responsibility for the imposition or implementation
of changes in weight of newly-struck irregular Claud ian

aes.

The procurator had ultimate responsibility for

providing troops with pay, however, we can not be certain
that all irregular Claud ian aes were produced for the
army; even if they were, we cannot know if a standard was
determined by the procurator.

If no individual or group

of individuals can be identified as having ultimate
responsibility for imposing weight-standards and changes
to it, then should the notion of weight-standards be
reconsidered and perhaps even abandoned altogether?

I do

not believe so, for the following practical reasons (and
it is practical realisation rather than academic
construction which now determines my thinking on this
point).

What the clusters or weight standards describe

overall are the range of tolerances for debasement of
weight at particular times in the cycles of production of
coins.

Those tolerances are surely 'standards' of accep-

tability, which determined 'standards' in production.
The range of acceptable tolerances of weight were
initially set by those who produced the blanks on which
coins were to be struck.

Originally, the weight and size
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of blanks were determined by the size and weight of
Claudian aes from the mint of Rome.

These tolerances were

then accepted firstly by operators at the coining
workshops (there is no reason to be confident that those
who cast blanks were the same group as those who struck
coins) and secondly by money-changers, to whom they
ultimately passed.

The coin-user would have had no

control over the weight of coins being introduced into
circulation.

His only control on coins in circulation

would be to hoard the larger coins he received and pass on
the less desir able pieces as quickly as possible examples of this may be seen in the hoard of good quality,
large Claudian aes at Sea Hills, Avon, and at Usk, Gwent
where, at both sites, the finds are generally poor, small,
crude imitations.
As can be deduced from the above mentioned coin-finds, the
military were not spared from using the most degraded of
coins.

Whether the army produced these coins themselves

or whether they were supplied by external agencies, it is
impossible to be certain.

The evidence of distribution

shows that Claudian aes are found almost exclusively at
military centres in the territories of the Dumnonii, the
Cornovii and the Silures (see Chapter 5, below).

For

those territories combined, over thirty-six percent of the
coins may be classified as grade C coins, which when
compared with the figures for Britain as whole (cf. Fig.
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3.1), indicates a greater use of crudely manufactured
coins in these, the most military of regions in early
Roman Britain.

The coins were then clearly produced for

the army in these territories, but there is no evidence to
prove that they were produced by the military.

What is

certain, however, is that acceptance and tolerance of
these poorly produced, low weight issues was unavoidable.
Finally, there is no reason to attribute a 'native' origin
to these crude coins, on the basis of the appearance of
the coins.

My experiments in die-engraving show that the

skills necessary for accurately representing the human
figure or portrait are not easily gained and are certainly
not determined by the nationality of the engraver.

These

skills are of a practIcal nature and may be gained by
'natives' as readily as by 'Romans'; conversely, the
absence of skill is not confined to either group.

A

skilled die-engraver could produce a fine small product as
readily as a large one, similarly a skilled blank-caster
could produce small blanks as easily as large blanks.

The

worst excesses of irregular Claudian aes exhibit neither
casting nor engraving skills and are the work of the
unskilled, whether military or not.
The best of the imitations are the work of skilled
technicians, but it is impossible to be sure whether they
were military personnel or not.

It is certain that the

early issues were invariably the results of die-engravers
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familiar with and literate in Latin, not only that, but
also familiar with the letter-forms employed in engraving,
but these skills were not restricted to the Roman army.
Boon's recent succinct statement 'It was not the business
of the army to make coin, and there is no mention of a
mo"etarj~s

were'

among

(Boon,

jmm~"es,

numerous as the specialist posts

(1988), p.116) is difficult to refute and

must now direct our thoughts on this matter; though, some
reservation may be expressed about the contemporaneity of
the document Boon is referring to,

(cf., Watson, (1969),

pp.76-7).
4.8 Summary and conclusions
The manufacture of irregular Claudian aes was carried out
under a variety of conditions which resulted in coins of
diverse appearance.

A large number of experiments were

carried out in an attempt to understand the processes
involved in die-engraving, the casting of blanks and the
striking of coins and, hopefully, to find explanation for
the diverse appearance of this coinage.
successfully achieved these aims.

The experiments

At the conclusion of

the experiments, the coins struck were subjected to
metallographic analysis by Dr J P Northover whose report
is included in the appendices (Appendlx 4).
The technicalities of coin-production, with particular
emphasis on coins with the greatest irregularities, have
been discussed at length above and therefore it may be
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useful here to extrapolate a possible method used to
manufacture better quality irregular Claudian a€s.

This

method is based upon both the practical experiments and
the analysis noted above.
part moulds.

Copper blanks were cast in two-

The shape of the desired blanks was

basically that of the coins themselves.

It was essentIal

therefore that the mould was adequately vented to allow
the escape of gas that might be trapped when molten metal
was poured into the mOUld.

The shape of the mould is not

known from any extant examples, however it is likely that
a large central pouring reservoir fed the mould via
channels that were neither too shallow not too narrow to
impede the flow of molten metal.

It is possible that an

arrangement similar to that used for casting coins In
antIquity may have been employed to cast a number of
layers of blanks at one time (cf. Proceedings of the
N~.is.atjc

Socjety,

(1840), engravIngs between pp.398 and

399, where the coin-mould from Lingwell Gate, West Yorkshire is illustrated, and Boon (1988), p.109 where other
examples are illustrated).

The material of moulds such as

these is usually fired clay: sand and clay were used in
the above experiments, but the former proved more
reliable.
The slag of the copper melt is removed and the molten
metal is poured into the mould quickly and smoothly to
prevent both early solidIfication and 'spitting-back' of
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the metal.

Once cooled the blanks are removed from the

sprues by either breaking or cutting with a chisel.

They

are then heated to a dull-red colour and cooled quickly
(i,e"

annealed) to improve the plasticity of the metal.

The blanks would then be prepared for striking, by filing
and beating to shape any that were amorphous.

Blanks are

heated again prior to striking with probably a two- to
four-pound hammer.

The repetive and speedy nature of

operations ensured consistency in die-alignment and eveness of impression.

After striking, the coins would need

to be leached in vinegar or similar to remove any burnt
colouring.
The weight at which irregular coins were struck was
reduced periodically during the Claudio-Neronian period.
There is eviden'ce for three peaks in weight reduction,
which occur at different times.

The results presented

above largely confirm those postulated for Colchester with
a minor amendment.

These peaks represent the acceptable

standards of tolerance for newly-struck coins introduced
to circulation.

Evidence of stratification at Colchester

suggests that coins of only two phases of production were
in circulation at anyone time and so the apparent
disparity of sizes and weights of coins in circulation
would be reduced at anyone particular time.

Any large,

heavy coin that survived to the later phase, or surfaced
again after loss, would be at a premium and be sought
after for hoarding.
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5. DISTRIBUTION OF CLAUPIAN 8ES COIN FINDS IN BRITAIN
5.1

Survey of finds

The data and details of Claud ian coins compiled in the
catalogue of Claud ian coins in Britain (Appendix 1) were
collected from four main sources: published material,
museum collections, the collections and records of
archaeological bodies and those of individual contributors.

The methods used to collect the data may be

broadly classified as 'primary' and 'secondary' investigations carried out over an extended period from late1984 to late-1990.
'Primary' investigation was carried out by inspection of
coins in museum and archaeological group's collections and
those loaned by individual collectors.

In order to obtain

a representative body of material, museum and archaeological group's collections from all parts of England were
consulted.

Entries in the catalogue prefaced by

'Collection of ... ' indicate those coins inspected and
recorded by the author.

Where possible, details of

provenance, size, weight, die-axis and characteristics of
the coins were recorded; details are tabulated in Appendix

2 (see Chapter 3, above).
'secondary' investigation was carried out in two ways: by
a search through the available published material and by
contacting private individuals and public bodies
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throughout Britain, seeking details of their collections.
For the latter, more than fifty archaeological groups, one
hundred museums and thirty individuals from all areas of
England and Wales were sent a set of representative
photographs of Claudian aes coin-types and invited to
complete a proforma (Table 5.1) giving details of Claudian

aes in their collections.

It is pleasing to record that

all replied, although not all had Claud ian aes in their
collections.

Details taken from the proformas are

identified by the use of 'Details from ... ' before the
relevant entry.

All groups and individuals contacted are

listed in Appendix 1; those without Claudian aes in their
records and collections have been distingujshed by the use
of parenthesis.
The former method of collecting secondary data was the
standard one of searching through the volumes published by
archaeological societies and the major county and national
journals and monographs.

The large number of archaeo-

logical societies which publish annual journals and the
long history of publishing coin-finds in Britain means
that any such search will inevitably be time-consuming,
but it may also be fruitful, as proved to be the case
here.

A list of archaeological socjeties' volumes and

county and national journals consulted is given in
Appendix 1.
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Ironz. coinl of Claudius 1 (AD 41-54)
l/fSeu:

'reh. Societr:

Other:

Hate:

Hafe 104 i i ' bro.le coils of Clildi,s I?
If 104 h.fe, MOlld 101 eo.plete the folloMilg
betMeel profe.alcei .,d 41,rove••• ced coilS.

as

fIlII as possible please - distilg4ishilg

Provenanced
F'ind-sgot

~2in-tlge

Nos. of
coins

Context of find
If coins found with others are they:
sinole hoard Celtic? IDre-Claudian1 1st c.? Later?

Literarl references?

Intor.ation aboul or reference to Claudian bronze coins ot a local groyenance
not in lour collection:

Unprovenanced
Coin-hpe

Table 5.1

Nos. of coi ns

Proforma used to collect data of Claudian

from museums and arcbaeological societies
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Each entry in the catalogue is prefaced by the source of
the data.

Where more than one entry is given for a

particular place, the entries are listed in chronological
order of publication, with details of local museum
collections last.

Each entry is given in as full detail

as possible in an attempt to avoid duplication when
counting the number of coins for each site.
Tables summarising identified Claudian aes with a provenance in each county are given in Appendix 3.

The

summarised data are used as raw material for the maps
illustrating the distribution of Claudian aes coins in
Britain, considered below.
5.2

Graphical presentation of the data

To illustrate the distribution of provenanced Claudlan aes
in Britain, a number of maps (Fig. 5.3-15) have been
drawn.

The coastal outline, the rivers and Roman roads

were first traced from the Ordnance Survey map of Roman
Britain (fourth edition, 1978), the coins were then
plotted accordingly.

All Roman roads and all rivers were

included in the maps to give as complete a picture as
possible of factors which might have affected the distribution and circulation of coins.

The provenances of all

Claudian aes coin-finds have been given on the maps to
ease correlation with the catalogue of coin-finds.

The

maps have been reduced photomechanlcally by fifty per cent
for inclusion here.
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The catalogue of Claud ian coin-finds contains both provenanced and unprovenanced coins.

Each entry for a

particular site was considered and if there was doubt
about its veracity, it was not included in the distribution map and a note to that effect was made in the
relevant catalogue entry.

All provenenced Claudian aes

have been tabulated by county in an identical format.
This material is the raw data used to plot the distribution maps.

Unprovenanced coins have been tabulated in

the same format but by museum in alphabetical order of
county; major museum collections (British Museum,
Ashmolean Museum, Fitzwilliam Museum, Hunterian Museum and
National Museum of Wales) have been tabulated separately
(Appendix 3).
It was decided to plot the aes not by actual numbers of
coins found at the different sites but by the equivalent
number of asses those coins represented, i.e., 1
sestertjas

15).

=

4 asses and 1 du.pondjus

=

2 asses, (Fig. 5.3-

In doing so, the relative 'value' in terms of asses,

rather than the number of coins of mixed denominations, is
illustrated.

The resultant maps allow a visual comparison

of the value of aes lost at different sites and of the
density of coin-use in different areas of Rome's newly
conquered province.

In a few cases, confusion may arise

from a purely visual inspection of the available data: the
two hoards of sestertij found at neighbouring Wilcote and
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Minster Lovell, Oxfordshire, produce two such conspicuous
examples (Fig. 5.8).

Conversion of these hoards, from a

combined total of forty-nine sestertjj to nearly 200
asses, creates a false impression of intense coin-use

activity in the vicinity of the find-spots.

Similarly, a

find of a solitary sestertius (e-9-, at Symond's Yat,
Hereford & Worcester), may also create an impression of a
more numerous coin-loss at a
(Fig. 5.12).

s~te

than has been the case

However, the scarcity of hoards of Claudian

sestertjj or dupondjj in Britain and the profusion of
asses among site-finds ensure that any distortions to the

overall picture of coin-loss are minimal.
Cataloguing coins by the counties in which they are found
is convenient for the compiler and for the student who
wishes to consult entries for a particular site or sites.
However, to illustrate the distribution of Claudian coinfinds by maps set in county divisions would be
inappropriate and wholly anachronistic (Fig. 5.1).

In

order to produce a more relevant presentation of the
distribution of Claudian aes in Roman Britain, the coins
are plotted on maps of the territories of tribal groups
generally agreed to have inhabited Britain at the time of
the Roman conquest.

(It seems appropriate here to adopt

the definition of 'tribal', given by L Sellwood in a
recent paper (Sellwood, L,

(1984), p.191), as 'a coherent

grouping whose boundaries may be defined in a variety of
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Fig. 5.1 Distribution of provenanced Claudian <'#..J~.E in
90unties of England and Wales
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ways, but whose structure is open to question'.)

The lack

of direct evidence for the boundaries of these territories
means that only a broad outline of the dominions can be
indicated.

To compensate for the inherent lack of

certainty when siting tribal boundaries, Claudian aes
found in areas beyond the suggested boundaries, up to the
next known cjvjtas capital(s), have also been plotted on
the maps.

In each case, it is intended that the focal

point of the broad region

shown in the map is the

territory held by the named tribal group.
The distribution of Claudian aes coin-finds in Britain has
not been graphically presented before.

It is done so here

in order to see if any identifiable patterns of behaviour
in circulation emerge.

It is hoped that some clarific-

ation of the question of possible native use of Roman coin
may be drawn from the distribution data.
M Todd, in his clear and concise account of problems posed
by territorial boundaries of pre-Roman Britain (Todd,

(1973), pp.lO-12), cautions against the supposition that
rivers and other major geographical features were always
employed as natural boundaries to demarcate the territory
of one tribal group from another.

While appreciating that

caveat, rivers have been adopted here as convenient and
practical delineating markers, if not boundaries, between
areas which are intended to approximate to the postulated
tribal territories.

It is perhaps also relevant at this
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stage to note that the coastline has changed since the
Roman conquest in AD 43 (Jones & Mattingly,

(1990), pp.7-

15), however the profile taken from the 0.5. M.p of Roman

Brjt.in (1978), and used in the maps below, is that of
Britain today.
The territories of the tribal groups outlined by river
boundaries, below, should be regarded as models and not as
absolute definitions of territorial possession.

In some

cases, archaeological and numismatic evidence would
indicate that rivers form the likely boundaries of a
tribe, as for example the Axe and the Wylye for the
Durotriges of south-west Britain; in others, the boundary
is perhaps more likely to be a watershed between rivers,
as for example the watershed between the Nene and WeIland
for the Iceni:

Other tribal groups might have employed

geographical features of the landscape, other than those
associated with water, to act as borders with their
neighbours.
This construction of the tribal territories employs rivers
as 'boundaries' in order to facilitate a close fit of all
tribal areas in England and Wales without overlap or gap.
The rivers selected as boundaries are intended to approximate to the limits of tribal territories suggested by
recent scholarship.

However, predominance is given to the

ancient source Tacitus who, by informing us of Ostorius
scapula's intention to 'disarm all suspects and reduce the
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whole territory as far as the Trent and Severn' (Tacitus,
Annals, p.265), implies that he saw these rivers as the
boundaries of land held by Rome at the conclusion of Aulus
Plautius's governorship

(~D

47).

The Rivers Severn and

Trent are adopted accordingly as boundaries of the
Dobunni, the Cornovii and the Corieltauvi.
The territories of the different tribal groups, below, are
arranged in three 'zones' or bands of neighbouring tribes,
following the model drawn-up by Cunliffe (Cunliffe,
(1981), p.39 and (1988), pp.153-57),

(Fig. 5.2).

The

three broad zones are described by Cunliffe as 'core,
periphery and beyond'.

Cunliffe devised his model, based

on numismatic and archaeological evidence, to illustrate
the relative 'spheres of interaction' between tribal
groupS and the "Roman world before the Claudian conquest.
Archaeological finds of Roman character in pre-Roman
contexts are used as evidence of pre-conquest trade with
Roman Gaul and beyond.

A relatively large number of Roman

imports have been found in pre-Roman contexts in central
southern and eastern England, little in the south, west
and north-east of England, and even fewer in the far
south-west, north-west and north of England and Wales;
these are the areas of Cunliffe's core, peripheral and
outer zones.

The tribal groups in the core and peripheral

zones are coin-producing, whereas those in the outer zone
are not.

The tribal groups within the core zone, of

central southern and south-eastern Britain, are identified
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<Jz

'Core zone': 1. Cantiaci, 2. Atrebates, 3. Catuvellauni,
4. Trinovantes.
'Peripheral zone': 5. Durotriges, 6. Dobunni, 7.
Corieltauvi, 8. Iceni.
'outer zone': 9. Dumnonii, 10. Silures, 11. Demetae, 12.
Ordovice s , 13. Deceangli, 14. Cornovii, 15. Brigantes, 16.
Par i s i.
Fig. 5.2 Tribal groups of Britain in the aftermath of the
Roman Conquest 1..- . .qD__ 43, arran.g~1:l .. j_ll _~o_n~..P__' _ ..L<;Lft_~_~_
Cunliffe, (1981.L...
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as having greater contact vja trade with the 'Roman
consumer market in Gaul and beyond'

(Cunliffe, (1988),

p.1S7) than those within the peripheral and outer zones.
This zonal arrangement is followed here for the distribution of Claudian aes coin-finds.

Presenting the data in

this way allows the opportunity to examine whether the
relative 'spheres of interaction' noted by Cunliffe extend
to the use of Roman coins following Roman conquest, j.e.,
to see whether Claudian coins circulated more freely in
the core zone than in the peripheral zone and beyond.

5.3

Claudian aes coin-finds in tribal territories of

Roman Britain
S.3a

Cunliffe's 'Core Zone'

The tribal groups which Cunliffe identified as having
greatest contact with the Roman world are those coinproducing tribes of central southern and south-east
England: the Cantiaci, the Attrebates, the Catuvellauni
and the Trinovantes.
S.3a:1

The territory of the Cantiaci

The coastline of Kent, the Thames estuary and the River
Thames are the eastern and northern limits of the territory of the Cantiaci (Fig. 5.3).

The southern boundary

folloWS the River Rother at Rye Bay and the Rother Levels
tracking through the Weald to the tributary of the River
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Medway and onto the River Eden.

The western boundary

follows the River Hole to the River Thames.
Smith, (1979), p.299 and Detsicas,

(Cf., Rivet &

(1983), pp. 7-8).

The

county of Kent and adjoining parts of Greater London,
Surrey and East Sussex cover the area attributed to the
Cantiaci.
Claudian aes are found throughout the northern and eastern
parts of the territory from Dover to the River Thames.
The absence of coins from the region of the Wealden Forest
in the southern part of the canton may be explained by a
combination of dense woodland and a changing coastline
(cf. distribution of potin coins in Cunliffe, (1981),

pp.72-73, figs. 49 & 50 for a similar spread of pre-Roman
coin-finds).

Claudian aes coin-finds at the excavated

supply-base and fort of Richborough, Kent, totalling an
equivalent of over four hundred and fifty asses, dominate
all others in the canton.

Of other sites producing

Claudian aes coin-finds in the territory of the Cantiaci,
it is not surprising to find Claudian aes In some quantity
at Canterbury, Kent, where an early Roman fort is thought
probable, but conclusive evidence is lacking (Detsicas,
(1983), p.41); its proximity to Richborough, its status as
a pre-Roman centre and its position on the route between
Richborough and London would all ensure active coin-use in
the early years of Roman occupation.

Other sites along

the main supply route between Richborough and London
(e.9"

the possible Roman fort Rochester (Burnham &
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Wacher,

(1990), p.76), Springhead and Dartford, Kent) have

produced claudian aes.

Finds of Claudian aes, equivalent

to thirty asses, at Maidstone, Kent are equally
significant because they occur at a site which is in a
central southern position and may have been of strategic
value.

It is interesting that such a density of Claudian

coin-finds should occur at a site suggested as a possible
fort by Webster (Webster, (1980), p.139), but archaeological evidence in support of this suggestion is lacking.
The origin and function of Maidstone is uncertain however,
its position at the north of the important iron industry
area of The Weald on the road to Rochester and the
relatively large number of Claudian aes found there give
it a prominence not afforded to other sites in the western
part of the territory of the Cantiaci.

The use of iron

slag in the construction of metalled roads and the role of
the military in creating a network of roads across the
province suggest that Maidstone may have been the site of
a military presence, established to develop and protect
mineral extraction in The Weald (cf. Charterhouse-onHendip, Somerset where the establishment of a Roman fort
may have fulfilled the function of supervising the
extraction of lead in the Hendip mines (Mattingly & Jones,
(1990), pp.184-85).
The general picture of the distribution of Claudian aes in
the territory of the Cantiaci is one of concentrations of
coins at a number of sites and a scatter of mostly single
157

coins along the main routes in the east of the territory.
The status of sites, not known to be of military origin,
where Claudian aes are found in quantity will be given
further consideration below.
5.3a:2

The territory of the Atrebates

The coastline of southern Britain from Hengistbury Head to
Rye Bay, including"perhaps the Isle of Wight, forms the
southern boundary of the territory of the Atrebates (Fig.
5.4).

The eastern boundary follows the River Rother and

the Rother Levels to the tributary of the River Medway and
onto the river Eden. The River Mole continues the eastern
outline up to the northern boundary of the River Thames
and the River Kennet.
the River Avon:

The western boundary takes shape at

The counties of Hampshire and West

Sussex, with adjoining parts of Dorset, Berkshire and East
sussex cover the area attributed to the Atrebates.

The

territory marked out here for the Atrebates includes land
later attributed to the Belgae and the Regni (Cunliffe,
(1973), p.2, fig.l).

The rivers adopted here as bound-

aries are those which serve to

e~compass

the main distri-

bution of coins of Tincommius and Verica (there is also a
small cluster of these coins just outside the northern
boundary), (Jones & Mattingly, (1990), p.52, Map 3:7).
The broad distribution of stray Claud ian aes scattered
across the southern half of the terrItory is Interesting
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in that the area covered corresponds closely with the
territory later attributed to the Regni (Cunliffe,
p. 44, fig. 13).

(1973),

Central to this distribution is the

concentration of Claudian aes in the vicinity of the
excavated Roman fort and possible vexillation fortress at
Chichester, West Sussex and the supply base at Fishbourne,
West Sussex with a combined total equivalent to over one
hundred and twenty asses.

Claudian aes coin-finds, equi-

valent to twenty-four asses, have been found recently at
the nearby Romano-British temple on Hayling Island, Hampshire.

Beyond this region, Claudian coin-finds are

largely limited to the Isle of Wight, to Bitterne,
Hampshire and areas around Winchester, Hampshire and
Silchester, Hampshire.

The most prolific site for

Claudian aes in the territory of the Atrebates is
Silchester, in the northern part of the civitas, with an
equivalent of over one hundred asses.

Excavations at

Silchester, the pre-Roman capital of the Atrebates, have
produced archaeological evIdence suggesting it may have
been the site of an early military garrison.

Recent finds

equivalent to a total of twenty Claud ian asses at Wickham
Bushes, Berkshire and nearby Oakley Green, Windsor, Berkshire, in the north of the civitates and to thirty
Claudian asses at Bitterne and almost thirty Claudian

asses at Winchester, in the south-west of the civitas, are
not typical of the British rural site (positive evidence
of military occupation at all these sites is lacking) and
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will need further consideration below.

Claudian aes coin-

finds on the Isle of Wight are too few to merit discussion
of concentration.

A hoard of Roman and Durotrigian coins

found in 1906 at Timsbury, Hampshire, includes twenty-four
Claudian asses.
The pattern of Claud ian aes coin-finds demonstrates that
three main centres operated in the civitas during the
Claudio-Neronian period: Silchester, Winchester and
Chichester.

In the eastern part of the territory a thin

scatter of solitary Claudian asses is found between
pulborough, West Sussex and Brighton, East Sussex.
5.3a:3

The territory of the Catuvellauni

The southern boundary of the territory of the Catuvellauni
(Fig. 5.5) is marked by the River Thames.

The western

boundary is determined by following the Rivers Cherwel1,
Learn and Avon.

The northern boundary is outlined by

following the Avon eastward to the River WeIland and the
Fens.

The boundary swings southward and follows the Car

Dyke to the River Cam.

South of Great Chesterford, the

valley of the Cam leads directly to the valley of the
River Stort.

The eastern boundary then follows the Stort

to the River Lea and onto the River Thames.
Branigan, (1965), pp.26-29).

(Cf.

The counties of Hertford-

shire, Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire, Northamptonshire and
adjoining parts of Greater London, Essex, Cambridgeshire,
Warwickshire and oxfordshire cover the area attributed to
161
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catuvellauni.
The high number of Claudian aes coin-finds in the southeast quarter of this civitas is not surprising when one
considers the two important large sites there which would
have generated a great deal of active coin-use and loss.
London, the seat of several high officials from the early

AD 50s, has the highest number of •• s coin-finds with an
equivalent of over five hundred asses.

Excavation at

Verulamium, St.Albans, Hertfordshire has produced an equivalent of over one hundred and forty asses.

The rapid

rise of Verulamium to the probable status of

.~nicjpj~.

before

~D

61 gave it pre-eminence in the area north of

London (Branigan, (1985), pp. 42-45).
The clustering of single coin-finds around Baldock and
Letchworth, Hertfordshire, at Little Wymondley, Hitchin,
Wilbury Hill and Newnham, and the density of Claudian
coin-finds there, equivalent to over forty asses, suggest
a site of some significance in the vicinity, where coinuse was active.

It is interesting that this density of

coin-finds is at a site already marked out by Webster for
a fort (Webster, (1980), p.155), but archaeological
evidence is lacking for this suggestion.

Extensive pre-

Roman finds and the quantity of Gallo-Belgic imports at
Baldock indicate a site of some importance before the
Roman period of occupancy.
In the borderlands with the Trinovantes, excavations at
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Cambridge, cambridgeshire, Great Chesterford, Essex and
Braughing, Hertfordshire have produced Claudian aes coinfinds which though relatively few in number are still
sufficiently numerous to be significant.

A similar number

of these coins have been found at Woodeaton, Oxfordshire,
at Aylesbury and Hambleden/ Skirmett, Bucklnghamshlre In
the south-western quarter of the civitas.

Recent excava-

tions at Cow Roast, Northchurch, Hertfordshlre have
produced an equivalent of thirteen Claud ian asses which
must give some prominence to this site in the southwestern quarter.

The apparent close relationship between

the distribution of Claudian aes coin-finds and Roman
roads and pre-Roman trackways seen in the southern
quarters of the canton suggests that a south-west to
north-east route, via Duston, Northamptonshire, Irchester,
Northamptonshlre and StanwIck, Northamptonshlre linking
Towcester, Northamptonshire

and Thorpe Achurch, Northamp-

tonshire across the northern aspect of the territory may
reasonably be expected.

The density of Claudian aes coin-

finds, equivalent to thirty Claudian asses, in the Nene
Valley and at Longthorpe, Cambridgeshire at the junction
of this proposed route and Ermine Street is indicative of
active coin-use there.
The overall pattern of distribution of Claud ian aes coinfinds in the territory of the Catuvellauni is one of a
fairly even spread of sites producing more than one or two
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finds.

There are concentration of coin-finds in the

southern part of the civitas around the important centres
Verulamium and London.

Archaeological evidence for the

siting of forts and fortresses in the territory of the
Catuvellauni is thin in most cases.

Branigan has

succinctly outlined the available evidence and plotted the
distribution of the possible military occupation of
catuvellaunian territory (Branigan, (1985), pp.34-7).
Claudian aes have been found at or near all these military
sites, in addition the relatively large number of Claudian

aes at Baldock may be significant, and will need to be
considered further below.
Claud ian aes included in hoards accumulated in the second
century and later, such as that found at Bourne End,
Hertfordshire near Cow Roast should however encourage
caution in citing all Claudian aes coin-finds as evidence
of an early miltary function for a site.
5.3a:4

The territory of the Trinoyantes

The southern and western boundaries of the territory of
the Trinovantes (Fig. 5.6) are drawn by the south-eastern
coastline from the confluence of the River Lea with the
River Thames to where the River Waveney flows into the
North Sea.

The northern boundary follows the Waveney to

the Little Ouse River and onto the River Great Ouse.

The

eastern boundary proceeds southwards along the River Cam,
onto the River stort, the River Lea and the River Thames.
165

t:.
N

The distribution is plotted in terms of asses, j,e"
1 sestertj(J.s = 4 asses and 1 dupondjus = 2 asses:
10-24, •
25-49,
t.R 1 as, • 5-9,100+ @
asses
~ 50-99,
N " River 'boundary' .
Fig. 5.6 pistribution of bronze coins of Claudius 1 in
territory of the Trlnovantes
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(Cf. Dunnett, (1975), p.2, Fig. 1.)

The counties of Essex

and Suffolk cover the greater part of the area attributed
to the Trinovantes; adjoining parts of Greater London and
Cambridgeshire complete the area.
The concentrations of Claud Ian aes coin-finds in the
southern half of the civitas may reflect the intensity of
traffic along the route between Colchester, Essex and
London and along the coast between the two centres.

The

clustering of stray-finds south and west of Wickford,
Essex may provide some support for a suggested ferrycrossing point between Higham, Kent and East Tilbury,
Essex (Detsicas, (1987), pp. 15-16) and a road from the
coast to Wickford and onto Chelmsford, Essex (Dunnett,
(1975), p. 63).

The chronology of the Roman development

of colchester and its destruction during the Boudiccan
revolt has been described many times elsewhere and is not
repeated here.

The pre-eminence of the settlement is

firmly attested by finds of Claudian aes equivalent to
over eight hundred asses, making it the most productive
site for Claud ian aes in Britain.

Fingringhoe, Essex at

the mouth of the River Colne has produced an equivalent of
over thirty Claudian asses which is indicative of the kind
of active coin-use to be expected at what is probably an
early occupation supply-base (Dunnett, (1975), p.39).
Recent excavations at the pre-Roman and Roman religious
centre at Harlow, Essex, on the border with the Catuvel1auni, has unearthed an equivalent of almost seventy
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Claudian asses, which indicates the continued prestige of
this shrine in the early period of Roman occupation.
These excavations have also produced a growing number of
military brooches and equipment which makes a military
presence here 'inherently likely' (Wickenden, (1988),
p.244).
With the exception of Coddenham, Suffolk, where a Roman
fort was confirmed by aerial photography in 1978 (Webster,
(1980), pl. 22), sites in the northern sector producing
more than one or two Claud ian aes are limited to those on
the borders with neighbouring tribal groups: Great
Chesterford, Essex on the border with the Catuvellauni and
Scole/ Diss, Norfolk on the border with the Iceni.
Excavations at Great Chester ford has identified a preFlavian fort and one is considered probable at Scole
(Frere, (1967), p.73, Fig.2).

The relative scarcity of

Claudian aes in the northern part of the territory
contrasts with the more even distribution of Claudian aes
in the southern sector and with that recorded for the
territory of the catuvellauni (Fig. 5.5).

The distri-

bution of the military garrison of Trinovantian territory,
drawn up by Dunnett from the available evidence (Dunnett,
(1975), pp. 32-44), indicates a concentration of Claudian
forts and fortresses in the southern part of the civitas
which largely matches the distribution of the concentrations of Claud ian aes in the area.
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The paucity of

coin-finds in the northern part of the territory may
suggest a lack of oppportunity and need for coin-use; the
lack of coin-finds in this area of the Trinovantian

civitas and in parts of other tribal territorlties will be
considered further below.
S.3b

Cunliffe's 'Peripheral Zone'

Cunliffe identifies tribal groups adjoining those of his
Core Zone as those coin-producing groups for whom there is
less evidence of contact with the northern part of the
Roman empire: the Durotriges, the Dobunni, the Corieltauvi
and the Iceni.
S.3b:1

The territory of the purotriges

The territory of the Durotriges (Fig. 5.7) has the
coastline of the Bristol Channel, from mouth of the River
parrett to the headland at Brean Down, and the River Axe
as its northern boundary.

The western boundary follows

the Parrett and onto the River Axe, leading to the English
Channel.

The southern boundary is marked by the coastline

of the English Channel from the mouth of the Axe to the
mouth of the River Avon at Hengistbury Head, Dorset.

The

eastern boundary is outlined by following the River Avon
northward to the River Nadder to its confluence with the
River wylye and onto the River Axe until it reaches the
Bristol Channel.
Map 3:11.)

(Cf. Jones & Mattingly, (1990), p.54,

The county of Dorset forms the greater part of
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the area attributed to the territory of the Durotriges;
adjoining parts of Somerset and Wiltshire cover the
remainder of the tribal area.
Finds of Claudian aes occur mostly in the southern half of
the territory of the Durotriges.

A number of them

occurring at those native hill-forts where Roman military
occupation is attested by archaeological evidence: at Ham
Hill, Somerset, with Claudian aes equivalent to almost
forty asses; at Hod Hill, Dorset, in a probable scattered
hoard of early imperial aes, including C1audian aes
equivalent to over 40 asses; and South Cadbury, Somerset,
equivalent to six asses.

In addition, large numbers of

Claudian aes have been recently found at Lake Farm, near
Wimborne, Dorset and Waddon Hill, Dorset.

There is a

concentration of finds along the lower reaches of the
River stour in the vicinity of the possible vexillation
fortress at Lake Farm (Salway, (1981), p.9S) where
claudian •• s equivalent to almost fifty asses have been
found.

Excavations at Waddon Hill, on the western

boundary of the tribal territory, has provided evidence of
a Roman fort and the equivalent of sixty Claud ian asses
(PDHH~S,

vol.101, (1979), pp.Sl-91).

A thin 'ribbon' of

small coin-finds occur along the south coast between
Hengistbury Head, Dorset and Puncknowle, Dorset.
Two hoards, one inside the tribal territory and one just
over the border in the territory of the Dumnonii, are
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worth noting.

The so-called "Southants" hoard found at

Holdenhurst, Dorset contains both Roman and Durotrigian
coins; fifteen Claudian .sses are included in this hoard.
The hoard of supposedly 'gold' coins of Claudius found at
Chard, Somerset, just across the border of the Durotriges'
territory, is much more likely to be a hoard of

o~ich.lc~.

coins, as suggested by Haverfield (VCH Somerset, vol.1,
(1906), p.3S9), than of gold

.~~ej.

Further consideration

is given to this hoard in the territory of the Dumnonii,
below.
S.3b:2

The territory of the Dobunni

The western boundary of the territory of the Dobunni (Fig.
5.8) is formed by the southern coast of the Bristol
Channel, stretching from the mouth of the River Severn to
the promontory at Brean Down.

The southern boundary

follows the course of the River Axe and onto the River
Wylye until it reaches the the River Nadder.

The boundary

follows the Nadder eastward for a short distance and then
swings northward following the River Avon.

The southern

boundary is completed by the River Kennet.

The eastern

boundary follows the River Thames from its confluence with
the River Kennet to the confluence with the River
Cherwell.

The northern boundary of the territory begins

at the River Leam and follows is course to the River Avon
and into the River Severn to the Bristol Channel.
Sellwood, L, (1984), pp.l97-99.)
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The counties of

(Cf.

The distribution is plotted in terms of asses, i.e.,
1 sestertias = 4 asses and 1 dapondias = 2 asses:
9,
d 1 as,
@10-24,. 25-49,
~ 50-99,
100+ asses
~River 'bou daryl.

.1

pistribution of bronze cQins of Claudius 1 in
territory of the Dobunnl

Fig. 5.8
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Gloucestershire and Avon cover most of the territory of
the Dobunni, supplemented by adjoining parts of Somerset,
Wiltshire, Berkshire, Oxfordshire, Warwickshire and
Hereford and Worcester.
Claud ian •• s coin-finds are concentrated along the major
routes through the territory of the Dobunni.

The route

from Silchester, Hampshire to Cirencester, Gloucestershire
and on to Kingsholm at Gloucester, Gloucestershire is
marked by coin-finds, equivalent to over thirty asses, at
the possible Roman fort at Wanborough, Wiltshire (Burnham
& Wacher, (1990), p.162); by a possible river-deposit,

equivalent to 40 .sses, at Cricklade/ Latton, Wiltshire
and by large numbers of Claud ian aes from the Roman fort
at Cirencester and the fort and fortress at Kingsholm and
Gloucester, equivalent to almost one hundred and seventy
and over two hundred and ten asses respectIvely.

Claud ian

aes coin-finds along the Fosse Way include sizeable

deposits at two sites: at the relIgious centre at Bath,
Avon, Claudian coin-finds equivalent to almost fifty asses
have been excavated, and at the possible Roman fort at
Nettleton, Wiltshire (Mattingly & Jones, (1990), pp.8889), equivalent to twenty asses; smaller numbers of coins
are found at Shepton Hallett, Somerset and Camerton, Avon,
to the south of Cirencester, and at Bourton-on-the-Water,
Gloucestershlre, north of Clrencester.

Archaeological

evidence for military bases at these three sites is
lacking, however the position of Shepton Hallet at the
174

border of the Durotrigian territory, wherein finds of five
or more Claudian aes suggests the probability that it,
too, is

a military base.

The route from Silchester to

Bath and onto the Roman fort and possible supply-base at
Sea Hills, Avon (Frere, (1967), p.S7) on the Bristol
Channel is marked by single examples alonq its path from
the east and a large number at its terminus, Sea Hills,
equivalent to over one hundred asses.
Four coin hoards containing Claud ian •• s are found in this
territory, they are: the mixed Roman and Dobunnic coin
hoard found at Nunney, Somerset near the border with the
Durotriges; the large group of Roman COins, which includes
Claudian sestertjj, found at Whitchurch, Avon and the two
large hoards

o~

Claudian sestertjj found at Wilcote and

Hinster Lovell, Oxfordshire, on Akeman Street near the
border with the Catuvellauni.
5.3b:3

the terxitory of the Corieltauvi

The eastern boundary of the territory of the Corieltauvi
(Fig. 5.9) is outlined by the coastline of the North Sea,
stretching from the Humber Estuary to The Wash.

The

southern boundary follows the River WeIland and onto the
River Avon.

The western boundary follows the River Avon

as it progresses northward and then onto the River Tame
which flows to the River Trent.

The northern boundary

follows the River Trent from its confluence with the River
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The distribution is plotted in terms of asses, j.e.,
1 sestertjas = 4 asses and 1 dapondjas = 2 asses~
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Fig. 5.9 Distribution of bronze coIns of Claudius 1 in
territory of the Corieltauyl
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Tame to the Humber Estuary.

(Cf. Todd, (1975), pp.14-15.)

The counties of Leicestershire and Lincolnshire cover the
greater part of territory of the Corieltauvi; adjoining
parts of Humberside, Nottinghamshire, West Midlands and
Warwickshire complete the tribal area.
The concentration of Claud ian aes found in the southern
part of the territory of the Corieltauvi is focussed on
the known military installations at Baginton, West Midlands, at Hancetter, Warwickshire and at Leicester,
Leicestershire.

Coins equivalent to over twenty asses,

nearly fifty asses and over forty asses respectively have
been found at these sites.

Fewer coins have been found at

the possible fort Willoughby-on-the-Wolds, Nottinghamshire
(Todd, (1973), p.27), at Grantham, Lincolnshire, and at
the known military garrisons at Ancaster, Lincolnshire and
at Great casterton, Leicestershire on the border with the
catuvellauni.

In the northern part of the territory,

Claudian aes coin-finds tend to follow the major routes.
The legionary fortress at Lincoln, Lincolnshire and the
recently discovered fort at Old Winteringham, Humberside

(pers. co ••• A.Harrison, landowner who discovered fort),
with the equivalent of over one hundred and sixty asses
and over ninety asses respectively, figure prominently as
primary focusses for coin-use on the major cross-country
routes.

A relatively dense distribution of Claudian aes

is to be found along the route from Old Winteringham to
Lincoln.

This is paralleled, but to a lesser extent,
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along the route between the Humber estuary and Horncastle,
Lincolnshire.

In this sector, Claudian aes are concen-

trated at the large native settlement Dragonby, Humberside
(Todd,

(1973), p.5) and the possible fort at Kirmington,

Humberside (Mattingly & Jones,

(1990), p.89, Hap 4:23).

Two hoards containing Claud ian aes are known from this
territory, one from Hancetter, Warwickshire composed of
Claudian dupondjj and asses and a few earlier Roman coins
and another from Lincoln which terminates with a coin of
Vespasian.
5.3b:4

The territory of the Iceni

The northern and eastern boundaries of the territory of
the Iceni (Fig. 5.10) are marked by the coastline from The
Wash to the mouth of the River Waveney.

The western

boundary follows the River WeIland from the Wash to its
confluence with Car Dyke.

The boundary follows Car Dyke

to the River Great Ouse.

The southern boundary is traced

by following the River Great Ouse to the Little Ouse River
and onto the River Waveney.
(1990), p.91, Map 4:24.>

(Cf. Jones & mattingly,

The county of Norfolk covers

the greater part of the territory of the Icenii adjoining
parts of Suffolk, Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire complete
the tribal area.
Claudian aes coin-finds are mostly concentrated in the
eastern part of the territory of the Iceni.
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Only at
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The distribution Is plotted in terms of asses, i.e.,
1 sestertiu,s = 4 asses and 1 du.pondiu.s = 2 asses:
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Fig. 5.10 Distribution of bronze coins of Claudius 1 in
territory of the Icen!
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Thetford, Norfolk, and the possible Roman forts at Swanton
Morley, Norfolk (pers. co ••• , Norfolk Archaeological Unit)
and Saham Toney, Norfolk (Brown,

(1986), p.3) do finds

total more than a handful of coins.

At these sites,

Claudian aes equivalent to thirteen asses, to over one
hundred and forty asses and to over forty asses respectively have been found recently.

A handful of Claudian a.s

have been found at Scole, Norfolk on the border of the
Trinovantian territory.

Though archaelogical evidence is

lacking, a military function is considered possible at the
border positions of Scole and Thetford.

The absence of

Claudian coin-concentrations in the territory of the Iceni
and in the neighbouring northern sector of the Trinovantian civitas suggests that Claudian aes played little part
in the economy of the Icenian tribal group.

Consequently,

concentrations of Claudian aes may suggest a military
rather than a civilian base at a find-spot.

A small

number of finds of mostly single coins occur in the region
around Caistor St.Edmund, Norfolk, which was to become the

civitas capital of the Iceni.

Further finds of single

coins occur along the northern coastline of Norfolk.

In

the western part of the territory there is a thin scatter
of Claudian aes coin-finds.

The find of three Claudian

and one Gaian asses at Stonea Camp, March, Cambridgeshire
may be associated with 'a hoard of aes with Claudian
issues' reputedly found there (Potter,

(1989), pp.153-55).

TWO Claudian aes are found in a hoard of Icenian coins at
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santon Downham, Suffolk just across the border in Trinovantian territory.
5.3c

Cunliffe's 'Outer Zone'

Cunliffe describes the non-coin producing tribal groups
beyond his

.r

perip~l

zone as those for whom there is least

evidence of the trading commodities with 'Roman Gaul and
beyond'.

The tribal groups of this zone are the Dumnonii,

the Silures, the Demetae, the Ordovices, the Deceangli,
the Cornovii, the Brigantes and the Parisi.
5.3c:l

The territory of the Dumnonii

The eastern boundary of the territory of the Dumnonll
(Fig. 5.11) is marked by the River Parrett and the River
Axe which traverse south-west Britain from the Bristol
Channel to the English Channel.

The coastline around the

south-west peninsula that is the counties of Cornwall and
Devon complete the profile of the tribal area.

& Mattingly, (1990), p. 154, Map 5:11.)

(Cf. Jones

Adjoining parts

of Somerset and Dorset complete the area covered by the
tribal group.
The concentration of Claud ian aes at Exeter, Devon and the
nearby port Topsham, Devon account for most of the
Claudian coins found in the territory of the Dumnonii.
Finds of single coins occur at Brixham, Devon and Mount
Batten, Devon to the south of Exeter and at the excavated
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The distribution is plotted in terms of -asses, j.e.,
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Fig. 5.11 Distribution of bronze colns of Claudius 1 1n
territory of the pumnoni!
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fort Old Burrow, Devon on the northern coastline.

Excav-

ations at Hembury hillfort produced evidence of a Roman
fort and two Claudian .es (Mattingly & Jones, (1990),
p.95).

Active coin-use at the Roman fort and the later

legionary fortress at Exeter is confirmed by the large
number of coin-finds there: Claudian .es equivalent to
over one hundred and sixty .ss.s.

There is a cluster of

finds of orieh.lcu. coins of Claudius near the western
boundary of the territory which may be associated with the
hoard of supposedly 'gold' coins found at Chard, Somerset
in 1831.
Haverfield suggested In his account of the hoard that it
may in fact have been brightly coloured brass and not gold
coins (VCH Somerset, (1906), vol 1, p.359).

Finds of

early imperial'.urei in Britain are rare; in my research,
I have been able to trace records of less than twenty

.urei of Claudius 1 (Appendix 1), most of which are single
finds and none are from either the territory of the
A hoard of Claudian .urei

Dumnonii or the Durotriges.
would indeed be a rare find.

There is evidence, however,

to show that orich.leu. coins are still being mistaken for
gold coins.

N Crummy of Colchester Archaeological Trust

brought to my attention a recent find of a large,
supposedly 'gold' coin of Claudius made by a labourer at
Colchester, Essex, which proved upon investigation to be a

sestertius 'cleaned' with vinegar to a gleaming finish

(pers. co ••• , 22.1.87).

It is also clear from finds
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elsewhere that if soil conditions allow, •• s can be picked
up in a bright and shining condition, as Merrifield notes
in his report on finds from the stream-bed at Wa1brook,
London (Merrifield, (1962), p.38).

It is possible then

that a person inexperienced with Roman coins could mistake
a shining, golden yellow
The occurrence of

orich.lc~.

d~pondii

coin for a gold coin.

and s.st.rtii at nearby

Wadeford, Combe Down and Combe St.Nicholas, Somerset add
support to Haverfield's suggestion for the hoard from
Chard, as such finds are not typical of British rural
sites.
Two other early Roman hoards have been found in this
territory, one certainly and one probably at Exeter: the
former is a hoard terminating with a coin of Vespasian,
the latter is the so-called 'South Devon' hoard of

sestertjj.
5.3c:2

The territory of

th~ Silure~

The southern boundary of the territory of the Silures
(Fig. 5.12) follows the coastline of South Wales from
Swansea Bay to the mouth of the River Severn.

The

territory is circumscribed by the Rivers Wye, Usk and
Tawe.

(Cf. Nash-Williams, (1969), p.4 and Sellwood, L,

(1984), p.197.)

The counties of Mid Glamorgan, South

Glamorgan and Gwent cover the greater part of the tribal
territory; adjoining parts of West Glamorgan, Powys,
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e.

The distribution is plotted in terms of asses, i.e.,
1 sestertj~s = 4 asses and 1 d~pondj~s = 2 asses:
9,
ra.,0 1 ISS,
@ 10-24, • 25-49,
_
50-99,
100+ asses
,..,River Ibou aryl.
Fig. 5.12 Distribution of bronze coins of Claudius 1 in
territories of the Silures. Demetae, Ordovices & Deceangli
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Hereford and Worcester and Gloucestershire account for the
remainder.
Claudian .es are found in three main areas: the border
area with the Ordovices, at prime sites along the River
Usk and sites along the Welsh coast of the Bristol
The greatest number of Claudian .es found in the

Channel.

territory of the Silures are from sites along the River
Usk: at attested Roman forts at Caerleon, Gwent, at
Abergavenny, Gwent and especially at the legionary
fortress Usk, Gwent where the equivalent of over two
hundred and sixty .sses have been excavated at the site of
the legionary fortress.

In the Wye valley, at the border

with the Ordovices, the neighbouring sites of Ross-on-Wye,
Bollitree and weston-under-Penyard in Hereford & Worcester
have produced a total of four Claudian •• s.

The sites of

castlefield, Hereford & Worcester and Symondts Yatt,
Hereford & Worcester, in the Monnow valley mid-way between
the border and the Usk valley, have recently produced four
Claudian .sses and a

seste~tjus

respectively.

Almost

twenty Claudlan .sses have been found at Cardiff, South
Glamorgan, site of a pre-Flavian fort (Mattingly & Jones,
(1990), p.89, Hap 4.4), which makes it the most prolific
of sites along the coastal outline of the Silurian
territory.
S.3c:3

The territory of the Demetae

The territory of the Demetae (Fig. 5.12) is the south-west
186

peninsula of Wales.

The northern boundary follows the

River Ystwyth, from Cardigan Bay, and onto the River Wye.
The southern boundary follows the Wye southward and onto
the Rivers Usk, Twrch and Tawe to Swansea Bay.
Williams, (1969), p.4.)

(Cf. Nash-

The county of Dyfed covers the

greater part of the territory of the Demetaei adjoining
parts of Powys and Mid Glamorgan complete the tribal area.
Claudian aes coin-finds are rare in the territory of the
Demetae.

Such finds do not occur in the western peninsula

of Dyfed.

Single finds of Claudian asses occur at the

early Flavian forts Brecon Gaer, Powys, on the border with
the Silures, at Llandovery, Dyfed and Pumsaint, Dyfed,
which mark the path of the Roman road from Caerleon and
Usk to west Wales (Mattingly & Jones, (1990), p.103).
5.3c:4

The territory of the Ordovices

The northern boundary of the territory of the Ordovices
(Fig. 5.12) traces the coastline of North Wales from the
promontory at Bardley Sound to that at the Great Orme,
including perhaps the Isle of Anglesey.

The boundary

follows the Rivers Conwy, Ceirw, Alwen and Dee which
circumscribe the territory of the Deceangli.

The northern

boundary continues along the coastline around the Wirral
to the mouth of the River Weaver.

The eastern boundary

follows the Weaver towards the R1ver Trent and onto the
Rivers Tern and Severn to the Severn Estuary.
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The

southern boundary follows the Rivers Wye and Ystwith to
cardigan Bay on the west coast of Wales.

(Cf. Nash-

Williams, (1969), p.3, fig.2 and Sellwood, L, (1984),
p.197.)

The county Gwynnedd and adjoining parts of Powys,

Clwyd, Cheshire, Shropshire, Hereford and Worcester and
Gloucestershire cover the territory of the Ordovices,
which may have been a confederation of tribal groups.
Claudian aes coin-finds are limited to the south-eastern
quarter and to the edge of the north-eastern quarter of
this large territory in mid-Wales; in most cases, only
single finds have been made.

The exception in the south-

east is at the site of a pre-Flavian fort excavated at
Hindwell Farm, Walton, Powys where four Claud ian asses
were recently found.

In the north-east, finds at Meols

and the legionary fortress at Chester, Cheshire, which may
have been preceded by pre-Flavian military occupation,
include Claudian aes.
S.3c:S

The territory of the Deceangli

The northern boundary of the territory of the Deceangli
(Fig. 5.12) is the coastline of the Irish Sea stretching
from the promontory Great Orme to the mouth of the River
Dee.

The boundary then follows the Dee to its confluence

with the River Alwen and in turn the River Cairw and onto
the River Conwy, which flows to the Irish Sea.
Williams, (1969), p.4.)

(Cf. Nash-

The county of Clwyd covers the

territory of the Deceangll.
188

Apart from solitary examples at Holt, Clwyd and Penn-yCorddyn, Clwyd, Claudian aes have not been found in the
territory of the Decleangli.

5.3c:6

The territory of the Cornovii

The western boundary of the territory of the Cornovll
(Fig. 5.13) follows the River Severn.

The northern

boundary follows the River Tern and onto the River Trent
at Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire.

The eastern boundary is

marked by the Rivers Trent, Tame and Sowe.

The southern

boundary follows the River Avon from its confluence with
the River Sowe to the River Severn.
pp.21-22.)

(Cr". Webster,

(1975),

The small county of West Midlands lies at the

centre of the territory of the Cornovii, adjoining parts
of Warwickshire, Herefordshire, Shropshire and staffordshire complete the area covered by the tribal group.
Claudian .es occur at identified and suspected military
sites throughout most of the territory of the Cornovii,
and few are found far from Roman roads or pre-Roman routes
linking these sites"

The greatest concentration of

Claudian coins is at the legionary fortress Wroxeter,
Shropshire, where the equivalent of one hundred asses have
been excavated.

This site at the western boundary of the

territory is joined by road with the probable Claudian
fort, and possible vexillation fortress, at Wall,
Staffordshire, (Burnham & Wacher,
189

(1990), p.276) near the
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eastern boundary, where the equivalent of over forty
Claudian asses have been found.

North of this route,

later to be known as Watling street, Claud ian aes have
been found only at the pre-Flavian fort Trent Vale
(Burnham & Wacher,

(1990), p.217).

South of the road,

over thirty Claudian asses have been found at each of the
following: the pre-Flavian forts at Greensforge,
Staffordshire (Webster,

(1981), p.82) and Dodderhll1,

Droitwich, Hereford & Worcester (Burnham & Wacher, (1990),
p.214) and at Worcester, Hereford & Worcester, where no
certain evidence of a pre-Flavian fort has been found, but
where one has long been suspected (Burnham & Wacher,
(1990), p.232).

The equivalent of at least twenty asses

have been found at the possible vexillation fortress at
Hetchley, West Hidlands (Frere,

(1967), p.78) and almost

twenty asses at the probably Claudian fort at Alcester,
Warwickshire (Burnham & Wacher,
5.3c:7

(1990), p.92).

The territory of the Brigantes

The western boundary of the territory of the Brigantes
(Fig. 5.14) is formed by the coastline of the Irish Sea
stretching from the mouth of the River Hersey to the
Solway Firth.

The northern boundary Is marked by the

passage of rivers through the lowland region between the
Pennines and the Cheviot Hills.

The eastern boundary

traces the coastline of the North Sea from the mouth of
the River Tyne to the promontory Flamborough Head.
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The

boundary then follows the River Derwent to the Humber
Estuary.

Across the Humber, the southern boundary follows

the River Trent along its route.

The River Weaver

completes the southern boundary.

(Cf. Jones & Mattingly,

(1990), p.141, Map 2:24.)

This large tribal area, which

may have been inhabited by a confederation of tribal
groups, covers land now divided into the counties of
Cumbria, County Durham, Tyne and Wear, Lancashire, Cleveland, North Yorkshire, West Yorkshire, South Yorkshire,
Greater Manchester, Merseyside, Derbyshire and adjoining
parts of Nottinghamshire, Staffordshire, Cheshire and
Northumberland:
Claudian aes have been found at thirty sites in the
territory of the Brigantes; at more than half of these
only a singl.e coin has been found.

Of the remainder, the

pre-Flavian military garrison at Broxtowe, Nottinghamshire
(Mattingly & Jones, (1990), p.89, Map 4.4) and the Flavian
military site of York, North Yorkshire (Mattingly & Jones,
(1990), p.98, Map 4:31), in the south and east of the
territory, have produced the largest number of specie: the
equivalent of over thirty asses and almost forty asses
respectively.

To the west of Broxtowe, the equivalent of

over ten asses have been recovered at the pre-Flavian fort
Little Chester, Derby, Derbyshire (Burnham & Wacher,
(1990), p.222).

On the west coast, low numbers of

Claud ian aes\have been found at the Flavian forts
Ribchester, Lancashire and Lancaster, Lancashire
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(Mattingly & Jones, (1990), p.98, Map 4:31).

At the

northern boundary of the territory, the Flavian site of
Carlisle, Cumbria (Mattingly & Jones (1990), p.98, Map
4:31)has produced more than five Claudlan aes, equivalent
to fifteen asses.

Further along this boundary, at

carrawburgh, Northumberland, the equivalent of almost
forty Claud ian asses were recovered in the nineteenth
century from the well-known deposit at the Roman religious water shrine Coventina's Well.

Five Claudian asses

have been found at the Flavian fort and supply-base at
Corbridge, Northumberland (Mattingly & Jones,

(1990),

p.98, Map 4:31).
5.3c:8

The territory of the

Par~

The boundaries of the territory of the Parisi (Fig. 5.15)
are traced by following the coastal outline of the North
Sea from Flamborough Head to the Humber Estuary.

The

territory is circumscribed by the River Derwent.

The

northern part of the county of Humberside almost matches
the profile of this tribal land; an adjoining part of
North Yorkshire completes the tribal area.
Mattingly,

(Cf. Jones &

(1990), p.S7.)

Claudian aes are rarely found in the territory of the
Parisi.

The second century hoard of silver and aes coins

found at Swine, Humberside contained two Claudian

aes~

other finds are a solitary as at Brantingham, Humberside
and two asses at the Flavian fort Malton, North Yorkshire.
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5.4

Patterns of distribution

Claudian aes coin-finds have been used by some archaeologists as evidence indictative of the possible preFlavian military occupation of a site (see, for example,
Webster, (1980».

Before proceeding to interpret the

distribution of Claudian aes in Britain, it is necessary
to consider this inferred correlation between finds of
Claudian aes and the military garrisonning of Roman
Britain.

The implied analogous relationship seems to be

based on the hypothesis that Claud ian aes

circulated only

in military bases (cf. Webster, (1980), p.21).

The data

presented above offers the opportunity to test this
hypothesis.
The absence of republican and early imperial Roman coIns
from pre-Roman archaeological contexts in Britain demonstrates that Roman coins played no relevant part in the
pre-conquest circulation of coins in Britain.

Excavation

at Colchester, Essex has provided stratigraphic evIdence
of Claudian aes in early Roman occupation layers (Crummy,
(1987».

It seems reasonable to deduce from this that

Claudian aes arrived with, or shortly after, the troops
conquering Britain.

Though it is not known whether the

Roman army were paid partly in aes or not, it is likely
that troops received aes vja money-changers or nU •• (Alarji
to meet their spending needs.

Excavated coin-finds show

that Claudian aes were used by troops in military camps.
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others, such as traders and merchants, undoubtedly, also
used the coins in these bases.

However, finds of Claudian

aes at sites not known to have been occupied by the Roman
army during the Claudio-Neronian period indicate that the
military may not have been the sole users of these coins.
Recent thinking on military deployment in the early
decades of Roman occupation concludes that very few forts
were sited in central southern and south-eastern England,
and that the majority were established in the western and
northern areas of Britain, south of the Humber (Mattingly
& Jones, (1990), pp.88-97).

This is a radical revision of

the theory of an evenly-spaced distribution of forts and
fortresses across Britain put forward by Webster, a decade
earlier, (Webster, (1980». It is against this changing
background of archaeological interpretation that the
questions of where were Claud ian aes used and, following
from that, who used them must be considered.
Data collected here for the distribution of Claudian aes
allows the opportunity to compare coin-finds with the
classification of find-spots in order to see if there is a
correlation between Claudian aes and a military context.
Sites where five or more Claudian aes have been found are
arranged in two groups: those which are known, from
significant archaeological evidence, or are considered
highly likely to be pre-Flavian military sites are
compiled in one group (Table 5.2); the second group is of
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sites which have not produced firm evidence of pre-Flavian
military occupation (Table 5.3).

Lack of archaeological

evidence today is not, of course, proof that military
occupation of a site did not take place.

Whereas some of

the latter sites may in the future prove to have been preFlavian military settlements, it is necessary to consider
them here as non-milItary urban and rural sites.

The

exceptIons, included in Table 5.3, are sites known to have
been Flavian forts: York, North Yorkshire; Carlisle,
Cumbria; Corbridge, Northumberland and Carrawburgh,
Northumberland.
The pattern of Claud ian coin-finds in central southern and
south-eastern England during the pre-Flavian period
illustrates relatively wide-spread use in both military
and non-military contexts in the territory of the Catuvellauni, less so in the territory of the Atrebates, and less
still in those of the Cantiaci and the Trinovantes.

The

military presence, or likely presence, at the sites listed
in Table 5.2, is well-attested by either physical evidence
of a military structure or by finds, such as equipment and
uniform items, which can be confidently attributed to the
military.

The inclusion of Maidstone, Kent in this group

is on the grounds of high probability.

Of the non-

military sites where Claudian aes are found in this
quarter of Britain: four retained their earlier religious
focus (Springhead, Kent; Hayling Island, Hampshire;
Harlow, Essex; and Woodeaton, Oxfordshjre); one probably
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Cantiaci

Richborough, Kent

Canterbury, Kent
Rochester, Kent
Maidstone, Kent

Atrebates

Chichester, W.Sussex
Silchester, Hants.
Fishbourne, W.Sussex
Cow Roast, Herts.
Verulamium, Herts.
Cambridge, Cambs.
London
Great Chesterford, Essex
Longthorpe, Cambs.
Harlow, Essex
Colchester, Essex
Fingringhoe, Essex
Kelvedon, Essex
Wickford, Essex
East Tilbury, Essex
Coddenham, Suffolk
Dorchester, Dorset
Ham Hill, Somerset
South Cadbury, Somerset
Hod Hill, Dorset
Lake Farm, Dorset
Waddon Hill, Dorset
Wanborough, Wilts.
Gloucester, Glos.
Nettleton, Wilts.
Klngsholm, Glos.
Shepton Mallet, Som.
Cirencester, Glos.
Sea Mills, Avon
Kirmington, Humber.
Baginton, W.Mldlands
Willoughby-on-theMancetter, Warks.
Wolds, Notts.
Leicester, Leics.
Great Casterton, Leics.
Ancaster, Lincs.
Lincoln, Lincs.
Old Winteringham, Humber.
Saham Toney, Norfolk
Swanton Morley, Norf
Thetford, Norfolk
Scole, Norfolk
Exeter, Devon
Usk, Gwent
Abergavenny, Gwent
Caerleon, Gwent
Cardiff, S.Glam

Catuvellauni

Trinoyantes

Durotriges

Dobunni

Corieltauyi

Icen!

DUmD° nii
Sllures

Demetae
Ordovices
Deceangli
cornovii

2rigantes

Chester, Chesh.
Wroxeter, Salop.
Worcester, H & W.
Wall, Staffs.
Trent Vale, Staffs.
Greensforge, Staffs.
Dodderhill, Droitwich, Staffs.
Metchley, W.Midlands
Alcester, Warks.
Broxtowe, Notts.
Little Chester, Derby, Derby.

farlsii
Table 5.2: Known and possible pre-Flavjan Roman forts and
fortresses where at least five CJaudian .f,1.'R.'~ have been found.
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Cantiaci
Atrebates

Catuvellauni

Trinoyantes
Durotriges
Dobunn!
Cor1eltauyi
Icen!
Duron onii
S1lures
Deme tae
Ordoyices
Deceangl!
Cornoy1i
Br1gantes

springhead, Kent
Hayling Island, Hants.
Wickham Bushes, Berks.
Bitterne, Hants.
Winchester, Hants.
Baldock, Herts.
Braughing, Herts.
Stanwick, Northants.
Ashton, Northants.
Woodeaton, Oxford.
Hambleden, Bucks.
Aylesbury, Bucks.
Nene Valley sites, Cambs.
Harlow, Essex
Beauchamps, Essex
Bath, Avon
Spoonley Wood, Glos.
Little Bedwyn, Wilts.
Grantham, Lincs.
Dragonby, Humberside
Caistor St.Edmund, Norfolk
Burgh Castle, Norfolk

"York, N.Yorks.
Carlisle, Cumbria
Corbridge, Northumb.
Carrawburgh, Northumb.

Parisi1
Table 5.3;
Sites not identified as having had pre-Flavian
military occupation where five or more Claud ian a«s have
been found.
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functioned as a port (Bitterne, Hampshire); others were
focuses of pre-Roman occupation (Baldock, Hertfordshirei
Braughing, Hertfordshirei Ashton, Northamptonshire;
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire)i large country estates and
industrial centres were to develop at Hambleden, Buckinghamshire, stanwick, Northamptonshire and at sites in the
Nene Valley, Cambridgeshire; Winchester, Hampshire, as a
future civitas capital of the Belgae, is a site where a
Roman military presence might be expected, but, so far,
archaeological evidence of a Roman fort is lacking and so
it must be considered here as an urban centre; the status
of the two remaining sites is unclear: Wickham Bushes,
Berkshire is an early Roman site, close to an Iron Age
hillfort and the Roman road between Silchester and
Colchester, 'possibly military or religious in origin'

(p€rs. co ••• , D Hopkins, Sites and Monuments Record
Office) - in the absence of archaeological evidence to
support a military function, the latter classification is
accepted here; Beauchamps, Essex must remain, in the
absence of archaeological evidence, of uncertain origin).
The pattern of Claudian coin-finds in the territories of
the Durotriges, Dobunni, CorieJtauvi and Iceni shows a
different picture to that in the tribal territories of
central southern and south-eastern England.

The military

sites tabulated in Table 5.2 are well-attested byarchaeological evidence, with the exception of Shepton Mallet,
Somerset in the territory of the Dobunni and Thetford and
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Scole, Norfolk which are included on the grounds of
reasonable probability.

There is also a difference

between the distribution of Claudian aes in the territory
of the Iceni and that of the other three tribes, which
will be considered further below.

Claudian aes coin-

concentrations occur at military sites, but it is unusual
to find more than the odd stray coin at non-military
sites.

The exceptions account for only twenty-one per

cent of all sites producing more than five Claudian aes.
They include: the religious site at Bath, Avon; Caistor
st.Edmund, Norfolk and Dragonby, Humberside, the former
became the cjvjtas capital of the Iceni, and the latter
was already a well established Iron Age centre before the
Roman conquest; Grantham, Lincolnshire which is situated
on the Salt Way between The Wash and the Fosse Way at the
crossroads with Ermine street, south of the fort at
Ancaster, Lincolnshire; the other sites are Spoon ley Wood,
sudeley, Gloucestershire; Little Bedwyn, Wiltshire; and
Burgh Castle, Norfolk.

Our knowledge of the early Roman

origin of the last three sites is limited, and thus their
purpose must remain uncertain.
The pattern of Claudian coin-distribution in the tribal
territories beyond those noted above, that is, the lands
of the Dumnonii, Demetae, Silures, Ordovices, Deceangli,
Cornovii and Brigantes is largely limited to the
disposition of military establishments.
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The density of

coin distribution appears to be dependent upon the
intensity of military placement within the territory of
anyone tribal group.

The establishment of a

comparatively large number of pre-Flavian forts in the
territory of the Cornovii ensures a wide-spread pattern of
finds of Claudian

a~s

across the civitas, whereas in the

territory of the Oumnonii, Claud ian coin-use seems more
restricted as a result of the lower number of known
military bases.
The pattern of finds of Claudian aes in Britain appears to
be geographically divided.

In central southern and south-

eastern England, Claudian aes are found in quantity at
both military sites and those not identified as having had
military occupation.

In the other parts of England and

Wales, Claudian aes are found in quantity mainly at known
miltary sites.

A thin scatter of, mostly single, stray

coins is recorded at mainly rural sites throughout
England, with the exception of south-western and northwestern England and the Welsh Marches, where Claudian aes
coin-finds are concentrated at military sites.

The

majority of these rural finds are asses, other aes
denominations do occur but less frequently.

Examination

of some of the single-finds from rural sites in the
southern part of the territory of the Oobunni has shown
that the coins are extremely worn.

It is likely, there-

fore, that these coins may have been lost much later than
when they were first used in Britain.
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5.5 Summary and conclusions
The data presented in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 indicate that the
hypothesis 'Finds of Claudian aes relate directly to a
military presence at the find-spot', outlined above, is
too much of a generalised claim and is not proved
conclusively by the evidence.

It becomes clear after

examining the available evidence that the tribal territory
in which the coins are found is a significant and
determining factor.
In the territorities of the Catuvellauni and Atrebates, a
find of more than a handful of Claudian aes is almost as
likely to be made at an urban or rural centre as at a
military base.

Whereas, in the territories of the

Cantiaci and Trinovantes, a similar find is perhaps more
likely to indicate a military origin for the find-spot.
The same is true for Claud ian aes coin-finds in the
territories of the Dobunni, Corieltauvi and Iceni,
although in the latter's case the archaeological evidence
for military bases in that civitas is limited.

This

suggests that the tribal land of the Iceni may not have
been occupied by the military as intensely as some others
in the province, and therefore one should consider this
observation when attempting to classify a site in that
territory from Claudian coin-finds.

Finds of more than a

handful of Claudian aes in the territories of the
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Durotriges, Dumnonii, Cornovii and Silures occur only at
military bases.

Claudian aes coin-finds in the

territories of the other Welsh tribes, the Brigantes and
the Parisi are comparatively rare and are invariably
associated with Flavian military establishments.

A

notable exception is the Claudio-Neronian military base at
Broxtowe, Nottinghamshire, in the southern border zone of
the Brigantian territory.
The above observations may now be applied to the question
propounded at the beginning of this chapter, that is, did
Claudian aes circulate more freely in central southern and
south-eastern England than in the remainder of Britain?
The question was framed in response to Cunliffe's
assertion that this area of Britain was beginning to
accept Roman influence, because of its trade links with
Roman Gaul and beyond, before the Roman invasion of
(Cunliffe,

(1988».

~D

43

Cunliffe observed that finds of Roman

imports in pre-Roman contexts reduce in number the further
west and north one travels from this sector.

Based on the

observation that different parts of pre-conquest Britain
demonstrate 'interaction' with Roman Gaul to a greater or
lesser extent, he was able to draw up his model of core,
peripheral and outer 'zones' of Roman influence.

These

correspond not only to the relative density of finds of
Roman imports in pre-conquest contexts in Britain but also
to bands of coin-producing tribal groups.
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The pattern of Claudian aes coin-use in Roman Britain as
presented by the distribution of coin-finds appears to
reflect the patterns of 'urbanisation' and pre-Flavian
military disposition.

The more wide-spread military

presence is in a civitas, then the more wide-spread coinuse appears to be, see for example the distribution of
coins in the teritory of the Cornovii (Fig. 5.13).
However, the circulation of coins may be just as limited
in that civitas as it appears to be in the civitas which
has fewer military bases (for example, the Dumnonii (Fig.
5.11».

In these and other civitates of Cunliffe's outer

zone, the Claudian aes coin-use is restricted to military
establishments.

Urban centres and rich country estates

are rare in these civitates.

The civitates of Cunliffe's

peripheral zone, with the exception of that of the Iceni,
display a picture of wide-spread military prp.sence with
some urban and rural centres.

The distribution of

Claudian aes coin-finds reflects this picture and shows
the circulation of coins taking place in a limited way
outside both these military and civil centres.

The

paucity of both urban centres and military bases in the
Icenian civitas is reflected in the small number of
concentrations of Claudian aes, stray coin-finds outside
these centres does however suggest that Claud ian coin-use
penetrated beyond the military camps, as it did elsewhere
in this zone.

The pattern of coin-use in the civitates of

Cunliffe's core zone is generally more wide-spread.
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Urban

centres and large country estates complement the fewer
number of military establishments in this zone and
Claudian coin-finds occur in both these civil and military
contexts.

This suggest that the coins had a wide circul-

ation in this central zone, which is confirmed to an
extent by the large number of single coin-finds there.
It seems then, from the available evidence, that Claud ian

aes did circulate more freely in the central southern and
south-eastern sector of Britain; the pattern of Claudian
coin-finds in the west and north changes from the civil
and military circulation to a purely miltary one.

The

circulation of Claud ian aes clearly becomes more
restricted the further from the core zone one travels.
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6.
6.1

A SUMMARY OF DIE-LINKS

Introduction

The geographical distribution of Claudian aes gives us
broad indications of the patterns of circulation of these
coins; to gain a more detailed appreciation of their
circulation it is necessary to conduct a die-study.
A 'die-study' is an analysis, by visual comparison, of a
corpus of coins with the aim of determining those which
share obverse or reverse dies, j.e. coins which were
struck by the same dies or group of dies.

The primary

benefits of carrying out this analysis lie in plotting the
area in which those coins circulated, and in the possibility of localising the area in which the die-linked coins
may have been minted.

Two other benefits are evident,

(but they are of secondary value in the case of coins
under consideration here) they are: an awareness of the
relative rarity or commonness of particular coin-types as
indicated by the number of dies used to strike them
(Kraay,

(1956b), pp.3-4); such data provides the option of

using equations of mathematical probability to calculate
an estimated size of issue (e.g., Lyon,

(1965».

The value of results obtained from a die-study must depend
upon the quality of material studied; to be of worth, the
sample of the material studied must be representative of
the total struck.

In the case of imitative Claudian aes,
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the reliability of calculating the size of an issue of
die-linked coins is undermined by the possibility that
dies employed to strike the coins may not have been used
to the same limits as those, for example, at the mint of
Rome.

Dies for imitative Claudian aes may have been

hidden, discarded or destroyed before the end of their
useful life, or they may have continued to be used beyond
the point they they would have been considered satisfactory at the mint of Rome.

Calculations of the possible

output of groups of related dies are not attempted
therefore in this study.

However, the provenances of~die

related'coins will be plotted to determine their area of
circulation and whether any geographical clustering occurs
which might indicate the localisation of minting
operation.

In the absence of epigraphic evidence and/or

finds of dies, if any such attribution to an area or place
is made it must be considered as a tenative observation.
6.2

The material studied

The photographic material collected for this report has
been referred to above in Chapter Two; it is necessary at
this point to describe the corpus of photographs and the
process of how it was collected.

Photographing coins to

record the maximum amount of visible detail is an art,
requiring skill and care.

The photographic plates for

this work are not artistic presentations, but they are a
fair record of the coins seen.
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The limitations of time,

equipment, facilities and availability dictated that coins
were recorded on site, at museums and archaeological
centres, in groups of up to fifteen on one 35rnrn negative.
On the same visit, the coins were weighed, measured,
classified and details noted.

Available conditions at the

different centres varied: at some, condItIons were not
always appropriate to photographing such small objects as
coins.
The resulting photographic prints of groups of coins from
a site were cut-up to separate different coin-types.

This

was done to allow comparison of coins of the same cointypes.

Hoards were the exception to this arrangement: the

value of hoard material is its composition, to disperse
it, even photographically, would be disadvantageous to its
study.

The profile-outline of each coin was trimmed with

a scalpel: care was taken during this operation to ensure
that the outline shape was not damaged.

This was consid-

ered important because of the possible information about
production methods that might be gained from studying the
shape of coins.
It became evident that a comprehensive picture of this and
other aspects of imitative Claudian aes production could
only be given if a large enough sample of Claudian aes
from all parts of Britain was presented.

With a few

exceptions, all provenanced coins photographed in this
extended period of study are presented here (plates 18-
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108).

Some of the coins photographed were in a poor state

of preservation.

They were recorded not for the detail of

their design but because they added something to the
generality of coins from a particular site, e.g., their
outline profile was consistent with others from that site,
or coins were few in number there and it was unnecessary
to be selective about the coins to be photographed.

A

small number of pencil rubbings of coins, provided by
their finders, are included in the plates.

The plates

give a comprehensive representation of imitative Claudian
aes found in Britain, which would not be the case if only

the better preserved examples were presented.

It was

decided also to restrict the plates, and the die-study, to
provenanced Claudian aes and, with few exceptions, to
exclude unprovenanced coins in the large collections of
the British Museum, London, the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
and the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

This inevitably

restricts the number of die-links to be found, but it does
not greatly affect the primary benefits to be gained from
a die-study, i.e., those of localizing areas of circulation and possible centres of production.
Two arrangements for presenting the photographs were
considered and tested: initially, the coins were arranged
by known Roman roads, e.g., all coins found on or near
WatlIng street were grouped together - this method
eventually proved unmanageable due to the multiplIcity of
roads and problems of cross-referencing where roads over211

lap.

A more sat1sfactory arrangement was arrived at by

following the scheme already employed in the previous
chapter, i.e., by using Cunliffe's zonal groupings of
tribal territories (Cunliffe, (1981».

Photographs of

coins (scale 1:1) were mounted together by coin-types
according to the native territory and the zonal area in
which they were found.

The territorIes of each zone are

arranged from south to north: Core Zone - C«nti«ci,
Atr.bat.s, Catav.llaani, Trinovant.s; Peripheral Zone Darotri9.s, Dobanni, Cori.ltaavi, 1c.ni; Outer Zone Da.nonii, Silar.s, Cornovii, BriQant.s (Soath).
arrangement was used for hoard material.
set-out In the followIng order:

~LE1L

A similar

Coin-types are

- Minerva (plates

18-63), Libertas (plates 64-66), Constantia (plates 6768); P.-'-ARg.J1JI._l . i.. .. Ceres (plates 69-78), Antonia (plates 79-

83); Hybr Id .s.s.1.E. and.dJl.p.Jll1!iii (plate 84);

$.f1..~t.r...~. i. . i.

-

Spes (plates 85-86), Ob Cives (plates 87-88), Nero
Claudius (plate 89), uncertain types (plate 90);

~O~Ji

(plates 91-96).
A concordance between the plates and recorded details of
the coins is given in the Key to Plates (pp.401 ff.).
In each case where details have been recorded, the
reference is given by the number of the coin In the list
for the site in Appendix 2, e.Q., Plate 26, no.1 is
'Rlchborough, Kent, 69' which is the Sixty-ninth coin of
the Richborough list.

Details of the coin may be found by

~12

referring to the appropriate entry in Appendix 2:

Acc.No.

RIC

8120 4069

100

6.3

Grade Sjze

B

Axjs Wejght

23.5~m.

5

Condjtjon

4.6g.

4

Die-study methQd

The primary purpose of making a die-study is to identify
cQins which share common dies.

The process invQlved in

dQing this is essentially Qne of refinement from subjective grouping tQ Qbjective classification.

The means

Qf achieving this classification is by visual comparisQn
of one cQin with another.

For the purpose of this

investigation, the first plate of provenanced coins (plate
18) was studied for coins showing broad similarities; all
coins on that plate were then compared with coins on all
other plates of asses and Ceres dupondjj (plate 19-78) and
relevant hoard material (plate 92-97).

This process was

continued by carrying out a similar cQmparison Qf the next
plate, first internally then with all other plates; and so
on, until a visual comparison of all coins had been made.
The process involved several hundred comparisons being
made over a period of three consecutive days.

A conclu-

ding inspection of the plates was made after the die-study
was carried out and very few coins were found to be
missing from the die-groups; in each case, the additional
CQin(s) was noted for the appropriate group.
Further to the British material, comparison was also made
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with the better known published material of imitative
Claudian aes from France (Giard, (1968); ide •• ,
ide •• ,

(1970);

(1975», Germany (Kraay, (1962», Spain (Gurt

Esparraguera, (1978); Campo (1974», Portugal (Pereira,
Bost & Hiernard, (1974»

and Italy (von Kaenel, (1984».

After the initial grouping, coins exhibiting similar broad
features were compared closely: greater, and more
specific, similaribes were looked for, e.g., the shape of
the eye socket of the bust, the position of legend in
relation to the bust, the profile of the bust truncation,
etc ••

This process of grouping similar-looking coins

together, allows one then to look for die-linked coins.
This is a matter of detailed comparison and one in which
great care is needed.

Two, or more, coins may appear to

be from the same die, but inspection of the minutiae of
the designs can occasionally highlight differences in the
dies used.

The coins may have been struck by related

dies, i.e., manufactured by the same engraver or in the
same workshop, but not by the same die.
this may be seen in two

seste~tii

An example of

(Plate 108, nos.3 & 4)

described elsewhere as obverse die duplicates (Boon,
(1988), note 26, p.149), a close comparison of the coins
shows that whereas the portrait busts are very similar,
the orientation of bust and legend are different: this is
most noticeable

w~th

the position of .. hVG •. in the legend

and the brow of the portrait.

Another clear difference

may be observed in the tracery of the ribbons falling from
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the laureate crown.

The coins are not therefore die

duplicates, but they are indubitably by the same hand.
These dies may be described as being 'stylistically'
related, to borrow an apt description from the language of
art criticism.

This is not to attribute any artistic

value to the designs, but to recognise that they are the
results of a die-engraver, or group of engravers, working
consistently in a particular way, consistently employing
the same technique to render a subject, consistently
treating a subject, or part of it, in a similar way.

In

other words, the engraver may be recognised by certain
features which are characteristic of his technique.
The result of a die-study may be the identification of
coins which are die-linked and/or those which have stylistic affinity.

The value of such a study is dependent

upon the weight of evidence supporting what might be
considered its weakest feature, in this case coin-designs
which are deemed to have stylistic affinity.

Therefore,

it may be beneficial to pause and consider in more detail
this potentially contentious aspect of a die-study.
There is inevitably a degree of subjectivity involved in
grouping together Similar-looking coins; but once that
initial pairing or grouping has been made, the pursuant
close comparison of one die with another must be based
upon objective observation and rigorous analysis.
Comparisons of both detail features and overall designs
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must be made.

Only when the similarities between two (or

more) dies far exceed the differences should an attribution of stylistic affinity be considered.

If one is

successful in building-up a group of stylistically related
dies, one may begin to observe minor inconsistencies in
how certain features and details are dealt with, in
addition to the more noticeable consistencies.
differences can be expected.

Such

The engraver is human: he

may make mistakes; he may develop technical short-cuts; he
may improve his technique; he may be coerced by a superior
into increasing his output - in short, both consistencies
and inconsistencies will occur in the handiwork of an
individual.

These will be recogniseable characteristics

of his technique and his treatment of a subject, j.e., of
his 'style'.

(~he

coins on plate 102 are shown enlarged

to illustrate more clearly some possible variations in
technique seen in die-related coins.)
Recent research work in image analysis at Oxford
University suggests that it may be possible to 'measure'
an artist's style (R Highfield, "Measured: the uniqueness
of Matisse" in The Daily Telegraph, 10.12.1990, p.16).
Objective techniques which measure consistencies of treatment in the paintings of an artist could usefully be
applied to the analysis of stylistically related dies and
might produce rewarding results; but, that is beyond the
immediate scope of this study.
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6.4 Problems and difficulties associated with making a
die-study
It is evident that a die-study is a process of visual
comparison: it is dependent upon recognising similar broad
features and details in the designs of dies used to strike
coins.

The appearance of those details can be affected in

a number of ways: the presentation and preservation of
coins can affect their appearance; the regularity of
striking, the condition of dies, and the effects of
circulation on coins can all also affect the appearance of
coins.

Irregularities such as these can make the task of

recognising engraved similarities a difficult one.

Before

giving the results of this die-study, it is necessary to
consider in more detail the problems and difficulties of
the task undertaken.

In doing so, it is hoped that a

greater understanding of the process of identifying dierelated groups will be gained.
This die-study is undertaken using photographed source
material almost exclusively, which in itself can present
problems.

The coins were photographed under a variety of

different lighting conditions during a lengthy period of
study: the majority

were photographed using an electronic

flash-light; some with direct artificial light; some with
diffused artifical light; others in natural light.

It is

well-known that changes in photographic lighting can
affect (subtly or otherwise) the appearance of a subject.
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An example of the effect of different lighting arrangements on the appearance of coins may be seen in two dielinked coins, one from London and one from Colchester
(Plate 102, nos. 1 & 2): one is obliquely lit from below,
the other directly by flash-light.

By making a tracing of

the obverse of one and superimposing it upon the other,
die-duplication was confirmed in spite of the apparent
minor differences encouraged by the vagaries of lighting.
Local corrosion can also affect the appearance of a coin.
The last of the two coins noted above is damaged by minor
corrosion of the obverse portrait, which appears to alter
the line of the nose.
The photographs presented in the plates were compared with
published material from Britain and abroad.

Some hesit-

ation and minor difficulty occurred when the plates under
comparison were not to the same scale, for example, the
highly important die-study work of J-B Giard for Claud ian

aes found in Gaul (Giard, (1970»

employs photographic

plates of coins that appear to be oversize.

Comparison

with British provenanced material presented here at 1:1
scale demonstrates the difference (cf., Giard (1970),
plate 6, no.135 and my plate 106, no.4).
Personal experiment has shown that when a pair of dies are
struck, inconsistencies in how they are used can produce
apparently different results.

Variation in the relative

positioning of dies and flan can result in some coins not
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receiving a complete impression when struck, i.e., they
are off-struck; the absence of a part of an image in this
case may hamper or prevent the recognition of a die-link.
Similarly, uneven striking, or an uneven profile of a
blank, or a variation in the size of flan can produce
inconsistent and apparently varying results.

Overstrlklng

dies on coins can produce even greater irregularities.

It

is clear, even from a cursory inspection of the plates of
Claudian aes presented for this study, that not all who
struck these coins were equally skilled in coin production.

If more than person were to use a pair of dies then

differing methods of striking could produce results which
may not be entirely consistent in appearance.

The task of

recognising die-duplicates is thereby made more difficult.
The condition of the dies used could also have an effect
upon the appearance of a struck coin.

Dies which are worn

or blocked will impress different images from those which
are little used.
their 'life'

If dies were partially re-cut during

(cf., Plate 107, nos. 4-6, where the noses of

the obverse portraits look as though they have been recut), then minor variations in the appearance of a die's
products would result.

Although the evidence for dies

being re-cut is minimal, it may be interesting to raise a
few questions that follow from such a suggestion.

The

questions are relevant because they relate to both the
methods of operation in a workshop producing these coins
and to the identification of die-related groups.
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For

example, in what circumstances would a die be re-cut?

Is

it likely that a die would become useless (and need recutting) before the casing which contained it became
unmanageable?

Could die-related groups, in some cases, be

merely the products of the same die and its re-cut
version?

(Cf., Weder, (1984) for a similar argument

arrived at for die-linked
and King,

~D

third century antoniniBni;

(1984) for a counterblast.)

There are many

other questions which could be asked, but, like the above,
none would have definitive answers.

The evidence of the

coins is varied and therefore not conclusive: in some
workshops, dies may have been re-cut to prolong their
life; in others, they were not.
The effect of wear on a coin in circulation could obscure
particular features which aid recognition of die-duplicates.

Personal experiment to investigate the effect of

wear on a coin's designs, using lead "coins" struck from
my experimental dies, has shown that dies struck on
undersize blanks produce designs which suffer greater wear
than those struck on larger blanks.

In cases where blanks

are considerably smaller than the dies used, the obliterating effect of wear, together with less visible
features evident on undersize blanks, could limit the
possibilities for recognising die-links between coins of
different sizes.

A similar limitation in the opportunity

to recognise die-links may occur when flans have been
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clipped in circulation - however, this is not a feature
common to Claudian aes (cf., plate 100, no.13).
6.5

oie-related groups (Plates 98-108)

The die-related groups identified in this study are
presented in the plates in the same arrangement as the
plates of provenanced coins, i.e., by zones emanating from
the south-eastern corner of Britain.

It became clear when

studying the coins of the group A (plates 98-102), that a
high percentage of coins in a die-group may not be
actually die-linked, but they are undoubtedly from the
same workshop or by the same hand.

The benefit gained

from counting the number of dies used in an issue of coins
lies in the opportunity to calculate by mathematical
equation the number of coins struck from that number of
dies, i.e., to estimate the size of issue.

The value of

such a measured assessment for this series of irregular
coins is debatable: such a measure might suggest a greater
degree of objectivity, and hence reliability, than is
warranted.

The attempt to count the number of dies used

in this group and in other groups was abandoned therefore
in favour of presenting the evidence in its aggregate
form.

ThUS, the speculation about the size of issue is

reduced to a more general interpretation, e.g., a large
number of die-related and style-related coins suggests a
large issue of coins from a minting workshop.
The provenances of coins in the die-groups identified by
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this analysis are plotted on maps of the southern section
of Britain (Figs. 6.1A-T).

The major Roman roads near the

provenanced coins are indicated on the maps, but there is
no certainty that coins invariably travelled along these
routes.

Some will have travelled by land-routes not shown

on the maps, others by river or sea.

(For fuller details

of possible routes, reference may be made to the more
comprehensive geographical maps of provenanced coins given
in Chapter 5 above.)

Figure 6.1A may be used as an

illustration for alternative possible route for the movement of this group of die-related coins: travel by sea and
river along the southern and eastern coasts could account
for the distribution of some of the coins.
Reference to die-linked coins found outside of Britain
will be made where appropriate, but they are not plotted
on the maps.
6.5:1 Die- and style-related group A (Plates 98-102)
The largest number of British provenanced die-related
Claudian aes has already been published by the author in
his work on the coins from excavations at Colchester,
Essex (Kenyon,

(1987a) and Kenyon,

(forthcoming 1992}).

Both reports were produced during the period given over to
this study and much of the groundwork for this present
work was carried out in the preparation of those reports.
Additional material to that published in those two reports
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is presented here.

A total of sixty-seven die-related and

style-related aes (forty-seven asses (44 of Minerva, 1 of
Constantia, 2 of Libertas) and twenty dupondi,i (Ceres»
are illustrated in plates 98-102.

Sutherland published a

die-related dupondius from Cirencester, Glos. in his
important publication on Claudian imitative aes
(Sutherland,

(1935), plate 2, no.2); the coin was not

available for inspection in the Corinium Museum, Cirencester on my visit there, accordingly it was not photographed.

This British material should be joined by two

other provenanced coins, kindly brought to my attention by
G C Boon: an as (Minerva) from Lydney Park, Glos., and a
dupondjus (Ceres) from Usk, Gwent (Boon,

(1988), plate

111, no.39) which brings the total number of British
provenanced coins struck from this related group of dies
to seventy.

A number of other examples also may be found

in the collections of unprovenanced coins in the major
museums of Britain and the trays of the major dealers.
The dies used in this group uniformly exhibit good
technical skill.

There are several distinguishing and

characteristic aspects of this group, the most obvious
being:
Obverse: An almost straight line from forehead

through to neck, with very little chin; a layered,
wavy hairstyle; downward turned lips; large neck
muscles.

Attempts at using serifs in the legend.
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Reverse: Minerva - a tall figure with relatively long
legs; the legs are draped in a close-fitting skirt;
the tunic top is distinctive as it is gathered at the
waist and flares out, in a pleated form, from there;
the most easily recognised elements of this reverse
design are the almost straight raised arm holding a
spear and the small round shield which is often
composed of two concentric lines.

The large letters

S.C. are invariably in the lower quarters of the
design.
constantia

and Libertas - it is difficult

to describe characteristics of these reverse designs
from these few examples, suffice to say they too
feature long-legged elegant figures.

Attempts at

using serifs in the legend.
Ceres - a tall seated figure; the legs are
draped in a close-fitting skirt, the drapery of which
forms a link between Ceres' legs and the curule; the
curule features a high-back.

Attempts at using

serifs in the legend - the lettering of the legend is
distinctively large and open in form.
The production and use of the same obverse dies for both
dupondjj and asses has been noted by Giard in his work on
Claudian aes found in Gaul (Giard,

(1970), p.35).

This

group offers the largest number of examples of this
practice amongst die-related coins found in Britain.
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The

identification of specifically die-linked coins to
illustrate the shared use of dies for dapondjj and asses
is not forthcoming for this group (c'. Boon, (1988),
p.161, note 112 - comparison of the treatment of the ear
of Claudius, the profile of the truncation of the bust and
the orientation of the letters of the obverse legend
provide minor differences between the dies cited, with the
exception of the Lydney coin, which I do not have a
photograph of).

However, the similar treatment of the

obverse dies overall is convincing circumstantial evidence
for the shared use of dies striking asses and dapondjj.
A search through illustrations of Claudian material
published in major reports of finds from sites in Gaul,
Germany, Spain, Portugal and Italy, noted above, produced
only three coins related to this die-group (Giard,
plate 1, no.4i

jde~.,

(1970),

(1975), plate 6, nos.70-71), which

are from the large deposit of coins found at the ford of
St.Leonard, Mayenne, France.

Three coins from Conim-

briga, Portugal (Pereira, Bost & Hiernard,

(1970), plate

7, nos.153, 158 & 163) do exhibit some similar characteristics to this group but, when compared closely with the
British material, it is clear there are differences in the
treatment of both obverse and reverse deSigns and it is
unlikely, therefore, that they belong to the same group.
The paucity of die-related material from the northern and
north-western provinces of the Roman Empire outside of
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Britain argues strongly in favour of a British origin for
this group of coins.

The geographical distribution of

this group centres on Colchester, with twenty-four of the
coins having been found there (Fig.6.1A).

Others have

provenances at or near early Roman military routes: the
Fosse Way which terminates at Ham Hill, Somerset and
Lincoln, Lincs. in the south and north respectively; stane
street, between London and Chichester, W Sussex; Ermine
Street, between London and Lincoln; Watling street between
Richborough, Kent and St.Albans, Herts.; and cross-country
routes linking Colchester, Essex, London and Ham Hill, and
colchester and St.Albans.
The preponderance of these coins at early Roman sites
supports stratification evidence from Colchester for the
early origin of this group of coins (Kenyon,

(1987a),

pp.33-34).
6.5:2 Die- & style-related Group B (Plate 103 & 104,
nos.1-4)
The coins belonging to this large, apparently-diffuse
group are presented together here to highlight the wide
variations of dje-cutting treatment possible among stylistically similar coins.

The main aspects and character-

istics of this group of twenty Minerva asses are:
Obverse: Simple block-shaped head and neck, nose
almost detached from face, very little chin, deep
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diagonal lines used to represent musculature of the
neck, straight truncation of bust.

Attempts at

obverse legend composed only of illegible lines.
Reverse: Simple rectangular block for trunk of body,
rectilinear treatment of arms and legs, very thin
neck, simple treatment of helmeted head, minimal
indication of garment often indicated only by simple
treatment of skirt between legs and by short lines in
field to represent skirt over the hips of Minerva,
occasionally lines in field under raised arm to
represent flowing drapery.

Shield usually repre-

sented by two concentric lines.

Legend S C is

legible, but attempts at serifs are clumsy and
disproportionately large.
Although there are differences in the treatment of dies
used to strike these coins, they all are sufficiently
different from other Claud ian aes to warrant grouping them
together.

Other coins are similar in some ways, e.g.,

coins of Groups C and D also exhibit a rectilinear
treatment 1n their reverses, but none have obverse dies
which are similar to those of Group B.

None of the coins

are die-linked, but some are certainly more closely
related than others:
obverse dies, plate 103, nos.1, 8, 9 (and possibly
3,4);
obverse dies,

"

" , nos.6, 10, plate 104, nos.2,
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reverse dies, plate 103, nos.3, 6, 9, 10, 16, plate
104, nos.2, 4.
Die-links do occur but they include coins without known
provenance, e.g., an obverse die-link between a coin in
the British Museum collection (Burnett,

(1977), p.3, no.6)

and the extremely fine condition coin from London (plate
103, no.6); a coin which shares obverse die with one of
the st.Albans coins (plate 103, no.9) and four coins which
are style-related to this group are in the author's
collection, but all, unfortunately, are unprovenanced.
other British provenanced coins which may also belong to
this large group are those from: Overton, Hants. (plate
27,no.3)i Hayling Island, Hants.

(plate 28, no.5)i South-

wark, London (plate 33, no.4) and Colchester, Essex (plate
39, no.14).
The geographical distribution of this group is without a
clear centre although it seems to be found predominantly
in the eastern part of Britain (Fig.6.IB).

A search

thro'ugh comparative mater ial from France , Germany, Spa in,
Portugal and Italy, noted above, produced only two dierelated examples: one from st.Leonard, Mayenne, France
(Giard (1975), plate 9, no.96 - noted therein by Giard,
pp.94-95), and another from Conde-sur-Alsne, France (Giard
(1968), pl.ll, no.1628).

I am grateful to Dr.David Wigg

for recently providing me with photographs of copies of
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early imperial coins from the trays of the Rheinisches
Landesmuseum, Bonn, Germany (pers.com •• ) among which are
two (possibly three) coins related to this group.

The

scattered distribution of this group of die-related coins,
but with its apparent concentration in Britain, provides a
clear example of a 'disseminated' coinage argued for by
Boon (Boon, (1988), p.121).

More evidence from the other

northern provinces (especially from Germany, which
illustrates so little of its coin-finds) is needed to help
clarify the issue of origin of this group.
6.5:3 pie- and style-related Group C (Plate 104. nos.5-7)
This group may be related by reverse dies to the preceding
group; the obverse dies, however, are distinctly different
to Group B dies, yet some aspects are similar, e.g.,
simple treatment of the obverse head, minimal definition
of chin, deep diagonal lines to indicate musculature of
neck.

The legends are also composed of illegible lines.

The first two coins appear to have an obverse die-link;
the third coin suffers from surface corrosion, but it
appears not to be of the same obverse die.

Two unproven-

anced coins in the author's collection share obverse die
with the first two coins, and in one case reverse die.
The distribution of coins belonging to this group is
confined to the eastern part of Britain (Fig.6.1e).
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G.5:4 Style-related Group D (Plate 104. nos.8-9)
Again, the die-engraver(s) gives a rectilinear treatment
to the arms of Minerva; the group may be related,
therefore, by reverse dies to the preceeding two groups.
The obverse dies are treated in a similarly simple way to
the preceding two die-related groups: features are
minimal, but the treatment of the bust's hair with its use
of longer lines is one of the dies' distinquishing
aspects, another is the distinctively long nose.

Legends

are composed of meaningless lines, encircling the bust.
The two coins are clearly related but they are not from
the same pair of dies.

A third (unprovenanced) coin

belonging to this group, but also from a different pair
of dies, is in the author's collection.
The distribution of this group of related dies is confined
to the southern part of Britain (Fig.G.lD).
If the three die-related groups B, C & D are interrelated
then the combined geographical distribution may be seen to
be centred in the southern and eastern parts of Britain.
6.5:5 Die- and style-related Group E (Plate 104, nos.lO-17)
This die-related group has been noted and described
elsewhere (Kenyon,

(1987a), p.34).

It has two distinctive

features which immediately identify it: the wavy-haired
treatment of the obverse bust; and the treatment of the
drapery under the raised arm of Minerva on the reverse
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die, which when worn appears as a "spot" in the field.
Two coins, in particular, form an interesting addition to
this group: the coins from London (no.15) and Harlow,
Essex (no.13).

The latter coin is one of three plated

Claudian aes from excavations at Harlow.

The core is

iron, and the outer case appears to be copper.

(XRF

analysis of a plated imitative Claudian as from Richborough showed the casing to be a copper alloy similar to
brass; the same may true of this coin.)

The former coin

is interesting because it appears to be the result of a
die which has been re-worked to give a deeper impression
when struck.

The result 1s an enlarged 'portrait'.

This

may be a transitional die between the smaller (nos.10-14)
and larger head (nos 16-17) dies.

An additional coin

belonging to this large group has been inadvertently
omitted here: it is from St.Albans, Herts.

(plate 16,

no.14) and has been already published in the account
referred above (Kenyon,

(1987a), plate 4, no.12).

The distribution of this die-related group is limited to
the south-eastern part of Britain, with an apparent
concentration at Colchester, Essex (Fig.6.1E).
6.5:6 Die- and style-related Group F (Plate 105, nos.I-5)
The obverses of 1, 3 and 5 share the same die, and 2 and 4
share another obverse die.

The obverse dies are similar

in many aspects, but the positions of the letters
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Fig. 6.1E-H Distribution of Die/style-related Groups E-H
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•.• C~(esa~) ... of the legend at the busts' forehead
highlight the difference.

Three of the reverses of the

coins are in poor condition and do not allow die-groups to
be identified.

The other two coins have reverses from

different dies.
The distribution of this group of die-related coins is
confined to the eastern part of Britain, focussing particularly on Richborough, Kent (Fig.6.lF).
6.5:7 Die- and style-related Group G (Plate 105, nos.6-12)
This die-related group has been published in part elsewhere (Kenyon,

(1987a), plate 5, nos.1l-l3 - it should be

noted that photographs of the reverses of the first two of
these coins are unfortunately transposed in that publication), but recent finds allow the group to be enlarged.

A further publication also illustrates a second part of
this group but without recognising it as such (Kenyon,
(forthcoming, 1992), p.304), i.e, plate 105, nos.9 & 10.
The excavated finds from Harlow, Essex provide two more
examples of this related group.

The first of which

(no.ll), with its wider truncation of the obverse bust's
neck, provides the link between the two parts of the group
mentioned above.
core.

The other coin is plated on an iron

Although the coin is in a decayed state, sufficient

features remain to identify it as part of this group.
plated coin from Richborough, Kent (no.6) provides a
useful comparison for this coin.
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It is interesting to

The

note that the coins which were used as 'moulds' for plated
coins were freshly-minted, or at least uncirculated,
specimens.

It is likely therefore that plated coins were

manufactured shortly after the models they were moulded on
and were circulating contemporaneously with them.
Distribution of this group of die-related coins is
restricted to the south-eastern part of Britain, with a
concentration at Colchester, Essex (Fig.6.1G).
6.5:8 Die- and style-Group H (Plate 105, nos.13-15)
This group of coins, though different in minor details, is
clearly from the same minting workshop.

The dies are

proficiently engraved, giving results which are not
crudely rendered.

The features of the obverse bust are

evenly proportioned, the legend is regular in size and
accurate in content if lacking in refinement of rendition.
In short, these are legible, recogniseable examples of
this series: they are also representative of the appearance of the majority of Claudian copies,

j.e., they are

neither very crude copies nor excellent imitations of
Rome-minted Claud ian aes.

Coins of this type proved to be

the most difficult to place into die-related groups
because, individually, they lack memorable charncteristic
features.

The very uniformity of such coins demanded an

inordinately large number of comparisons between each coin
before die-groups could be identified or rejected.
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These

difficulties are expressed here not to create uncertainty
about the extent and value of the die-study carried out,
but to further clarify the process of visual comparison.
The distribution of this small die-related group is
concentrated at Richborough, Kent (Fig.6.1H).
6.5:9 pie- and style-related Group I (Plate 105, nos.16-19)
This die-related group has already been published elsewhere (Kenyon (1987a), pp.34-35).

An additional coin from

Richborough, Kent has been added to the group; one of the
colchester coins published in the above account (jbid.,
plate 5, no.3) has been inadvertently omitted from the
group here, though it clearly belongs.
plate 35, no.15.)
identified,

ov~r

(For this coin see

These coins form part of a large group
twenty years ago by J-B Giard, as the

products of a Romano-Gallic minting-centre: his Gravear E
(Giard, (1970), pp. 55-56 & plate 11).

Eighteen of the

coins in his group have a French provenance, the majority
from the large deposit of coins at St.Leonard, Mayennei
Giard identifies three coins from Colchester, Essex and
another from Rochester, Kent as part of the group.

The

recently excavated coin from Colchester and the two
examples from Richborough, Kent bring the total for his
die-related group to twenty-five.

Figure 6.1! gives the

distribution of the seven British provenanced specimens.
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6.5:10 Die- and style-related GrQup J (Plate 106, nQs. 1 & 2)
This small grQup may be expanded by a possibly related as
frQm Billingsgate, LQndQn (plate 30, nQ.12).

The small-

headed Qbverse "PQrtrait" with its large encircling
legend, and the crQoked raised arm of Minerva on the
reverse are the main characteristic features Qf this
grQup.

A search through illustrated literature for the

other northern prQvinces failed to produce any external
die-links (cf. Fig.6.1J).
6.5:11 pie- and style-related GrQup K (Plate 106, nQs.3-5)
These British provenanced coins belong to a large RomanoGallic group identified over twenty years agQ by J-B Giard
reporting on the coins found at St.Leonard, Mayenne,
France (Giard,' (1970), pp.51-52).

He identified thirty

coins belQnging tQ this group (Gravear B), twenty of which
were from the deposit at St.LeQnard.

The mQst character-

istic aspect Qf this grQup is the distinctive treatment of
the drapery under the raised arm of Minerva and of her
skirt on the reverse dies.
Figure 6.1K gives the distribution of the British provenanced material.
6.5:12 oie- and stYle-related Group L (Plate 106, nos.6 & 7)
The characteristic aspect of this die-related pair is the
broad treatment given to the reverse figure Minerva.
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Neither obverses nor reverses share the same dies, but the
similarities are sufficient to suggest that they belong to
the same group.
Figure 6.1L gives the distribution of British provenanced
coins.

A search through the illustrated continental

literature failed to produce other die-related material.
6.5:13 pie- and style-related Group M (Plate 106, nos. 8-10)
This small group of die-related coins may be identified by
the 'shaggy-hair' obverse portrait, and the large letters
of its encircling legend.

The reverse figure of Minerva

has a long upper part to her raised arm, and the reverse
legend 5 C employs distinctively large, blunt attempts at
serifs.

The two coins from Colchester, Essex (nos.8 & 9)

seem more closely related than the third example from
Lincoln (no.10).

The latter appears to have an illegible

obverse legend and the treatment of the nose and brow of
the bust is slightly different.

An explanation for this

may be found in the work of J-B Giard, referred to so much
already in this chapter, where he illustrates two French
provenanced coins from what appear to be related dies
(although he does not identify them as such), both of
which are obviously overstrikes, .i.e., dies struck on
existing coins (Giard, (1970), plate 4, nos.92 & 97).
undertypes show clearly through on these coins.

The

The

Lincoln coin may be an unrecognised overstrike or the
result of dies copied slavishy from an overstruck coin of
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this group (cf. Boon,

(1988), p.16l, note 106).

No other examples of this die-related group were identified by a search through the available illustrated literature for continental finds.

The British provenanced

examples are plotted on the distribution map (Fig. 6.1M).
6.5:14 ple- and style-related Group N (Plate 106, nos.11-14)
This group of related dies may be identified by the
distinctive shape of the eye-socket, the small head and
long neck of the obverse bust.

The reverse dies are also

distinctive in the treatment of the raised arm of Minerva
and the underarm drapery of her tunic.

The difficulty of

comparing well-worn coins with those that are little
circulated is exemplified here by the two coins from
Cirencester, Glos.,

(nos.l1 & 12): the layered hair on the

obverse bust and the drapery of the reverse figure evident
on the unworn coin (no.ll) are missing from the heavily
worn coin.

The coins are grouped here, therefore, by

recognition of broad features rather than details of
design.
The geographical distribution of this group is confined to
the western part of Britain (Fig. 6.lN).
6.5:15 Die- and style-related Group 0 (Plate 106, nos.lS & 16)
This pair of crude coins are die-linked by obverse design;
though the reverse designs are very similar, they are from
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different dies (the shape of the upper part of letter 5,
of the legend 5 C, is the main difference).

The distinc-

tive "pin-head" treatment of the figure Minerva is a
similar method of representation to that employed on
imitative Claudian aes from Kingsholm, Glos.
(1985), plate 10, nos.4, a, b).

(Kenyon,

The localised geograph-

ical distribution of coins exhibiting this simple and
crude treatment of dies may be significant, but the number
of die- and style-linked coins found is too low to allow
the suggestion of a die-cutting or minting centre at
Gloucester, Glos., where the coins were found (Fig.6.l0).
A search through relevant illustrated continental llterature failed to produce other die-linked material.
6.5:16 Die-linked Group P (Plate 106, nos.17 & 18)
A pair of crudely-engraved dies were used to strike these
two coins, one of which was found at Gloucester, Glos. and
the other at Lincoln, Lincs. (Fig.6.lP).

The latter, a

much more worn specimen, was found in the Castle Square
hoard of aes, which was probably deposited during emperor
Vespasian's reign.

Close inspection of the coins shows

that the same dies were used for both coins, but the more
worn coin appears to have received a deeper impression
when struck which suggests that it may have been an
earlier striking than the Gloucester coin, i.e., before
the dies were worn flatter.
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As with the previous pair of coins, the irregular outline
profile of these coins is indicative of crude manufacture,
as is the more obvious technique employed in the dies.
No other die-linked coins resulted from a search through
relevant illustrated continental publications.
6.5:17 Die- and style-linked Group Q (Plate 107, nos.1-8)
This group of die-related coins has been published in part
already (Kenyon, (1987a), p.35).

In that report, it was

pointed out that the group of three coins from Colchester,
Essex did not harmonize well, nevertheless, it was felt
there was an affinity between the dies.

A close compar-

ison of those coins and the others presented here identifies a number of similar features, most noticeably the
profile truncation of the obverse bust, a distinctive neck
musculature of the bust with its characteristic wavy-hair.
The reverse designs of Ceres are similar in posture and
shape, the legend AVGVSTA is composed of similar shaped
letters on each coin.

The difference between the dies may

be accounted for by the re-engraving of the obverse dies:
this is most evident in the treatment of the recently
found Colchester coin (plate 107, no.6) which clearly saw
very little circulation before it was lost.

The legend is

composed of thin letters and appears to be worn, but
higher points of the coin at the obverse bust's ear and
neck are not worn.

It is therefore likely that it is the

die, not the coin, which is worn, or at least clogged.
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The nose of the obverse bust clearly exhibits signs of reengraving; as does that of the London coin (no.4), though
they are from different dies.

A coin published originally

as belonging to this group (Kenyon (1987a), plate 5,
no.lO) was initially considered to be a doubtful member,
because of the slightly different truncation profile of
the obverse bust and has not been illustrated here, but on
reflection it clearly does belong to this group and
provides yet another example of a re-engraved die for this
series.
The coins in this group are also stylistically linked by
reverse dies: compare for example, the similar way in
which the

c~r~le

is treated in coins from Leicester,

Leics.; London and Colchester,

(plate 107, nos. 3, 4 & 6;

and the similarities in the letter-shapes of the legends.
It is interesting to note that the coins struck from reengraved dies (plate 107, nos.4-8 & plate 72, no.2) centre
on Colchester, Essex, whereas the earlier strikings have a
wider distribution (Fig.8.l0).
The use of the word 'earlier' may be misleading here, and
it may be relevant to consider the life of a die.
Personal experiment has shown that it would be reasonable
to expect a team of three or four men to prepare and
strike at least two bronze coins per minute (see Chapter
4).

A simple arithmetical calculation demonstrates that
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approximately one thousand two hundred coins could be
struck in a ten-hour working day by one pair of dies.

If

the dies remained useful for ten consecutive days, twelve
thousand aes could be struck; for twenty days, twenty-four
thousand coins and so on.

(Experiments in striking silver

coins by David Sellwood showed that an obverse die could
hot-strike between ten- and sixteen-thousand coins before
it produced unsatisfactory results (Sellwood,

(1963).)

What is important here is not the number of coins struck,
but the relatively low number of days that a die might
have been employed if used daily.

This is, of course, a

hypothetical example, for there is no evidence to show
that dies were used daily; or that one pair of dies was
used until one or both dies were worn out; or that 'mint'operators worked in ten-hour shifts.

However, it does

seem from this group of coins that the minor tidying-up of
dies, by re-engraving elements, may have been a part of
the routine maintenance of equipment necessary for coinproduction.

Evidence of this not always taking place when

needed may been seen as exceptions which prove the rule

(e.9., plate 101, no.1).
The distribution of die-related coins belonging to this
group is confined to the southern part of Britain
(Fig.6.1Q).
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6.5:18 Die- and style-linked Group R (Plate 101, nos.9-12)
The shapes of the profile truncation of the obverse bust
and their facial profiles are so similar in these coins
that they all may be die-linked.

The reverse designs are

also similar and have a stylistic affinity, but they are
not all die-linked; the coin from Colchester and that from
Broxtowe, Notts. may share the same reverse die, but it is
difficult to be certain because the latter is very worn.
A further example of this die-group is another coin from
London (plate 11, no.2) which was unfortunately not
recognised until after the plates were prepared.
The distribution of die-related coins belonging to this
group is restricted to the eastern part of Britain
(Fig.6.1R).
6.5:19 Die- and style-linked Group S (Plate 107, nos.13-18)
There is a clear stylistic affinity between both obverse
and reverse designs of this group, which have been
published already in part (Kenyon,

(1987a), p.35).

Two

obverse dies were used to strike this group of coins: nos.
14, 16, 17 & 18 share the same obverse die: nos. 13 and 15
share another die.

An unprovenanced specimen belonging to

this die-related group was published by Sutherland in his
important work on these coins (Sutherland, (1935), plate
2, no.4).

The obverse dies are clearly by the same

engraver, but they may be differentiated by the position
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of the word ••• CRESRR ...

in the obverse legend.

A close

inspection of the very similar reverse designs failed to
produce die-linked examples, though they, also, are
clearly by the same engraver.

A comparison of the coins'

legend S C, below the exergue, quickly reveals the
differences.
It is interesting to note a similarity of treatment of
reverse designs between the previous group and this group
of die-related

d~pondjj.

The geographical distribution of

this group shows more coins at Colchester, Essex than at
other sites (Fig. 6.lS).

The coins are found at sites

along a route from Colchester to the important early
military sites in the south-west.

If the previous group

is related to this group then the combined geographical
distribution of" the two groups can be seen to be centred
on colchester.
A search through relevant illustrated continental publications failed to produce other die-related material.
6.5:20 Die- and style-linked Group T (Plate 108. nos.1-4)
Two coins of this die-related group (nos.3 & 4) have been
noted by G C Boon (Boon,

(1988), p.149, note 26).

r have

already referred to these coins above when discussing
difficulties associated with making a die-study.

In that

section,I also commented on the problems of comparing
material photographed under different conditions.
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This

group of coins allows me to give another example of that
particular difficulty.

Though Boon also published a

photograph of the obverse of the Silchester, Hants. coin
illustrated here (ibid., plate 1, no.4), he did not record
its similarity to the coin from Ham Hill, Somerset.

This

is not surprising when one reviews the photograph of the
Silchester specimen in that publication and then compares
it with the photograph of the same coin presented here
(no.I).

The apparent difference is the result of differ-

ent lighting conditions and arrangements.

The seemingly

curved nose on the bust of Boon's photograph, which gives
such a different countenance to the portrait, is the
result of light enhancing a distortion in the coin's
surface as can be seen when compared with my photograph,
where the distortion is obscured.

The Silchester coin is

not die-linked however to any of the other three coins
presented here, but it is undoubtedly stylistically
related to them.

The

TI~V

counterstamped coin from the

Walbrook, London shares the same obverse die as the Ham
Hill coin.

This is interesting because it clearly

demonstrates that the counterstamping of Claud ian aes was
a selective process, whether of coins at point of issue or
when in circulation.

(Other evidence for the selective

counterstamping of die-linked coins may be found in
Kraay's report of the coin-finds at Vindonissa (Windisch,
switzerland), wherein he notes a die-related group of five
Claudian sestertii, one of which is countermarked
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TI~V

(Kraay, (1962), p.113).)
Two other coins, both unfortunately unprovenanced, one of
which is published elsewhere (Kenyon,

(1988), plate 14,

no.10) also belong to this group of die-related coins.
The latter,

(Spes reverse) in the British Museum collec-

tion, is countermarked PROB, as is the Silchester example
though different countermark punches are used.

The other

coin (Ob Cjves reverse) which is in the Ashmolean Museum
collection is worn and also countermarked, but with PRO

IMP - the punch for PRO being either crudely made or badly
deformed in use. The significance, or otherwise, of the
high proportion of counterstamped coins in this group of
die-related sestertjj is difficult to evaluate on the
present evidence, but it seems likely that some of these
coins may have 'circulated in Upper and Lower Germany
(Kraay, (1956a), p.12l, Fig.6) (unless the countermarks
were imitated and applied elsewhere!).

A comparison with

Claudian material found in Lower Germany might produce
interesting results and help to elucidate aspects of
countermarking, particularly the relationship between
those die-related coins which are countermarked and those
which are not.
Two of the Spes reverse designs are die-linked, the London
specimen and the unprovenanced coin countermarked PROB,
and the other two are undoubtedly stylistically related.
The Ob Cjves reverse designs are not die-linked, but the
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irregular size, shape and position of the legend confirms
their similar origin.
The geographical distribution of the British provenanced
material is limited to the south and south-west of Britain
(Fig. 6.1T).

A search through relevant illustrated conti-

nental publications failed to produce any other dierelated material.

However, the evidence of countermarks

suggests that a Rhenish origin is likely for this group of
coins.
6.5:21 Coins die-related to published coins and groups
6.5:2la Pangbourne. Berks. - Conde-sur-Aisne. France Group
This small die-linked group recognised by Giard (Giard,
(1968), p.88) may be expanded by the addition of a third
obverse die-link, from London,

(plate 32, no.6).

In

addition, a coin from Canterbury, Kent (plate 18, no.ll)
may be stylistically related, by obverse die, to this
group.
6.5:21b Maidstone. Kent - Conde-sur-Aisne. France Group
sutherland recognised a pair of crudely-styled asses which
were struck by the same obverse die (Sutherland,
p.35).

(1935),

Giard added a specimen from Conde-sur-Aisne which

appears to share both obverse and reverse dies with the
Maidstone coin (Giard (1968), p.88).

He noted another

British provenanced die-linked example, from Colchester,
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Essex, in a later publication (Giard,

(1970), pp.46-47)

which may be the coin from Sheepen, Colchester, Essex
shown here on plate 36, no.2.
6.5:21c London - Giard's Graveur D.

(Giard.

(1970).

plates 9-10)
Giard identified a large group of die-related coins among
the find made at St.Leonard, Mayenne, France.
to add related material from Rennes, France.

He was able
A British

provenanced dapondias belonging to this group may be seen
among the coins found at London (Plate 70, no.15).
6.5:21d Sutherland. (1935). plate 1. nos.4 & 5
sutherland published two unprovenanced

seste~tjj

which are

of crude manufacture, but he did not record their stylistic affinity.

Their similarity may be recognised in the

wedge-shaped treatment of the obverse bust's eye socket,
and by the distinctive hair and drapery of the reverse
figure Spes.

Another unprovenanced example of this die-

related group featured in a recent auction sales catalogue
(Spinks Coin Auction, no.40, (December 1984), plate 5,
no.375).

It is linked by both obverse and reverse dies to

the Ashmolean Museum coin.

(Subsequent investigation

illicited the information that the coin was found by a
metal detector user in the south of England.)

Close

inspection of this last coin identified another coin's
designs beneath the Claudian designs, but the undertype is
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unfortunately indeterminate.

The coin is little worn, of

copper-alloy, and weighs 16.2gm. which suggests that
imitative

sestertj~s

dies were used to overstrike an

orthodox pre-C1audian dapondias, thereby doubling the
coin's value at one stroke!

The weights of the other

examples of this die-related group at 14.59 and 16gm.
suggest that they also may be overstrikes.
6.5:21e Boon. (1988). plate 3. no.37
The

sestertj~s

found 'near Colchester, Essex', recently

published by Boon, belongs to the same die-related group
as a coin from Lincoln, Lincs.

(plate 86, no.7).

The

obverses appear to be die-linked, but the reverses are
products of different dies.

It is interesting to note the

conspicuous test-marks on the cheek of the obverse bust of
the Lincoln coin, and across the figure of Spes on its
reverse.
6.5:21£ Hammerson (1978), pp.589. plate 21. nos.2, 4 & 10
Hammerson notes stylistic similarities between coins found
at Southwark, Greater London, but because of their poor
condition they do not warrant further comment here.
6.5:21g Hammerson (1978). PO·589, plate 22. nos.15 &17

A pair of poorly preserved specimens are noted to have
stylistic affinity.
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6.5:21h Hammerson (1978), p.589, plate 22, nos.22, 25 & 26
A small group of poorly preserved coins are noted to have
stylistic affinity.
6.5:21i Hammerson (1978), p.59Q, plate 23, nos.32 & 33
Another pair of poorly preserved coins noted to have
stylistic affinity.
6.6 Summary and conclusions
The evidence produced by a die-study of the British
provenanced material gathered together for this work
strongly suggests that imitative Claudian aes were struck
in Britain.

Some die-related coins may have been struck

at a small scale operation (e-9-, Die-group O)i others
which show a diversity of coin-types and employ a large
number of dies were clearly struck at much larger minting
centres (e.9-, Die- and style-group A).

Some were struck

at a comparable weight to those from the mint of Rome
(e.9., Die- and style-group A)i others much underweight

(Die- and style-group E).

Some die-related coins

certainly travelled across the Channel from Gallic minting
centres (e-9., Die- and style-group K)i others may have
been struck at a Rhenish centre (&.9., Die- and stylegroup T).

The occurrence of Gallic-struck Claudian aes in

Britain should not be seen as evidence for all Claudian
aes being struck in Gaul and exported to Britain, rather
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it should be seen as confirmation of the movement of
merchants and traders between the provinces.

Comparison

with photographs of continental coin-finds produced few
examples of coins die-related to British specIe.

The

majority of die-related groups noted above were probably
struck In Britain at unidentified centres.

However, the

incidence of five different die-related groups (Groups A,
G, Q, R & S) centred on Colchester, Essex and the southeastern corner of Britain gives support to the suggestion
tentatively made elsewhere that

minting workshops oper-

ated there, in the early years of occupation at least
(Kenyon,

(1987a), p.34).

The variety of dies used

suggests a permanent, though perhaps short-lived, minting
operatIon may have taken place there.

The geographical

dIstribution of other die-related groups shows that
Colchester was not the only centre striking imitative
Claudian aes.

The variety of die-engraving skills evident

from coins' designs confirms that not all coins were
struck at minting centres by skilled personnel; some of
the very crudely manufactured specie were undoubtedly
products of a 'backyard' operation carried out by
unskilled operatives.
The twenty-five die-related groups identified here represent c.one hundred and eighty coins; these coins amount to
only a low percentage (c.12\) of the total number of coins
visually analysed.

The remaining British provenanced

coins illustrated in the plates are not related to any
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others: they total one thousand, two hundred and sixty,
each struck from its own pair of dies.

This high number

of coins is but a hint of the massive output of local aes
currency which must have been produced to service the need
for bronze coinage in the newly-conquered province.

The

enormous production indicated by these figures accounts
for merely a fraction of the number of dies produced; and
the coins found account for only a fraction of those
struck.
The evidence for the wide and vigorous circulation of
imitative Claud ian aes in the early province of Britain
has been established by the distribution of die-related
coins.

Circulation beyond provincial boundaries also took

place, as die-related groups linking Britain and Gaul
clearly show.

The Roman monetization of the province of

Britain may not have been completed by the time Claudian
aes ceased to be widely available,

but the use of coins

was certainly wide-spread throughout Britain.
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7.

7.1

THE SUPPLY OF IRREGULAR CLAUDIAN AES IN BRITAIN

Introduction

The question of supply has been touched upon in the
chapters dealing with the manufacture of irregular
Claudian aes (Chapter Four & Six, above), but it needs to
be considered more fully here with regard to the matter of
circulation.

We have seen evidence for the progressive

reduction in size and weight of irregular aes during the
Claudio-Neronian period, and also how coins were struck
with varying degrees of skill in methods of production.
Now, we may look at the distribution of coins classified
by both metrological and technical criteria (j.e., dieengraving skill) to see whether the results assist us in
interpreting the evidence of coin-finds.

In addition, it

may be useful to consider whether the distribution of
different aes denominations can add to our knowledge of
the supply and circulation of these irregular coins.

The

evidence of both site-finds and hoards will be examined
when considering aspects of the supply and circulation of
Claudian aes.

Between manufacture and deposition, irreg-

ular Claudian aes circulated and were used in many ways,
as may be deduced from the appearance of the coins and the
nature of their deposition.

The circumstances of this

varied use will be considered in the following chapter in
order to try to gain a fuller understanding of their
circulation and use in Britain; but in the sections of
this chapter, I will attempt to interpret the evidence of
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coin-finds with particular regard to the supply of
irregular Claudian aes .
7.2

Supply of irregular Claudian aes in Britain

In an earlier chapter the manufacture of irregular
Claudian aes was considered.

A useful starting point for

considering the circulation of these coins may be found if
we reflect upon the questions of who might have initiated
the production and manufacture of these coins, and for
whom were they produced.

It has been shown above, where

the distribution of coin-finds has been plotted (Chapter
Five), that these coins circulated in both military and
civilian environments.

The evidence of the distribution

of irregular Claudian aes will be looked at more closely,
for example, at the type of coins found in the civitates
of Britain, in· order to investigate these questions of
supply.
7.2:1 pistribution of irregular Claudian aes by size and
weight
The most commonly found Claudian coin, the as, is used
here as a representative denomination for the reduction in
size and weight of irregular Claudian aes.

The asses have

been plotted by computer on scatter-diagrams (cf. Figs.
3.25-35), where each coin is plotted by its size and
weight.

The progressive and stepped reduction in module

of these coins, with their observed clusters and peaks,
has been noted above in Chapters Three and Four.
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The

three cluster groups noted for asses are used here as the
basis for comparing the number of coins struck in the
three proposed phases of production.

It was noted that

some asses fell just outside the parameters of the
proposed cluster groups; for this exercise, these neighbouring coins are included in their nearest phase group.
The boxed clusters are used to determine the diameters of
circles which then encompass the outliers.

The circles

overlap in descending order to count the majority of coins
which feature between two phases in the larger sized
group; each coin is counted only once, those at the
circumference of a circle are included in the larger
group.
The coins plotted are those provenanced specie inspected
and recorded by the author which are presented in Appendix
Two.

They are grouped here in a similar way to that in

which their find-spots have been plotted, that is by

cjvjtates and by Cunliffe's "zones" (see Chapter Three for
details of the composition of these conjoined datafiles).
This means of presenting the distribution of irregular
Claudian aes is chosen in order to compare the supply and
circulation of asses in different parts of Roman Britain.
To present as complete a picture as possible, two scatterdiagrams have been plotted for each zone and each tribal
territory, the first using only coins in good condition

(j.e., condition 3 or better), and the second including
all those that are neither illegible or visibly corroded,
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(i.e., condition 7 or better).

It became clear in

plotting coins from the conjoined datafiles for the
civitates, and especially for the zones, that coins of an

even smaller module figure occur more significantly than
is generally apparent from scatter diagrams for individual
sites.

These coins cannot be ignored and are counted by

the same method as that described above (Figs. 7.1-30).
The total of coins in each of the scatter-diagrams for the
three zones and ten of the civitates are tabulated below
(Table 7.1).

The totals (of coins in a minimum condition

of 'very poor') for each civitas and zone are used as
denominators to calculate the percentages of the observed
four stages of degradation of module for those areas and
regions.

In addition, totals for the province as a whole

are calculated from the above figures to provide a general
pattern of geographical distribution of the modules of
Claudian asses.
Comparison of the results for the three broad zonal areas
(Table 7.1) shows a clear reduction in the percentage of
coins of larger module as one travels away from the core
zone of southern and south-eastern England.

The percent-

ages of coins of the second module also progressively
decreases away from the core zone.

Correspondingly, the

percentage of coins of the third module increases significantly as one travels away from the core zone.

An even

greater proportion of coins of this module would be
evident in the outer zone if the (diameter) figures for
Usk, Gwent were to be added (Boon,
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(1982), p.13).
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Fig.7.1 scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of~$.ses in
good condition and better found in the 'Core Zone'
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Fig.7.3 scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
cantiaci
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Fig.7.4 scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of ~.~...f..e..L-in.
very Door condition and better found in the territory of
the Cantiaci
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Fig.7.S Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
Atrebates
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Fig.7.6 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
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the Atrebates
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Fig.7.7 scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
catuvellauni
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Fig.7.S scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of_~§es in
very poor condition and better found in the territory of
the catuvellauni
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Fig.7.9 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
Trinovantes
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Fig.7.10 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
very poor condition and better found in the territory of
the Trlnovantes
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Flq.7.11 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
good condition and better found in the 'Peripheral Zone'
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Flq.7.12 scatter-diagram of weights and sizes ot~sl~~
very poor condition and better found in the 'Peripheral Zone'
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Fig.7.13 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
Durotriges
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Fig.7.14 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of ~~-1n
very poor condition and better found in the territory of
the Durotriges
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Fig.7.15 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of .~
good condition and better found in the territory of the
Dobunni
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Fig. 7 .16 Scatter-diagram of we ights and sizes of . ~.,f1..~~.-iD.
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Fig.7.17 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
Corieltauvi
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Flg.7.18 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of as~L-ln
ye,y poo, condition and bette, found in the territory of
the Corieltauvi
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Fig.7.19 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
Iceni
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Fig.7.20 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
yery poor condition and better found in the territory of
the Iceni
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Fiq.7.21 scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of .~-in
good condition and better found in the 'outer Zone'
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Fiq.7.22 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of~~.s in
very Door condition and better found in the 'outer Zone'
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Fig.7.23 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
pUmD onii
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Fig.7.24 scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
very poor condition and better found in the territory of
the DUIDDoni1
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Fig.7.25 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of ass«s in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
Cornovi i
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Fig.7.26 scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of ~s«s in
very poor condition and better found in the territory of
the Cornovii
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Fiq.7.27 scatter-diagram of weIghts and sizes of .,S«S in
good condition and better found in the territory of the
ailures
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Fiq.7.28 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
yery poor condition and better found in-the territory of
the Silures
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Fig.7.29 Scatter-diagram of weights and sizes of asses in
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Geographical distribution of irregular
Claud ian aes by module
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Similarly, the diameter figures for Broxtowe, Nottinghamshire (Fig.7.29-30) would indicate,

If details of their

weight were available, a further increase in the proportion of coins belonging to this the first of the smallersized groups.

As has been noted above, it is apparent

from the scatter-diagrams for the three zones that an even
smaller module of coin (c.20-23mm and c.2-3.5g) was struck
and used throughout the province.

The percentage of coins

of this smallest module also increase as one travels from
the core zone.

The progressive increase in percentage

from the peripheral zone to the outer zone which might be
expected from the behaviour of the latter module is not
seen in the figures tabulated, however if one again turns
to the figures supplied by Boon for Usk, Gwent (Ibid.),
where he records that three-quarters of the total number
of irregular Claud ian asses are of an average size of 2223mm., it is evident that the trend is convincingly
confirmed.

A lesser, but still significant, percentage

may be found at Broxtowe where four, of nineteen, irregular Claudian asses potentially belong to this module.
The progressively increased proportions of smaller and
lighter irregular Claudian asses in the civitates furthest
from those of the core zone mirrors our knowledge of the
progressive advance of the occupying Roman forces through
the province of Britannia from the core zone during the
Claudio-Neronian period (see for example, Jones &
Mattingly, (1990), pp.66-71).

This correlation suggests

that smaller and lighter imitative aes circulated later
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than the larger, heavier examples.

Supporting evidence

for this conclusion may be drawn from stratigraphical
evidence at Colchester, Essex (Kenyon, (1987a) and Chapter
Three, above).
It has been observed from the study of early imperial
countermarks (Kraay,

(1956»

that early imperial aes

generally remained in the area to which they were
supplied.

The data presented above for each zone reflects

a picture of coins lost or withdrawn from circulation,
however it must be remembered that not all coins were
supplied at the same time, neither were they lost at the
same time, nor did they necessarily circulate together at
the same time.

Fresh supplies of coins were needed

periodically to supplement those in circulation and to
replace those lost or hoarded.

If the above results are

compared and the ratios of coins of different modules from
different cjvjtates and zones are calculated, it may be
possible to extend our knowledge of the pattern of the
supply of coins to those areas.
The ratio of coins of smaller modules are compared with
those of larger modules: the results are presented on a
similar matrix to that used in Table 7.1 (Table 7.2).

One

can clearly see the trend in all results for an increased
proportion of smaller coins in the peripheral and outer
zones (especially if the data for the outer zone were to
include the coins from Usk and Broxtowe).

To create a

more accurate presentation of the data for the outer zone,
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it was necessary to add a coin to the large-sized module
group to prevent the nil result of division by zero.

To

reduce inconsistency of results, one was added to each of
the totals for the large-sized module totals.
The relatively high proportions of larger coins in
relation to medium-sized and smaller coins result in low
ratio figures for the core zone.

This trend is reversed

in ratio figures for the outer zone, which we know from
archaeological evidence and ancient sources to have been
conquered later in the Claudio-Neronian period.

A

progressive transition is evident for the peripheral zone,
which is set between the other two zones.

The ratio

figures suggest that coins of different module were
supplied at different times to the civitates.

A general

interpretation of the results is that the civitates of the
core zone were 'supplied with coins of all modules; those
of the peripheral zone with coins of all modules, but the
number of the large-sized module coins was fewer than in
the core zone; and those of the outer zone with coins only
of the three reduced modules.

There are however results

which seem to be out of line with the general tendency for
a particular zone: the results for the Catuvellaunian

civitas show a high ratio of coins of the second phase to
first phase, but remain consistent with the trend in other
ratios; the results for the Durotrigian and Corieltauvian

civitates differ from those of the peripheral zone in
general, by having a low ratio of coins of the second
phase to first phase.

These results, perhaps with the
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exception of those for the Durotrigian territory where the
sample is unfortunately small, demand explanation.

The

results for the Catuvellaunian civitas suggest that the
supply of the larger, earlier coins was relatively meagre,
and then the supply of coins increased considerably during
the second phase.

This contrasts with the results for the

civitas of the Corieltauvi, which suggest that this area
was well-supplied with the earlier, larger coins.

It

might be postulated then that the supply of the early
issues of large asses was largely restricted to the

civitates of the Trinovantes, Cantiaci, Atrebates, Corieltauvi, and to a more limited extent the Catuvellauni.
This accords well with the archaeological evidence for the
early Roman occupation of Britain.

The picture presented

by coins found in the remaining civitates of the Dobunni
and the Iceni and those of the outer zone present a
different picture and reflect the later Roman occupation
of these tribal areas.

Further interpretation and specu-

lation about the relationship between the numismatic
material and the archaeological evidence for the movement
of the occupying Roman force would take me beyond the
scope of this study.
If it can be accepted, however, that there is a correlation between the date of supply of Claudian aes to a
region and the movement of the Roman occupying force
through Britain, then it follows that the coins were
likely to have been produced, in the first instance, for
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the army.

7.2:2 Distribution of irregular Claudian aes by grades of
imitation
The coins presented in Appendix Two are used as a large
sample for collating the grades of imitation of irregular
Claudian a.s.

The data is tabulated (Table 7.3) in a

similar way to that used above (cf. Tables 7.1-2), i.e.,
by arrangement into civitates and zones.

In addition, the

grades of imitation given by Boon for the coins found at
Usk, Gwent are used for the civitas of the Silures.

The

results of the grading should therefore be fairly
consistent as they are based mostly on one person's
decisions, applying the same criteria to all the material
(see Chapter Three).

The data was collected over an

extended period and, on reflection, the only variation in
grading likely over that time is that of deciding which
aes are orthodox and which are grade A imitations: for the

early material I inspected I may have described a coin as
'orthodox', which now I might consider to be imitative;
however, the reverse is not the case, those attributed as
grade A imitations are not likely to be orthodox issues.
The number of possible orthodox coins is very small and
accounts only for two per cent of the total number of
Claudian aes inspected and so the results will not have
been distorted to any great degree.

However, in order to

account for any minor inconsistency here the figures for
orthodox and grade A imitative issues are shown combined
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Orth.

%

A

21

2

141

10

162

12

1045

0
Cantiaci
6
Atrebates
Catuvellauni 5
Trinovanhs 10

0
3
2
2

36
10
19
76

12
5
7
13

36
16
24
86

12
7
9
14

238
176
200
431

82
74

61

8

71

9

CORE ZONE

%

Or.+A

%

B

C

%

75

185

13

1392

77

72

34
23
47
81

11
11
17
14

215
271
598

496

64

204

26

771

%

Total us

308

PERIPHERAL
ZONE
Durotriges
Dobunni
Corieltauvi
Iceni

10
4
2
4
0

6
1
3
0

14
19
23
5

20
5
15
3

18
21
27
5

26
6
18
3

44
206
103
143

63
58
68
73

8
126
21
49

11
36
14
25

70
353
151
197

OUTER ZONE

13

4

17

5

30

9

172

52

127

39

329

DUlnonii
Silures
Cornovii
S.Brigantes

0
12
1
0

0
1
0

4
7
6
0

6
5
7
0

4
19
7
0

13
8
0

39 59
42 29
63 71
27 100

23
82
19
0

35
57
21
0

66
143
89
27

BRITANNIA

44

2

219

9

263

11

516

21

2492

8

6

1713

69

II.B. The entry for the civitas of the Silares is takel fro. the figares

sapplie;

~,

Boo. for Ust (Baal, (19B2), ,p.II-13).

Table 7.3
Geographical distribution of irregular
Claud ian aes by grade of imitation
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as well as separately.
It is interesting to note that the trend observed for the
module of coins above is repeated here for the grades of
imitation: as one moves further away from the core zone so
the material becomes more degraded.

The diminution of

size and weight observed above is matched here by a
degradation of engraving technique and skill of imitation.
Inconsistencies occur in some of the same civitates as
were noted above for the size of module, e.g •• , coins from
the territories of the Durotriges and the Corieltauvi show
results that are out of line in some respects with the
other civitates of the peripheral zone.

In both cases

there is a higher proportion of orthodox and grade A
imitations and a correspondingly lower percentage of very
crude imitations.
It has been shown elsewhere that crude imitations are not
restricted to the later, smaller issues of irregular
Claudian aes (Kenyon,

(1987a), pp.27-28).

of the weights of aes (sixty

d~pondii

However, graphs

and one hundred and

forty-five asses) of different grades of imitation in good
or better condition (Figures 3.36-39) do show that grade C
coins tend to be lighter in weight than either grade B or
grade A coins.

It is not unreasonable therefore to

deduce, from the evidence for the diminution of module
over a period of time, that the cruder-looking issues are
also more likely to belong to the later phases of
production and supply.

The relatively few numbers of
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coins of that description found in the Durotrigian and
Corieltauvian territories together with the high incidence
of good imitations and orthodox coins suggest that those

civitates were supplied with large amounts of aes in the
early years of Roman occupation, and later the supply was
cut dramatically.

It has been demonstrated above how the

supply of aes may have been related to the Roman miltary
presence in a cjvitas.

We may see here, then, in the

dearth of cruder issues in Durotrigian and Corieltauvian
areas, some evidence for the movement of the military away
from these regions before supplies of small and crude
issues arrived.

It is unwise to speculate further on

matters that are a long way from being answered.

Suffice

to say, the data presented in Tables 7.1-3 may provide
useful comparative material for other archaeological
finds, which may in turn increase our knowledge of the
movement of the Roman army in Britain.
7.2:3 Distribution of irregular Claudian aes by denomination
Up to this point the distribution of Claudian aes has been
dealt with en .asse or expressed in terms of the ubiquitous as.

This may have encouraged, unwittingly, a

distorted picture of the supply and circulation of coins
during the Claudio-Neronian period.

If one plots the

distribution of aes separately, it becomes apparent that
the behaviour and use of the denominations differ.
The map of the distribution of the most common Claudian
coin, the as, (Fig. 7.31) illustrates the wide-spread

acceptance and use of this denomination throughout the
province.

concentrations of coins do occur and it may

prove useful to list areas of dense distribution (Table
7.4).

Areas of the most dense populations for the other

aes denominations are also tabulated (Tables 7.5-7) in a
similar way to allow easy comparison.
The even distribution of ass.s across England, below a
line formed by the rivers Trent and Severn, and into the
south of Wales signifies its acceptance in both military
and civilian environments (see Chapter Five).

The paucity

of Claud ian .ss.s in Devon, Cornwall and in most of Wales
may be explained by the restricted presence of the
military in those regions during the Claudio-Neronian
period.

Another explanation may be found in the lack of

major tribal centres in these territories which in turn is
indicative of the lack of a leader of the individual
tribal groups in this region.

The absence of tribal

coinages for these groups suggests that large-scale
trading of goods may not have been carried out to any
noticeable extent.

It would seem likely that the economy

of these areas of western Britain was largely one of selfsufficiency, which may provide the ultimate explanation
for the paucity of Claudian asses.

The tribes of these

regions were not practised in the use of coins and found
little use for them initially when they were introduced.
In many respects, the same may be said for the tribal
groups in the territories north of the River Trent.
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Fig.7.31 The geographical distribution of Claudian asses
in Britain

•
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Core zone;
Cantiaci - throughout territory from Richborough, Kent to
River Thames.
Atrebates - southern part of the territory, River Thames
valley.
Catuvellauni - Nene Valley, Cambs., River Cherwell and a
wide area centring on Verula.iu., Herts., Akerman street
and the southern stretch of Watling street.
Trinovantes - mainly in southern part of the territory.
Peripheral zone;
Durotriges - southern part of the territory.
Dobunni - south-western and central areas of the
territory.
Corieltauvi - major land routes (Fosse Way and Ermine
street) through the territory.
Iceni - south-eastern quarter and northern coast of the
territory.
outer zone;
Dumnonii - Exeter, Devon.
Silures - Usk valley.
Demetae - none knOHn.
Ordovices - North east territory around chester, Ches ••
Decleangli - none knoHn.
Cornovii - southern part of territory, the Trent Vale and
Wroxeter, Salop ..
Brigantes - Little Chester, Derby., Broxtowe, Notts.,
York, N.Yorks, Carlisle, Cumbria, carrawburgh and
Corbridge, Northumberland, thin scatter of single finds.
Parisi - single find only.
Table 7.4 CODcentrations of Claudian asses in Britain
(cf. Fig. 7.31)
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Fig.J.32 The geographical distribution of Claud ian
dupondii

in Britain
289

Core zone;
Cantiaci - Road from Richborough, Kent to River Thames.
Atrebates - Chichester area, W.Sussex, Winchester and
Silchester, Hants ..
Catuvellauni - London, Verulamium, Herts., and Nene
Va lley, Cambs ..
Trinovantes - Colchester vicinity and Harlow, Essex
Peripheral zone;
Durotrlges - Hod Hlll, Lake Farm and Waddon Hill, Dorset,
and Ham Hill, Somerset ..
Dobunni - Gloucester and Cirencester, Glos., Sea Mills and
Bath, Avon.
Corieltauvi - Fosse Way and Ermine Street.
Icenl - scatter of single finds only.
outer zone
Dumnonli - Exeter, Devon and Chard, Somerset.
Silures - Usk and Abergavenny, Gwent.
Demetae - none knOHn.
Ordovices - none knOHn.
Decleangli - none knoHn.
Cornovll - Wroxeter, Salop., Wall, Staffs. and Dodderhill.
Her. & Worc •.
Brigantes - Little Chester, Derby., Broxtowe, Notts.,
York, N.York. and Carrawburgh, Northumberland.
Parisi - single find only.
Table 7.5 Concentrat 1 ons of Claud ian s!u,.RSl.rJsLti in Br ita in
(cf. Fig. 7.32)
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~z

Fig.7.33 The geographical distribution of Claud ian

se s tertii in Britain
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Core zone:
Cantiaci - Richborough, Kent
Atrebates - Chichester, W.Sussex and Silchester, Hants ..
Catuvellauni - London, Baldock, Herts., and Longthorpe
vicinity, Cambs ..
Trinovantes - Colchester vicinity, Essex.
Peripheral zone:
Durotriges - Hod Hill, Lake Farm and Waddon Hill, Dorset.
Dobunni - Area around Sea Mills and Bath, Avon,
Cirencester and Gloucester, Glos., and hoards near River
Cherwell.
Corieltauvi - Ermine street above Fosse Way.
Iceni - scatter of sjngle fjnds only.
outer zone:
Dumnonii - Exeter, Devon.
Silures - Usk Valley.
Demetae - none knOHn.
Ordovices - none knOHn.
Decleangli - none knOHn.
Cornovii - Southern stretch of River Severn, Metchley,
W.Midlands, Wroxeter, Salop •.
Brigantes - York, N.Yorks., Carlisle, Cumbria.
Parisi - sjngle fjnd only.
Table 7.6 Concentrations of Claudian s«stertjj in Britain
(cf. Fig. 7.33)
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Fig.7.34 The geographical distribution of Claudian
quadrantes in Britain
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Core zone:
Cantiaci - Richborough, Kent.
Atrebates - none knoHn.
Catuvellauni - Nene Valley sites, London, Verulamium and
Baldock, Herts., Irchester, Northants. and stanton LOw,
Bucks ..
Trinovantes - Harlow and Colchester, Essex, Coddenham,
Suffolk.
Peripheral zone:
Durotriges - Waddon HIll, Dorset.
Dobunni - Cirencester, Glos ..
Corieltauvi - none knoHn.
Iceni - Saham Toney, Norfolk.
outer zone:
Dumnonii - none knoHn.
Silures - Usk, Gwent.
Demetae - none knoHn.
Ordovices - none knoHn.
Decleangli - none knoHn.
Cornovii - Wroxeter, Salop ..
Brigantes - An unspecified number in hoard at Troutbeck
Bridge, Kirkby Thore, Cumbria.
Parisi - none knOHn.
Table 7.7 Finds and concentrations of Claudian
in Britain (cf. Fig. 7.31).
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q~ad~ant~

The distribution of the dupondii follows a similarly widespread and even, though less dense, pattern in Britain,
below the Trent-Severn line. There is however a greater
tendency for concentrations of dupondij to be centred on
military bases.

They are still found in civilian and

religious centres but to a lesser extent than the as is.
The paucity of finds north of the River Trent, in Wales
and south-western England also follows the pattern of the
distribution of the asses and may be explained in the same
way.
The distribution of the

seste~tjj

differs from those of

the asses and dupondjj, which as we have seen are very
similar.

Seste~tjj

are found much more commonly in

military centres and figure more rarely among finds at
civilian and religious centres.
seste~tjj

Isolated stray-finds of

are less common than asses or dupondjj,

The

area where finds are most concentrated is in the western
part of England and south Wales.

This area is where the

greater part of the Roman army in Britain was sited from
the

~D

late-40's.

The

seste~tjus

appears to be a less

widely-used denomination and one which had a more restricted circulation than either the as or dupondjus (cf.
Sutherland, (1976), p.116, note 109).
The distribution of the least common Claudian aes denomination, the

quad~ans,

is very thin and is focussed (mainly)

upon the south-eastern part of England.

Quad~antes

are

found in both military and civilian centres, but more
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often in the latter (cf. Carradice,

(1983), p.2).

The

paucity of finds of quadrantes discourages too much
speculation about the question of supply of these coins,
but the distribution largely restricted to the southeastern part of the province does suggest that the
introduction of these small coins into circulation in
Britain may have had more to do with the purses of the
invading legions than with supplies from the mint of Rome.
The absence of Claud ian aes in some parts of the newly
conquered province may indicate physical geographical
features which made the area unsuitable for occupation and
habitation, for example, the lack of coins in the borderland between the territories of the Cantiaci and Atrebates
marks the wooded lands of the Weald of Kent and East
Sussex.
The general pic"ture of the distributions of different
Claud ian aes denominations is one which indicates that
coin-supply was initially limited to areas in which troops
were stationed; as parts of the province became more
urbanised, in the wake of the advancing army, it would
have been necessary to supply new coins there also.

It is

evident from the distribution maps that coins were not
supplied to areas in advance of the occupying troops. A
clear example of this restricted supply may be seen in the
north of the province on the banks of the River Humber
which marks the extent of the territories of the Corieltauvi, to the south, and the Parisi, to the north.
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There,

the virtual absence of Claud ian aes in the land of the
Parisi contrasts with the dense concentration of coins
centred on the newly discovered, but earlier anticipated,
Claudio-Neronian fort (Stead,

(1977»

Humberside (A.Harrison, pers. co ••• ).

at Old Winteringham,
The virtual absence

of coins and the probable lack of a pre-F1avian military
presence on the north banks of the Humber are clearly
related factors.
It appears the most commonly found units of currency, the

as and the dupondius, had much wider circulation than the
sestertjus, but it should not be forgotten that the
sestertjus is a much larger coin and would have been more
easily found if dropped than the smaller as or dupondjus.
Following on from this observation, one would expect
greater numbers of the smallest coin, the quadrans, but
this is not the case.

Quadrantes are, as we have seen,

found in low numbers, mostly in the south-eastern quarter
of the Britain; these limited finds suggest a restricted
use for this, the smallest unit of currency.

The absence

of quadrantes from hoards (with the exception of the
conglomeration of coins, rings, etc. found at Troutbeck
Bridge, Kirkby Thore, Cumbria) would seem to confirm the
restricted circulation of these coins.
7.2:4 Distribution of Claudlan . _.~~.,f coin-types In Britain
and the northern and western imperial provinces
The supply of Claudian aes In Britain has been considered
in isolation, so far, from the supply of those coins to
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other northern and western provinces.

A more complete

picture for Britain might be gained by comparison with the
supply and circulation of Claudian aes in other provinces.
A search through published sources produced comparative
data for each of the other northern and western imperial
provinces.

This was supplemented by data obtained from

museums in the Netherlands.

Appendix Seven contains brief

details of each reference with Claud ian aes coin-finds
tabulated for each province.

The totals for each Claudian

•• s coin-type found in the provinces of Hispania, Gallia
(Gaul),
io~

8e~.ania

rnfe~io~

(Lower Germany),

(Upper Germany), Raetia,

No~ic~.

Ge~.ania

S~p.~

and Pannonia, and

Italy are presented together with those of Britain
(Appendix Three) in Table 1.8.

Reading from left to

right, the provinces are arranged from west to east,
beginning with' Hispania and ending with Pannonia:

annia therefore follows Gallia and precedes
rnfe~io~;

B~it

Ge~.ania

Italy is separated for ease of comparison.

It is interesting to compare the figures for Italy with
those for Britain and to note the difference in the cointypes which were in circulation.
q~ad~antes

The paucity of

found in Britain (0.1\) contrasts markedly with

the number found in Italy (26.8\).

A similar difference

may be seen if one compares the low number of Claudian aes
of the second issue from the mint of Rome, i.e., those
with legends ending -PP,

(0.6%) with the relative

abundance of this issue in Italy (31\).
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This difference

abc

d

e

31

12

29

3

1

1

9

h Total

Italy

7
2
4

9

102

23

9
93

15

Sestertii

RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC

O. Drusus,
with PP,
R. IIreath,
with PP,
R. Arch,
with PP,
R. Spes,
with PP,
O. Agrippina,
Uncertain type

93

9

109

4
23
3

96

112
98
114
99

115
102

'/po.dii
O. Antonia,
with PP,
R. Ceres,
with Pfl,
O. Divus Aug,
Hybrid
Uncertain type
Totd

RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC

46

3

11

1
1

8
6

2
6

1
7
1

1
3

3

4
7
2
3

8

83

22

17

4

14

1
2

1
2

4

3

3
2

(,

3
6

83

49

29

3

1

5

327
15
21
228

112

34

31

53

850
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43

9

4
2

16

2

7

4

49

8
2

3
2
8
1

445

1

4
3

554
13

19
2

1

2

6
11

6

1

124
2
3

Totd sesterti i

2

3

5S

60
1

169

61 260

99 143

19

82 2S5

30

92
104
94

42

110

1

23 389
3

1

1

7

2 750

37

31
1

101
40

1
1
3

12

64 859 690 103 110

dllpOidii

21
26

4
5
7
5

94
14
12

843
22

15

16 1879

47

----------------------------------------------------------------------Asses

R. Constantia,
with 'P,
R. libertis,
with PP,
R. "inerva,
with PP,
O. Ser.anicus,
Hybr id
Uncertain type

RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC

95
111
97
113
100
116
106

47 625 115 18 55
16
1 2 3
56 862 125 15 44
26
3 2 6
148 2009 2277 198 281
45
2 4 17
1 5 3 21
6 11
17
294 388 939 26 169

26
3

23
8

23
5

8
10
7
16
22
20
19

23

19 913
27
62
37 1169
59 120
74 5032
69 157
33
87
36
43 1883

62
71

116
158
151

123
81
476

----------------------------------------------------------------------546 3978 3478 269 613 111 103 361 9459

Total asses

1238

Ql1adralltes

O. "odius,
with PP,
O. Balance,
with PP,
Uncertain type

RIC
RIC
RIC
RIC

lotal ql1adra.tes

Tot.l Claudia.

aes

84
90
85
91

12

18

16

10

18

81

3

3

143

11
1

44

107

1

73

49
141

202

576

822 4939 4461 473 892 174 165 464 12390

2152

2

2

7

10

5

40

22

5

5

43

41

33

2

26

4

3

7

6

16

34

136

a. HISPANIA b. 6AllIA c. BRITANNIA d. 6ER"ANIA INfERIOR e. GER"ANIA SUPERIOR
f. RAETIA g. NORICU" h. PANNONIA. For co.parison, the totals for ITALY are tabulated.

Table 7.8 Distribution of Claudian aes in the northern
and western imperial provinces and Italy
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is further heightened by comparing figures for
Agrippina,

Djv~s

~~9~stus

~es

of

and Germanicus in the two

provinces: clearly these coins were never intended for
supply to troops in Britain.

Comparison of these figures

for coin-supply and circulation with those for other
provinces produces a picture of rapid decline in finds of
q~ad~antes

and -PP aes as one tracks north and west

through the provinces, away from Italy (Tables 7.9 and
7.10).
of

A contrasting picture is evident for the provinces

Pannonj~

and

Ho~jc~.

which appear to have been well

supplied with both the smallest of coins and aes of the
second issue from the mint of Rome.
We have already seen how the distribution of

seste~tjj

in

Britain is most dense in areas where troops were deployed
(Fig. 7.33), thus, the relatively low number of

seste~tjj

found in Gaul (1.2\) may be related to the minimal
presence of troops there during Claudius' reign.

Figures

for neighbouring Lower Germany (20.9\) and Hispania
(20.6\), where legions were stationed, provide a contrasting picture of coin-supply and use (Table 7.11).

(These

latter figures may be considered biased by hoard material
(Pobla de Mafumet, Spain) and by records of countermarked
coins (Netherlands) when compared with the figure for
Britain (5.8\).)
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no.
%

a

b

c

d

e

f

9

h

1

43
5.2

41
0.8

33
0.7

2
0.4

26
2.9

7
4

16
9.7

34
7.3

576 778
26.8 5.4%

(Note:

Total

' \ ' is of total coins found in a province.)

a. Hispania b. Gallia c. Britannia d. G.r.ania Inferior
S~p.rior f. Ra.tia g. Noric~. h. Pannoni.
1. Italy

e. S.r.ania

Table 7.9 Compaxison of Claudlan guaqrantes found In the
northern and western imperial provinces and Italy

no.
%

a

b

c

d

e

f

10
1.2

91
1.8

25
0.6

20
4.2

57
6.4

29
81
218
16.7 49.1 47

(Note:

9

h

i

Total

667
31

1198
8.2%

'%' is of total coins found in a province.)

a. Hispania b. Galli. c. Britannia d. Ger.ania Inferior
e. Ger.ania S~p«rior f. Ra.tia g. Norjcu. h. Pannonia
1. Italy
Table 7.10 Comparison of second-issue Claudian aes found
in the northern and western provinces and Italy
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a
no.
\

b

169 61
20.6 1.2

(Note:

c

d

260
5.8

99
143 34
31
53
291 1141
20.9 16.1 19.5 18.8 11.4 13.5 7.9

e

f

9

h

Total

i

' \ ' is of total coins found in a province.)

a. Hispania b. Sallia c.
e. 8.r.ania
1. Italy

Sup.rio~

B~itannia

f. Ra.tia g.

d.

S.~.ania

Ho~icu.

Inf.~io~

h. Pannonia

Table 7.11 Comparison of Claudlan s.st.~tii found in the
northern and western imperial provinces and Italy
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The supply of second-issue Claudian aes from the mint of
Rome to the provinces appears from these figures to be
limited to those immediately north and east of the alpine
mountain range (Upper Germany, Raetja, Norjcu. and

P.nnonja).

It may be debated whether this distribution

tells us anything about the supply of first-issue Claudian

•• s from Rome, but the almost matching distribution of
qu.drantes suggests that it might.

The hoard of freshly-

minted s.stertjj and dupondjj found at Pobla de Hafumet,
Tarragona, Spain attests to the supply of first-issue
Claudian aes to the provinces from Rome; but the predominance of imitative aes among excavated finds in Hjspanja
argues against anything more than the occasional import.
Evidence from Britain, Gaul and Lower Germany shows a
similar picture of a limited occurrence of Rome-minted
Claudian aes among site-finds and hoard material.

This

suggests that the supply of Claud ian aes from Rome to the
northern provinces may have been limited to an initial
input, without further dispatches.

An alternative explan-

ation for the low numbers of orthodox Claud ian aes in
these provinces may be suggested by the very nature of the
coins which did circulate,

j.e., supplies of freshly-

minted .es from Rome may have been melted down on receipt
to produce a greater number of (imitative) coins, at a
lower-weight, than that which was received.

However, the

absence of imitative coins modelled on -PP aes of the
second-issue suggests that this hypothesis is untenable.
The evidence of coin-finds indicates that only a limited
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amount of Claudian aes (if any at all) were sent directly
from Rome to Britain.
The distribution of

seste~tjj,

limited as it is to mostly

milltary areas, may provide us with an indlcation of the
nature of supply of aes from the mint of Rome during
Claudius' reign: in the first year of his rule, it appears
that aes may have been sent to troops stationed on the
northern frontier of the Two Germaniesi the high proportion of second-issue aes found in Pannonia and neighbouring provinces suggests that they may have been
supplied with new coins following Claudius' acceptance of
the title

Pat.~

Pat~jae,

in

~D

42.

The virtual absence of

-pp aes as coin-finds in Britain, and their paucity in

Gaul and Lower Germany, indicates that supplies of new aes
were not regularly sent from Rome to the provinces.

It

seems likely, therefore, that the troops stationed in
Britain were not supplied with newaes from the mint of
Rome.

Thus, the aes available to them were only those

brought with them from their previous stations.

It is

clear from the figures compiled here that Rome had little
interest in the operations of the market-place, and its
dependence upon small-change.
7.2:5 Hybrids. double-strikes, brockages and overstrikes
We have seen how coins in circulation in Britain and the
other northern and western imperial provinces varied
depending upon availability and supply during the Claudio-
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Neronian era.

The relationship between coin-supply and

the manufacture of coins has been commented on above, but
it is noteworthy how particular coins demonstrate this
connection most effectively.
The striking of coins is a repetitive and mechanical
process and as with all such processes, errors occur.
Evidence of three manufacturing errors may be recognised
among irregular Claud ian aes: a combination of
inappropriate dies (hybrid) (see plate 84); a blank struck
twice with dies (double-strike) (e.g., plate 82, no.14);
and a coin with an incuse image which is the result of a
freshly-struck coin sticking to the upper die and then
being struck upon a fresh blank (brockage).

Examples of

these manufacturing mistakes are worth noting but judging
from their low numbers they did not figure significantly
among the coins supplied or in circulation in Britain
(Tables 7.12-14).
The occurrence of the last two, double-strikes and brockages, among the operational errors indicate the rapid
speed of the striking process, but little else of significance (Tables 7.12 & 7.13).

The occurrence of hybrids is

perhaps not surprising for a coin series which is based on
the imitation of coins in circulation.

If it is accepted

that the models for dies used to strike irregular Claudian

aes were those coins commonly occurring in circulation,
hybrids confirm the evidence of site-finds that Agrippan

asses of Gaius figured significantly in the pool of
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currency of pre-Flavian Britain (cf. Appendices Five &
Hybrids of pre-Claud ian aes also occur in Britain,

Six).

e.g., a

Djv~s

~~9~st~S/

Neptune as at Roustage Barrow,

Oxfordshire, but the obverse- and reverse-types of these
coins do not necessarily dictate a pre-Claudian origin.
Pre-Claudian aes circulated with Claudian aes in Britain
and it is likely that at least some of these apparently
pre-Claud ian hybrids were struck during the ClaudioNeronian era. The technical accomplishment of dies used on
hybrid coins does vary, but generally a lack of skill is
evident and I would classify the majority as 'grade C'
coins.

Usually, the pair of dies employed to strike a

hybrid coin appear to be compatible in engraving technique: I have not noted any examples in which the skill of
engraving the obverse die is markedly better or worse than
the reverse die.

The provenanced hybrids I have been able

to note and record are tabulated below (Table 7.14).

It

can be seen that they are not confined to one region and
occur in most parts of Britain.

There does seem to be a

small concentration of such finds in the territory of the
Dobunni, but the coins do not appear to be linked in any
way.

Apart from their distribution, the coins prov1de us

with little else that is new or worthy of special note.
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None knoun

Core zone
Peripheral zone
Durotriges

None knoun

Dobunni

Nunney, Somerset

Corieltauvi

Old Winteringham,
Antonia dupondjus (2)
Humberside

Iceni

None knoun

outer zone

None knoHn except:

Silures

Usk, Gwent

Antonia dupondius

Minerva as

Table 7.12 Double-struck irregular Claudian .«s found in
Britain

Core zone

None knoHn.

Peripheral zone

None knoHn excepts

Dobunni

Gloucester, Glos.

Ils obverse.
Ils obverse.

None knoHn excepts

Quter zone
Silures

Usk, Gwent

Ils obverse.

cornovii

Metchley, W.Midl.
west Midlands?

Ils obverse.
Ils obverse, said to
have -PP legend
but from the
photograph this
appears not to
be the case
(Seaby's Coin ,&
Medal Bulletin,
June 1985, p.193).

See also Robertson,
brockage.

(1962), p.105, no.86 for -PP as

Table 7.13 Brockages of

Claudian._.~.u
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found in Britain

Core zone
Cantiaci
Atrebates

Hone knoun
Sllchester, Hants.
Brighton, E.Sussex
Billingshurst, "

Antonia/ Minerva
Antonia/ Ceres
Antonia/ Ceres

catuvellauni
Trinovantes

London (Lime st.)
Colchester, Essex

Augustus/ Minerva
Tiberius/ Minerva

Peripheral zone
Durotriges
Dobunnl

Hone knoun
Cirencester, Glos.

Kingsholm, Glos.
Latton, Glos.
Sea Mills, Avon

Corieltauvl

Lincoln, Lincs.

Iceni

Saham Toney, Norf.

Claudius/ Antonia
reverse
Antonia/ Ceres
Claudius/ Antonia
reverse
Claudius/ Neptune
Claudius/ Neptune
Claudius/ Antonia
reverse
Agrippa/ Minerva
Agrippa/ Minerva
Agrippa/ Minerva

outer zone
Dumnonii
Sllures

Hone knoun
Abergavenny, Gwent

Demetae
Ordovices
Decleangll
Brigantes
Parisi

Hone knoun
Hone knoun
Hone knoun
Broxtowe, Notts.
Hone knoun

Claudius/ Antonia
reverse

Claudius/ Neptune

See also: RIC 1, (1927), pp.131 and 117; BMCRE, vol 1,
(1923) p.143. no.170(; Robertson, (1962), pp.102 and 106,
no.87 which appears to be a Claudius/ Antonia reverse
hybrid (plate 18). The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford has six
unprovenanced hybrid aess Tiberius/ Minerva, Div~s Pate~/
Minerva, Gaius/ Minerva and Augustus/ Libertas asses;
Antonia/ Ceres and Claudius/ Antonia reverse d~pondii.
The Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge has an Antonia/ Ceres
hybrid d~pondi~s, which is unprovenanced and may not be a
British find.

Cf. Giard, (1970), pp.35-38 & 47-48 and ide •• , (1975),
pp.84 & 87-9 for hybrids found in Gaul and elsewhere. The
National Museum of Wales has a hybrid d~pondi~s (Claudius/
Antonia reverse) purchased in Germany.
Table 7.14 Hybrid irregular Claudian
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~.§'_~

found in Britain

other evidence of the manufacturing process, though not of
a technical

error, may be seen in 'overstrikes' , i.e.,

dies struck on an existing coin.

Overstriking is perhaps

under-represented by the list below (Table 7.15), for if
overstriking was successful then no evidence of the
undertype would be visible.

(Personal experiment with

'coins' struck in lead and bronze by my dies convinces me
that the flat field of a die could render flat the raised
design of an annealed copper coin if struck with sufficient force.)

It may be assumed then that a number of

overstruck coins have gone undetected.

The undertype

coins are often difficult to identify, but it is clear
that not only pre-Claud ian .es were overstruck; Claudian

.es were also occasionally overstruck by Claud ian dies
(cf. FOx, (1983), p.109, Fig.l03).

The reason usually

given for the overstriking of coins is that the action
transforms an undesir able coin into an acceptable one,
but the overstriking of an irregular Claudian .s with
irregular Claud ian dies noted above (and a similar occurrence of Gaius/ vesta dies overstruck on a Gaius/ Vesta
coin from a grave at Ancaster, Lincs.

(pers. co ••• and

photographs, J A Davies) suggests that other explanations
should also be sought.
One answer to explain overstriking may be found in the
supply of blanks to the workshops striking irregular
Claudian •• s.

If we can separate in our minds the casting

of blanks from the striking of coins, and there is no
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evidence to suggest they were necessarily produced at the
same centres of production (cf. for a later episode of
irregular coin production, the find of late-third century
blanks, pellets, rods and dies at Fenny Stratford,
(Hagjovjnj~.),

Bucks. reported in The Independent,

26.10.1990, where the blanks, etc. are packed in vessels),
then it is possible to consider that blanks may have been
purchased in bulk.

Current coins could have been used to

make up the weight of the bulk purchase if low on arrival
at the minting workshop.

Once in the workshop, speed of

industry would have allowed little opportunity for
selection of individual items; coins would have been
overstruck without notice.

The poor quality of manufac-

ture of many irregular C1audian aes confirms that they
were not always, if ever, subject to post-striking
inspection and so overstrikes were unlikely to have been
picked out before issue.

The coins overstruck therefore

may represent not those which were undesireable but those
that were in circulation.

This would explain the occur-

rence of overstrikes of Augustan and Tiberian asses and
d~pondjj

as well those of Gaius and Claudius.

Provenanced

Claudian overstrikes are tabulated below (Table 7.15).
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Core zone
Cantiaci

Canterbury, Kent
Richborough, Kent

Atrebates

Silchester, Hants.

catuvellauni

Astrop, Northants.

Trinovantes

Colchester, Essex
Chelmsford, Essex

~s, Minerva (5),
undertypes uncertain.
~s, Minerva (6),
undertypes uncertain.
Dupondius, Antonia
on Tiberian dupondius
~s, Minerva,
undertype uncertain.
~s, Minerva,
undertype uncertain.
~s, Minerva (6),
undertype uncertain.
/Js, Minerva,
undertype uncertain.

Peripheral zone
Durotriges

Dorchester, Dorset

Dobunni

Wanborough, Wilts.

Corieltauvi

Kirmington, Humber.

Iceni

Old Winteringham,
Humberside
Swanton Morley,
Norfolk
Saham Toney, Norf.

outer zone

Hone knOHn except;

Cornovii

Wroxeter, Salop.

Brigantes

Broxtowe, Notts.

~$, Minerva,
undertype uncertain.
/Js, Minerva,
undertype uncertain.
/Js, Minerva on
Augustus/ Altar as.
/Js, Minerva,
undertype uncertain.
/Js, Minerva on
Tiberian dupondius.
/Js, Minerva,
undertype uncertain.
/Js, Libertas,
undertype uncertain.

~s, Minerva (4),
undertype uncertain.
/Js, Minerva,
undertype uncertain.

See also, BMCRE, vol.1, (1923), p.185, no.148 for a
Llbertas as overstruck on a TI.C.A countermarked Gaius/
vesta as. The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford has two Minerva
ases overstruck on Augustus or Tlberius/ Altar asses, a
Minerva as on an uncertain undertype and a Minerva as
overstruck on a TI.C./J countermarked Gaius as.
In
addition, the Ashmolean has a PROB countermarked Ob Cives
sestertius overstruck on a Spes sestertius.
Cf. Giard, (1970), pp.48-51 for a comprehensive list of
overstruck aes found in Gaul and Germany. Two overstruck
Claud ian aes from Spain are noted by E.Collantes Vidal
(1970) and J M Gurt Esparraguera (1978): they are
respectively a Minerva as on a Caesaraugusta as and a
Minerva as on a Gaius/ Germanicus as.
Table 7.15 overstruck irregular Claudian . ...!f_~.$ found in
J3rltain
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7.3 Summary
A comprehensive picture of the nature of supply of
Claudian •• s in Britain is difficult to achieve by direct
means.

It has been necessary therefore to consider

different aspects of the coinage in circulation in order
to arrive at a conclusion.

Examination of the sizes and

weights of coins produced results which show that larger,
heavier coins are found more commonly at early Roman sites
in Britain; smaller coins at later Claudio-Neronian sites.
This compares favourably with strati graphical evidence and
shows that the early issues of imitative Claudian aes
approximated in size and weight with those from the mint
of Rome; later issues of imitative coins were struck at
progressively lighter weights and at correspondingly
smaller sizes.

Inspection of the workmanship of dies, as

displayed by the coins, showed that only a small proportion of the early imitative issues may be described as
crude designs of illiterate engravers; whereas

later

issues include a much larger proportion of crudelyengraved and roughly-produced coins.

When the geograph-

ical distribution of the different aes denominations is
plotted, it is evident that sestertii circulated less
widely than aS$es or d"pondii, and that q"adrantes circulated in even more confined areas.

The circulation of

sestertij appears to be most intensive in military zones
of operation, predominantly in the west and north of
Britain; whereas, quadr.ntes are found mostly in civil
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areas in the south-east.
found throughout Britain.

~sses

and

d~pondjj

are widely

It is noticeable, when figures

for Britain are compared with other northern and western
provinces, that supplies of Claud ian aes from the mint of
Rome to Britain, and other northern provinces, appear to
be minimal.

The need for additional supplies of coins

were met by the production of imitative coins at various
centres throughout the provinces.

Die-link evidence shows

that coins struck in one province can be found in another.
However, it Is perhaps more likely that these crosschannel, die-related coin-finds record the movement of
small quantities of currency in the purses of individuals
than the shipment of large quantities of coinage.
The question of who produced irregular claudian aes is
problematical, as is the question for whom were they
produced: were they produced directly for pay to the
troops?

Or, indirectly, for the money-changers and

traders who undoubtedly followed them?

If aes were

produced for direct supply to the troops, they would be
intended to act as part of their thrice-yearly salary.
Some evidence for this may be forthcoming from the
distribution of claudian sestertjj, centred as it is on
military bases.

Further support may be found in the

evidence of the distribution of at least one group of dierelated .sses and

d~pondjj

which centres on the early

provincial centre and military settlement of

Ca.~lod~n~.

at Colchester, Essex (Kenyon, (1987a) and Kenyon
(forthcoming, 1992».

The evidence, taken in its
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entirety, suggests that a variety of sources may have been
responsible for supplying Claudian ses to Britain.
The paucity in Britain of orthodox Claudian aes as sitefinds and in hoards, and a pattern of progressive
reduction of coin-types as one travels further north from
Rome (Table 7.8), indicate that orthodox Claudian ses
travelled to Britain in the purses of the invading troops
and their followers.

The absence of a large pool of

acceptable circulation currency, and the neglect of supply
from Rome, created a demand not witnessed before.
Evidence for the early production in Britain of Claudian

ses in imitation of the Rome-minted issues, at full-size
and weight, is forthcoming from both stratified finds at
Colchester and the results of the die-study detailed
above.

Boon has recently argued forcefully against the

notion of the authorised production of imitative coins
(Boon, (1988), pp.116-17 & p.123), and his arguments are
difficult to object to.

He cites the absence of the

'clustering of die-duplicates, such as would be expected
to remain in the vicinity of local mints' at military
stations in Britain and the Two Germanies as one of his
arguments against provincial (military) 'mints'.

We have

already noted above, and in an earlier chapter, distribution evidence of die-related material which contradicts
this aspect of his argument.

However, it is important to

realise here that die-link evidence alone is not sufficient to indicate more than the possibility of mint
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workshops at a site where die-duplicates cluster.

The

evidence of die-links is that of both supply and circulation, as well as manufacture.

While it is likely that

irregular Claudian aes were struck at Colchester, it must
be noted that it is possible they were struck elsewhere
and supplied there.

Users of this currency in the first

instance were undoubtedly troops stationed there, but the
question of who issued those coins to the troops is at the
root of this enquiry.

If troops were paid partly in aes,

then the army paymaster would be the authority responsible
for receiving and distributing the Claudian copies; if
not, then

n~ •• ~I.rjj

operating in the vicinity of military

stations might have assumed the responsibility for
ordering and distributing the coins.

It is not possible

to be sure about who issued aes at Colchester, and
elsewhere, but it is certain that the manufacture of
irregular coins and their issue to troops is not evidence
of an official authorisation for their production.
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8. CIRCULATION AND USE OF IRREGULAR CLAUDIAN ASS

8.1 Introduction
It has been shown by the distributions given in the
previous chapter that the supply of irregular Claud ian aes
varied: the coins differ in module, in approximation to
the original model, and in denomination.

These differ-

ences force one to consider a range of possible sources of
supply, and thereby help one to tackle the issues related
to the supply of coins in Claudio-Neronian Britain.
However, those same differences also raise questions about
the circulation of these coins.

For example, did coins of

the same denomination, but of different sizes and weights,
circulate together?

Did they circulate at the same value?

Were they the only aes coins in circulation in ClaudioNeronian Britain?

Did Celtic coins circulate with

C1audian aes after the Roman conquest?
these coins in circulation for?

How long were

In attempting to answer

these and other questions about the circulation and use of
Claud ian aes, one is dealing largely with matters to do
with their introduction and interaction, and ultimately
their extraction from circulation.
8.2 Irregular Claudian aes in circulation
Archaeological evidence has been interpreted to show that
the supply of irregular Claudian aes can be put into a
chronological order: asses of a large module were struck
and issued early in the reign of Claudius; those of
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smaller modules later.

It is possible that .sses of the

smallest module were struck in Nero's reign, before
supplies of his new .es reached Britain.
stratified coin-find evidence at Colchester, Essex
provides data which demonstrates Claudian •• s of different
sizes and weights did circulate together, but the
variation of size and weight was limited in practice as
larger coins were hoarded, or removed from circulation by
n~ •• ~l.rjj

and others.

This evidence of stratification Is

supported by finds of small clusters of coins, perhaps
representing lost purses.

An example of this is a small

group of •• s found at Swanton Morley, Norfolk.
coins (an irregular Agrippa
.11.1,

.1

Three

and two irregular Claud ian

Table 8.1) were found corroded together by a metal

detector-user.

The coins were separated by Conservation

staff at the Norfolk Archaeological Unit.

Upon examin-

ation, the coins proved to be of different grades of
imitation, of different sizes and weights and yet
undoubtedly of the same denomination.

Clearly they circu-

lated together.

%ype
Agrippa, as
Minerva, as
Minerva, as

Grade

A
B
C

Size

Weight

Condition

26.7mm
26.0
22.3

7.80g.
5.75
5.00

worn
very worn
very good

Table 8.1 Small group found at Swanton Morley, Norfolk
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It would appear that the variation in sizes and weights of
irregular Claud ian aes in circulation at anyone time was
not as great as might be imagined, i.e., the largest
irregular Claud ian asses did not circulate beside the
smallest examples.

It is not unreasonable to deduce that

in circumstances of rapidly increasing monetization, such
as might be expected in areas around the new military
bases, •• s of the same denomination but of different sizes
and weights were used at the same value.
The role of the

n~ •• ~l.rii,

or money-changers, and their

position in the Roman monetary system becomes significant
here.

Their primary role was to exchange silver and gold

coins for a.s and in doing so they tested suspect coins
for plating.

In this pivotal position at the centre of

the local economy they were able to control what coins
continued or were introduced into circulation in a region.
Clearly, irregular Claudian a.s enjoyed the confidence
afforded to all Roman issues, until an alternative was
available, e.9., the aes struck by Nero from

~D

c.64, but

supplies were probably not available in quantity in
Britain until

~D

c.66 (D W MacDowall, pers. co ••• ).

Excavations at Great Casterton, Lelcestershire produced a
find which demonstrates however that the arrival of
Neronian .es did not immediately drive Claudian aes out of
circulation: a Claudian as (Minerva) and a Neronian as
struck at

L~9d~n~.

(Lyons, France) were found together

there, which suggests they circulated together.
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8.3 Pxe-Claudian and Claudian ««s in cixculation
A bxief inspection of coin-reports for Claudio-Neronian
sites shows that Claud ian ««s were not the only bxonze
currency in use in this eaxly period of Roman occupation.
Finds of pre-Claud ian .«s at Bxitish sites axe not rare,
but they are much less commonly found than Claudian .«s.
Excavated finds fxom post-conquest layers at Colchester,
Essex in the 1930's included a relatively large number of
pre-Claudian .«s.

The lack of Roman coins from the pre-

conquest stratifications at Colchester prompted Sutherland
to note in his xeport on the Roman coin-finds 'that any
coins of pre-Claud ian date which entered Camulodunum
before the conquest did so during a somewhat limited
period' (Sutherland, (1947), p.1S3).

Finds of pre-

Claudian .«s at other pxe-Flavian Roman sites in Britain
(many of which 'have not been subjected to major excavation
and hence may yet produce more eaxly coins) confirm
Sutherland's observation that the overwhelming majority of
pre-Claudian coins, and Claudian .«s, were introduced into
circulation in Britain after the invasion of AD 43.
stratified finds at Colchester show that pre-Claudian .«s
were circulating with Claudian ees from the eaxly years of
occupation.
Almost twenty years ago Reece pxesented figures for coinfinds at fourteen sites in Britain (Reece, (1972») which
indlcate that pre-Claudian a«s formed a significant
proportion of the coins in circulation in the Claudio-
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Neronian period.

The ratio of pre-Claud ian to Claudian

.es indicated by Reece's figures (206 pre-Claudian •• s:
791 Claudian .es) is in the order of almost one to four
(Ibid., Table 1).

(It is possible that Reece's figures

for pre-Claudian aes may include British native issues
(R.Reece, pers. co ••• ).)

A lesser, but still highly

significant, proportion of pre-Claudian •• s in circulation
beside Claudlan aes is suggested by figures drawn from the
comparative data collated for this study (Appendices Three

& Six).

The figures presented there are a useful indic-

ator but it should be remembered that the pre-Claudian .es
data was collected as subsidiary interest to that of
Claudian a.s.

This unequal attention may be evident from

the number of sites which produced the relevant material:
pre-Claudian imperial aes from one hundred and seven sites
in Britain are tabulated in Appendix Six; Claudian aes
from four hundred and nine sites (counting Greater London
as one site) in England and Wales are tabulated in
Appendix Three.
Totals for provenanced finds of .es of Augustus to
Claudius, with those of

Div~s A~g~st~s

and Agrippa

separated from their appropriate imperial groups, are
tabulated in Table 8.2.

The ratio of pre-Claudian

imperial aes to Claudian aes indicated by the figures
collated for this study (713 pre-Claudian .es: 4451
Claudian aes), and tabulated in summary form in Table 8.2,
is a little over one in six.

If one considers the

percentages of each group, it can be seen that pre320

Claudian •• s account for 13.8\ of the total number of
imperial •• s in circulation prior to the issue of Neronian
•• s in the

~D

mid-60's.

Reece's figures suggest that pre-

Claudian .es account for 20.7\ of the total number of •• s
in circulation.

(The data which Reece used to produce his

figures is included in data presented In Appendices One,
Two, Three, Five & Six).

It seems fair to conclude that

the likely overall percentage of pre-Claudlan imperial .es
in circulation in Claudio-Neronian Britain lies somewhere
in the range c.13-21\.

The ratio of finds of 18 pre-

Claudian •• s to 274 Claudian .es in Wales (c.1:15), which
Is known to have been subdued later than other parts of
the southern half of Britain, suggests a greater part was
played by pre-Claudian .es in the circulation 'pool' of
the early years of Roman occupation than was the case in
later years of -occupation.
It is interesting to note that the largest number of preClaud ian .es is that of the issues of Gaius which,
including Agrippan .sses, account for 502 coins or 70.4\
of the total pre-Claudian •• s and 9.7\ of the total .es of
Augustus-Claudius found in Britain.

These significantly

high percentages suggest that the .es of Gaius continued
to be accepted in circulation in Britain and were not
demonetised there (cf. MacDowall, (1971), p.87).
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Total

SU..ht.d.J1
5

0.1

0
22
260

0.4
5.0

287

5.6

10

Augustus
Tiberius
Gaius
Claudius

Augustus
Divus Augustus
Tiberius
Gaius
Claudius

4
38
679

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.7
13.2

Total du.pondjj

734

14.2

3

--------------------------------------------!lsses

Augustus
Divus Augustus
Tiberius
Gaius
Agrippa
Claudius

92
33

52
211
228
3478

1.8
0.6
1.0
4.1
4.4
67.4

--------------------------------------------4094

79.3

9
3
3

34

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.7

49

1.0

--------------------------------------------Augustus
Tiberius
Gaius
Claudius

---------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------

Table 8.2
Britain

prove..M.D.C~.1'L. ~e..s._2LAu~.us.::.cl.au..d.1_uz:?__ ~QJrnd
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in

Finds of Republican aes are rare in Britain, but their
presence in Roman contexts does demonstrate their probable
circulation beside Claudian aes.

Provenanced finds of

Republican a.s which I became aware of in my studies are
r~

tabulated below (Table 8.3H.
available in Appendix Five.

Further details are
The list below is not compre-

hensive, but it is unlikely that a further search of the
literature would produce high numbers of these early aes.
The occurrence of halved aes among Republican aes tabulated here, highlights the versatile way in which coins
could be used in circulation.

The phenomenon of halved

Roman aes has been discussed fully by Buttrey (Buttrey,
(1972».

He shows that they occur as site-finds, in

hoards with whole coins and in graves; their distribution
indicates a full monetary use.

The list of halved early

imperial and Claudian aes found in Britain (Table 8.4) is
not comprehensive, but it does show that halved coins
circulated in Roman Britain.

The geographical distrib-

ution of cut-coins given below is limited to military

-

stations, but not to one area.

Though the majority of

halved coins are pre-Claudian, the occurence of a halved
Claudian sestertius at Colchester, Essex (and a possible
Claudian as at Swanton Morley, Norfolk) demonstrates that
the practice of halving coins continued into the ClaudioNeronian era.

However, there is no evidence to suggest

that the practice of halving coins was active in Roman
Britain; most cut-coins probably travelled with troops
from the Two Germanies where halved coins occur in large
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numbers.
The evidence of provenanced coin-finds demonstrates that
pre-Claudian .es circulated with Claud ian .es in Britain.
Scanning through the tabulated results of pre-Claudian .es
(Appendix Six) it can be seen that the larger finds
occur, as might be expected, at military sites.

The

occurrence of irregular hybrid coins which combine preClaudian and Claudian .es coin-types (see Table 7.13)
gives further support for the mixed nature of the circulating medium in Britain and the northern imperial
provinces.

We have seen how the available coinage circulating In
Claudio-Neronian Britain included pre-Claudian Roman •• s,
but what of the indigenous native currency?

Questions of

the interaction of native and Roman coins have been raised
and discussed elsewhere by others (e.g., Haselqrove,
(1987), pp.204-8) and need not be repeated here as a study
of the subject in depth would take us beyond the scope of
this work.

However, it may be informative to list briefly

the site-evldp.nce of native coins found associated with
Claudian and pre-Claudian .e5.

Again, as with pre-

Claudian •• s noted above, records of native COins were
collected as subsidary to the data dealing with Claudian

•• s, and therefore should not be considered as a comprehensive survey of the available sources.
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Sites where both

Core zone
Atrebates

Pulborough, W.Sussex

catuvellauni

Leadenhall ct., Gr.London
Ashfurlong, Bucks.
Little Brlckhill, Bucks.

Trinovantes

Colchester, Essex
Rayleigh, Essex

As - half
As

Sllures

caerwent, Gwent
Usk, Gwent

As
As - half

Brlgantes

Aldborough, N.Yorks

rri.»s

outer zone

Table 8.3 Republican.JI.U.J.2.\.ID.d in Britain

Core zone
Gantlacl

Rlchborough, Kent

s.st.rtii (3), d~po»dii
or .ss.s (8).

Atrebates

Silchester, Hants.

s.st.rti~s,

Trlnovantes

Colchester, Essex

Agrlppan

.5

Galan s.st.rtias,
Claud ian s.st.rti~s and
indeterminate s.st.rti~s

peripheral zone..
Durotriges

Waddon Hill, Dorset

Div~s

Dobunni

Clrencester, Glos.

s.st.rtias, .5.

Corleltauvl

Baglnton, Warks.

Iceni

Saham Toney, Norf. s.st.rtias
Swanton Horley,Norf •• s.

Jalia5

d~po»di~s

Table 8.4 Halved early imperial and ClaudlAn.._.41U found in
BrItain eeL. Table 8.3 above for halye(l Republi.c.aIL....JU
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native coins and Claudian aes have been noted (for further
details, see relevent entries in Appendices One and Three)
are tabulated below (Table 8.5).

In certain cases, the

coins were found in close association; in others, the
coins were found separately but in Roman contexts: an
asterisk (*) is used to signify where native and Claudian
or pre-Claudian •• s were found together.
Distribution maps of native coins show that finds of a
particular tribal coinage are densest generally in the
territories of the tribal groups producing them, with a
thin scatter of coins in neighbouring territories
(Cunliffe, (1981), pp.74-90, Figs.51-67).

The occasional

occurrence of native coins, in Roman contexts, beyond the
areas where they are indigenous may imply that the coins
travelled with or in the wake of the army.

This may be

so, especially, in the case of finds in the those territories which were not coin-producing.

In most cases,

however, native coins found in Roman contexts are those
which are indigenous to the area where they were produced.
It is possible that the occurrence of native coins in
Roman contexts may be accounted for by the upward redeposition to a later strata of earlier lost material, but
it is unlikely that all such finds may be explained in
this way.

Alternatively, it is clear from evidence

elsewhere that the Roman monetary system was able to
absorb other coins and deal with them as the Roman
denomination they resembled most (cf. Crawford,
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(1970),

p.46, footnote 56).

Thus, for example, if a bronze issue

of Cunobelinus continued in circulation RD post-43, it
might have been used at the value of a

q~.dr.ns,

i.e., the

Roman coin it most resembled in size and weight, in postconquest Britain.
The evidence presented here is neither comprehensive nor
is it conclusive, but where it shows that native and Roman

aes were found in similar contexts in the territories of
the Catuvellauni, the Durotriges, the Dobunni and the
Corieltauvi the inference must be that they circulated
together there.

The evidence of hoards is less useful

for, with the exception of the mixed Iceni and Roman
silver hoards, they are mainly native hoards to which
Roman aes have been added.

Overall, the available

evidence for the circulation together of native and Roman
coins after RD 43 is slight and inconclusive, but finds of
Roman aes with native coins at Camerton, Avon and Hod
Hill, Dorset and native coins at sites where there is no
pre-Roman stratum, such as at Waddon Hill, Dorset,
indicate that it took place in Durotrigian territory at
least.

Elsewhere, native coins may have continued to

circulate after the conquest but the limited finds (so
far) suggest that they did not do so in great number.

It

Is possible that native coins were the preferred medium of
exchange for some groups of natives, only when these were
not readily available, or suitable for the purpose, would
Roman coins come into use.
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Core ZQne
cantlaci

Folkestone, Kent (Catu/Trin.)
Richborough, Kent (Catu/Trin.)
Bltterne, Hants. (hoard) (Durotrigian)
Hayling Island, Hants. (Atrebat.~t al)
Silchester, Hants. (Catu/Trin.)
Timsbury, Hants. (hoard) (Durotrigian)
Chichester, W.Sussex (Catu/Trin.)
Lancing Down, W.Sussex (Atrebatian)
Aylesbury, Bucks. (Catu/Trin.)
Braughing, Herts (Catu/Trin.)
Lonqthorpe, Cambs. (Catu/Trin.)
*Peterborough, Cambs. (Unspecified)
*St.Albans, Herts. (Catu/Trin.)
*Standon, Herts. (Catu/Trin.)
Welwyn, Herts. (Catu/Trin.)
*Borough High street, Lond. (C./Trin.)
Chelmsford, Essex (Catu/Trin.)
Colchester, Essex (catu/Trin.)
Harlow, Essex (Catu/Trln.)
Heybrldge, Essex (Catu/Trln.)
Kelvedon, Essex (Catu/Trin.)
Wickford, Essex (Catu/Trin.)
Coddenham, Suffolk (unspecified)

Atrebates

catuvellauni

Trlnovantes

Peripheral zone
Durotriges

Dobunni

Corleltauvl

Iceni
Q.utet.._.Z9ne_
Dumnonii
Cornovii
Demetae
Table 8.5 BI.Jtish
native coins
'*'

*Camerton, Avon (Durotrigian)
Hengistbury Head, Dorset (hoard)(Duro.)
*Hod Hill, Dorset (Durotrigian)
Holdenhurst, Dorset (hoard) (Duro.)
Norden, Dorset (Durotriglan)
Shapwick, Dorset (Durotrigian)
Waddon Hill, Dorset (Durotrigian)
Ham Hill, Somerset (Durotrigian
*Bourton-on-Water, Glos. (Dobunnlc)
Klngsholm, Glos. (Dobunnic)
Somersford Keynes, Glos. (Dobunnic)
Asthall, Oxf. (Dobunnic)
Roustage Barrow, Oxf. (Dobunnic)
Nunney, Somerset (hoard)(Dob.& Duro.)
Colerne, Wilts. (hoard) (Dobunnic)
.
Nettleton, Wilts. (Dobunnic)
*Kirminqton, Humb. (Coriel. ~t al)
Old Winterinqham, Humb. (Coriel. ~t .1)
Leicester, Leics. (Corieltauvian)
Mancetter, Warks. (Dobunnic)
Chatteris, Cambs. (Catu/Trin.& Icenlan)
Swanton Morley, Norfolk (Icenian et al)
Saham Toney, Norfolk (Icenlan et 81.)
Exeter, Devon (Durotriqian)
Wroxeter, Salop. (Dobunnic)
Wall, Staffs. (Durotrigian)
Llandovery, Clwyd (Catu/Trin.)

.~~LQX..oduc_lng_j1otlL5;l.-a.\l~J1tJ:L.#J?$-A.nd
indik...ak~_Qmq!L.g.lld._nqtj,y'~cJ;)J...n~._..f_Q_Y.mt
t~t..b~_NM~....k<limL9.lye.lLi.RJ;>LgJ;Jset~_.~LL't..e~ __ PJ'_Qy.e_nanc~
I
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Celtic coin-finds at Roman military sites on the Rhenish
frontier in the province of Germania (Gechter,

(1979),

pp.73-4, Fig. 32 & Table 7) indicate that native coins
were used 1n army camps on the Rhine during the AugustanTiberian period.

The comparative paucity of native finds

at Roman military sites in Britain, e.g., only twelve to
fourteen native coins from the extensively excavated site
of Richborough, Kent (Cunliffe, (1968), pp.184-188),
suggests that Celtic coins were not widely used in
military camps throughout Britain after the conquest.
8.5 Circulation of

countermarked_~«~

1n Claudio-Neronian

Roman Britain
Records of coin-finds in Britain and other northern
imperial provinces show that some Claudian and preClaudian aes in circulation bore stamped impressions of
abbreviated words: these stamps have long been known as
'countermarks'.

Many of those countermarked coins are

Claudian aes, and therefore warrant consideration here in
this chapter dealing with the circulation and use of coins
In the Claudio-Neronian period.

In considering the use

and behaviour of countermarks, it will be necessary to
consider also the function of these punches.

('Behaviour'

should be understood here to mean the position of the
countermark(s) on the coin and their order of application
if more than one is used.)
countermarks on Julio-Claudian aes have been studied by
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many numismatists this century.

If one considers just the

work published in English, one can beqin to appreciate the
variety of challenges presented by countermarks on
imperial Roman aes.

Each scholar has endeavoured to

clarify the function and meaning of these problematic
punches.

In doing so, our knowledge of specific aspects

of their use has been enlarged.

Howatt identified the use

of countermarks on earlier coins to attest a new emperor's
accession and sovereignty (Howatt, (1909}); Mattingly
noted that countermarks had a multiplicity of purpose but,
common to all, the application of a countermark ensured a
coin's continued circulation (BHeRE, vol.l,

(1923),

pp.xxvii-xliii)i Grant contributed to our understanding of
the meanings of the eniqmatic abbreviations and thereby
their function (Grant, (1953), pp.21-41); Kraay's work on
the distribution of countermarked coins in Lower Germany
produced revealing results about the likely origins of
different countermarks and, indirectly, the circulation of
Roman •• s in the early part of the first century AD
(Kraay, (1956a»; Buttrey analysed the practice of
counterstamping and the function of countermarks (Buttrey,
(1970)); MacDowall identified the importance of the metrological function of the countermark NCAPR which allowed
greater precision in datinq it (MacDowall, (1971».
Although dealing with a subject, Greek imperial countermarks, outside the confines of the present study Howqego
provides us with a thorough appraisal of the behaviour and
functions of countermarks in general (Howgego, (1985».
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To limit oneself to considering the behaviour and use of
only countermarks found on Claudian .es might seem, on
first consideration, a relatively straightforward affair
as one would be dealing with a limited range of coins and
countermarks.

However, because this cOinage was subject

to wide-spread imitation it poses particular problems in
itself, and in the behaviour of the countermarks used on
the coins.

It is relevant to note that the majority of

countermarked Claudian •• s found in Britain are not
orthodox coins from the mint of Rome.

Notable exceptions

are those coins counterstamped with the Neronian countermark

NC~PR.

This background of imitation prepares one for similar
practices in the manufacture and uses of countermarks.

It

becomes clear after inspecting a large number of countermarks that not all are quite what they seem to be: some
are just bad imitations, exhibiting obvious characteristics, such as retrograde and poorly formed legends;
others may be good copies and not be so readily identified.

Confusion is certain to be created, not just by

imitated coins being counterstamped with imitated countermarks, but also by the ability of the scholar to both read
countermarks and to identify imitations.

We have already

seen, above, how irregular Claudian dies were overstruck
on earlier imperial •• s and how this activity can produce
misleading results.

A further example of such confusion

may be found in those Claud ian aes which appear to be
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countermarked

TI.C.~,

whereas they are, in fact, counter-

stamped Gaian ass.s or dupondjj that have been overstruck
with irregular Claudian dies (BHCRE,

(1923), p.185).

The countermarks most commonly found on Claudian •• s

(TIBCLIIVIHP and variations, TI.C.A., TIIIV, HCIIPR, IMP,
PROB, PRO, BON, QVA, DVP and liS) may be divided into two
groups: those composed of the name of an emperor, and
those not referring to any emperor by name.

This simple

division may describe a separation of purpose if not
function for these countermarks.
8.5: 1

Coun.tJu.marks~rutQSeJ~_Q.t-.J;J1.e__ na_m.e ._Q.L.jHl.~m~~Q.J:_-::

T..LSk.l,•.B.Y..ll1l!,.J:I". C...•.B...•. ~.T l.flY.1 .-",-ellP R.

.L

The first and last of these contracted appellations can be
expanded with certainty to denote the emperors Claudius
and Nero: TIB(.rius)CLAV(dius)IHP(erator), and
H(.ronis)C(a.s.ris)~(ugustj)P(opuljqu.)R(o •• nj).

The

latter countermark has been considered in depth by
MacDowall (MacDowall, (1971»

and as it does not often

occur on imitations of Claudius, it will not be considered
further here.

The countermarks

TI.C.~

and TIAV have been

the subject of much deliberation about whom each refer to.
Most authorities favour amplification of the abbreviations
to denote Claudius, however, the equally authoritative
voice of Grant suqqests that a commemoration of the
emperor Tiberius might be the subject cited in either or
both of these countermarks (Grant,

(1954), pp.128-29).

Certainty about who is being referred to in these counter332

marks is difficult but some clarification may be found by
considering the pattern of coins counterstamped with which
countermarks.

It might then be possible to postulate a

chronolgy of use, purpose and, hence, meaning to these
enigmatic legends.
TI.C.~

and

d~pondjj

TIBCL~VIHP

are used almost exclusively on

and asses of Gaius.

TI~V

is used on .es of both

Claudius and Gaius and, of those coins, most commonly on
Claudian sestertjj and Agrlppan asses.

Some sestertij of

both Gaius and Claudius bear the double use of TIAV.
The almost exclusive occurrence of

TI.C.~

and TIBCLAVIHP

on Gaian •• s suggests that they should be considered
together and that they may have served a similar purpose.
The uniform counterstamping of Gaian aes may indicate an
early Claudian "date for their use.

The purpose and

function of which could have been to provide currency in
the name of the newly acclaimed emperor Claudius, in the
absence of his coinage.

Without analysis of the

geographical distribution of these countermarks it is
impossible to suggest with confidence where they might
have been applied.

However, judging from their crude form

and the fact that TIBCLAVIHP and

TI.C.~

are used on coins

already in circulation or those about to be issued for
circulation, it is perhaps likely that they were applied
at military establishments in the Rhenish frontier, for
use by the troops (cf. Kraay,

(1956a».

From my limited

references, it seems probable that coins counterstamped
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Tl.C.~

and

TIBCL~VIMP

were in use at different centres:

for example, forty-eight coins counterstamped

TIBCL~VIMP

were found at Neuss (Nov •• sia.) whereas only one with
Tl.C.~

was found (Chantraine, (1982».

It would seem

unlikely that one centre counterstamping coins would use
two different nomenclatures for the same emperor, except
perhaps if the countermarks were applied at different
times (cf. Howatt, (1909), pp.15-18).

It Is perhaps more

likely that two or more centres may have been operating
under similar instructions at the same time but in
different regions.

Further research on the distribution

of these countermarks could produce worthwhile results.
If

Tl.C.~

and

then could

TIBCL~VIHP

Tl~V

do refer to the emperor Claudius,

also refer to him?

The argument put

forward by Grant in favour of an expansion of
Tl~V

Tl.C.~

and

to mean emperor Tiberius rather than Claudius is

based upon his suggestion for the commemoration of, or at
least posthumous reference to, Tiberius.

Counter to that

argument, it may be asked why should Tiberius be commemorated in this poor and rather inappropriate way, especially
considering the unrest over army pay, etc., In AD 14?

A

lack of other posthumous countermarks also argues against
its use in this way.
The behaviour of TIAV is different to that of
TIBCL~VIHP,

Tl.C.~

and

in that it is counterstamped on Claudian .es

as well as those of his predecessor.

This generally well-

formed countermark is always placed neatly in the field
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behind the head of the emperor or in the case of Agrippan

ass.s in the blank field beside the standing figure of
Neptune.

There is clearly a deliberate intention not to

deface either the legend or the effigy of the emperor on
these coins.

The coins countermarked are invariably of

good style and weight, if not always products of the mint
of Rome.

Some s.stertjj are counterstamped with a second

TIAV punch.

Those coins with a double stamping of TIAV in

major British collections are approximately 5g. lighter
than those with only one countermark; the significance of
this observation is difficult to determine, as yet,
without further data.
It is note-worthy that Claudian coins counterstamped with

TIAV are almost invariably those whose legends do not
include the title P<.t.r) P<atrja.).

Kraay was able to

distinguish different regional behaviour for this countermark by plotting its geographical distribution (Kraay,
(1956a), pp.l27-28).

In upper Germany it is used alone or

duplicated; in Lower Germany it Is found only on coins
with multiple countermarks (i ••• , PRO, IMP and BON).

The

rarity of TIAV counterstamped Claudian •• s with -PP
legends may reflect the limited availability of those
coins in the areas where they circulated (see Table 7.8
above and Appendix Seven).
It is difficult to date this countermark to a narrow
period, but finds of TIAV countermarked coins at Hofheim,
which was founded AD c.40 and destroyed by fire before the
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newly-struck Neronian aes arrived in quantity

~D

c.66,

give it almost certainly a Claudio-Neronian origin.

The

objections cited above to a posthumous and commemorative
function for the countermark TI.C.A apply also to this
countermark.

Tl(b.rias)

Although

~V(gastas),

T/~V

should certainly be read as

it is most likely that the refer-

ence is to Claudius and not the dead emperor Tiberius.
Those same objections override the possibility of this
being a Neronian countermark to commemorate Claudius.
T/~V

is thus a Claudian countermark (see Howgego, (1985),

p.8 for other examples of countermarks bearing the name of
an emperor being applied to coins of that emperor).

The

occurrence of the double use of this punch on lighter,
more worn coins suggests that its use was not restricted
to one occasion.

Its function is problematical: Could it

have been used to mark a donative to the troops? Could it
have been used to validate irregular coins in circulation?
Could it have been used to mark a local occasion?

Or ..• ?

These and other functions can be conjectured, but none can
be proved.
8.5: 2

C9~ermarkfL.Ilot_.....r..~rt...lng_.t._Q__ ~ILeJnp~rQ..x:_j)-y_n~

1-'1..p.I.___e~().I. ..._.P.Ro..~.I. ...... 13.Q.H I.

-

J~Y....BI.. _. PVP,..J:l.S

The second group of countermarks are found almost exclusively on •• s of Claudius.

They present as many challenges

regarding their use and meaning as do those described
above.

Host of these countermarks feature with others in

a multiple use on coins, the exceptions are PROB and
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QV~

which always occur alone on

seste~tij

and .sses respect-

ively (cf., Robertson, (1962), p.104, pl.18 where a
sest.~ti~s

Tl~Vi

with the countermark PROS is overstamped by

and Giard, (1988), p.107 for a

seste~ti~s

stamped on the obverse with PROS and HCRPR).

counter-

Multiple

countermarks can be described as two or more different
countermarks which, although they may overlap each other,
do not attempt to cancel.. each other.

The overstamping of

one countermark by another (e.g., Robertson, (1962), plate
18, no.8l) is not considered here as an example of
multiple countermarks.

Some progress in establishing a

chronology for these countermarks may be made by
attempting to assess the order in which countermarks were
used.

However, this line of enquiry is liable to error

and confusion, especially if one only considers the
limited sample' available in Britain.

The major source for

confusion is likely to come from imitated countermarks on
imitated coins.

Further to that, personal experiment with

punches and lead blanks suggests to me that a countermark
applied at an acute angle would not necessarily obliterate
an earlier countermark, with the result that the earlier
countermark may appear to overlay the later one (Plate
17) •

The behaviour of the countermarks offers some opportunities for comparison (Table 8.6).

As shown elsewhere

(Kenyon, (1988»: PROS Is used exclusively on Claudian
s.ste~tji,

always on coins without the title -PP in the
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legend, whereas PRO occurs on Claudian sestertii and
dupondii, IMP is used almost invariably with the counter-

mark PRO on both Claudian sestertii and dupondii.

BON

occurs on Claudian sestertii and dupondij invariably with
one or more of the following, PRO, IMP or

Tl~Vi

it is used

alone on asses, but rarely on other denominations.
occurs only on Claudian asses.

QVR

The degrading DVP(ondias),

on stlsttlrtii, and RS, on dapondjj, always occur on the
reverse of a coin, with a devaluing chisel-mark at its
edge.
wi tho

Examples of multiple countermarks occurring on

.tlS

the ti tIe -PP are rare.

...

c..o...«'.L't(.~.r.J_ ~Jf-

Okv".~~.iI

Re V.ft..r. Sil.

TIAV

(j)

Behind head

Very rare

TIIW

(ii)

Before face

PROB

Before face

PRO

Behind head

IMP

Before face

BON

Across neck

QVR

Across neck

Very rare

DVP

Across figure, chiselcut at edge of coin.

liS

Across figure, chiselcut at edge of coin.

Table 8. 6 ~.-Lc9JU'ltJtl..lM.x..Kf;L on~l.~J,ullgn ...~.".s:_!'_
£11..ClUYL count~rst9.nmed_ co_iJu? a..1;~ -DQt._.~J1G1.\lJleJ~L.l)e..rll
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The consistency of results shown in Table 8.6 suggests
that coins were 'read', and that earlier countermarks were
also considered, before a countermark punch was carefully
positioned and struck.
The countermark PROB(.tu.) has been dealt with recently at
length by the author elsewhere (Kenyon, (1988».

In

brief, the confined geographical distribution of provenanced examples encouraged me to suggest a British origin
for this countermark.
found five other

Since writing the paper, I have

spec~in

British collections: one (RIC

96) of which is provenanced to 'Somerset?', the remainder
(unprovenanced) are to be found in the collections of
Liverpool Museum, Herseyside (three coins (RIC 93, 99(2»

- I have seen photographs of only two) and York Museum, N
Yorkshire (one coin (RIC 99».

The argument for an

Italian origin 'for this countermark is also based on the
distribution of counterstamped coins (von Kaenel, (1984».
pp.101-3): finds of Claudian aes at Rome from the river
Tiber include ten ,.stertii counterstamped PROS; there are
a further ten in the collection of the Huseo Nationale
Romano (von Kaenel, (1984).

Von Kaenel informs me of a

number of others in Italian collections which he hopes to
publish (pers. co ••• ).

The distribution of PROS counter-

stamped coins is then clearly divided between Britain and
Italy, with few. if any, provenanced examples from
countries between (I am not aware of any published
specimens).

The absence of any definite countermark

punch-links between the published Italian and British
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material and some internal punch links among the British
material (Kenyon,

(1988), p.59) provide some support for

what may be the dual use of a countermark, with the same
purpose, in two centres: one in Italy, the other in
Britain.

Alternatively, in the context of imitative

coinage, accurate copying of the countermark in Britain
can not be ruled out.
I have suggested elsewhere (Kenyon, (1988»

that the

countermarks PRO and IMP were applied contemporaneously
and should be read together as PRO IMP(erio) meaning 'by
virtue of his authority'.

This was explained as Nero's

intention to authorize the continued circulation of
dubious Claud ian and worn earlier •• s in the early part of
his reign.

A Neronian date was given to these counter-

marks because of their use on the later -PP •• s.

The

recent convincing revision of the date of these later
coins to

~D

42/43 (von Kaenel,

(1987»

encourages me to

suggest now that the authority referred to is more likely
to be Claudius than Nero.

(If the reference was to Nero,

he would surely have used his name to proclaim his
authority.)

It is impossible to be certain about the

purpose or function of these countermarks but the
suggestion of validation is perhaps less persuasive than
that of marking a donative to the troops in Lower Germany.
Accepting the caveat given above about deducing a chronology from the behaviour of multlple-counterstamped coins,
it appears that

TI~V

was applied after PRO and IMP, as the
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punch is applied in other than its customary position(s).
Following this line of argument, it would appear that
BOH(~s

n~

•• ~s) was applied after

Tl~V

as it, too, was

unable to occupy its typical position on coins already
bearing the countermarks PRO, IMP and

TI~V.

A close study

of the material from Lower Germany is necessary before any
real progress can be made with the chronology of these
countermarks.

However, the later date given for the use

of BON is supported by its occurrence on Claud ian .ss.s of
reduced size and weight: British provenanced examples are
in the range 8.5-5.5g ••
There is little doubt about the meaning of the countermark

BON, unlike the countermark

QV~,

obverse of Claudian .sses.

It has been expanded to

Q(~int~s>

V~L(.rj~s)

Jongkees, (1961»
(1988), p.19).

which is also used on the

(Giard, (1975), p.93, noting

and most recently to

QV~(drans)

Giard argues against the former expansion

in his recent work and in favour of

QV~(dr.ns>

grounds of the light weight of the coins.
QV~(dr.ns>
DVp(ondj~s>

QV~

(Giard,

ori the

He argues that

was used to devalue coins in the same way as
and AS.

However, unlike those countermarks,

is not accompanied by a chisel-cut at the edge of the

coin.

The weight range of the coins he cites, together

with those of British provenance recorded for this study,
is similar to that for .sses countermarked BOH.

Although

it is difficult to find a better lookinq expansion than
Giard's, alternatives ought to be considered because of
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the inconsistencies in his argument.

QVA(ljs) meaning

'such as intended' would serve a similar function to BON
in confirming the value of the coin.

The similarities in

behaviour, weight of coins and purpose of counterstamping
might be explained by the use of different countermarks in
two or more regions of Lower Germany, where our limited
knowledge of their geographical distribution suggests
these countermarks are likely to have originated.
The incontraverti bly devaluing countermarks DVP(ondjas)
and AS may have been used contemporaneously with BON and
QVA at a time when coins in circulation were reconsidered.
The occasion of such reconsideration is most likely to
have taken place when new coins became available.
Supplies of newly-struck Neronian aes to the Rhenish
frontier after AD c.64 is one possible occasion.

Another

is the supply of Vespasianic aes following the massive
coining of the early 70's.

The former is perhaps the most

appropriate one, for the contrast between the new coins of
Nero and the impoverished state of much of the Claud ian

aes in circulation would surelY have set Nero's coins at a
premium.

These four countermarks may have continued in

use, checking and revaluing coins, over an extended period
of time, for even today, with banks to help, currency
withdrawl and demonetisation can take more than a year to
be effectlve.
The geographical distributIon of countermarked aes found
in Britain (Table 8.7) illustrates a density of pre-
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Claudian countermarks and pre-Claud ian aes counterstamped
with Claud ian punches in the southern and south-eastern
area of Britain.

The peripheral and outer zones produce

greater numbers of counterstamped Claud ian aes.

An

explanation for these patterns of distribution may be
found in the supply and use of the coins in post-conquest
Britain: the earlier counterstamped coins, including those
bearing Claudian countermarks, cluster in the area of
Britain closest to their probable source of Lower Germany;
whereas, the counterstamped Claudian .es, which are predominantly sestertjj stamped with the punch PROB, have a
broader distibution throughout Britain and may have a
British origin (cf. Boon, (1987), p.149, n.28)

In some

cases, it may be argued that the counterstamped earlier
coins represent close trade links with Lower Germany and
Gaul, but the evidence of coins alone is not strong enough
to support this explanation.

In other cases, for example,

the countermarked coins found at Ham Hill, Wilts. and Hod
Hill, Dorset, suggest that a military association is a
more likely interpretation of their provenance.

Counter-

stamped Claudian coins occur mostly at military establishments: therefore, the association with military personnel
and their attendants is clear.

However, the conjectured

relationship between counterstamped •• s and the occupying
military force should not be pushed too far.

The find at

Bitterne, Hants. of a counterstamped Gaian as overstruck
with imitated Neronian dies (Table 8.7, Bitterne, Hants.,
countermark identified by D W MacDowall, p#.rs. co••. )
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Core zone
cantiacl

Atrebates

catuvellauni

Rlchborough, Kent: TICA on Agrippan as
IIIIP on Agrippan as
TCIHP on Agrippan as
?
on Agrippan as (2)
fJ 1 '>. ~.v-2lL R 1 C 100
Oakley Green, Windsor :f!JiQIJ. on ses~.u~.i!IJ...
Bltterne, Hants.: TIBCLAVIHP on Galan as
over-struck by Neronian copy as
Neatham, Hants.: ~QH~_R1.k~
Silchester, Hants.: AVG (retrograde) on
Augustan as
P!lQ13 on .BJQ 99 (2)
QV ILMl..Jil.C 100
Winchester, Hants.: TIAV on Agrippan as
Chichester, W.Sussex: TIB(CLAU)AV8 (crude
and retrograde) on Germanicus as
Hambleden, Bucks.: B.O.(fn.....JJ.QH-2J1.-';~.l.t;;..J..!J.Q
Letchworth, Herts.: I!CBfy;c..~n.......R.1C......li
St.Albans, Herts.: TIBAVG on Div~s A~9~st~s as
TCL on Gaian as
TICEIUH on Agrippan as
Q,.VJL. M!.. ....RI . C. 100
Southwark, Gr. Lon.: r.!..H.p.. on . B_lQ_~Q
Watling ct., Gr.Lon.:-1-l11eglble counterID9Jks on ln~rminate
$..f!.~_t;,.tl!r..:t.....i.!J,.5.. (Dr 0 ba b 1 Y
f!..B.ll~_l."'.P.1.JJll/.L_

Trinovantes

Chelmsford, Essex: TIB.IH
Colchester, Essex: IHP on
TIB on
?
on

on Augustan as
Augustan d~pondi~s
Augustan as
Germanicus as

e'5.Ql~-.!llLJllC.~

Fingr inghoe, Essex: PB.Q..1J.Jlll...J~.l.C. ~
Gestingthorpe, Essex:? on Agrippan as
Harlow, Essex: TIAV on Agrippan as
Romford, Essex: CAC on Gaian as
Peripheral zone
Durotriges

Dobunni

(contd .>

Hod Hill, Dorset: rCIHP on Agrippan as,
rIBCLAVIHP on Germanicus as
Waddon Hill, Dorset: P.RO_9n RIC_~A.
Ham Hill, Somerset: IHPAVG and TIB on
Augustan as
rISCLAVIHP on
Germanicus as
rlf!..I.!...._o_n.j~.l'.C._~~
Bath, Avon: ? on Auqustan as
BON. _.0 n. 'oR :(C .... 1..(tQ.
Bourton-on-Water, Glos.: N.C..I!.PR_Q..QR..l...C~!L
Cirencester, Glos.: PR.Q.1L.. on.....R.,.C~
f!B. Q.1J._QJl......R1.C..-ll
PRO ~.-..9..ll...~..~..$.J;......r.. ~. l ~ 5...
Gloucester, Glos.: e.8gJ~.Jrn... B_LC.~

$'pJUL_Q.rLB. l.C~
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Dobunni
(contd .)

Corieltauvi
Iceni
Qut~r

Bloxham, Oxf.: ? on Gaian as
Hildenhall, Wilts.: TI(B)~VG on Augustan as
I Somerset ':
(e).gQB._C;Ln_.Rlk~
I West country I :
PRQB--Ml.._R.l.C.~
Barton-on-Humber, Humb.: eRJ)JL_o..JL.8..lC..~
Old Winteringham, Humb.: C~ESAR on Augustan as
eJ?J:J.'S._on .. RI_~-H
Saham Toney, Norfolk: B..Cn."-2Il ..RI_C~
Swanton Morley, Norfolk: .._BON .. .PD. J\'I.C_.IQ.Q.

zone

Dumnonii
Silures
Ordovices
Cornovii
Brigantes

Exeter, Devon: P8.0B_._Qn .. RJC_!12..
P15Q.B on Rl..C 96 ( V
I South Devon I :
e..8.01L.5m.......RIC_.~.~
Abergavenny, Gwent: TF~V on Augustan as
Usk, Gwent: f!..R.fl..8 on liLC~
Here ford?, Her. & Wor.: e8Q.B......JllJ...J1LC~_
Wr oxeter, Sa 1 op.: e.BJ)jL'!JIl..BJ.c..~.
Hetchley, Warks.:-EB.fl.B-2D-8.IC 96 (3)
Carlisle, Cumbria
tJ..CIl.f!.R on f!_l.C 96(2)

Table 8.7 British orovenanced counterrnarked Claudian and
pre-Claudian aes.
(Claudian ~.$ underlined.)
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demonstrates that pre-Claud ian aes were still circulating
in Gaul (where the coin was overstruck) more than twenty
years after the invasion of Britain.

This, and proven~ed

finds of Claud ian aes bearing the Neronian countermark

HCAPR, illustrates the movement of people and coins
between the provinces.
The majority of counterrnarks were probably applied in
military bases to communicate a message to the troops for
whom they were intended.

There is evidence for other

marks being applied to aes for a different purpose,
specifically to test a suspect coin for plating.

In this and the following two sections (8.7 & 8.8), the
emphasis will gradually shift from coins in circulation to
the reasons for the removal of coins from circulation.
Evidence of plated Claudian and other Julio-Claudian aes
in Britain is sparse (Table 8.8); this is not surprisinq,
though, as the survival rate of such coins is likely to be
minimal.

The corrosive effects of the elements on the

core material and the physical reaction of the corrodlnq
core upon the platinq material are by their nature
destructive.

In addition, such coins are unlikely to have

survived long in circulation before they came under
suspicion and were destroyed.
The evidence which has survived in Britain shows finds
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divided between religious sites (Harlow, Essex and Hayling
Island, Hants.) and coastal sites (Richborough, Kent
(Kenyon,

(1987a), pl.5) and Bitterne, Hants.)

Any inter-

pretation of this restricted geographical distribution
must be tenative, due to the potentially poor survival
rate of such coins.

It is possible that plated •• s

travelled from Gaul (ef. Giard, (1975), p.85) or Lower
Germany via the south-eastern and southern ports of
England, once discovered to be inferior coins, they were
used as offerings at temples.

It is also possible that

plated a.s were manufactured in Britain, perhaps at
religious sites for use as offerings.

Alternatively, as

the technique of producing these coins is simple (see
Chapter Four, above), they could have been made by anyone
having access to basic equipment (a hammer and an anvil or
a substitute) and basic materials (sheet metal and
roundels of iron or lead).

Speculation is unwise, suffice

to say finds of these coins may grossly under-represent
the number of plated coins in circulation in ClaudioNeronian Britain.

cantlaci

Richborough, Kent

Claud ian as

Atrebates

Bitterne, Hants.
Hayling Island, Hants.

Claudian as
Augustan as

Trinovantes

Harlow & Holbrook, Essex Claudian asses(3)

Table 8.8 Plated Claudian and
Britain
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pre-Claudlan_~.s

found in

Finds of aes with chisel-cuts and punchmarks (e.g., plate
80, no.13 and plate 86, nos.1 & 7) indicate that suspect
coins were tested for plating; however, not all such marks
on coins are necessarily indicative of testing, some marks

may have other functions.

For example, an as from

Sllchester, Hants. bears two chisel-cuts in the form of a
neat cross (plate 27, no.5) which may have been preparation for dividing the coin.

Another as, from Broxtowe,

Notts., bears a deep slash-cut across the obverse (plate
63, no.16) which some suggest may indicate dissatisfaction
with the emperor, or it may mark the demonetization of a
coin.
The majority of punchmarks used are less obvious than
those described above, and were clearly not intended to
damage more than the surface of the coin, when testing for
plating ( •• g.,the small angled punchmark behind Claudius'
head on a dupondius found at Hayling Island's RomanoCeltic temple, plate 70, no.7).

Boon suggests that

'studiedly "casual" abrasions' may have been applied to
suspect coins and that others may have been battered to
test them (Boon,

(1988), pp.10b & 149, note 26).

The

unobtrusive nature of these tests confirms the evidence of
coin-finds, that the intention was to remove only plated
coins from circulation; solid coins would re-introduced to
continue circulating.
The relatively wide-spread distribution of 'tested' coins
(Table 8.9) suggests that the use of plated aes was not
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Core zone
~

on RIC 95

Cantiaci

Richborough, Kent

Atrebates

Hayling Island, Hants.
on RIC 94
Silchester, Hants
1- on RIC 100
Winchester, Hants
s laKh on RIC 100

Trinovantes

Colchester, Essex

1

=

c=::::> on RIC 92

Peripheral zone
Dobunni

Cirencester, Glos.
Mildenhall, Wilts.
Wanborough, Wilts.

Corieltauvi

on RIC 99
on Augustan as
counterstamped
TI(B)IM or TI(B)~VG
slash on RIC 100
~
~

Lincoln, Lincs.
slash on RIC 92
<.3
on RIC 99
Lincoln, Lincs.
coc on Gaian as
Leicester, Leics.
Winteringham, Humb. slash(2) on RIC 92

outer zone
Brigantes

Broxtowe, Notts.

slash on RIC 95
slash on RIC 100

Table 8.9 Claud ian and pre-Claudian aes with test-cuts and
punchmarks found in Britain
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restricted to religious offerings and that they may have
been much more common than finds today would seem to
indicate.
8.7

Buckled~Jld.iAIL.• ~.$.:~--..Q..t~_d._Cla_ud.iall It.tt$.:

Coin-finds are not always indicative of coins lost in
circulation, some finds are examples of those withdrawn
from circulation.

Two prime examples of this withdrawl

from the purchasing and payment pool of curency are those
coins transformed into jewellery and those which are
deliberately damaged to prevent them from circulating.
Claudian 8es which have been pierced (?for suspension)
occur as site-finds (Table 8.10) and are perhaps the
clearest examples of these coins being used for decorative
adornment.

The pierced example from Godmanchester, Cambs.

in a predominently third century hoard does not necessarily demonstrate the survival of Claudian aes in circulation until the third century, rather it may demonstrate
the qreater duration of coins Ilsed as jewellery.

One of

the two examples from Colchester, Essex (Kenyon, (1987a),
p.3l) was found in a qrave with a pierced coin of Julia
Haesa and other items of amuletic significant, which
together undoubtedly made up a necklace.

The survival of

Claud ian ses in decorative use is confirmed by these late
deposits.

The occurrence of a pierced Claud ian as

(described incorrectly as a

sestertj~s)

in an Anglo Saxon

grave at Kingston Down, Kent demonstrates what is surely a
re-use in the seventh century of a newly-found coin
Appendix One, Ozinqell, Kent).
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(cf.

Core zone
Barham, Kent
Kingston Down, Kent

Claudian(?) .s

Atrebates

Sllchester, Hants.

RIC 100

catuvellauni

Enfield, Gr. London
Godmanchester,Cambs.

RIC 100
RIC 100

Trinovantes

Colchester, Essex
(Harlow, Essex

RIC 100 (2)
Agrippan .s)

Dobunni

Cirencester, Glos.
Gloucester, Glos.
Wanborough, Wilts.

RIC 100
RIC 100
RIC 100

Corieltauvi

Leicester, Leics.

RIC 94

Iceni

·Saham Toney, Norfolk

cantlaci

RIC 100

Peripheral zone

RIC 84

Claudlan ciS
(Neronian aft)

Table 8.10 Pierced Claudian ....~ found in BritaJ..n
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Finds of Claudian aes which have been deliberately bent
and buckled occur throughout Britain (Table 8.11).

The

purpose of hammering these coins over is not certain but
its effect must have been to stop the coin circulating.
The coins are all worn asses, some very worn.

It is

possible that all these coins have been simply demonetised
and discarded as worthless.

Other theories may be put,

but none are more convincing.

Finds of four such coins at

the Romano-British temple at Harlow, Essex and another at
the temple at Hayling Island raises the possibility that
the coins may have been bent as religious offerings, in
the same way as other offertory gifts were occasionally
bent.

The low proportion of these bent coins found at

temple sites shows that not all who made offerings treated
their 'gifts' in the same way.

The possiblity that the

coins were bent as scrap in preparation for melting down
could also be considered.

It is usual to reduce the

surface area of scrap copper as much as possible in order
to reduce oxidisation during melting.

However the

majority of bent coins are not hammered-over flat, they
are just buckled and so the surface area is not greatly
reduced and oxldlsation would still occur.

The likeli-

hood, then, is that the coins were bent in order to
prevent them circulating further, i.e., they were
demonetised.
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Core zone
Atrebates

Chichester, W Sussex
Hayling Island, Hants.
Sllchester, Hants.

RIC 100
RIC 100
RIC 100

catuvellaunl

'Buckinghamshire'

RIC 100

Trinovantes

Harlow, Essex
Kelvedon, Essex

RIC 100
RIC 100

Dobunnl

Cirencester, Glos.

RIC 100

catuvellauni

Winteringham, Humb.

RIC 100

Iceni

Swanton Morley, Norf.

Claudian as (7)
(Agrippan .s)

Wroxeter, Salop.

RIC 100 (2)

(

..

)

Peripheral zone

Outer zone
cornovii

Table 8.11 Buckled Claudlan

.J'"~
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found in Britain

8.8

Deposition of irregular Claudl£lL...• II'!I'...f.

The deposition of coins was not always as a result of loss
or discard, in some instances deposition was intentional.
The hoarding and burial of coins for intended retrieval is
well known from coin-finds of all Roman periods: the early
decades of the Roman occupation of Britain are no exceptions.

The burial of coins with the dead is also well

attested for Roman periods in Britain, and again was
practised in the era when Claudian aes circulated.

It may

be useful to now consider when Claudian •• s were deposited
and in what circumstances in an attempt to answer the
question, How long were Claud ian aes used in circulation
in Britain?
Claudian •• s coin-finds at Colchester, Essex derive from
sites with some of the best-dated stratified evidence for
occupation of any Roman site in Britain, but even there
the steady upwards drift of coins by redeposition is
evident.

The stratified finds at Southwark, Greater

London, sugqest that Claud ian aes continued in circulation
there to the end of the first century RD (Hammerson,
(1978».

It is possible that some Claud ian .es continued

in circulation in the busy trading environment of London
and other such civil centres, as well as in remote areas,
where some of the coins are extremely worn.

Equally, the

residual effect of continuous occupation on a site must be
considered as a possible explanation for the apparent late
circulation of Claudian aes.
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As we have seen (Chapter

Five), the geoqraphical distribution of finds in Britain
suggests that Claud ian aes ceased to be widely used after
the arrival of Flavian aes at the latest, and possibly
after the arrival of the new Neronian aes in

~Dc.66.

The

evidence of hoards may help to provide more information
about the longevity of Claudian aes in circulation.
8.8: 1 Hoards, groups and

accumulation~Jl1:.lin.t.n.Q..." .••...r._Q.t

Claudius
The word 'hoard' is used here to describe those coins
which are not single stray-finds or losses: they may be
small purse groups, river deposits, general accumulations
or groups of specially selected coins.

River deposits are

included in this context as not all such deposits were
necessarily votive offerings; river-banks could be used
for hiding coins as readily as any other patch of land.
Indeed, a recent find of a sack of modern car-keys in an
estuary encourages me to suggest that a bag of coins,
staked to the river-bank, could usefully have been hidden
in a river.
Hoards containing Claud ian aes are tabulated below (Tables
8.12-8.17).

Further details of the composition of the

hoards may be found by consulting the relevant entry in
Appendix One; possible hoards are italicized and in
parentheses.

In Tables 8.12-17, the denomination of

Claudian •• s in the hoard is indicated for each deposit;
in addition, the occurrence of native coins in the same
context is also noted where appropriate.
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If a container

Denomination of Claudian__!I!I...§'~. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~$._t.. __lLl.{R ____..!.U_ + Celtic
Core zone
cantiaci

Richborough 2, Kent (Box)

catuvellauni

King William st., Gr.London(?)Walbrook 1, Gr.London (Rjve~) -

x

Colchester 4, Essex (Pot)
Colchester 6, Essex (?P~~s.)
Colchester 9, Essex (?P~~s.)
Colchester 10, Essex (?P~~s.) santon Downham, Suffolk (?)

Trinovantes

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x?

-)

x

Peripheral zone
Durotriges
Dobunni

Corieltauvi
Iceni

Hod Hill 3, Dorset(Djsp.~s.d) x?
(U.ddon Hjll, Do~s.t(Djspe~sed>x?
Minster Lovell, Oxfordshire(?)x
Nunney, Somerset(?)
Sea Mills 3, Avon (Djspe~s.d)
x
Wllcote, Oxfordshire (? )

x?
x?

-

x

x

x

x

Mancetter 1, Warwickshire(Pot)-

x

x

(Stan •• C•• p, C•• bs.(Djspe~sed>-

x

outer zone
DUIDDonll

Chard, Somerset (Pot)
x?
South Devon? (Exeter?)(2 Pots)x

x

Silures
Cornovii

x?

Trent Vale,

Staffs.(P~rse?nd

JeHeI I

Worcester, Her.& Worc.(Pot)
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-

e~.y

x
x

)

x

x

-)

Core zone
Atrebates

Bitterne 4, Hampshire (?)

x?

x

Table 8.13 Hoards of coins including Claudian «tE te,minating
with coins of Nero

Denomination of Claudian __«.. ~ ___
Co,e zone
catuvellaunl

Southwark 4, Gr. London (?)

x

Lincoln 12, Lines. (Purse?)

x

Exeter 6, Devon (?)

x

Periphe,al zone
Coxieltauvi
outer zone
Dumonii

Table 8.14 Hoards of coins includln-9-C.lA!.ldlan _.....~~~ terminating
with coins of Vespasian
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Denomination of

Claudian~~$~______________~S«s.t

Dap

Bs

+ Celtic

Core zone
Atrebates

Blackmoor,Hants.(Commod.)(Pot)-

x?

Catuvellauni

Croydon,Gr.London(Ant.Pius) (?)Langford, Beds.(Ant. Pius)(?) Mapledurham, Oxf.(Had.)(River)Whitchurch,Oxf.(M.Aur.)(River)-

x

x?
x
x

Gr.Chesterford,Essex(Commodus)x
Heybridge,Essex(A.Pius) (River)-

Trinovantes

x

Peripheral zone
Durotriges

Dobunni

x
x

Hengistbury Head,Dor.(A.Pius)?Holdenhurst,Dor.(Hadrian)(Pot)Timsbury,Hants(Domitian) (Pot?)Kempsford,Glos.(A.Pius)(River)Whitchurch,Avon(Faustina) (Pot)x

x
x

x
x
x

x

outer zone
ornovli

Parisi

Wroxeter 6,Salop(Hadrian)(?)
·Wroxeter 7, Salop (Hadrian)(?)(+ JeHellery)
SWine, Humber(M.Aurel)(Roll.) x

x
x
x

Table 8.15 Hoards of coins including Claud ian .1.$ terminating
with coins of second century ...B.Q. (latesj:---k.9...1n1.
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Denomination of Claudlan

J'JI..~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.$._U_~._.lt(J.Rh

lis + Celtic

Core zone

Peripheral

x

Bramshlll, Hants. (River)

Atrebates
zon~

Cricklade/Latton,Wilts.(River)-

Dobunni

x

x

outer zone
castlemere, Rochdale (?)

Brigantes

x?

Table 8.16 Hoards of coins including Claudian .es deposited at
an indeterminate period In the first-second centuries liD

Denomination of Claudlan._t'-.!Ir..$. _ _ _ _ _ _ _-->8...iJt.$.'J;...,.J)JI..R--.M. + Celtic
Core zone
catuvellauni

·Astrop, Northants. (?) (?)
Bourne End, Herts.(?)(River)
Godmanchester,Cambs.(Allectus)(? + JeHellery)
The Thames,Gr.London(Sev.Alex)x
(River)

x

x?

x
x

x

x

peripheral zone
Dobunn1

Clapton-in-Gordano,Avon(Hax.) -

x

(?)

outer zone
Dumnoni1

(Exeter, Devon (Srd cent>
(Dou.btfu.l hoard)

Deceangli

(Penn-y-Cordynn,CIHyd(Srdcent)(Dou.bt.fu.l hOllrd)

Brigantes

Troutbeck Brldqe,Cumb(SeptSev)(River & jeHelJery)

-)

)(

-)

Table 8.17 Hoards of .-t:.olns tn.c.l-',M:~.lJlg. . _~qyga_l)._.e..s._terminating
wi th cQ..l.M-2.f_....t.h~1.t~......c~n. t~a.. 11J)
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is known for the hoard or group of coins it is recorded
(italicized and in parentheses) after the provenance;
similarly, if the group is a river deposit.
The evidence of hoards containing Claudian •• s, reflects
the picture shown in the geographical distribution of
Claudian a.s in Britain (Chapter Five), that is, a rapid
decline in the proportion of Claud ian aes in circulation
and In hoards after Vespasian's reign.

The most common

Claud ian coins in circulation occur most commonly in preFlavian hoards.

Hoards of

s.st.~tjj

do occur, but less

frequently and then mostly in military contexts.

Of the

twenty-five Flavian and pre-Flavian hoards listed below,
six (or possibly seven) are of

sest.~tjj:

a ratio of one

in four which is greater than the proportion of
in circulation.

s.st.~tij

This high proportion may be significant;

it has been noted above that finds of

s.st.~tjj

occur more

frequently at military centres than at civilian centres.
The relatively high proportion of hoards of this large •• s
denomination may therefore be attributed more readily to
the activities of military personnel than of the native
population.

The majority of hoards, however, are of the

common currency of asses and

d~po"djj

and may not be so

readily attributed to one group; they are in most cases
the result of a purse or two hidden or lost.
Two groups of coins from the territory of the Durotriges
are included here as 'scattered hoards': Hod Hill, Dorset
and Waddon Hill, Dorset.

Boon was first to recognise the
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probability of a hoard at Hod Hill (Boon,

(1974), p.104);

the possibility of a scattered aes hoard at Waddon Hill is
conjectured here on the grounds of an unusually high
percentage of sestertjj and dupondij among finds from this
military site.
Native hoards with a few Claud ian •• s issues do occur but
they should not necessarily be considered as positive
evidence for the co-circulation of Roman and native coins;
they do, in fact, suggest the opposite, i ••• , a hoard of
devalued or demonetised (native) coins with a few
(Claudian) coins from circulation.

This Is true for those

deposited In the first decades of Roman occupation (Santon
Downham, Suffolk; Nunney, Somerset (Table 8.12) and
Bitterne, Hants.

(Table 8.13», and for those deposited in

the second century AD (Holdenhurst, Dorset; Hengistbury
Head, Dorset and Timsbury, Hants.).

The latter instances

provide evidence of long-term hoarding, not the continued
use of Durotrigian coins into the second century that some
would prefer (cf. Hack,

(1975), p.12!).

Similarly, the occasional occurrence of Claud ian •• s in
second and third century contexts or hoards (Table 8.17)
should not be considered as evidence for the wide-spread,
continued circulation of these coins.

Their presence can

be explained in a number of ways, not least convincing of
which is the finding and re-use or retention of an
unfamiliar coin at a date after it ceased to circulate in
great numbers.
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Hoards which are made-up of Claudian, Neronian and
Vespasianic aes, such as those found at Exeter, Devon and
Lincoln, Lincs.(Table 8.14), indicate that Claudian aes
continued in circulation into the latter's reign (in
Exeter and Lincoln at least).

The paucity of Claudian aes

in hoards formed after Vespasian's reign (Tables 8.158.17) suggest that by hD late 70's C1audian aes were few
and limited mostly to asses, and they, themselves, were
being replaced finally by new coins.

The evidence for the

continued circulation of imitated Claudian aes in Britain
until the end of the first century is not forthcoming from
either site-finds or hoards in general.
8.8:2 Burial offerings
The Roman practice of burying coins with the dead is wellknown

and certainly was active in pre-Flavian Britain, as

excavated finds demonstrate.

The contexts of the

deposition of coins found in graves and cemetaries differ,
reflecting both the different circumstances in which coins
were used in circulation and the different ways in which
they were used as grave goods.

In some cases, a coin was

buried with an urn containing the ashes of the dead; in
others, the body was interred and coins placed in a grave,
occasionally in the mouth of the deceased.

The famous

Child's Grave deposit at Colchester, Essex included a
hoard of Claudian and Agrippan aes among the offerings
buried with the child.

Occasionally the interred coins
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are accompanied by jewellery; in other cases, coins may
form an integral part of a piece of jewellery deposited in
a grave.
Grave deposits which include Claud ian .es are tabulated in
a similar format to that used for hoards, above (Table
8.18).

The sites are grouped into tribal territories and

the provenance given relates to the entry in Appendix One,
where further details of the deposit are often available.
The provenance is followed by the name of emperor for the
latest coin in the grave or group.

If the remains were

cremated and deposited in an urn, the entry is italicized.
The denomination of coin(s) is indicated, and also a find
of native coin(s) in the same deposition(s) is indicated,
where relevant.

Each entry represents a single coin,

unless indicated otherwise.

If the coin(s) was found at a

cemetery but not in any particular grave, the entry is
given in parentheses.
Finds indicate that the depositIon of coins with the
cremated remains of the dead in urns was practised more in
the south-eastern 'core zone' than elsewhere in ClaudioNeronian Britain.

Cremation burials are not limited to

Roman contexts and a similar geographical distribution may
be seen for pre-conquest burials and cemeteries (cf.,
Jones & Hattingly,

(1990), Hap 3:14).

The deposit of

native coins in a pre-conquest cremation burial at
st.Albans (V.rul •• ju.), Herts. demonstrates that this
particular practice is also not limited to Roman burials
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Denomination of
Core

Claudj~~~~________________

Z~

Cantiaci

Atrebates
Catuvellaunl

Trinovantes

canterbury 3, Kent (Claudius) x
Dartford 1, Kent (Claudius)
x
(Folkestone, Kent (Claudius)
x-)
Kingston Down, Kent(Carausius)x
(Single coin ~sed as Saxon Height)
(Ospringe, Kent (Claudius)
x
-)
S~tton Valence, Kent(Cla~di~s)x
Winchester, Hants. (Claudius) x
(Single coin <9»
(Crendon, Bucks (Claudius)
x?
-)
(Ho.~d possibly of plated d.n.~ii)
Limlow, Cambs. (Claudius)
x?
Lon9tho~pe 2, C•• bs. <CI.~d)
x
St.P.~I's 2,8~.London <Cla~d) x
So~thHa~k 7, 8~.London <Ne~o)
x
x
Spitalfield's 2,G~.Lon.(Cla~d)
x
U.~Hick Sq~a~., 8~.Lon.(CI.~d)x
x
Colchester 2,Essex (Claudius) (Ho.~d)

Colchester 7,Essex (Jul.Haesa)-

x

(.].Helle~y)

Kelevedon 4, Essex (Claudius) (Single coin

x
(2) )

Peripheral zone
Durotriges
Dobunni
Corieltauvi

Cogdean, Do~set (Cla~di~s)
"Haumbury Rings,Dorset(Claud.) Bath 2, Avon (Claudius)
(Ancaster 4, Lincs. (Claudius) (Single coin
(Kirton-in-Lindsey, Humb.(Cl.) x
(Lincoln 10, Lincs. (Claudius) (Single coin
West Deeping,Lincs (Sabina)
x
(+

Quter

x
x?
x?

x

x

(<I) )

-)

x

x

-)

x

-)
-)

(<I) )

JeHe1Ie~y)

ZQ.M.

Cornovii
Brigantes

(Wroxeter 1, Salop (Claudius)
(Stapenhill, Staffs. (Claudius) York 6, N.Yorks. (Claudius)

x

x

HB. Provenances are followed by the latest coin in the grave
or group. Cremated remains deposited in an urn are
italicized. Each entry represents a single coin, unless
indicated otherwise. For coin(s) found at a cemetery, but
not in any particular grave, the entire entry is given in
parentheses.
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(stead, (1969), p.49).

The occurrence of a native coin

with Roman coins in a cremation bUrial at Southwark,
Greater London is noteworthy and may be considered by some
as fUrther evidence for the interaction of native and
Roman coins, however, the find is unique and therefore can
not offer strong evidence in support of the continued use
of native coins after the Roman conquest.
It was common to place a coin in a grave as payment for
Charon, the ferryman who carried the dead across the river
of the Underworld to Hades in Roman mythology.

It is not

surprising therefore that the most common Claud ian coin in
circulation, the as, was predominantly used in this way in
what are mostly Claudio-Neronian burials.

Various ways in which irregular Claudian .es were employed
in circulation have been described, and we have seen that
clear patterns of use emerge.

In common with troops

stationed in other northern provinces, the occupying Roman
force in Britain used both Claudian and pre-Claud ian •• 5
in their camps.

Unlike troops stationed in the Two

Germanies, those stationed in Britain had little use for
native indigenous coins in their camps.

We have seen in

the previous chapter (Chapter Seven) how sestertij occur
predominantly at military sites, a similar picture of
mainly miltary use is indicated by the distribution of
countermarked Claudian •• s.

The pattern that emerqes for

irregular Claudian aes is primarily one of military use,
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initially at least.

The wide-spread distribution of

irregular Claudian .es throughout the southern half of
Britain suggests that the native population did eventually
come to use these coins.

Hoards of native coins with

added Claudian aes confirm the wider introduction and
acceptance of Roman coins in Britain.

We can see from

hoards that the pattern of circulating coinage indicates
Claudian aes continued in use until Vespasian's reign,
thereafter they occur rarely in hoards which perhaps
reflects their low number in circulation.

Finally, we

have examined various ways in which coins were deliberately removed from circulation: hoards were buried,
intended for later recovery; some were buried with the
dead as an offering; others were religious offerings at
temples; some were demonetized and discarded; others were
used as jewellery.
It appears then that irregular Claudian aes were used in
the same way as orthodox COins, were subject to the same
comparative scrutiny, and only finally ceased to circulate
when sufficiently large quantities of orthodox coins
became available in Britain during the Flavian period.
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9.

CQNCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

This final chapter summarises and draws together the
conclusions arrived at in earlier chapters: references
will be kept to a minimum here, as they may be found by
referring to relevant chapters.
The principal objective of this study is an appraisal of
published and unpublished Claudian •• s coin-finds in
Britain to consider problems related to the origin,
function and use of this coinage.

The secondary objective

is to create two separate but complementary resources: the
first is a databank of metrological and physical details
of Claudian •• s, representative of coin-finds made in all
regions of Britain south of the River Trent; the second is
a photofile of provenanced Claud ian •• 8 found in Britain.
Finds of contemporary imitations of bronze coins of
Claudius 1 in Britain are not uncommon and have been
recorded since the early nineteenth century.

However, the

ability of authorities to recognise and identify these
copies was variable, as may be seen in early coin reports
of site-finds.

Very crude specimens, often described as

'barbarous' issues, were generally noted; closer copies
would often pass inspection undetected and enter the
records as coins of orthodox issue.

The relatively easy

identification of crude imitations encouraged the belief
that most Claudian aes found in Britain were orthodox
Roman issues and that imitations such as these were issued
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locally.

The use of the word 'barbarous', for crudely-

fashioned 'Claudian copies', created a prevalent attitude
among commentators which distorted their approach to
studying these coins.

This attitude sought to equate

crude imitative coins with so-called 'barbarian' coinmakers, i.e., crudely produced coins could only be the
handiwork of non-Romans.

The outcome was that (the more

difficult to identify) 'good' copies were considered to be
the results of Roman (military) workshops, and 'poor'
copies to be products of native (civil) operations.
Identification of irregular coins is dependent upon a
thorough knowldge of regular issues from the main and any
subsidiary mints.

In the case of Claudian ••"

Rome was

the primary source in the western empire for •• ,.
senatorial mint of Rome was striking •• ,

The

in quantity in

the early years of the reign of Claudius; the mint at
LU9du"u-, Lyons, France struck but a comparatively small

issue of a commemorative qu.dranl.

Though others have

argued for an •• , mint at Lugdu"u_ striking all bronze
denominations during Claudius' reign (Sydenham, (1917),
p.87; and more recently MacDowall, (1967), p.46), convincing evidence is as yet lacking.

Laffranchi suggested a

subsidiary mint in Spain, and another 'in Italia od in
Africa' (Laffranchi, (1949), p.48), but his arguments were
speculative and not supported by evidence of site-finds.
Von Kaenel has recently argued for at least two (private)
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subsidiary mints at Rome producing coins to supplement the
issue of the senatorial mint there (von Kaenel, (1986».
His arguments are largely based on stylistic differences:
his 'Stempelgruppe' Band C are clearly products of an
orthodox mint (or main and subsidiary mints as he would
argue); those of his Stempelgruppe 0 possibly also; but
many of the coins belonging to his Stempelgruppe A have
the appearance of close copies, i.e., similar coins are
attributed thus in this study.

Indeed some of the coins

he illustrates as Stempelgruppe A belong to die-related
groups identified in this study (see Chapter Six) and
elsewhere as originating from Britain or the northern
imperial provinces.
here: Von Kaenel,
anced

seste~tius

Particular examples may be noted

(1986), plate 21, no.1353 (an unprovenin the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford) belongs

to Die- and style-group T (see plate 108, nos 1-4); ibid.,
plate 27, no.1520 (an unprovenanced dupondius in the
British Museum, London) belongs to Die- and style-group A
(see plates 98-102); ibid., plate 27, no.1521 (an unprovenanced dupondius in the Fitzwilliam Museum, cambridge)
belongs to Die- and style-group S (see plate 107, nos.1318); ibid., plate 30, no.1595 belongs to Die and stylegroup A and is the same coin (found in the River Thames,
now in the collection of British Museum) shown on my plate
98, no.4.

The majority of the thirty-three coins

illustrated by von Kaenel as examples of his Stempelqruppe
A are held in collections in north-western Europe, ten of
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which are held in British collections; only six are found
in Italian collections.

The circumstantial evidence of

provenance produces cause for nagging doubt about von
Kaenel's

proposition of a 'Rome' origin for this broadly

defined group of coins.

However, it is clear that Rome,

whether at the senatorial mint alone or with an attendant
subsidiary mint there, was the main source of orthodox .es
in the reign of Claudius 1.
The quality of die-engraving and technical production of
coins at Rome is discussed in Chapter TWo, and it provides
details of the high standards of cOining against which
British provenanced Claudian .es must be judged.

The wide

range of imitative and manufacturing skills evident in
copies found in Britain have been referred to above.

It

became necessary during the course of this study to
classify coins by the closeness of their obverse and
reverse designs to the prototype they imitated, as Sutherland had done over fifty years earlier.

This classifica-

tion, together with details of coin-type, weight, size,
etc., was entered into a personal computer database,
written for this study.

The database was to prove a

crucial tool in storing, compiling and retrieving details
of coins found at individual sites and held in collections
throughout Britain.

Stored data was arranged in separate

datafiles for each collection recorded.

Using a computer

database to store details of coins provided the means to
manipulate data which would allow comparison of different
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aspects of coins found at one or more sites.

The

information derived from manipulating these datafiles
proved useful, allowing calculation and comparison of
material.

At an early stage of its development, the

database was tested 1n a report on Claud ian coins found at
Kingsholm, Glos.

(Kenyon, (1985»: in that report the

sizes and weights of Claudian .es found at Fishbourne,
W.Sussex; Sea Hills, Avon and Kingsholm were compared.
Results showed clearly that the range of weights and sizes
of coins found at those sites 1n Avon and Glos. were lower
than coins found at Fishbourne.

The desire to compare

aspects of Claudian •• s found at individual sites with the
general pattern found in Britain encouraged me to employ
the microcomputer to merge datafiles into a large corpus
of data.

This-data could then be manipulated 1n a similar

way to that described above.

By plotting the weights and

sizes of well preserved coins of different categories of
imitative skill (A, B and C), and comparing them, the
general pattern for Claudian •• s found in Britain was
demonstrated to be: poorer imitations were often struck on
smaller module blanks than those of close copies; and that
they peaked at a lower weight than grade B coins; which in
turn peaked at a lower weight than grade A coins.

The

tendency for crude imitations to be lighter than their
better copied counterparts was noted in-the Kingsholm
report already referred to; others had observed this
tendency in coins found at dJfferent sites (e.g., Boon,
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(1982); Hammerson,

(1978), but the evidence presented

above in Chapter Three provides a national pattern or norm
against which the pattern of individual sites may be
compared.

Further manipulation of the database was car-

ried out and will be described below.
The range and variability of skills evident in the large
number of Claudian copies inspected for this study raised
questions about their manufacture.

Questions which it was

felt were best answered by personal experiment.
experiments are described in Chapter Four.

These

Certain featu-

res occur commonly among the cruder examples of this
coinage, •• 9., retrograde letters, ill-formed figures,
large blocked-out busts, and it is features such as these
which have been characteristic of the so-called 'barbarous' copies.

Experiments were first carried out in die-

engraving to assess whether the features described above
were characteristic of native talent or merely a lack of
skill and understanding.

My untrained hand produced early

results not unlike those which miqht be classed as grade C
copIes.

My model was a Claudian as, and my result as

accurate as I could make it; consequently, accurate
copying produced retrograde images.

In addition to my

lack of engraving skill, the limited array of tools
employed to 'engrave' the dies hampered my progress in
producing an acceptable result.

However, these early

experiments proved that crude copies were the results of
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inexperienced die-engravers, and that they were not necessarily of native British or Gallic manufacture.

Further

experiments using an increased number of variously shaped
tools, and building upon knowledge gained, produced progressively better imitations.
Turning attention to experiments in making blanks proved
perhaps the most enlightening of all the trials.

Initial

attempts at producing blanks were unsuccessful, but with
each experiment knowledge of possible processes was widened.

Originally, experiments in blank manufacture were

carried out using lead, but what proved suitable for lead
was not to prove so for copper.

The technique of pouring

molten copper onto a flat surface to produce blanks proved
extremely dangerous and difficult to control.

Even with

modifications to the procedures followed, such as heating
the flat surface immediately prior to pouring the metal,
results were unsatisfactory.

The method was abandoned in

favour of using moulds, which appeared to have the
advantage of being more controllable, and it was hoped
would result in less volatile reactions.

Experiments with

mould designs gave an insight to what was practicable.
The suggestion that copper blanks could be manufactured by
placing snippets of copper in a baked clay mould and
melting them in situ was tested and found to be impracticable.

In addition to problems of controlling molten

copper, the required industry of cutting the copper sheet
and filling the moulds was considered contrary to percei373

ved requirements for large scale operation.

The desire to

produce repeatable results in number large enough to
indicate the possibility of mass-production encouraged me
to employ a large crucible for melting copper.

The

difficulty of controlling the rate of flow of molten metal
while pouring from a crucible into an open mould produced
unsatisfactory results.

It could justifiably be argued

that a smaller crucible would have been more controllable
when pouring molten metal, however the volatile thermodynamic reaction of molten copper upon even a pre-heated
open clay-mould discouraged further experiment with that
arrangement.

Gradual refinement of technique, using a

two-part mould, produced improving results, but it was the
less satisfactory results which were, in some ways, to be
more informative.

Common to many Claudian copies 1s their

amorphous outline profile, experiment showed that such
irregular outline shapes may be the result of inadequate
venting of the mould in which the blanks for coining were
cast.

other common outline features were also replicated

and explained by further experimental castings.
The guiding prin .ciple for all experiments was do what is
manageable, repeatable and most speedily achieved.
this principle which led to the use of a

It was

'hub' to block-

out a basic head-shape on the obverse die; a large
crucible for melting the copper; and two-part moulds.
Following this principle also led to the addition of tin
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to the molten copper to improve the flow characteristic of
the metal -- the unfortunate and unforeseen consequence of
that action was an increased hardness in the cast blanks.
Subsequent re-melting (and the addition of more tin) and
casting created blanks which could not be successfully
struck by the dies employed.

The knowledge gained,

however, by the repeated practice of attempting to produce
a 'perfectly struck coin' produced an insight to possible
methods of manufacture employed in a

'mint' workshop.

The

primary observation which can be made is that results are
controllable and consistent.

However, it became evident

from inspecting a large number of coins and experimenting
in their manufacture that Claud ian copies, unlike orthodox
coins, were not always subjected to post-production
'quality-control' at the workshops

~ere they were struck.

The degree of consistency in module of Claudian copies was
noted earlier in a report on Claudian coins found in
recent excavations at Colchester, Essex (Kenyon, (1987a».
In that report, the sizes and weights of coins were
plotted on scatter-diagrams, and three phases of
diminution were observed; dates, based on the stratified
location of exemplars, were postulated for the introduction of each phase.

Comparison of the clustering of

modules of coins found at Colchester with the national
picture resulted in a slight revision of the module of the
third phase group.

This placed a greater degree of

overlap between the lower and middle modules, but never375

theless a clear separation between the three peaks was
observed.

It was suggested in that report that reduced

weight standards were imposed at different times in the
Claudio-Neronian era; this was to give too great a control
by the Roman authorities in Britain over the production of
coins.

The phased production of coins of progressively

reduced module did however take place, and it may be
better explained by controls managed at the foundries
casting blanks.

Control was also exercised at points of

purchase and exchange (na •• alarii): coins which were
heavier than the accepted norm would be either hoarded or
despatched for melting down.

In this way 'tolerated'

standards were applied.
The corpus of provenanced material compiled for this study
derived from three main sources: first-hand inspection of
coins in museum and archaeological groups' collection; a
search through relevant literature; and an extensive
postal survey of museum collections throughout Britain.
In Chapter Five, the distribution of provenanced Claudian

•• s is plotted on maps of the pre-Roman tribal territories
in which they were found.

The results proved rewarding.

It is clear that the use of Claud ian aes was dependant
upon two factors of equal importance: the disposition of
Roman troops in the territories, and the degree of
urbanisation already achieved in a territory before the
Roman conquest.

Claudian .es coin-finds in the tribal
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territories of the southern and south-eastern parts of
Britain are relatively common and illustrate both the
proximity of the area to the Roman empire and pre-conquest
trade with it, as well as the placement of troops
following the invasion.

The relationship between finds of

Claudian aes, military presence and a developing monetisation of an area may be most clearly shown by the intensity
of site-finds at Colchester, Essex.

The finds reflect

both the importance of the military centre at Colchester
in the early years of occupation and its status as colonja
thereafter.

The importance of trade and commerce in this

core zone of occupation may be recognised by finds of
Claudian aes at sites with no known military presence.
The rapid development of Roman monetisation in this area
of Britain, building on the foundation of pre-Roman coinusing economies, may be contrasted with the use of
Claudian

.~s

solely in military contexts in territories of

the tribes of the west and northwest of Britain which were
unaccustomed to the use of native coins.

It is clear from

these distributions that finds of Claudian aes do not
automatically confer a military function on that site, as
some authorities have sought to do in the past.

The

provenance of the find and the pattern of distribution in
the cjvjtas must be considered before a military or civil
origin for a site may be deduced.

It is clear from

evidence of site-finds in the military zone of the West
country that Claud ian aes were produced in great number
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for use by the troops.

It is also interesting to observe

from the distribution maps that Claudian aes did not
travel in advance of the army.

The pattern of distribu-

tion of claudian aes in Britain shows a paucity of
Claudian aes in Wales and the north of Britain which
indicates that supplies of these coins virtually ceased
after Nero's new .es were issued in Britain, and that the
number of Claud ian aes in circulation began to drop
significantly until they all, but a few, disappeared after
the introduction of Vespasian's aes in the early AD 70's.
An important aspect of this study is the presentation of a
large corpus of photographic material which was compiled
from coins recorded in collections around Britain.

The

value of presenting all the available material in eighty
plates, and not merely a representative sample, lies in
providing a resource for future study and use by scholars
as more material becomes available.

In Chapter Six the

procedures followed in makinq a die-study is described.
Essentially it became one of refinement from subjective
grouping to objective analysis: cojns may be initially
grouped because of their general similarities; closer
inspection then allows more specific and detailed comparisons until die-duplicates may be identified.

The limited

number of die-duplicates noted in this study may be
counterbalanced by the relatively large number of dierelated groups.

Some of the die-groups recorded in

Chapter Six were first identified in the reports, noted
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above, of coins found in recent excavations at Kingsholm,
Glos. and Colchester, Essex.

Two of the largest die-

groups recorded in the Colchester report have been increased significantly by this study.

It is interesting, and

perhaps not surprising, to note that the majority of dierelated coins are centred in the southern and southeastern part of Britain, where the first military and
administrative centres were located.

Colchester is the

most prolific centre for finds of Claudian aes, it is also
the locus for the largest number of die-related groups.
However, die-related coins figure low among those presented in the plates of this study.

Of the one thousand,

four hundred and forty provenanced coins selected for
inclusion in the plates, only twelve
related.

p~~~~nt

are die-

Clearly a huge number of dies were used to

strike the new coinage necessary to initiate and sustain a
low-value circulating medium.

The need for a larqe

circulation pool of aes currency in the burgeoning urban
economy of the south and south-east was particularly
acute, and was met in part by large scale minting
operations there.
The apparent paucity of die-related groups among Claudlan
aes found in the western military zone of Britain may not
fairly represent the picture there.

The poor state of

preservation of coins from Usk, Gwent substantially reduces the number of coins available for inspection: simi-
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larly, the poor condition of coins from the military bases
at Dodderhill, Droitwich, Her.& Worc.; Metchley,
W.Midlands; Mancetter, Warks.; Greensforge, Staffs.; and
Wall, Staffs (pers. co ••• , 0 Symons, Birmingham City
Museum) limit their usefulness for die-study purposes.
Die-related coins with a known Gallic origin are noted,
but their occurrence is minimal and largely limited to
early military sites.

This suggests that these finds are

indicative of the small change brought in purses of the
invading troops and their followers, and do not necessarily indicate the large scale importation of Claudian aes
advocated by some earlier authorities.
In Chapters Seven and Eight, questions of the supply and
circulation of Claudian aes in Britain are considp.red.
Comparative data compiled from continental sources illustrate the impoverished supply of aes from the mint of
Rome to the northern provinces in the reign of Claudius
and his successor, which was only alleviated when Nero
began striking aes at LUQdunum (Lyons), France toward the
end of his reign.

It is probable that freshly-struck

Claudian aes were issued to the northern provinces,
especially to camps on the German Li.es, in Claudius'
first year

(~D41-42).

It would appear from the distribu-

tion of coin-types that a larqe consiqnment of second
issue aes

(~D42-43)

was sent to troops stationed on the

Danubian frontier in Pannonia and Noricum.
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The invasion

of Britain brought with it Claudian -_es from provinces
where the conquering troops had been stationed.

These

were to provide the models for imitations struck in
Britain.

Finds of pre-Claudian _es in Britain confirm the

import of coins, but it is clear from the wide-spread
distribution of Claudian imitations found throughout the
western and northern imperial provinces that supplies of

•• s from Rome were limited (perhaps to an initial input)
and wholly inadequate.
The relationship between finds of Claudian aes and the
disposition of the military in Britain has been discussed
already, but plotting the distribution of finds by denomination adds to our knowledge of the extent of that
relationship.

The as, the lowest unit of Roman currency

found in quantity in Britain, has the widest and most
diffuse distribution of all denominations.

It was clearly

employed by all, native and Roman - civilian and soldier,
who needed to use Roman coins.

The

d~pondj~s

was used

less frequently, but still widely, in both civil and
military contexts.
s.st.rti~s

It is with the distribution of the

that we find a distribution limited mainly to

military bases.

The evidence of the restricted distribu-

tion of sestertjj in Britain strongly suggests that part
of the payment received by the legions was in this unit of
currency.

Some support for this argument may be found in

the relative scarcity of Claudian sestertii found in
civilian Northern Gaul.
3R1

The predominant use of countermarks on sestertji adds
further weight to the suggestion made above: the presence
of a countermark(s) to confirm the validity of a sester-

tius and its suitability for issue as payment to the
troops may be noted in this respect.

The confined

distribution of sestertji countermarked PROB(atu.) in
Britain (Kenyon, (1988»

provides a clear example of the

restricted use of coin and countermark.

It is possible

that the two large hoards of sestprtij found at Wilcote,
and Minster Lovell, Oxf., near the probable border between
the Dobunni and Catuvellauni on Akeman street, may mark
the supply of coins to troops stationed in the west
country.

It is unfortunate that these hoards are not

traceable and therefore not subject to die-study.
The database of Claudian aes was manipulated to produce
separate datafiles for each of the civitates described in
Chapter Five.

In doinq so, it became possible to compare

aspects of coins found in one territory with those of
another; and to compare the individual civitas with the
general pattern for Britain.

Up to this point only coins

in good condition had been considered useful for plottinq
sizes and weiqhts, when those in poorer condition were
also plotted it became apparent that coins of a smaller,
lighter module figured significantly in the scatterdiagrams.

Personal experiment to test the effects of wear

on coins in circulation showed that the weight of a coin
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will reduce with wear, whereas the diameter 15 not usually
significantly affected.

It is clear therefore that a

fourth 'phase' of production of imitative Claudian •• s
took place, which may be broadly dated, largely by the
finds at Usk, Gwent {Boon, (1982», to the early years of
Nero's reign.
Broad date-ranges for the three earlier phases noted above
were suggested by stratified finds at Colchester, Essex.
Using the facility of the database created for this study
it is possible to compare the ratio of coins of one phase
of production against another for each of the civit.t.s,
to see what knowledge of Roman occupancy may be gained.
In the core zone of south-eastern England, the high ratio
of second phase to first phase coins in the territory of
the Catuvellauni may be directly related to increased
urbanisation, and may provide suportive evidence for a
Claudian date for the possible elevation of Veral •• ia. to
the status of .anicipia..

Indications of growth and

expansion in this part of the core zone may be found in
the continuing and increased use of coins of the third
phase of production.

In the peripheral zone, a relatively

large proportion of first phase currency in the territory
of the Corieltauvi may be contrasted with the distribution
of coins in the Icenian territory, where third phase coins
predominate.

An explanation for these distributions may

be found in the movement of troops: early occupation of
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the lands of the Corieltauvi brought new large coins with
it; the later occupation of Icenian territory is suggested
by the virtual absence of large, first issue coins.
Comparison of individual sites with the pattern for a

civitas, and for Britain is made possible by the use of
this database, and the opportunity to list sites and

civitat.s in broad chronological bands occurs.

The dating

of a site by this method is of course broad and generalised, based as it is on coin-use.

The possibility of

differentiated 'trends' in coin-use at different types of
site has led to the arqument that 'like should be compared
with like', fort with fort, town with town, etc ..

This

argument presupposes a different use of COins, over a
period of time, in each cateqory of site; we have seen
above how, with the exception of sestertjj, Claudian aes
seem to be employed in the same way in town and fort.

It

follows therefore that, in this early period of Roman
coin-use in Britain, sites of different types may be
favourably compared without apparent bias.
Evidence for the later military occupation of the western
part of Britain is forthcoming from such comparisons.

It

is interesting to note that the distribution of the more
crudely-rendered coins follows a similar pattern to that
of the later issues of imitative coins, where over a third
of the Claudian

ae.~

in the western civjtates of the

Dumnonii, Cornovii and Silures are qrade C imitations.
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It

has been noted already that cruder specimens occur more
frequently among the two later issues of imitations, which
suggests an increased use of unskilled operatives to
manufacture dies and coins.

It would be unwise to award

too much significance to this statistic, after. all twothirds of these smaller issues are generally fair copies.
It is clear from coin-finds that bronze coins of different
sizes did circulate together, presumably at the same
value, but the ranqe of sizes of coins in circulation at
anyone time was limited: large imitations did not
circulate beside small ones.

It has been noted elsewhere

that the Roman monetary system was capable of absorbing
extraneous coins (Crawford, (1970), p.46), it was the
nu •• ularii who were in a position to offer this flexibi-

lity.

In the virtual absence of bronze fractional cur-

rency in Britain, the role of the nu. •• ularius was crucial
to the sifting and stabilizinq of the Circulating pool of
currency.

It is likely that the flexibility needed to

prevent chaos was met by buying-in aes of different sizes
at different prices, large coins would have been at a
premium.

In this way the progressive removal of larger

coins, through hoarding and melting down to make more new
coins, and the lack of fresh supplies from outside
Britain, dictated the progressive diminution of module.
The need to replace withdrawn coins, the increased demand
for currency made by rapid urbanisation in the south-east,
the impact of Roman taxation, and the clear lack of
3H5

governmental concern or control over the quantity of aes
coins in circulation led to a massive outpouring of coins
from profiteering outlets, mainly located (in Britain) in
the south-eastern part of the country.
The evidence of site-finds and hoards illustrates the
wide-spread and full monetary use of imitative Claud ian

a.s, supplemented by pre-Claud ian a.s.

statistics for

pre-Claud ian coins found in Britain, derived from data
compiled for this study, demonstrate the preponderance of
Agrippan .sses among the pre-Claud ian aes found 1n
Britain.

The frequency of these coins together with finds

of other Gaian aes indicate that the order to demonetize
Gaian aes may not have been carried out in Britain.
The interaction of Roman and native coins, antiCipated by
some authorities, has encouraged the view that native
coiners began coining Roman imitations once Roman coins
became the main medium for exchange in Britain (cf. Nash,
(1978), p.27).

Evidence for this is not forthcoming from

finds in Britain; the recognition of so-called native
'style' in Claudian copies is not convincing and is far
too subjective.

The hypothesis of continued cOining of

native coin-types after the Roman conquest is also not
supported by the evidence of either cOin-type or sitefind, with the possible exception of coins of the Iceni.
The evidence we do have for the interaction of Roman and
native coins is limited and generally neqative; the
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picture is one of rapid domination by Roman coin.

A few

site-finds indicate the possibility of continued circulation of native coins beside Roman coins in some areas of
the territories of the Catuvellauni and Durotriges, but
the evidence is slight and does not distort the pattern of
Roman predominance.
For our knowledge of the manufacture, supply and circulation of imitative Claudian aes in Britain to advance
significantly further it is essential that more Claudian
copies are illustrated in reports of new coin-finds.

The

lead taken in Britain by Hammerson in publishing the
Claudian coins found at Southwark, and including those
coins which were badly preserved (Hammerson, (1978», and
followed by this author in his work on Claudian coin-finds
from Kingsholm, Glos. and Colchester, Essex, referred to
above, has set the pattern for publication of Claudian
coin-finds in Britain for the future.

It is to be hoped

that Claud ian coin-finds in Germany and the Netherlands
will eventually be published in a similar illustrated way,
and that details of weight and size be given, so that the
material may be compared with finds in Britain,
northern and western imperial provinces.
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KEY TO PLATES
Frontispi~c~:

Obverse, i.itative Claudian aes fro. London
(Museu. of London)

Endpiece: Reverse, i.itative Claudian aes fro. London
(Museu. of London)

Examples of

~~s

of Claudius 1 from the mint of Rome

(~

11-12)

Sestertij

A:

B:

RIC 96;

RIC 92;

F:

RIC 94;

RIC 95;

H:

RIC 97;

RIC 93;

C:

RIC 98;

I :

RIC 100.

D:

RIC 99;

Tlupondij

E:
B.L~es.

G:

Examples of

grad~of

imitations

A: Excellent imitation (Old Winteringham, South Humberside);
B: Average imitation (Old Winteringham, South Humberside);
C: Crude imitation (Museum of London).

A: Excellent imitation (Fingringhoe, Essex);
B: Average imitation (Fingringhoe, Essex);
C: Crude imitation (Leicester, Leics.).
Plate 3
Experimental dies and lead 'coins'

A & B: First pajr of obverse and reverse dies made;
C & D: Second pair of obverse and reverse dies made;
E & F: Third pair of obverse and reverse dies made;
G: Fourth obverse die made.
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Lead "coins"

1.
2.
3.
4.

Striking
Striking
Striking
Striking

in
in
in
in

sheet-lead
sheet-lead
sheet-lead
sheet-lead

of
of
of
of

dies A & B.
dies C & D.
dies E & F.
obverse die G.

Plate 4
Final experimental dies and lead "coin" struck
H & I: Fifth obverse die and fourth reverse die made.
1 & 2: Dies in housing used for striking coins.
3:
Striking in sheet-lead of dies H & I.
Plate 5
Process of engraving die H.
A: Steel "hub" made to strike basic shape of obverse
portrait into die H.
B: Impression struck in die H by hub A.
c: Striking in sheet-lead of obverse portrait engraved for
die H.
D. Striking in sheet-lead of obverse die H.
Plate 6
Lead "blanks" and "coins".
A: "Blank" made by pouring molten lead onto flat surface
and striking.
B: Lead "blank"cast in open clay-mould and striking.
c: Lead strip made by pouring molten lead on flat surface
and strikings.
Plate 7
Experimental strikings in copper and casting of blanks
A: striking of dies H & I on red-hot sheet copper.
B: Result of molten copper poured on a cold flat surface.
c: Result of cooler molten copper poured on a heated flat
surface.
D: Striking on blank formed by repeated annealing and
shaping B.
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Plate 8
Further experiments to cast copper blanks.Ci)
A & B: Fired open clay mould with cast copper.
C & D: Copper castings from two attempts at casting
blanks in open greensand moulds.

A & B: Copper castings from two-part greensand mould with
on-line pouring reservoir and venting chimney.
Plate 10
A: Magnified view of the edge of B, showing seam from twopart mould used to cast blank.
B: D~pondi~s believed to have come from Billingsgate,
London (private collection).
Plate 11

A: Top view of casting in unopened two-part greensand
mould with large central pouring reservoir.
B: Opened two-part greensand mould with copper casting

A: Casting from two-part greensand mould of a design
similar to plate 11, A.
B: Casting in sit~ in opened two-part greensand mould.
Platel:t
Further experiments to cast

~opper

blanks (v)

A & B: Castings from two-part greensand mould with venting
"risers" evident.
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ExQerlments to strike bronze blanks
A: Bronze blank cast in two-part greensand mould.
B: Obverse and reverse of bronze coIn hot-struck.
C: Obverse and reverse of bronze coIn cold-struck.
Plate 15
Further experiments to strike bronze

coin~LLll

A: Irregular shape bronze blank hot-struck with dies.
B: Porous bronze blank hot-struck by dies, causing air
pockets to open.

A: Sheet-lead envelope formed around a coin enclosed in a
folded copper-sheet.
B & C: Obverse and reverse impressions in sheet copper,
after A has been struck twice with a hammer.

Experiments in counterstamping
"Counterstamps" from left: TIAV; BON; IMP; PRO.
A, B & C: Experiments to determine order of counterstamps
used in multiple-counterstamping.

The following plates illustrate British provenanced imitations of the bronze coins of Claudius 1:
Plates 18-63: Rsses (Minerva)
Plates 64-66: Rsses (Libertas)
Plates 67-68: Rsses (Constantia)
Plates 69-78: Dapondii (Ceres)
Plates 79-83: Dapondii (Rntonia)
Plate 84: Hybrid asses and dapondij
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Plates 85-86: Sestertii (Spes)
Plates 87-88: Sestertii (Ob Cives)
Plate 89: Sestertii (Hero Claadius)
Plate 90: Sestertii (ancertain types)
Plates 91-97: Hoards and Claadian aes fro. hoards
Plate 98-108: Die-linked and style-linked groaps

Cantiaci
1-11
12-14
15-16

Canterbury, Kent: 1-11
Haidstone, Kent: 9, 18, 21
Richborough, Kent: 97, 100

1-16

Richborough, Kent: 108, 121, 1, 17, 75, 96, 101,
41, 80, 110, 31, 40, 51, 62, 74, 89

1-16

Richborough, Kent: 95, 123, 43, 44, 68, 81, 84,
86, 94, 47, 50, 70, 12, 16, 78, 91

1-16

Richborough, Kent: 101, 122, 38, 49, 71, 118, 4,
9, 104, 109, 112, 120, 6, 14, 15, 16

1-16

Richborough, Kent: 18,19, 20, 21, 32, 33, 42,
87, 111, 117, 12, 22, 25, 34, 46, 54

1-16

Richborough, Kent: 64, 73, 77, 83, 88, 98, 30,
45, 52, 59, 79, 82, 2, 3, 28, 37

1-16

Richborouqh, Kent: 39, 48, 58, 63, 85, 114, 116,
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5, 7, 10, 13, 35, 36, 56, 57, 90
Plate 25
1-16

Rlchborough, Kent: 99, 102, 113, 119, 103, 24,
65, 66, 55, 8, 23, 26, 27, 29, 60, 61
Plate 26

1-3
4

Richborough, Kent: 69, 93, 106
Rlchborough, Kent: uncatalooaed

AtY'ebates

5-11
12-16

1-2
3
4

5-16

Bitterne, Hants.: 1-3, 14-17
Winchester, Hants.: 12-14, 3-4

Winchester, Hants.: 1-2
Overton, Hants.: CRSt in Rsh.olean Museu., Oxf.
Neatham, Hants.: private collection
Silchester, Hants.: 23, 25, 29, 53, 47, 57, 56,
54-55, 41-42, 68
P-late 28

1-3
4-12
13-16

Sllchester, Hants.: 28, 45-46
Hayling Island, Hants.: 6-12, 14-15
Flshbourne, W.Sussex: 26, 39, 36, 3

1-4
5-16

Flshbourne, W.Sussex: 4, 1-2, 6
Chichester, W.Sussex: 22-30, 36, 6-7

1-4

Chichester, W.Sussex: 35, 37, 8, 10

Catu.vellaunj

5-11
12
13-16

Walbrook, London: British Museu.
Billingsgate, London: private collection
Walbrook, London: 34-37
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E.l.ate 31.
1
2
3-5
6
7-9
10
11
12
13
14-16

1-9
10-16

copt Hall, London: 53
St.Swithun's Lane, London: 60
Lombard street, London: 39, 85-86
Bishopsgate, London: 84
Spital Bridge, London: 57-59
Old Bailey, London: 43
Kensington, London: 54
Angel Court, London: 80
Pudding Lane, London: 92
London: 15, 22-23

London: 14, 24, 28, ~ncatalo9~ed, 52, 56, 17,
49, 51
Southwark, London: 21, 69, 36, 86, 63, 57, 77
Plate 33

1-5
6-16

Southwark, London: 6, 7, 32, 14, 74
St.Albans, Hp.rts.: 14, 8, 20,7, 50, 31, 34, 51,
42, 9, 62

1-5

St.Albans, Herts.: 67, 77-80
Letchworth, Herts.: ~shmol€an H~se~m~ Oxf.
Hambleden, Bucks.: private collection
7, Bucks.: prjvate collection
Alchester, Oxf.: ~sh.olean M~se~.~ Oxf.
Clanfleld, Oxf.: ~sh.olean M~se~., Oxf.
Irchester, Northants.: prjvate collect jon
Ashton, Northants.: 1-5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12-16

TrinoClantes
1
2-11
12-14
15-16

1-8

Leigh-on-Sea, Essex: private collection
Chelmsford, Essex: 1, 11-12, 15-17, 19-21, 24
Flngringhoe, Essex: 14-16
Sheepen, Colchester, Essex: 6, 15

Sheepen, Colchester, Essex:
40'1

21, 28, 42, 46, 52,

9-6

56, 59, 43
Colchester, Essex: 29, 13, 23, 70, 14, 26, 38,
54
Plate 37

1-16

Colchester, Essex: 49, 44, 67, 19, 5, 2, 66,
100, 79, 92, 106, 71, 91, 80, 108, 74
Plate 38

1-4
5-16

Colchester, Essex: 72, 97, 96, 86
Colchester Arch. Trust, 1971-83: 1-6, 14-19

1-16

Colchester Arch. Trust, 1971-83: 30-39, 54-59

1-16

Colchester Arch. Trust, 1971-83: 60-70, 85-89

1-6
7-11
12-16

Colchester Arch. Trust, 1971-83: 95-99, 104
Colchester, Essex: 45, 53, 100, 103, 114
Colchester Arch. Trust, 1984-85: 1, 3-4, 6, 8
Plate 42

7-16

Colchester Arch. Trust, 1984-85: 9, 16, 21-22,
24, 26
'Harlow' group, Colchester, Essex: 3-12

1-3
4-16

'Harlow' group. Colchester, Essex: 13-15
Harlow, Essex: 2-11, 17-19, 1

1-2
3

Harlow, Essex: 2-3
Sicklesmere, Suffolk: private collection

1-6

Du.rotrigfts
4-13

'Southants' hoard, Dorset: 1-6, 8-9, 14-15
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(these coins are also illustrated on plate 97)
14
15-16

1-6

?, Dorset: private collect jon
Wollaston House, Dorset: .xcavated finds

Ham Hill, Somerset: 9-14

DoblJ.nnj
7

8-15
16

Chippenham, Wilts.: prjvate collect jon
Wanborough, Wilts.: 1, 3, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15-16
Wanborough et a1., Wilts.: 4
Plate 46

1-3
4-5
6

7
8

9-16

1-12
13-16

1-16

1-12
13-16

Wanborough et a1., Wilts.: 5-7
Wanborough et a1., wilts.: 14-15
Wanborough et a1., Wilts.: 16
Westbury, Wilts.: Devjzes MuseIJ.., Hilts.
Sandy Lane, Wilts.: private collect jon
Bath, Avon: 19, 23, 21-22, 20, 24-26

Bath, Avon: 27, 6, 9, 7, 10, 8, 15, 12-13, 16-18
Sea Mills, Avon: 11, 16, 22-23

Sea Mills, Avon: 24-27, 32-34, 37-44

Sea Mills, Avon: 45-47, 51-59
Cirencester, Glos.: 13-16
Plate 50

1-16

Cirencester, Glos.: 17-19, 22-29, 38-42

1-16

Cirencester, Glos.: 43-53, 15-79
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1-5
6-16

Cirencester, Glos.: 80-84
Gloucester, Glos.: 20-30
Plate 53

1-2
3-9

10-16

Gloucester, Glos.: 31-32
Klngsholm, Glos.: 7, 1-6

Leicester, Leics.: 9-13, 19, 21
e..late 54

1-2
3-4
5
6

7-8
9-12
13-14
15
16

Ancaster, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
Grantham, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
North Witham, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
Ludford, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
Potterhanworth, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Museu.
North ROW, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
The Lawn, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
High street, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum

ekt:e 55

3-4
5-10
11-14
15
16

Spring Hill, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
Eastgate cemetery, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
stonefield Gardens, Lincs.: Lincoln Museu.
water Tower, Lincs.: Lincoln Museu.
Bailgate, Lines.: Lincoln Museum
Bentinek Square, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Museu.

1-6
7-9
10
11
12-16

Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Museum
Kirminqton, S.Humberside: 1-3
Draqonby, S.Humberside: 4
Whitton, S.Humberside: 6
Old Winterinqham, S.Humberside: 12, 5, 6, 23-24

1
2

1-2

Old Winterinqham, S.Humberside: 25, 28
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/ceni
Thetford, Norfolk: private collection
Thetford, Norfolk: 1-3
Burgh Castle, Norfolk: private collection
Sa ham Toney, Norfolk: 2, 4

3-6
7-9
10-14
15-16

Plate_~8

1-6
7-16

Saham Toney, Norfolk: 5-10
Swanton Morley, Norfolk: 1-2, 6-8, 28-30, 32-33

1-10

Swanton Morley, Norfolk: 34-35, 86, 92, 98, 104,
111, 113, 123, 136

D(J.l1mon j

j

11-16

Exeter, Devon: 5-10

1-16

Exeter, Devon: 11-15, 17-26, 34

1-4

Exeter, Devon: 35-36, 48, 60

5

Portskewett, Gwent: HeupoY't /II(J.sew». Guen t

Cornovij
6-12
13-16

Dodderhill, Droitwich, Her.& Wor.: photographs
fro. J II Davies
Wroxeter, Salop.: 37-40

1-16

Wroxeter, Salop.: 41-49, 19-23, 4-5

1-16

Broxtowe, Notts.: 6-9, 12-23
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Cantiaci
1-9

Richborough, Kent: 235, 234, 236-238, 233, 232,
230, 231

AtY'ebates
B1tterne, Hants.: 13
Winchester, Hants.: 11
S1lchester, Hants.: 15
Hayling Island, Hants.: 17
Chichester, W.Sussex: 12, 31

10
11
12
13
14-15

Catuvellauni
Old Jewry, London: 18

16

Threadneedle street, London: 55
Blossoms Inns Yard, London: 9
Southwark, London: 60

1
2
3

TY'inovantes
Colchester Arch. Trust, 1971-83: 105
Colchester, Essex: 116
Harlow, Essex: 20

4

5
6

Du.Y'otY'iges
7

Ham Hill, Somerset: 26

Dobu.nni
8-9
10
11-12
13

Bath, Avon: 30, 29
Sea Hills, Avon: 67
Cirencester, Glos.: 73-74
Gloucester, Glos.: 18

COY'ieltau.vi
14-15
16

1

2-4

Leicester, Leics.: 14, 20
Grantham, Lincs: Lincoln Mu.seu..

Grantham, Lincs.: Lincoln Mu.seu.
Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Mu.seu..
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5

Williamson street, Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln
MIJ.seIJ..

lceni
6

Saham Toney, Norfolk: 3

Brigantes (SoIJ.th)
7

Broxtowe, Notts.: 10

Cantiaci
1
2-6

Maidstone, Kent: 8
Richborough, Kent: 229, 225, 228, 227, 226

Atrebates
7
8
9

Winchester, Hants.: 9
Silchester, Hants.: 17
Chichester, W.Sussex: 5

ClltlJ.vellillJ.ni
10
11

Billingsgate, London: private collection
Fish street Hill, London: 16

Trinovilntes
12
13
14
15

Chelmsford, Essex: 22
Sheepen, Colchester, Essex: 62
Colchester, Essex: 129
Colchester Arch. Trust, 1984-85: 7

DoblJ.nni
16

Wanborough, Wilts.: 20
plate 68

1

2
3-5
6
7

Bath, Avon: 28
Sea Mills, Avon: 69
Cirencester, Gl~s.: 65-66, 72
Gloucester, Glos.: 19
Kingsholm, Glos.: 11

CorieltalJ.vi
8
9

Grantham, Lincs.: Lincoln HIJ.SeIJ.D
Lincoln, Lincs.: Ljncoln HIJ.S€IJ.D
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10
11-12

Nettleham Road, Lincoln, Lines.: Lincoln
Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln H~se~.

Has~a.

Iceni

13
14

Saham Toney, Norfolk: 15
Sa ham Toney, Norfolk: private collection

DWfmoni i

15

Exeter, Devon: 16

Brigantes (Soath)

16

Broxtowe, Notts.: 24

C.rmtiaci

1-3
4-16

Maidstone, Kent: 1-2, 4
Richborough, Kent: 252-253, 251, 244-246, 248250, 240-241, 247, 242
P.l.~_t-..e _?J)

1-2
3

Richborough, Kent: 239, 243
Richborough, Kent: ancataloQaed

Iltrebates

10-13

Winchester, Hants.: 10
Silchester, Hants.: 11, 10
Hayling Island, Hants.: 1-2
Fishbourne, W.Sussex: 25
Chichester, W.Sussex: 3, 11, 20-21

14-15
16

Walbrook, London:
32-33
St.Swithuns Lane, London: 42

4

5-6
7-8
9

1-5
6
7
8

9-11
12

National Safe Deposit Company, London: 1, 3, 6-8
Mark Lane, London: 4
Fish Street Hill, London: 2
London: 50
Southwark, London: 19, 28, 59
St.Albans, Herts.: 71
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Trinovilnttts
Fingringhoe, Essex: 6-9

13-16

Sheepen, Colchester, Essex: 84, 75, 77, 70, 87
Colchester, Essex: 156, 166, 171, 153, 164, 182,
152, 176
Colchester Arch. Trust, 1971-83: 10-12

1-5
6-13
14-16

Colchester Arch. Trust, 1971-83: 27, 124, 122,
82, 92, 94, 93, 101
Colchester, Essex: 154, 159, 175
Colchester Arch. Trust, 1984-85: 25, 27
'Harlow' group, Colchester, Essex: 1-2

1-8
9-11
12-13
14-15

Du.rotrjges
16

1-3
4-6
7

8-9
10-12

Gussage St.Michael, Dorset: privilte collection

Waddon Hill, Dorset: 2-3, 6
Ham Hill, Somerset: 4-6
South Cadbury, Ham Hill, Somerset: 19
Combe St.Nicholas, Ham Hill, Somerset: 20-21
Ham HIll, Somerset: 24-26

Dobu.nnj
13-16

Cirencester, Glos.: 2-5

1-7
8-13
14-15

Cirencester, Glos.: 6-10, 71, 111
Gloucester, Glos.: 2-7
Kingsholm, Glos.: 12, 14

Corittltllu.vi
16

1-6
7

Leicester, LeIcs.: 2

Leicester, Leics.: 4-7, 17-18
Horneastle, Lines.: Lincoln Museu..
415

8-10
11
12-13
14
15-16

1
2
3
4
5
6

7-8
9

10-14
15

Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Haseu~
Chapel Lane, Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Hasea.
Bailqate, Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Hasea.
Brandt Road, Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Hasea.
Eastgate cemetery, Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln
Hasea.

Eastgate cemetery, Lincs.: Lincoln Hasea.
Water Tower, Lincoln, Lines.:
Lincoln Hasea.
Greetwell, Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Hasea.
Nettleham Road, Lincs.: Lincoln Hasea.
The Lawn, Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Hasea.
High street, Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Hasea.
Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Hasea.
Dragonby, Humberside: 5
Old Winteringham, Humberside: 3-6, 18
7, S.Humberside: private collection

/ceni
16

1-2

Norwich Castle Museum, Norfolk: 2

Norwich Castle Museum, Norfolk: 1, 3

Cornovij
3-4

5-10

Dodderhlll, Droitwich, Her.& Wor.: photographs
fro. J IJ Davies
Wroxeter, Salop: 70, 31-33, 15-16

Brigantes (Soath)
11-13

Broxtowe, Notts.: 3-5

Cantiaci
1-10

Richborouqh, Kent: 263, 261, 262, 264, 259, 260,
257, 258, 255, 256

IJtrebates
11
12-14
15

Silchester, H~nts.: 3
Haylinq Island, Hants.: 3-5
Chichester, Hants.: 4
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ClltlJ.velllllJ.ni
16

Walbrook, London:

B~jtish

MlJ.selJ..

1

Walbrook, London:

B~jtjsh

Ml.lselJ.lII

T~jnovi!lntes

Fingringhoe, Essex: 3-4
Sheepen, Colchester, Essex: 102, 89, 92
Colchester, Essex: 133-134, 137, 150, 135, 142
Colchester Arch. Trust, 1971-83: 29, 28, 81, 102

2-3
4-6
7-12
13-16

Colchester Arch. Trust, 1984-85: 23

1
DIJ.~ot~jges

2-3
4-5

Waddon Hill, Dorset: 4-5
Ham Hill, Somerset: 3, 27

DoblJ.nnj
6-8
9-11
12

Bath, Avon: 32-34
Gloucester, Glos.: 10-12
Klngsholm, Glos.: 15

Co~jeJtBlJ.vj

13
14
15-16

Leicester, Leics.: 8
Ancaster, Lincs.: p~jvate collect jon
Bailgate, Lincoln, Lines.: Ljncoln MlJ.selJ.lII

1-2
3-5
6-11
12-16

Water Tower, Lincoln, Lincs.:
Ljncoln MlJ.selJ.lII
Greetwell, lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Museu.
Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln MuselJ.lII
Old Winteringham, Humberside: 8-10, 16-11

1-6

Exeter, Devon: 2-3, 27-28, 31-32
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CornoCljj

7-11

Wroxeter, Salop. : 34-36, 17-18

Brj9ilntes (Sou.th)
12-13

Broxtowe, Notts. : 1-2
Plate 84_

Dobu.nnj
1-2

Sea Mills, Avon: 75, 74

Brj9· ntes (Sou.th)
3

Broxtowe, Notts.: 11

Dobu.nni
4

5
6

Sea Mills, Avon: 73
Cirencester, Glos.: 11
Kingsholm, Glos.: 16

Iltrebates
1-2
3-5

Silchester, Hants.: 2, 1
Chichester, W.Sussex: 1-2, 13

Catu.vellau.ni
6

7
8

Wa1brook, London: British Mu.seu..
Walbrook, London: 45
7, Herts.: private collection

TrjnoClantes
9

Colchester, Essex: 185

Du.rotriges
10-11

Ham Hl11, Somerset: 1-2

Dobu.nni
12

Sea Mills, Avon: 72
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P.J,ate 62
1
2
3

Cirencester, Glos.: 1
Gloucester, Glos.: 1
Kingsholm, Glos.: Gloucester Museu.

Corieltau.vi
4

5
6

Leicester, Leics.: 1
Snitterby, Lincs.: private collection
Stonefield Gardens, Lincoln, Lines.:
Lincoln
Mu.seu..

7

Lincoln, Lincs.: Lincoln Museu.

8-9

Exeter, Devon: 1, 30

Cornovjj

10

1
2-3
4
5

Wroxeter, Salop.: 69

Finqringhoe, Essex: 17
Colchester, Essex: 199, 197
Colchester Arch. Trust, 1971-83: 120
Colchester Arch. Trust, 1984-85: 2

Durotriges
6
7

Waddon Hill, Dorset: 1
1, Somerset: private collect.ion

Dobu.nni
8
9

10

11

12

1, Wiltshire: Devizes Mu.seu..
1, Avon: Noodspring Mu.seu..~ Neston-Su.per-Hare
Cirencester, Glos.: 70

Old Winteringham, Humberside: 2
Barton-upon-Humber, Humberside: private collection

Du..moni j
1

Exeter, Devon: Rouqemont Hou.se
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Hu.seu.~

Exeter

Cornovii

2-4

Metchley, W.Midlands: 3, 1-2

1

Fishbourne, W.Sussex: private collection

2

Colchester, Essex: 193

Durotrigi!ls
3

S.Cadbury, Ham Hill, Somerset: 18

Coriftltauvi
4

Old Winteringham, Humberside: 1

1

Oakley Green, Windsor, Berks.: Royal Borough
Collection, Nindsor

Dobunni
2

Cirencester, Glos.: cast in
Oxf.

~sh.olean

Museu.,

Silures/ Ordovices
3

?Hereford, Her. & Wor.: cast in
Museu., Oxf.

1-11

Richborough, Kent: 265-275
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~sh.olean

Plate 92

1-17

King William street, London: 61, 70, 62-66, 68,
71-72, 67, 69, 73, a Gaian as and three Agrippan
asses.
Plate 93

TY'inovantes
1-17

'Child's Grave Group', Colchester, Essex: 1-17

1-17

'Child's Grave Group', Colchester, Essex
(contd.): 18-34

1-6

colchester Arch. Trust, 1984-85: 10-15

Dob(J.nni
9-16

Sea Hills, Avon: 70, 71, 64-66, 68, 12-13 and
Agrippan asses.

COY'ielt.a(J.vi
1-10

Castle Square, Lincoln, Lincs.: 61-67, and Neronian and Vespasianic aes

Iceni
11-12
13-15

Santon Downham, Suffolk: BY'itish H(J.se(J.1fJ" and
Celtic coins
Swanton Horley, Norfolk: 9-11

D(J.Y'otY'iges
1-10

'southants' hoard, Dorset: 1-6, 8-9, 14-15,
other Roman coins and Celtic coins
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The followIng plates show die-linked and style-lInked
provenanced coins:
Plate 98
Die- and style-Group A
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

RIchborough, Kent - Plate 22, no.3
Richborough, Kent - Plate 23, no.3
FIshbourne, W.Sussex - Plate 29, no.4
Walbrook, London - Plate 30, no.5
Angel Court, Walbrook, London - Plate 31, no.12
St.Albans, Herts. - Plate 34, no.2
Sheepen, Colchester, Essex - Plate 36, no.3
Colchester, Essex - Plate 36, no.9
Colchester, Essex - Plate 36, no.ll
Colchester, Essex - Plate 36, no.12
Colchester, Essex - Plate 37, no.3
Colchester, Essex - Plate 37, no.8
Colchester, Essex - Plate 37, no.9
Colchester, Essex - Plate 38, no.7
Colchester, Essex - Plate 38, no.8
Colchester, Essex - Plate 40, no.2
Colchester, Essex - Plate 40, no.13
Colchester, Essex - Plate 41, no.l

Die- and style-Group A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1

(Ci.g}?_:t._~_I'_l.

Colchester, Essex - Plate 41, no.2
Colchester, Essex - Plate 41, no.?
Colchester, Essex - Plate 41, no.S
Colchester, Essex - Plate 41, no.9
Colchester, Essex - Plate 41, no.10
Colchester, Essex - Plate 41, no.11
Colchester, Essex - plate 41, no.16
Harlow, Essex - Plate 42, no.7
Harlow, Essex - Plate 42, no.8
Harlow, Essex - Plate 42, no.10
Harlow, Essex - Plate 42, no.1I
Wanborough, Wilts. - Plate 45, no.lO
Bath, Avon - Plate 46, no.9
Bath, Avon - Plate 46, no.lO
Cireneester, Glos. - Plate 51, no.l2Leicester, Leics. - Plate 53, no.l6

Grantham, Lines. - Plate 54, no.4
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2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Potterhanworth, Lincs. - Plate 54, no.7
Potterhanworth, Lincs. - Plate 54, no.8
Lincoln, Lincs. - Plate 54, no.9
Lincoln, Lincs. - Plate 55, no.2
Lincoln, Lincs. - Plate 55, no.4
Lincoln, Lincs. - Plate 55, no.5
Kirmington, Humberside - Plate 56, no.7
Kjng Hillj •• Street hoard, London - Plate 92,
no.3
Child's Gr.ve 9ro~p, Colchester, Essex - Plate
93, no.8
Billingsgate, Gr.London - Plate 67, no.10
Colchester, Essex - Plate 65, no.5
Harlow, Essex - Plate 65, no.6
Maidstone, Kent - Plate 69, no.2
Maidstone, Kent - Plate 69, no.3
R1chborough, Kent - Plate 70, no.2
National Safe Deposit Company, London - Plate
71, no.1
Plate 101

Die- and Style-Group A { c.9..'tt..g~.l.
1
2
3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

National Safe deposit Company, London - Plate
71, no.4
Colchester, Essex - Plate 72, no.9
Colchester, Essex - Plate 73, no.9
Colchester, Essex - plate 73, no.10
Gussage St.M1chael, Dorset - Plate 73, no.16
Waddon H1ll, Dorset - Plate 74, no.1
Ham Hill, Somerset - Plate 74, no.4
Ham Hl11, Somerset - Plate 74, no.5
Ham H111, Somerset - Plate 74, no.6
Ham Hl1l, Somerset - Plate 74, no.12
Gloucester, Glos. - plate 75, no.10
Lincoln, Lincs. - Plate 76, no.10
Lincoln, Lincs. - Plate 76, no.15
Lincoln, Lincs. - Plate 76, no.16
?, Norfolk - Plate 78, no.1
King Hillj •• Street ho.rd, London - Plate 92,
no.2

121e- and Style-GrQup A ( l#ulJ,. .,r.9.~gl
1

2
3
4

5
6

Angel Court, Walbrook, London
Colchester, Essex - Plate 98,
Colchester, Essex - Plate 99,
Colchester, Essex - Plate 98,
Colchester, Essex - Plate 99,
Colchester, Essex - Plate 98,
423

- Plate 98, no.5
no.15
no.13
no.18
no.l
no.9

7
8
9

Colchester, Essex - Plate 98, no.8
Colchester, Essex - Plate 98, no.lO
Colchester, Essex - Plate 98, no.12

Plate 103
Die- and Style Group B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Richborough, Kent - Plate 22, no.13
Richborough, Kent - Plate 23, no.13
Richborough, Kent - Plate 23, no.14
Richborough, Kent - Plate 25, no.12
Silchester, Hants. - Plate 27, no.13
London - Plate 32, no.1
St.Albans, Herts. - Plate 33, no.11,
St.Albans, Herts. - Plate 33, no.12
St.Albans, Herts. - Plate 33, no.13
Harlow, Essex - Plate 43, no.9
Sea Hills, Avon - Plate 49, no.4
Cirencester, Glos. - Plate 51, no.14
Ludford, Lincs. - Plate 54, no.6
Kirminqton, Humberside - Plate 56, no.8
Saham Toney, Norfolk - Plate 58, no.5
Swanton Morley, Norfolk - Plate 58, no.9

Die- and style-Group B
1
2
3

4

Die 5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

Swanton
Swanton
Swanton
Exeter,

(~.QJ).. ~_d.._~.l

Morley,
Morley,
Morley,
Devon -

Norfolk Norfolk Norfolk Plate 60,

Plate 58, no.13
Plate 59, no.3
Plate 59, no.5
no.6

GJ:...2.Y~

Hambleden, Bucks. - Plate 34, no.7
Chelmsford, Essex - Plate 35, no.10
Burgh Castle, Norfolk - Plate 57, no.11

Walbrook, London - Plate 30, no.14
Sea Mills, Avon - Plate 49, no.12

Chichester, W.Sussex - Plate 29, no.14
Sheepen, Colchester, Essex - Plate 35, no.16
Colchester, Essex - Plate 39, no.8
Harlow, Essex - Plate 44, no.2 (plated)
424

Thetford, Norfolk - Plate 57, no.4
SpItal Bridge, London - Plate 31, no.7
Sheepen, Colchester, Essex - Plate 36, no.5
Colchester, Essex - Plate 39, no.13

14
15
16
17

plate 105_
Qie- and Style GLQ1UL--F.
Rlchborough, Kent
Ashton, Norhants.
Richborough, Kent
Richborough, Kent
Colchester, Essex

1

2
3
4
5
'21~6
7
8
9

10
11
12

~ng

-

-

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

18,
34,
21,
22,
40,

no.7
no.15
no.16
no.8
no.5

style-~~QYp G

Richborough, Kent - Plate 19, no.13 (plated)
Sheepen, Colchester, Essex - Plate 36, no.1
Colchester, Essex - Plate 37, no.12
Colchester, Essex - Plate 38, no.1
Colchester, Essex - Plate 41, no.12
Harlow, Essex - Plate 42, no.13
Harlow, Essex - Plate 44, no.1 (plated)

121e- ang style Group H
13
14
15
DIe16
17
18
19

Richborough, Kent
Richborough, Kent
Richborough, Kent

-

Plate 24, no.10
Plate 24, no.12
Plate 24, no.13

-

Plate
Plate
Plate
Plate

a.ruLJ~ .tYJ.~.:=Jlr..Q.\lP._1

Richborough, Kent
Richborough, Kent
Colchester, Essex
colchester, Essex

-

20,
20,
37,
38,

no.4
no.6
nO.10
no.9

121e- and style Group J
1
2

Richborough, Kent - Plate 25, no.4
Draqonby, Hurnberslde - Plate 56, no.10

Ple- and style Group K
3
4

5

Winchester, Hants. - Plate 27, no.2
Old Winteringham, Hurnberside - Plate 56, no.12
swanton Morley, Norfolk - Plate 58, no.16
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Oie- and style Group L
Richborough, Kent - Plate 24, nO.8
Chichester, W.Sussex - Plate 29, no.12

6
7

Oie- and Style-GrQup M
Colchester, Essex - Plate 37, no.1
Colchester, Essex - Plate 39, no.4
Lincoln, Lincs. - Plate 55, no.13

8
9

10

Die- and Style-Group N
11
12
13
14

Cirencester, Glos.
Cirencester, Glos.
Wroxeter, Salop. Wroxeter, Salop. -

15
16

Gloucester, Glos. - Plate 52, no.13
Gloucester, Glos. - Plate 52, no.16

pj.~-Group

.J?

17
18

Gloucester, Glos. - Plate 52, no.14
C.stle Square hoard, Lincoln, Lines. - Plate 96,
no.14

Die- and
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

- Plate 50, no.3
- Plate 50, no.11
Plate 62, no.10
Plate 62, no.16

Style-~~

Ham Hill, Somerset - Plate 74, no.10
Hayling Island, Hants. - Plate 79, no.13
Leicester, Leics. - Plate 76, no.6
London - Plate 71, no.8
Sheeepen, Colchester, Essex - Plate 72, no.5
Colchester, Essex - Plate 73, nO.1
Colchester, Essex - Plate 73, no.2
Colchester, Essex - Plate 73, no.3

10
11
12

Hark Lane, London - Plate 71, no.6
Fingringhoe, Essex - Plate 71, no.15
Colchester, Essex - Plate 72, no.8
Broxtowe, Notts. - Plate 78, no.12

13
14

Silchester, Hants. - Plate 70, no.6
Sheepen, Colchester, Essex - Plate 72, no.1

9

426

15
16
17
18

1
2
3
4

Colchester, Essex - Plate 72, no.6
Colchester, Essex - Plate 72, no.16
South Cadbury, Somerset - Plate 74, no.7
Combe St.Nicholas, Somerset - Plate 74, no.8

Sllchester, Hants. - Plate 85, no.2
Walbrook, London - Plate 85, no.6
Ham Hill, Somerset - Plate 85, no.10
?, Wiltshire - Plate 87, no.8
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